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FOREWORD

This appendix has been divided into sections to present the results of

Generalized Hydrologic Investigations applicable to the entire Tonawanda
* Creek watershed and investigations at specific locations. Section Al con-

tains information relative to Generalized Hydrologic Investigations.

Sections A2 through A5 contain information relative to investigations for the

Considered Reservoirs, Lower Tonawanda Creek watershed, Upper Tonawanda Creek

watershed, and Hydraulic Design, respectively. Section A6 and A7 address

respectively the comments in the Memorandum of Understanding, 9 February

1977, and 24 April 1980, NCDPD-PF which are applicable to this appendix.

At a meeting in OCE on 14 December 1976, suggested revisions to the 1976
Tonawanda Creek FFR were presented with the understanding that incorporation

of these comments would satisfy present OCE policy in having a greater level

of hydrology. It was stated that with these comments in the authorizing
• .document, the recommendation should be for authorization of construction with

a minimum of Phase 1 activities. Since that time, the study has been redone.
Concern for the functional adequacy of the project and the benefits claimed

4have been mitigated. The regional duration-frequency investigations were

updated and improved. Field surveys during high water proved invaluable in
determining the path of the water in the lower watershed. Diversion

discharge rating curves were developed allowing hydrograph routing and com-
bining simulation to the confluence with Ransom Creek. Surveys in the pro-

posed Lower Reservoir area revealed the path of the water in that area (Plate
A2) and the impracticality of the 1976 report location of the emergency

spillway.

The operation policy originally proposed was scrutinized and revised with a

n~w operation plan developed. For floods with an annual return period of

less than 10 years, the reservoirs are operated to impound floodwaters while

making releases such that the routed release combined with local inflow does
not exceed damaging discharges at downstream damage centers (forecasting.)

For 10-year floods and greater, the reservoirs are operated as flood atte-
l* nuators which either limit the release to a specific discharge relative to

downstream channel capacities or in reducing the discharge through storage of

floodwaters (nonforecasting.) Damage reduction is greatest for the more fre-
quent floods. Benefits claimed are conservative as the analysis accounts for
a misoperation (when one has to decide whether or not to forecast) during the

10-year balanced flood and that there is a considerable quantity of water in

the balanced hydrographs.

At a meeting 18 and 19 March 1980 between the Buffalo District and North

Central Division further revisions to the 1979 report were suggested. The
major revisions comprise further clarification and enhancement of the hydro-

logic and hydraulic engineering methods used in the study. The suggestions

have been incorporated and this appendix represents the results of that

effort.

,
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CAVEAT

The results of the hydrologic and hydraulic engineering studies presented
:- herein indicate that a viable and functionally adequate plan exists for

reducing flooding in the Tonawanda Watershed. These studies, based upon the
- best available data and the use of available and appropriate techniques of

analysis, were performed continuously and painstakingly throughout the pre-
vious 5 years. It is hoped, therefore, that reviewers take a sufficient
amount of time to read and understand the results presented in this report.

K/
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APPENDIX A

Al. GENERALIZED HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS

A1.1 Description of Tonawanda Creek Watershed

The Tonawanda Creek Watershed encompases an area of 648 square miles, wholly
in Western New York State. Plate Al shows the location of the watershed
within the State and the numerous tributary drainage areas within the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed. Tonawanda Creek flows from its source in the
Cattaraugus Hills in Wyoming County, through deep valleys with steep slopes,
northward for approximately 22 miles to Attica. From there the creek passes
through flat bottom land, with limited channel capacity, to Batavia. Turning

westward at Batavia, the creek winds its course through more level terrain.

The channel is often insufficient; the creek flows sluggishly and often

floods extensively during periods of high flow. Ledge-Murder Creek is the

principal tributary emptying into Tonawanda Creek between Batavia and Rapids.

Below river-mile 11.2, Tonawanda Creek forms a portion of the New York State

Barge Canal and continues to the Niagara River. This reach, as part of the

Barge Canal system, has an improved channel with flood discharges usually

flowing well within the channel. A large portion of the lower watershed
drains within this reach. Mud Creek enters immediately upstream of the Barge

Canal confluence. Ransom-Black-Gott Creek enters just below this confluence.

Ellicott and Bull Creeks join the mainstream near Tonawanda's confluence with

the Niagara River. Flood management needs for Ellicott and Bull Creeks are
independent of those in the remainder of the watershed and studies of those

needs have been accomplished separately. Further discussion on the character

* of the watershed may be found in the Main Report, Section II. Table A1.1
presents a tabulation of stream slopes and drainage areas for Tonawanda Creek
and its tributaries.

Al.2 Climatology

*" There have been 12 climatological stations located in or adjacent to the
"" Tonawanda Creek Watershed as shown on Plate Al. Of these 12, only eight are

still in operation, including the Weather Bureau First-Order station at the
Buffalo International Airport. The average annual precipitation for the 12

stations (through 1966) is 36.92 inches. Monthly averages vary from a mini-

* mum of 2.53 inches in February to a maximum of 3.33 inches in May.

A1.3 The average annual snowfall for the 12 stations (through 1966) is
82.3 inches. The highest average monthly snowfall is 22.4 inches in January

at Arcade, NY.

A1.4 The average annual temperature for 10 of the stations (through
1966) is 46.9 degrees Fahrenheit. The maximum average monthly temperature is

69.2 degrees in July, while the minimum is 24.2 degrees in January.

A1.5 Flood Producing Factors

*. According to records, most of the floods in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed

. have been caused by melting snow with moderate amounts of rainfall rather

A-1



Table Al.1 - Stream Slopes and Drainage Areas,
Tonawanda Creek and Tributaries

: Distance Above
- Niagara River Slope : Drainage Area

, Location : River Miles Feet/Mile : Square Miles

Tonavanda Creek at 0 4.75 648
Niagara River

Tonawanda Creek at .3 4.75 647
Ellicott Creek

Ellicott Creek : 5.49 110
at Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at : 4.8 4.79 537
Bull Creek

Bull Creek at : 6.91 26.9
Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at . 9.8 5.38 500
Ransom Creek

Ransom Creek at Z 2.76 60
Mouth

* Tonawanda Creek at 13.0 5.68 414
Mud Creek

Mud Creek at : 2.16 41.1
Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at : 18.5 5.76 358
Rapids Gage :

Tonawanda Creek at 23.3 6.18 356
Beeman Creek :

Beeman Creek at : 10.83 15.4
Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at 33.0 7.16 318
Ledge Creek :

Ledge Creek at : 29.0 74.2
Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at 41.5 7.92 231
Alabama Gage : :
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Table A1.1 -Stream Slopes and Drainage Areas (Cont'd)
Tonawanda Creek and Tributaries

" Distance Above
: Niagara River Slope : Drainage Area

Location : River Miles Feet/Mile : Square Miles

Tonawanda Creek at 56.8 7.92 200
Bowen Creek

Bowen Creek at 29.8 15.7
Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at 63.8 7.92 171
Batavia Gage

Tonawanda Creek at 68.8 9.59 151
Little Tonawanda
Creek

Little Tonawanda 36.2 38
at Mouth

Tonawanda Creek at 78.0 18.3 102
Alexander

Tonawanda Creek at 82.0 24.0 81
Attica
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than rainfall alone. The magnitude of a snowmelt flood is highly dependent
upon the amount of snowpack, and the magnitude and temporal variation of ter-
perature. During the March 1960 flood, only 0.2 inches of rain fell over the
basin. With temperatures reaching 66*F, the 5.2 inches of water equivalent

*snow melted rapidly resulting in the flood of record. During the March 1978
flood, however, with maximum daily temperatures reaching only 45°F, the 2.4
inches of water equivalent of snow melted slowly with minimal flooding. The
orientation of the watershed with respect to the usual direction of travel of
frontal systems in this area also influences the effect of rainfall on
runoff. Tonawanda Creek below Batavia flows generally westward and frontal
system direction is typically from west to east. An examination of the
streamflow records for the Tonawanda Creek at Alabama gage for the period of
record, 1922 through 1977, revealed that approximately 90 percent of flows
above bank occurred during December through April. In addition, it should be
noted that due to the limited channel capacity of Tonawanda Creek, overbank
flooding occurs on the average of approximately three times a year.

AI.6 Maximum Known Floods

Flooding in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed has been recorded as early as March
1904. As mentioned in paragraph A1.5, most floods have been caused by
melting snow with moderate amounts of rainfall. In some years, two or three
floods have been recorded from successive snowmelts. The most damaging
Tonawanda Creek flood of record at Batavia occurred on 31 March 1960, with
flooded outlines shown on Plates A2a-A2c for existing and improved (Batavia
Reservoir Compound) conditions. Field surveys for highwater marks and flood
fringe location during and after the March-April 1960 flood supplied the
necessary information to draw the flooded area maps. Flow direction and the
discharge under existing and improved conditions are also shown along with
the approximate range of channel capacities in the reach. Further descrip-
tion of this flood may be found in paragraph A1.44. The most recent flood
occurred in March 1979. A comparison of hydrologic data for several major
floods on Tonawanda Creek is shown in Table AI.2. It should be noted that
the September 1977 flood is the summertime flood of record, with further
discussion to be found in paragraph Al.45. Table Al.3a lists discharge data
at gaging stations on Tonawanda Creek for eight floods of record.

Al.7 Runoff and Streamflow Data

The streamflow data for the hydrologic studies of this report were obtained
from the records of the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.), New York
State Department of Public Works, and city of Batavia for gages on the
streams listed in Table A1.3b. Gaging station locations are shown on Plate
Al.

A1.8 Channel Capacities for Tonawanda Creek

It is imperative that the channel capacity downstream of flood control reser-
voirs is adequately investigated and considered in sufficient detail to allow

the establishment of sound project formulation and regulation criteria. Past
experience has shown that the determination of channel capacity at isolated
locations has proven inadequate. For Tonawanda Creek and its tributaries,
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channel capacities were determined from stream gage records and field obser-
vations made during historic floods. The numerous roads adjacent to
Tonawanda Creek allowed Corps personnel to easily and efficiently observe the
creek along its entire watercourse during runoff events. Aerial recon-
naissance was also used to establish overflow areas. The collected data
allowed a range of channel capacities in all reaches to be established with
the lower values used during the reservoir operation studies in order to not
overstate the benefits attributable to the operation of the considered
reservoirs. The adequacy of the field data precluded the need for an expen-
sive backwater analysis.

A-4a
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Al.9 Stream gage locations are shown on Plate Al. Damage reaches were
delineated from the mouth to Attica, NY, and are shown on Plates Ala through
Alc. Ranges of channel capacities are also shown on these plates and are
presented in Table A1.4. Further discussion on channel capacity deter-
minations follow.

A1.10 Tonawanda Creek has the largest capacity near the mouth (Reaches
T-1 thru T-3). Channel improvements in this portion of the creek were
completed before the turn of the century as part of the Barge Canal System.
Depending upon the Niagara River stage the channel capacity will range bet-
ween 10,000-12,000 cfs. From the confluence with the Barge Canal to River
Mile 28.0 (Reaches T-4 thru T-7) the channel capacity is limited to
4,000-6,000 cfs. The rating curve at the Rapids gage was used as the basis
for this estimate along with field observations during recent flooding.
Although the banks are steep in many sections, the capacity is limited due to
the extremely mild slope and meandering channel. From there to Alabama
(Reaches T-8 thru T-10) the channel meanders considerably with a bank-full
capacity of 3,500-4,500 cfs. Ledge Creek enters in this section and shall be
used as a downsteam control point for the proposed Batavia Reservoir
Compound. The range of channel capacity was again determined utilizing the
stage-discharge relation at the Alabama gage and field observations during
flooding.

A1.ll Discharge measurements and highwater marks obtained by Buffalo
District personnel allowed channel capacity estimates to be made for
Ransom-Black Creek and Mud Creek. Limited backwater calculations utilizing
cross-section data to be used in a future FIS study substantiated the Mud
Creek estimate.

Al.12 From Alabama to Bushville (Reaches T-11 & T-12) there is a
3,200-4,200 cfs range of channel capacity. The slope in this portion of the
creek is generally mild except near Indian Falls where Tonawanda Creek flows
from the Erie Plain to the Huron Plain with a resulting 120-foot drop in ele-
vation in 1.8 river miles. Within the city of Batavia (Reaches B-1 thru B-5)
the Corps of Engineers channel improvement project provides 6,000 cfs channel
capacity. This project provided for widening of the creek channel from a
point three-quarters of a mile west of the city line of Batavia to the muni-
cipal dam in Batavia. Bank protection was provided between Oak and Walnut
Streets along with minor channel clearing above the Municipal dam to the
Lehigh Valley Railroad bridge. The project was completed in 1956.

Al.13 The reach betwen Batavia and Alexander has a very mild slope and
the channel has many bends which frequently causes debris jams to occur.
Because of the numerous bends and jams, a very limited channel capacity of
aproximately 500 cfs exists. Above Alexander the slope of the creek
increases as the Cattaraugus hills are approached. The channel capacity
increases partly because of the increased slope to a range of 3,000-5,000 cfs
as indicated by discharge measurements at the USGS Attica gage.
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Table A.4- Tonawanda Creek Channel Capacities

Reach Channel Capacity - cfs

- T-I through T-3 10,000 - 12,000

T-4 through T-7 . 4,000 - 6,000

T-8 through T-10 3,500 - 4,500

M-1 through M-6 200 - 400

RB-i through RB-4 200 - 400

T-1i and T-12 . 3,200 - 4,200

B-i through B-5 : 6,000

T-13 . 2,000

A-1 through A-3 . 3,000 - 5,000

A1.14 Peak Discharge and Discharge-Duration-Frequency Studies

Peak discharge-frequency and discharge-duration-frequency analyses were used
in the design of the flood attenuation structures for this study. Streamflow
data through water-year 1977 for the gaging stations listed in Table A1.3b,
with the exceptions of Tonawanda Creek at Attica and Black Creek at
Swormville, were used in a regional frequency study to determine the sta-

- . tistical parameters of mean annual discharge, Qm; standard deviation, s; and
" skew coefficient, g. The analyses were made using the HEC computer program

HEC-46 regional frequency computation for peak, 1-, 3-, 7-, 15-, and 30-day
flow duration. The program computes the frequency statistics for recorded

*. events at each station and duration. Missing events are synthesized to form
complete sets of events for all years of record at all stations, with inter-
correlations preserved. The statistics for each station are adjusted to the
complete period of record. Regression analyses were then performed to deter-

* mine relationships between drainage area and Qm, s, and g. Peak discharge
and discharge-duration-frequency curves were determined by a Log Pearson Type

- III analysis using the appropriate statistical parameters for the
corresponding drainage area with an expected probability adjustment.

* Paragraphs AI.15 through AI.22 describe the procedures followed and results of
the frequency analysis in more detail.

A1.15 A regional frequency analysis used maximum annual instantaneous
peak and 1-, 3-, 7-, 15-, and 30-day discharge data from records, through
water year 1977, for the gaging stations listed in Table A1.3b. Qm, s, and g

*were determined for each station. On Plates A2 and A3 peak discharge curves
with and without expected probability adjustment for Tonawanda Creek at

* Batavia and Alabama are presented.
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The observed annual peaks are shown along with the 5 and 95 percent con-
fidence limits. These discharge data reflect natural watershed effects on
streamflow. During high flows, floodwaters enter the Ransom and Black Creek
Watersheds upstream from the Rapids gage on Tonawanda Creek and are,
therefore, not measured at the gage. Thus, the Qm, s, and g values computed
from the Rapids streamflow data were inaccurate and were not used in the
final analysis. Further discussion on the interbasin diversions may be found
in paragraph A1.40. A linear regression analysis was then made to relate Qm,
s, and g to drainage area for each duration.

A1.16 A plot Qm for all durations and for each station versus drainage
area suggested general groupings by two distinct geographic areas: upstream
and downstream of Batavia. This is consistent with the physiography of the
area. The Tonawanda Creek watershed includes portions of two physiographic
provinces. The Cattaraugus Hills are separated by deeply-eroded valleys with
relatively steep sides and slopes, while the Erie-Ontario lowland is slightly
undulating with flat slopes. Further discussion of the physiography of the
region may be found in the Main Report (Section II, Physiography). The
Qm versus DA relations were further defined by three relations: streams
downstream from Batavia and tributary to Tonawanda Creek, areas along the
mainstem of Tonawanda Creek downstream from Batavia, and areas upstream from
Batavia. Since a perfect correlation does not exist between the mean annual

" discharge and drainage area, a residual was computed for each station. The
residual, Am, reflects the difference between the discharge computed by the
regression equation and the observed value. These values were plotted on a
map at the centroid of the drainage area in order to obtain an average value
of the residual for areas upstream and downstream from Batavia, and are shown
on Plate A4a for the peak duration. The regional residuals for the peak
discharge from t .is were found to be zero. The residuals for the other dura-
tions were also found to be zero. Shown on Plates A4a and A4c are the appli-
cable relations between peak and other duration discharges and drainage area.

A1.17 As noted on Plate A4c, Oatka Creek was not used in the peak
regression analysis. The reason for this was a lack of confidence in the
accuracy of the recorded maximum annual instantaneous peak discharge data and
the inconsistency between the peak and other duration regressions. For
example, a close examination of the rating curve for the USGS gaging station
revealed that the maximum discharge, 4,010 cfs, 23 June 1972, was obtained by
extending the rating curve above 1,770 cfs based on a slope-area measurement
of peak flow. The 4,100 cfs should have caused considerable damage based on
a Corps DM for the completed flood control project at the village of Warsaw.
However, based upon field surveys during the flood, floodwaters were observed
to be within banks. Consequently, the USGS rating curve was considered inac-
curate for peak flows. Further, except for the peak discharge data, good
regression fits were obtained for and between other durations as shown on
Plate A4c. Consequently, the regression fit was done for peak duration using
the remaining stations, which resulted in the expected consistency between
durations.

A1.18 The standard deviation for all stations was correlated with the
drainage area. Unlike the mean annual discharge, the standard deviation was
fitted by one equation. A residual was calculated in a manner similar to the
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mean annual discharge analysis. The standard deviation is calculated by
using the regression equation with the corresponding residual. Table AI.5
lists the appropriate value for the standard deviation residual, a. and Plate
A5 presents the peak standard deviation residual map. The standard deviation
regression relations appear for all durations on Plates A6 through A8.

Table A1.5 - Standard Deviation Residual, a.

Residual, a.
Duration : D.S. of Batavia : U.S. of Batavia

Peak : 0.0 : +0.01

1-Day : +0.02 : 0.0

3-Day : +0.01 : +0.01

7-Day : 40.01 0.0

15-Day 0.0 : 0.0

30-Day : +0.01 : 0.0

A1.19 The unreliability of the skew coefficient at any single station
with a period of record less than 100 years resulted in the determination of
a regional skew coefficient. The regional skew coefficients were developed

S. by weighting the station skew coefficient with the period of record as
follows:

N Ni

"'* gr gi
i-i Ntot (1)

where

gr = Regional skew coefficient for the given duration.
Ni = Number of years of record at station (i).
Ntot = Total number of years of record for all stations.

gi Skew coefficient for station (i).

A1.20 An adopted skew coefficient was then calculated for each station
in accordance with the method presented in Bulletin 17A(l) If station

.. records of 25 to 100 years in length are available, a weighted skew coef-
ficient should be calculated with the station skew given a weight of

." (N-25)/75 and the generalized (regional) skew given a weight of
1.0-(N-25)/75. Thus:

g gs (N-25) + gr (1.0 - (N-25))
75 75 (2)

(1) Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow Frequency, Bulletin 17A,
United States Water Resources Council, Washington, DC, 1977.
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where

g - Adopted Station Skew
gs Station Skew

gr - Regional Skew

A1.21 For peak flows, the adopted skew was correlated with the drainage
area for the main stem of Tonawanda Creek downstream from Batavia, and for
areas upstream from Batavia. For tributaries entering Tonawanda Creek
downstream from Batavia, the peak regional skew coefficient was selected.
Table A1.6 lists the appropriate skew coefficients. The plotting of the skew
coefficient versus drainage area for the peak duration is found on Plate A9.
Plates AIO-A14 present and adopted and raw station skew versus the logarithm
of the drainage area for their respective durations. Since the adopted sta-
tion skews lie close to the regional skew, the regional skew was used in the
calculation of the discharge-duration-frequency curves. Table Al.6 lists the
appropriate skew coefficient for the given duration. These skew coefficients
were considered applicable to the entire Tonawanda Creek Watershed.

Table A1.6 - Skew Coefficient, g

Duration: Skew Coefficient
Main Stem-

:D.S. of Batavia: U.S. of Batavia : Tribs - D.S. of Batavia
: g = .388 (log : g - .0986

Peak : D.A.) - 1.21 : (log D.A.) - .3427: -0.12

1-Day : -0.15
3-Day : -0.21
7-Day : -0.06 Applicable to Entire Watershed
15-Day : 0.11
30-Day : 0.20

Al.22 Peak discharge-frequency curves for selected points along
Tonawanda Creek are shown on Plates A15 and A16. The 1-, 3-, 7-, 15-, and
30-day frequency curves are shown on Plate A17 for Tonawanda Creek at
Batavia. Also shown is the peak discharge-frequency curve. These curves
were computed from Log Pearson Type III analyses using the appropriate
drainage and geographic area and applying an expected probability adjustment
for an equivalent period of record. The equivalent period of record for the
recorded and reconstituted flows for each station, is estimated by HEC-46 by

adding the determination coefficient for each year of reconstituted flow to
the total years of recorded flows. An arithmetic average of the equivalent
years of record for stations upstream and downstream was calculated and is
used in computing the expected probability adjustment. Table Al.6a lists the

S. equivalent period of record used for areas upstream and downstream from
Batavia.

A-14
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Table A1.6a - Equivalent Period of Record in Years

Duration Peak 1 Day 3 Days : 7 Days : 15 Days 30 Days

Stations up-: 56 60 61 : 62 : 63 63
stream from :
Batavia

Stations :34 : 31 32 : 32 : 32 30
downstream :
from Batavia:

A1.23 Discharge-Drainage Area Curves For Selected Durations

From the results of peak discharge and discharge-duration-frequency studies,
discharge-duration-drainage area curves for selected return period floods
were determined. Data from these curves, shown on Plates A18 through A29,
were used in balanced hydrograph determinations.

A1.24 Balanced Hydrographs

.. Often hydrologic models are constructed from subarea unit hydrographs and the
resulting flood hydrographs for historic events are compared to historic

flood hydrograph data as a check of the model performance regarding timing,
volume, and flood magnitude reproduction. As indicated in paragraph AI.5,
the majority of the floods in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed have been caused

by melting snow with moderate amounts of rainfall rather than rainfall alone.
The unit hydrograph method was therefore not applicable. A period of record

*routing would have been the best approach, however discharge information
above the proposed Reservoir Compound was not available. The lack of this
information demonstrates the need for an improved Cooperative Stream Gaging
Program from which funds would be availabe to support gages before a study is
undertaken and not after. Because of the lack of discharge data, the
balanced hydrograph approach was used.

Al.25 A balanced hydrograph may be defined as a theoretical flood
hydrograph whose peak discharge and flood volume for specified durations have
identical frequencies of occurrence. The shape of this theoretical
hydrograph is patterned after the observed hydrograph of an actual flood
which has occurred in the watershed. The procedure used in determining
balanced hydrographs for this study follows.

A1.26 First, a pattern hydrograph was selected having an adequate dura-
tion and a shape which was typical of most floods occurring in the watershed.
It is important that a pattern hydrograph compatible with the input frequency
data is selected, otherwise odd-shaped balanced hydrographs may result.
Since the majority of significant floods in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed
have been the result of precipitation plus snowmelt during the late winter
months, the 28 March through 7 April 1960 floods at Linden, Batavia, Alabama,
and the reconstituted hydrograph at Rapids were selected as the pattern
floods for watershed and subwatersheds investigated in this study. The
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reconstitution of the 1960 flood at Rapids is discussed in paragraph A1.44.
For subwatersheds upstream from Batavia, the 1960 flood at Linden was used.
For Batavia, Alabama, and Rapids, the 1960 flood at those locations was used.
Using the derived routing criteria, discussed in paragraphs Al.33 through
A1.39, the reconstituted 1960 flood at Rapids was routed to the confluence of
Mud Creek with Tonawanda Creek and used as the pattern hydrograph at the
confluence. The 50-year balanced flood at the confluence with Mud Creek was
routed to the confluence of Ransom Creek with Tonawanda Creek and used as the
pattern hydrograph at the location. The Linden, Batavia, and Alabama pattern
hydrographs used in this study are shown on Plate A30. The reconstituted
1960 flood at Rapids is shown on Plate A62.

A1.27 Balanced hydrographs were calculated for 500-, 200-, 100-, 50-,

20-, 10-, and 2-year return periods. These were computed using the proper
pattern hydrograph and the peak and 1-, 3-, 7-, 15-day duration discharges
from Plate A18 through A29 for the appropriate drainage area and return
period. Computer program HEC-1 "Flood Hydrograph Package" was utilized in
the above calculations. The 200-year balanced hydrographs for Batavia and
Alabama, determined in this manner and labeled "Computed at Gage," are shown
on Plates A31 and A32. Also shown for comparison are the Batavia and Alabama
200-year routed hydrographs, labeled "Routed and Combined," determined by

- routing and combining with 200-year local inflow.

A .28 Unit Hydrograph and Flood Routing Criteria, General

No further consideration was given the unit hydrograph and flood routing cri-
teria developed in the 1975 Feasibility Report. Attention was focused,
however, on the development of flood routing criteria for Tonawanda Creek to
the confluence with Ransom Creek. During high flows, streamflow data at the
Rapids, NY, gage is inaccurate due to flood water entering the Mud and
Ransom-Black Creek Watersheds upstream from the gage. Diversion discharge
rating curves, shown on Plates A40 and A41, were developed for this overflow,
allowing the usage of the streamflow data at the Rapids gage, and the
reconstitution of the 1960 flood.

A1.29 Unit Hydrographs

Under Section 214 of the 1965 Rivers and Harbor Act, the Buffalo District
performed hydrologic studies to determine unit hydrograph criteria for
numerous streams in Western New York. The following is a presentation of
results of prior studies and how they were used in this study.

A1.30 In prior studies, 3-hour unit hydrographs were derived from storm
studies at the gaging stations listed in Table AI.3b, with the exception
of Oatka Creek at Warsaw and Tonawanda Creek at Alabama and Rapids. Storms

- . studied included the June 1944, October 1945, May 1957, April 1961, May 1961,
and April 1963 storms. The Clark method of synthesis was used in determining
these unit hydrographs. (No explanation of the Clark method will be given
here, but a concise description of the method can be found in most textbooks
on hydrology). These unit hydrographs were then adjusted by altering the
Clark parameters R and Tc until it was possible to closely approximate the
observed hydrographs of the recorded storms. Tc and R are time of runoff
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concentration and watershed storage parameters, respectively. Next, an
attempt was made to determine a relationship between these Clark parameters
and typical watershed characteristics such as stream slope, drainage area,
stream length, and drainage area divided by stream length.

A1.31 After considerable examination of the various watershed para-
meters, it was found that definite relationships existed between average
stream slope and Clark's Tc and between Clark's R and drainage area. These
relationships are shown on Plates A33 and A34. The reproduction of recorded

, storms on Tonawanda Creek at Batavia using the Tc and R values from the
generalized curves showed good results. To demonstrate this, a storm repro-
duction is included on Plate A35 for the May 1957 storm for Tonawanda Creek
at Batavia. Three-hour unit hydrographs determined using the generalized Tc
and R relationships for subwatersheds upstream from Alabama and at Batavia
are shown on Plate A36.

A1.32 It should be pointed out that these unit hydrographs were derived
- from floods that contained no snowmelt. Consequently, Standard Project

Flood, SPF, and Probable Maximum Flood, PMF, determinations did not include
snowmelt. The rationale for this is described in paragraph A1.60. However,
Spillway Design Flood, SDF, determinations for considered structures were

-. made including a volume of runoff from snowmelt preceeding the SDF. This is
* discussed in more detail in Section A2.

A1.33 Routing Criteria

The development i.f routing constants and local inflow in areas not previously
. determined was accomplished mainly through the usage of computer program

HEC-1, flood hydrograph package. A complete Tonawanda Creek routing schema-
tic is shown on Plate A37. This routing criteria was used for the balanced
hydrograph, 1960 and 1977 flood routings. Routing criteria for the March
1978 flood is discussed in paragraph A1.46.

A1.34 Balanced hydrograph routings began along Tonawanda Creek at
Alexander, NY, as inflow to the Upper Reservoir area. A Modified Puls
routing was made through this area for existing conditions as the flood wave
would experience large attenuation due to the storage upstream of the DL&WRR
(Erie RR) embankment. Muskingum routing constants developed in the 1975
report for Tonawanda Creek from Alexander to the mouth of Little Tonawanda
were used for this reach. The Little Tonawanda Creek at mouth hydrograph was

*i combined with the routed Tonawanda Creek hydrograph at this confluence. The
-* time of peak for the Little Tonawanda Creek at the mouth was made to coincide

with the routed Tonawanda hydrograph. An analysis of the September 1977 and
*March 1978 floods support this assumption.

A1.35 Considerable field surveys were made to determine the extent of
natural storage in the Lower Reservoir area. Plate A38 shows the expanse of
area. Previously, Area 1 was only considered in the existing conditions
storage routings. It was found that the section bounded by Ellicott Street,
the Lehigh Valley Railroad (LVRR), and Town Line Road (Area 2) also is able
to contain water beginning with elevation 891 feet USC&GS datum. A road
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profile of Rt. 98 indicated a dip in the road near Dodgeson Road. At eleva-
tion 901 feet USC&GS datum, storage becomes available in the area-bounded by
Rt. 98, Dodgeson, Wortendyke, and Pike Road (Area 3). The stored water in

Area 3 flows over Pike Road into Area 5. This water eventually drains into
Bowen Creek via culverts under Wortendyke Road. Water escapes through the

Erie Railroad opening of the LVRR once the pool elevation reaches 899 feet
U.S.C.&G.S. datum, filling the area bounded by the LVRR and Conrail tracks
west of Batavia (Area 4). These additional storage areas were taken into
account during the flood routings.

AI.36 The computer program REVPULS, developed for this report, reverse
Modified Puls routed the hydrograph at Batavia through the storage upstream
of the LVRR embankment. Subtracting this reverse-routed hydrograph from the
combined hydrograph at the confluence with Little Tonawanda Creek resulted in
the local inflow above Batavia. The addition of the local inflow with the
combined hydrograph results in the total inflow hydrograph at the Lower
Reservoir site. This hydrograph was then routed by Modified Puls to obtain

*-. the hydrograph at Batavia, NY. An example is shown on Plate A31 where the
200-year balanced hydrographs for subwatersheds upstream from Batavia were
routed and combined resulting in the 200-year balanced hydrograph at Batavia
labeled "Routed and Combined." Also shown is the 200-year balanced
hydrograph determined for Batavia directly from discharge-duration-return
period-drainage area curves and the 1960 flood hydrograph at Batavia as a
pattern flood.

A1.37 Muskingum routing criteria were computed for the reach between
Batavia and Alabama by HEC-1 optimization using the Tonawanda Creek at
Batavia and Alabama 1960 flood hydrographs. Local inflow for this reach was
determined by subtracting the routed Batavia hydrograph from the Alabama
hydrograph. The 200-year balanced hydrograph labeled "Routed and Combined"
on Plate A32 for Alabama resulted from routing and combining subwatershed
balanced hydrographs. Also shown is the 200-year balanced hydrograph at
Alabama determined from discharge-duration-return period-drainage area curves
and the 1960 flood hydrograph at Alabama as a pattern flood.

:4- A1.38 An important location along Tonawanda Creek is the confluence
with Ledge Creek. A stage recorder does not exist at this location. Hence,
hydrographs at this location had to be synthesized. Using the 1960 flood
hydrographs at Alabama and Rapids, routing constants and local inflow were
derived. The travel time from Alabama to Ledge was proportioned by distance.

The local inflow at the confluence was derived by proportioning the local
inflow between Alabama and Rapids by drainage area with the timing
appropriately adjusted. The resulting synthetic 1960 flood hydrograph at
Ledge was used as the pattern hydrograph for the balanced hydrograph
routings.

A1.39 Travel times downstream of the Rapids gage were derived by pro-
portion based upon the 1964 flood. A travel time of 10 hours occurred from
Rapids to the staff gage on a maintenance building on Tonawanda Creek Road
(at river mile 3) for this flood. This was the only travel time information

--4 available. A Muskingum attenuation constant (x) of 0.3 was selected because
of minimal overbank flooding as shown in the Flood Plain Information Report
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for Tonawanda Creek (2). The FPI report is superseded by results of hydrolo-
gic analyses presented in this appendix.

A1.40 Diversion Rating Curves For Overflow to Mud and Black Creeks

During high flows, Tonawanda Creek flood water is subject to partial diver-
sion to Mud Creek downstream of Alabama. For computation purposes, the
diversion rating curve was based upon the discharge at Alabama. Using high-
water marks for the 1962 and 1960 floods on Mud Creek, channel bottom, and
Architect Engineer's cross sections, a backwater analysis was made. It was
assumed that the peak Mud Creek discharge was the overflow discharge, with
the local Mud Creek runoff peaking before Tonawanda Creek. Field obser-
vations during flooding support this assumption. The diversion rating curve
was determined using information from the 1956 and 1960 flood, and profiles
and discharges for the 100-year and SPF floods from the Flood Plain

* Information Report for Tonawanda Creek(2). Plate A40 presents the diversion
rating curve for Mud Creek.

A1.41 Beeman Creek enters Tonawanda Creek approximately one mile
upstream of Rapids, NY. Highwater on Tonawanda Creek will back up Beeman

-" Creek to overflow Salt Road (Rt. 268) and enter the Black Creek Watershed.
* .Photo 2 in the Tonawanda Creek Main Report of the 1960 flood shows this
"" effect. A diversion discharge rating curve (Plate A41) was constructed by

fitting a curve through measured discharges for the 1956, 1957, and 1960
floods. It was estimated that diversion begins when the flow measured at the
Rapids gage is 4,000 cfs. Previous field observations of flooding support
this assumption.

A1.42 HEC-5C Modeling of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed

With the routing criteria and local inflow derived using HEC-1, the computer
program HEC-5C "Simulation of Flood Control and Conservation Systems" was
used to model the Tonawanda Creek Watershed from Alexander, NY, downstream to
the confluence with Ransom Creek. Using the diversion discharge rating
curves, the program was able to make the necessary diversions and route and
combine the overflow hydrographs. Plate A37 shows the complete routing sche-
matic used for the balanced hydrograph routings.

A1.43 Tables A1.7 through Al.13 list the results of the balanced
hydrograph routings. The tables give the drainage area of the subwatershed

*. along with the volume and peak discharge of the flood. The total volume in
• inches reported at each location is the runoff which occurred for the par-

ticular flood over a time of 18.75 days. Plates A42 through A58 show the
200-, 50-, 2-year flood hydrographs at selected stream locations. Discussion
of the routings with the reservoirs may be found in Section A2.

(2) Flood Plain Information: Tonawanda Creek and Its Affected Tributaries,
Erie and Niagara Counties, Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District, 1971.
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Table A1.7 - 500-Year Balanced Hydrograph Routings

D.A. : Existing Up. Res. Only Res. Comp,,nd
Location : Miles

2  
: Inches Peak-cfs Inches Peak-cfs : Inches Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander 102 10.6 15,000 10.6 15,000 10.6 15,000

Outflow: Upper Reservoir : 102 : 10.6 : 12,200 . 10.6(1): 12,200 10.6(l): 12,200

Little Tonawanda at uth : 38 10.6 : 6,200 : 10.6 : 6,200 : 10.6 : 6,200

Local Inflow: Alexander : 31 : 7.5 : 2,600 : 7.5 : 2,600 : 7.5 : 2,600
to Batavia : : : :

Inflow to Lower Reservoir 171 : 10.0 : 17,200 : 10.0 : 17,200 : 10.0 : 17,200

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 10.0 : 9,850 9.9 : 8,400 : 9.9(l): 6,500

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 6.4 : 3,030 6.4 : 3,030 : 6.4 : 3,030
Alabama . . : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 8.9 : 12,000 : 8.9 : 10,700 : 8.8 : 8,740

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : .7 : 2,500 : .63 : 2,290 : .7 : 1,920

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 8.2 : 9,520 : 8.3 : 8,410 : 8.1 : 6,820
diversion to Mud Creek : : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 7.4 : 4,110 : 7.4 : 4,110 : 7.4 : 4,110
Local . . . :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 7.9 : 12,600 : 8.0 : 11,500 : 7.9 : 10,300
confluence with Ledge : : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 7.8 : 3,520 : 7.8 : 3,520 : 7.8 : 3,520

Rapids : : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 1.4 : 6,800 : 1.4 : 6.050 : 1.3 : 5,150

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 6.5 : 6,970 : 6.6 : 6,830 : 6.5 : 6,600
diversions . . : :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 8.3 : 2,440 : 8.3 : 2,440 : 8.3 : 2,440
Local . : : .

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 7.1 : 11,730 : 7.2 : 11,300 : 7.2 : 10,500
with Mud Creek : . : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : 8.2 : 3,160 8.2 : 3,160 : 8.2 : 3,160
Local : : : :

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 8.2 : 20,800 : 8.2 : 19,500 : 8.2 : 17,900
with Ransom . . : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 inches

Lower Res. - 1.7 Inches
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Table A1.8 - 200-Year Balanced Hydrograph Routings

D.A. Existing : Up. Res. Only Res. Compound
Location : Miles

2 
: Inches Peak-cfs Inches Peak-cfs Inches Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 : 9.5 : 14,000 9.5 : 14,000 : 9.5 14,000

Outflow: Upper Reservoir 102 9.5 : 11,400 9.5(1): 11,400 9.5(1): 11,400

Little Tonawanda at Mouth : 38 : 9.5 5,650 9.5 5,650 9.5 : 5,650

Local Inflow: Alexander : 31 : 7.0 : 2,440 : 7.0 2,440 : 7.0 : 2,440
to Batavia . . : :

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 : 9.0 16,000 : 9.0 16,000 : 9.0 16,000

* Outflow Lower Reservoir : 171 9.0 : 9,100 : 8.9 : 7,540 : 8.9(1): 5,780

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 5.0 2,560 : 5.0 : 2,560 : 5.0 : 2,560
.- Alabama : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 7.8 : 11,300 : 7.9 : 9,850 : 7.8 : 8,160

" Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0.6 : 2,390 : 0.5 : 2,130 : 0.5 : 1,810

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 7.2 : 8,940 : 7.4 : 7,720 : 7.3 : 6,350
, diversion to Mud Creek : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 7.4 : 3,280 : 7.4 : 3,280 : 7.4 : 3,280
Local : : : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 7.2 : 11,670 : 7.4 : 10,500 : 7.3 : 9,140
confluence with Ledge : : . :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 6.7 : 2,360 : 6.7 : 2,360 : 6.7 : 2,360
Rapids : : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 1.1 : 5,910 : 1.1 : 5,000 : 1.0 : 4,050

Tonawanda at Rapids lees : 358 : 6.0 : 6,800 : 6.2 : 6,550 : 6.1 : 6,260

diversions : : :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 6.5 : 1,930 : 6.5 : 1,930 : 6.5 : 1,930
Local : : : :

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 6.4 : 10,800 : 6.4 : 10,200 : 6.4 : 9,700
with Mud Creek : : :

Ransomr-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : 7.7 : 3,060 : 7.7 : 3,060 : 7.7 : 3,060
Local : : :

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 7.4 : 18,500 : 7.4 : 17,400 : 7.4 : 16,200
with Ransom : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 inches
Lower Res. - 1.5 inches
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Table A1.9 - 100-Year Balanced Hydrograph Routings

D.A. Existing Up. Res. Only Res. Compound
- Location Miles

2  
Inches : Peak-cfs Inches : Peak-efs Inches Peak-cfs

- Tonawanda at Alexander 102 8.8 12,500 : 8.8 12,500 : 8.8 : 12,500

Outflow: Upper Reservoir 102 : 8.8 10,400 8.8(0): 10,400 : 8.8(0): 10,400

Little Tonawanda at Mouth : 38 9.0 5,100 : 9.0 5,100 9.0 : 5,100

Local Inflow: Alexander 31 6.0 : 2,500 6.0 : 2,500 : 6.0 : 2,500

to Batavia . . . :

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 : 8.3 : 14,700 : 8.3 : 14,000 : 8.3 : 14,000

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 8.3 : 8,470 : 8.3 : 6,770 : 8.3(1): 5,450

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 4.8 2,340 : 4.8 : 2,340 : 4.8 : 2,340
Alabama . : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 7.3 : 10,500 : 7.3 : 8,850 : 7.3 : 7,650

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0.5 : 2,250 : 0.4 : 1,940 : 0.4 : 1,680

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 6.8 : 8,240 : 6.9 : 6,910 : 6.9 : 5,970
diversion to Mud Creek : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 6.1 : 3,070 : 6.1 : 3,070 : 6.1 : 3,070
Local . . : .

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 6.6 : 10,800 : 6.7 : 9,470 : 6.6 : 8,570
confluence with Ledge : : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 6.5 : 1,900 : 6.5 : 1,900 : 6.5 : 1,900
Rapids . : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 0.9 : 5,140 : 0.8 : 4,190 : 0.8 : 3,550

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 5.7 : 6,600 : 5.8 : 6,300 : 5.8 : 6,120
diversions : : . :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 7.0 : 1,580 : 7.0 : 1,580 7.0 : 1,580
Local . . . :

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 6.1 : 10,200 : 6.2 : 9,560 : 6.2 : 9,100
with Mud Creek : : : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : 7.2 : 2,430 : 7.2 : 2,430 : 7.2 : 2,430
Local . . : :

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 6.9 : 17,200 : 6.9 : 15,800 : 6.9 : 14,700
with Ransom : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 inches

Lower Res. - 1.3 inches
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Table A1.10 - 50-Year Balanced Hydrograph Routings

D.A. Existing : Up. Res. Only : Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
Inches Peak-cfs Inches : Peak-cfs Inches : Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 : 8.0 : 11,200 8.0 11,200 : 8.0 : 11,200

Outflow: Upper Reservoir 102 : 8.0 9,440 8.0(1): 9,350 8.0(1): 9,350

Little Tonawanda at Mouth 38 8.0 4,650 : 8.0 4,650 8.0 4,650

Local Inflow: Alexander 31 8.0 2,080 : 8.0 2,080 : 8.0 : 2,080

to Batavia.

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 : 8.0 : 13,700 : 7.9 : 10,000 : 7.9 : 10,000

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 8.0 : 7,730 : 7.9 : 5,930 : 7.8(1): 5,240

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 3.3 : 2,090 : 3.3 : 2,090 : 3.3 : 2,090
Alabama . : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 6.7 : 9,540 : 6.6 : 7,800 : 6.6 : 7,180

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0.5 : 2,070 : 0.3 : 1,720 : 0.3 : 1,540

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 6.2 : 7,470 : 6.3 : 6,080 : 6.3 : 5,640
diversion to Mud Creek : : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 5.9 : 2,830 : 5.9 : 2,830 : 5.9 : 2,830
Local : . : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 6.1 : 9,920 : 6.2 : 8,570 : 6.2 : 8,150
,* . confluence with Ledge : : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 5.i : 1,640 : 5.1 : 1,640 : 5.1 : 1,640
Rapids : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 0.6 : 4,660 : 0.5 : 3,660 : 0.5 : 3,370

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 5.3 : 6,420 : 5.5 : 6,150 : 5.5 : 6,060
diversions : : : :

"- Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 5.8 : 1,620 : 5.8 : 1,620 : 5.8 : 1,620
Local : : : :

Tonawanda below confluence 414 5.6 : 9,610 :5.7 : 8,960 5.7 : 8,710
with Mud Creek : : : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : 6.7 : 2,270 : 6.7 : 2,270 : 6.7 : 2,270
Local . . . .

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 6.2 : 15,800 : 6.2 : 14,100 : 6.2 : 13,600
with Ransom : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 inches
Lower Res. - 1.1 inches
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Table Al.LL - 20-Year Balanced Hlydrograph Routings

D.A. : Existing : Up. Res. Only Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
: Inches Peak-cfs z Inches : Peak-cfs : Inches Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander 102 7.0 9,600 7.0 9,600 : 7.0 9,600

Outflow: Upper Reservoir : 102 7.0 : 8,450 : 6.9(1): 4,740 6.9(1): 4,740

Little Tonawanda at Mouth : 38 7.0 3,950 7.0 : 3,950 : 7.0 3,950

Local Inflow: Alexander 31 5.8 1,820 : 5.8 1,820 5.8 : 1,820

to Batavia : . : :

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 6.7 : 11,700 : 6.7 : 6,930 6.7 : 6,930

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 6.7 : 6,650 : 6.7 : 4,930 : 6.7(1): 4,620

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 3.3 : 1,830 : 3.3 : 1,830 : 3.3 : 1,830

Alabama : : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 5.8 : 8,260 : 5.8 : 6,500 : 5.8 : 6.240

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0.4 : 1,830 : 0.2 : 1,330 : 0.2 : 1,240

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 5.4 : 6,430 5.6 : 5,170 : 5.6 5,000
diversion to Mud Creek : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 5.7 : 2,400 : 5.7 : 2,400 : 5.7 : 2,400

Local : : : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 5.5 8,600 : 5.0 : 7,390 : 5.6 : 7,220

confluence with Ledge : . . :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 3.1 : 1,440 : 3.1 : 1,440 3.1 1,440

Rapids : : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 0.4 : 3,360 : 0.4 : 2,510 : 0.3 : 2,400

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 4.7 : 6,050 : 4.9 : 5,770 : 4.9 5,730

diversions : : : :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 4.9 : 1,450 : 4.9 : 1,446 : 4.9 : 1,446

Local : : : :

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 4.9 : 9,050 : 5.0 : 8,200 : 5.0 : 8,060
with Mud Creek : : . :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 6.3 : 1,970 : 6.3 : 1,970 : 6.3 : 1,970

Local : : . :

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 5.5 : 13,800 : 5.5 : 12,100 : 5.4 : 11,900

with Ransom : : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 inches

Lower Res. - .8 inch
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Table Al.12 - 10-Year Ralanced Hydrograph Rotitings

D.A. Existing : Up. Res. Only Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
Inches Peak-cfs : Inches Peak-cfs : Inches Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 : 6.2 : 8,300 : 6.2 : 8,300 6.2 8,300

Outflow: Upper Reservoir : 102 6.2 7,400 : 6.2(1): 3,550 : 6.2(1): 3,550

Little Tonawanda at Mouth 38 6.2 : 3,400 : 6.2 3,400 : 6.2 : 3,400

Local Inflow: Alexander : 31 : 5.1 : 1,640 : 5.1 : 1,640 : 5.1 : 1,640
* to Batavia : : : :

Inflow to Lower Reservoir 171 : 6.0 : 10,300 : 6.1 : 6,000 : 5.0 : 6,000

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 6.0 : 5,870 : 6.0 : 4,320 : 6.00): 4,260

* Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 2.5 : 1,640 2.5 : 1,640 : 2.5 : 1,640
Alabama : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 5.1 : 7,330 : 5.1 : 5,740 5.0 : 5,650

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0.3 : 1,580 : 0.1 : 1,080 : .1 : 1,050

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 4.8 5,750 : 5.0 : 4,760 : 4.9 : 4,600
diversion to Mud Creek : : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 4.4 : 2,380 : 4.4 : 2,380 : 4.4 : 2,380
Local . :

Tonawanda Creek downstream 318 : 4.6 7,900 : 4.8 6,910 : 4.8 6,850
confluence with Ledge : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 4.8 1,170 4.8 1,170 4.8 1,170

Rapids : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 0.3 : 2,260 : 0.3 : 2,040 : 0.3 2,000

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 4.3 : 5,820 : 4.5 : 5,560 : 4.5 : 5,540
diversions : :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 4.7 : 1,430 : 4.7 : 1,430 4.7 : 1,430
Local

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 4.4 : 8,480 : 4.5 : 7,550 : 4.5 : 7,430
with Mud Creek : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda 86 5.0 : 1,880 5.0 1,880 : 5.0 : 1,880
Local : : . :

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 4.8 : 12,330 : 4.8 10,800 4.8 10,670
with Ransom : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.2 Inches

Lower Res. - .7 inch
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Table A1.13 - 2-Year Balanced Hydrograph Routings

D.A. : Existing Up. Res. Only : Res. Compound
"-" Location Miles

2  
: Inches Peak-cfs : Inches : Peak-cfs : Inches : Peak-cfs

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 : 4.2 : 5,000 : 4.2 : 5,000 : 4.2 : 5,000

Outflow: Upper Reservoir : 102 : 4.2 : 4,570 : 4.2(1): 1,500 : 4.2(1): 1,500

Little Tonawanda at Mouth : 38 : 4.2 : 2,010 : 4.2 : 2,010 : 4.2 : 2,010

Local Inflow: Alexander : 31 : 2.9 : 1,060 : 2.9 : 1,060 2.9 : 1,060
to Batavia . . . .

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 : 4.0 : 6,340 : 4.0 : 3,410 : 4.0 : 3,410

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 4.0 : 3,870 : 4.0 : 2,530 : 4.0(1): 2,000

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 1.9 : 1,090 : 1.9 : 1,090 : 1.9 : 1,090
Alabama . . . .

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 3.3 : 4,840 : 3.4 : 3,530 : 3.4 : 2,480

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0+: 560 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 3.3 : 4,280 : 3.4 : 3,530 : 3.4 : 2,480

diversion to Mud Creek : . :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 2.8 : 1,610 : 2.8 : 1,610 : 2.8 : 1,610

Local : : : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 : 3.2 : 5,780 : 3.2 : 4,860 : 3.2 : 3,430
confluence with Ledge : . . :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 3.5 : 935 : 3.5 : 935 : 3.5 : 935
Rapids . : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : 0.1 : 1,270 : 0+ : 640 : 0 : 0

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : 3.1 : 5,140 : 3.2 : 4,710 : 3.2 : 3,950

diversions : : . :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : 2.8 : 685 : 2.8 : 685 : 2.8 : 685

Local : . . .

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : 3.0 : 5,560 : 3.1 : 4,930 : 3.1 : 4,100
with Mud Creek : : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : 3.4 : 1,750 : 3.4 : 1,750 : 3.4 : 1,750
Local . . .

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : 3.2 : 8,300 : 3.2 : 6,480 : 3.2 : 5,730
with Ransom . : . .

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Reservoir - 1.0 inches
Lower Reservoir - 1.2 inches
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Table A1.14 -March-April, 1960 Flood

: D.A. Existing Up. Res. Only Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
Inches Peak-cfs Inches Peak-cfs Inches Peak-cf-

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 1NO Data Available Inflow to Upper Routings begin
: :Reservoir not with inflow to

Outflow: Upper Reservoir 102 No Data Available available and Lower Reservoir
: : hence, no routings: and hence, do

Little Tonawanda at Mouth 38 : No Data Available were made. not show effect

of Upper
Local Inflow: Alexander 31 No Data Available : Reservoir.

to Batavia :

*- Inflow to Lower Reservoir 171 : 5.5 : 11,020 : . : 5.5 : 11,020

Outflow: Lower Reservoir 171 : 5.5 : 7,200 : : 5.5(1): 5,610

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 4.7 2,420 : : : 4.7 : 2,420
Alabama : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama 231 : 5.2 : 7,980 : 5.2 : 6,490

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : .4 1,780 : : : .4 : 1,320

Tonawanda at Alabama less 231 : 4.8 : 6,200 : : : 4.8 5,170

diversion to Mud Creek : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 : 7.5 : 3,520 : : 7.5 : 3,520
Local : : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream : 318 5.6 9,320 : 5.6 : 8,410
confluence with Ledge : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to 40 : 6.2 : 1,490 : : : 6.2 : 1,490
Rapids : : :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : .9 : 4,280 : : .8 : 3,580

Tonawanda at Rapids less 358 : 4.8 6,280 : 4.8 6,110
diversions : :

Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : :

Local . •

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : :
with Nud Creek : :

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : :
Local . . : :

Tonawanda below confluence 500 : : :
with Ransom : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Lower Reservoir - 1.4 inches
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Table A1.15 - September, 1977 Flood

D.A. Existing Up. Res. Only : Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
Inches : Peak-cf: Inches Peak-cf: Inches Peak-cf.

Tonawanda at Alexander 102 : 5.5 8,640 : 5.5 : 8,640 5.5 8,640

Outflow: Upper Reservoir 102 5.5 : 7,320 5.5(0): 2,000 : 5.5(1): 2,000

Little Tonawanda at Mouth 38 : 5.3 2,390 5.3 2,390 : 5.3 2,390

Local Inflow: Alexander : 31 : 5.0 2,500 5.0 2,500 : 5.0 2,500
to Batavia . . . .

Inflow to Lower Reservoir : 171 5.5 : 10,800 : 5.3 6,860 : 5.3 6,860

Outflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 5.5 : 5,110 : 5.3 3,720 : 5.5(1): 2,000

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 2.5 : 1,510 : 2.5 : 1,510 : 2.5 : 1,510
Alabama. . . •

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 4.6 : 5,010 : 4.5 : 3,940 : 4.5 : 3,060

Diversion to Mud Creek :231 : .6: 700: 0 0: 0 : 0

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 4.0 : 4,310 : 4.5 : 3,940 : 4.5 : 3,060
diversion to Mud Creek : : : :

Ledge Creek and Tonawanda : 87 - : : - : - : - : -

Local . . : :

Tonawanda Creek downstream 318 : :
confluence with Ledge : : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : :

Rapids : . . :

Diversion to Black Creek : 358 : :

Tonawanda at Rapids less : 358 : :
diversions : : : :

N O D A T A A V A I L A B L E
Mud Creek and Tonawanda : 56 : :

Local . . . :

Tonawanda below confluence : 414 : : :
with Mud Creek

Ransom-Black and Tonawanda : 86 : . :

Local . . .

Tonawanda below confluence : 500 : :
with Ransom : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 1.1 inches
Lower Res. - 1.6 inches
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Table A1.16 -March, 1978 Flood

D.A. : Existing Up. Res. Only : Res. Compound
Location Miles

2  
Inches : Peak-cf: Inches Peak-cfs : Inches Peak-cfs

Tonavanda at Attica 82 : 2.6 : 2,110 2.6 2,110 2.6 : 2,110

Local Inflow: Attica at : 20 6.5 : 650 6.5 : 650 6.5 : 650
Alexander : : . :

Tonawanda at Alexander : 102 : 3.4 : 3,740 3.4 3,740 : 3.4 3,740

Outflow: Upper Reservoir : 102 : 3.4 2,820 3.4(1): 1,500 : 3.4(1): 1,500

Local Inflow: Alexander to : 31 4.3 1,820 4.3 : 1,820 : 4.3 : 1,820
confluence . . : :

Little Tonawanda at Linden 22.7 3.6 : 630 : 3.6 : 630 3.6 : 630

- Local: Linden to confluence : 15.3 : 3.7 : 750 : 3.7 750 : 3.7 : 750

S"Inflow: Lower Reservoir : 171 : 3.6 : 5,630 : 3.7 : 4,070 : 3.7 : 4,070

Outflow: Lower Reservior : 171 : 3.6 : 3,740 : 3.7 : 2,930 : 2.8(l): 2,000

Local Inflow: Batavia to : 60 : 9.0 : 2,650 9.0 : 2,650 : 9.0 : 2,650
Alabama : : : :

Tonawanda at Alabama : 231 : 5.0 4,340 : 5.0 : 3,700 : 4.4 : 3,200

Diversion to Mud Creek : 231 : 0
+
: 230 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0

Tonawanda at Alabama less : 231 : 5.0 : 4,110 : 5.0 : 3,700 : 4.4 : 3,200
diversion to Mud Creek : . : :

Local Inflow: Alabama to : 87 : 3.9 : 1,820 : 3.9 : 1,820 : 3 9 : 1,820

L e d g e : : : :

Tonawanda at confluence : 318 : 4.8 : 6,050 : 4.7 5,570 : 4.2 : 4,840

with Ledge Creek : : :

Local Inflow: Ledge to : 40 : 5.5 : 1,620 : 5.5 1,620 : 5.5 : 1,620
S-R"apids :Rp d

Dlversicoii to Black (reek 158 : .4 : 1,500 .2 840 : .1 : 470

" Tonawnada at Rapids less : 358 : 4.4 : 5,220 : 4.6 : 4,870 : 4.3 : 4,560
diversions : : : :

(1) Quantity of Water Stored in Reservoirs: Upper Res. - 0.8 inch

Lower Res. - 1.0 inches
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A1.44 Table Al.14 presents the results of routing the March 1960 flood
using HEC-5C. Routing begins as inflow to the Lower Reservoir area (upstream
of the LVRR) and terminates at the Rapids gage. Plates Ala through Aic pre-
sent the flooded areas and Plates A59 through A62 exhibit the hydrographs for
the flood. Of particular note is Plate A62, reconstituted March 1960 flood
at Rapids, NY. Utilizing the diversion discharge information, the total flow
at the gage was derived. The reconstructed hydrograph was used as the pat-
tern hydrograph for the balanced hydrograph routings.

AI.45 Unlike the other floods discussed in this report, the September
1977 flood was a rainfall flood. As the summertime flood of record, 7.7
inches of rain fell at Batavia for the period September 16-28 1977 (Table
A1.2). Using the Clark unit hydrograph parameters, Tc and R (see Section
A1.28-AI.31 and Plates A33-A34 for Clark's parameters description), an
attempt was made to recreate the flood. Despite having broken the storm into
two events, the storm proved too complex for such a simplistic approach. It
would be necessary to separate the storm into more segments to form a more
accurate reconstitution. The hydrographs upstream of Batavia were derived by
reverse-routing and prorating by drainage area. Table A1.15 gives the

- routing results and Plates A63-A66 show the hydrographs in the Upper and
Lower Reservoir area.

A1.46 Although the March 1978 flood was not a particularly noteworthy
* event (2-5 year), streamflow records were the most complete. Routings began

along Tonawanda Creek at Attica, NY, and terminated at Rapids, NY. The
routing criteria used is presented in Table A1.17.

Table A1.17 - Routing Criteria for the March 1978 Flood

:Number of
Location Routed to Method :Subreaches: K(Hrs): X

Attica Alexander : Muskingum 1 : 3 :.3

Alexander Below DLWRR : Mod Puls : - - -

Below DLWRR Conf w/L. Ton. Muskingum : 2 3 :.1

L. Ton. at Linden: Conf w/L. Ton. : Muskingum : 1 3 :.2

Conf. TviL. Ton. : Batavia : Mod Puls : - : - : -

Batavia : Alabama : Muskingum 5 : 3 :.21

Alabama : Ledge : Muskingum : 3 : 3 :.2

Ledge : Rapids : Muskingum : 3 : 3 :.2

Routing criteria from Attica to Alexander and Linden to the confluence was
* developed in 1967 when the Sierks and Linden Reservoirs were under con-
*sideration. The remaining routing criteria were developed by HEC-1 optimiza-
- tion. Table A1.16 gives the routing results for this flood and Plates A67

through A71 present some of the routed hydrographs.
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Al.47 Standard Project Flood, SPF, General

The Standard Project Flood was calculated along Tonawanda Creek between
*= Alexander and Rapids, NY, at the same locations as was done for the balanced

hydrograph routings. The Standard Project index precipitation was taken as
one-half the Probable Maximum Storm index developed using Hydrometeorological
Report No. 51(3). The development of the Probable Maximum Storm index is
discussed later in Section Al.59-A1.60. The SPF hydrographs were calculated
using the Generalized Computer Program 723-010 HEC-1 and the generalized
Tc and R curves discussed in Section Al.28. The individual SPF hydrographs
were routed and combined using the Generalized Computer Program 723-500 HEC-
5C.

Al.48 A comparison of SPF rainfall and discharge data with other
notable storms above Batavia is shown in Table A1.18. The SPF at selected
locations along Tonawanda Creek is listed in Table A1.19 and A1.20. The
reduction in peak discharge for the SPF between Alexander and Batavia and
between Ledge and Rapids is due to natural valley storage.

A1.49 Standard Project Flood, SPF, Alexander to Rapids

As shown in Table A1.19, the results of the SPF determinations for this study
differ from those presented in prior reports. A crude estimate of valley
storage between Alexander and Batavia in the 1961 Interim Report(4) resulted
in the low value for the SPF at Batavia. The unpublished 1976 Tonawanda
Creek Report(5 ) utilized a refined area-capacity curve developed from
topographic maps. Extensive field surveys above Batavia during 1977 further
refined the area-capacity curves between Alexander and Batavia. Utilizing
the refined curves and routing criteria with Hydrometeorological Report No.

* 51 resulted in the present SPF discharges.

A1.50 The Standard Project Index precipitation for the individual
drainage areas were calculated using the isohyetal method to determine mean
basin rainfall. The storm isohyetal pattern in E4-1110-2-1411( 6 ) was used
and is shown in Plate A71a. The center of the Standard Project Storm was
centered over the Tonawanda Creek Watershed above Alexander, which resulted
in the maximum SPF peak discharge at Batavia. The mean basin SPF rainfall
and discharge for the local areas may be found in Table A1.21.

(3) Probable Maximum Precipitation Estimates, United States East of the 105th
Meridian, Hydrometeorological Report No. 51 (Washington, DC: U. S.
Department of Commerce, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, June 1978)

(4) Interim Review of Report for Flood Control, Tonawanda Creek, Batavia, NY
(Buffalo, NY, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1961)

(5) Buffalo Metropolitan Area, New York, Interim Report on Feasibility of
Flood Plain Management in Tonawanda Creek Watershed, Appendix A (Buffalo,
NY, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1976)

(6) Standard Project Flood Determinations, EM 1110-2-1411, Plate 12
(Washington, DC, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, March 1965)
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Table A1.18 - Comparative Rainfall and Discharge Data,
Tonawanda Creek Watershed Above Batavia

Excess : Peak
Snow : :rainfall :discharge :

- : on Total or : Batavia :
:Duration :ground, :rainfall, : runoff : gage, : Ground

Storm Period hours :inches inches : inches : cfs. : Conditions

Standard
Project 96 : - 12.64 : 11.0 28,500 : Saturated

7 Mar 1956 28 1-2 2.5 : 1.9 6,480 Partly
frozen

23 Jan 1957 36 : 12-18 1.8 2.1 6,090 : Partly
frozen

31 Mar 1960 : 72 23 : 0.2 3.3 : 7,200 Partly
frozen

25 Sep 1977 : 288 - 7.7 5.5 5,120 : Dry

Table A1.19 - Standard Project Flood Discharges, Existing Conditions

Drainage : Standard Project Flood, Q
: Area : in cfs

Location :sq. miles :Prior Studies: 1975 Study :Current Study

Little Tonawanda Creek: 38.0 : - : 16,400 : 18,800
at mouth

Tonawanda Creek : 102.0 : - : 34,600 : 38,500
at Alexander

Tonawanda Creek 171.0 : 14,100 24,000 : 28,500
at Batavia

Local Area 60.0 18,900 18,900 : 18,900
Batavia to Alabama

Tonawanda Creek : 231.0 : 35,200 : 28,400 : 38,500
at Alabama

Tonawanda Creek 318.0 - - : 38,800
. at Confluence with:

Murder-Ledge

Tonawanda Creek 358.0 : - : - : 37,600
at Rapids
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Table A1.21 - Standard Project Local Area Rainfall and Discharges

Drainage Area : Mean Rainfall : Peak Discharge
Local Area Square Miles : Inches cfs

Tonawanda at : 102 : 11.0 38,800
Alexander

Little Tonawanda : 69 11.0 : 18,800
Creek and
Tonawanda Local:
Alexander-Batavia

Tonawanda Local: : 60 : 18,900(7)

Batavia-Alabama

Ledge-Murder Creek : 87 : 10.4 25,400

Tonawanda Local: : 40 : 7.8 1,500
Ledge Creek conflu-
ence - Rapids

Local Area SPF hydrographs are shown on Plates A72-77.

A1.51 Routing and combining of the SPF was accomplished using HEC-5C
with a 3-hour time interval which proved to be insufficient near the peak of
the hydrograph. To improve the accuracy of the peak discharge a 1-hour time
interval was used near the peak. This resulted in peak discharges which were
consistent and credible. The routing criteria was essentially that used for
the balanced hydrograph routings with a few minor changes. The outflow SPF
hydrograph from the abandoned DL&WRR (Tonawanda at Alexander) was translated
with no attenuation to the confluence of Little Tonawanda and Tonawanda
Creeks. At this point, the local SPF hydrograph from Little Tonawanda was
added. A saddle in Route 98 between Alexander and Batavia allows water to be
diverted into the Bowen Creek Watershed for floods well in excess of a
500-year return period. For the SPF, the diversion is less than 1,000 cfs
for the peak discharge. This diversion outilow rejoins the SPF hydrograph at
the confluence of Bowen and Tonawanda Creeks. The SPF hydrograph at the
Batavia less the diversion was routed using the Muskingum Method (1-step, K-3
hours, X=.21) to the confluence with Bowen Creek where it was combined with
the diversion. The SPF hydrograph at Bowen Creek was then routed to Alabama
by a 4-step Muskingum routing with K-3 hours and X-.21. The routing from

* Alabama to Rapids uses the same criteria as the balanced hydrograph routings
with the exception that diversions to Mud and Black Creeks are omitted.
Diversions were not taken into account because the large discharge associated
with the SPF would submerge Tonawanda Creek and its tributaries.

(7) This local area SPF discharge was used in developing an SPF at Alabama
for the Flood Plain Information Report, Tonawanda Creek and Tributaries,
Erie and Niagara Counties, NY (Buffalo, NY, U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, August 1967, reprinted 1971)
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A1.52 The Standard Project Flood was not determined downstream from
Rapids as the peak discharge would experience little change. The local SPF
hydrographs from the areas downstream of Rapids would contribute little to
the flow traveling downstream from Rapids.

A1.53 Standard Project Flood, SPF, Stages

Standard Project Flood stages were calculated for each index point along
Tonawanda Creek in the same mannor as the elevations were determined for the
stage-frequency curves (see Section A3 and A4.) The SPF elevations can be
found on Table A1.22. Considerable judgement was exercised in making these
determinations due to the lack of available cross sectional data and back-

*' water studies. SPF damages by reach may be found on Table A1.23. In the
northeastern United States, SPF determinations are not based on a rigorous

* statistical analysis of streamflow or rainfall records and, hence, no return
* period was assigned. Peak SPF discharges and elevations may be found on all

applicable rating and stage-frequency curves in this appendix. These SPF
elevations along with city sewer maps and USGS quadrangle maps were used in
the construction of the approximate SPF flooded area map for the city of
Batavia shown on Plate Ald. The SPF discharges in Batavia for with and
without project conditions are approximately the same, hence only one flooded
outline is shown.

Al.54 Spillway Design Flood, SDF

Spillway Design Flood (SDF) determinations were made using criteria
established in the following references:

a. EC 1110-2-27, "Policies and Procedures Pertaining to Determination
of Spillway Capacities and Freeboard Allowances for Dams," dated 1 August
1966.

b. EC 1110-2-163, "Spillway and Freeboard Requirements for Dams,"
dated 25 August 1975.

c. Snyder, Franklin F., "Hydrology of Spillway Design: Large Structures
- Adequate data," Journal of the Hydraulics Division, ASCE, Vol. 90, No.
1443, Proc. Paper 3915, May 1964.

A1.55 A high degree of conservatism is adhered to in all phases of
design, construction and operation of dam and reservoir projects to assure
adequate security to downstream areas against possible effects of partial
breaching or failure of any structure. Functional design standards necessary
to meet this requirement during floods will conform with one of four stand-
ards described in the referenced EC's. After consideration of these stand-
ards, structures in this study were designed following the policies and
procedures set forth for Standard 3.

Al.56 Standard 3 calls for, "the dam and reservoir storage regulation
facilities to be designed so that any breaching of the structure from over-
topping by infrequent floods would occur at gradual rates, such that asso-
ciated increases in flood heights and adverse effects downstream would be
within acceptable limits." Standard 3 must be utilized with unusual caution
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and discretion, based on judgement of all pertinent factors, including local
conditions and probable future developments. Normally, Standard 3 is applied
in new designs, primarily to projects in which maximum storage impoundments
to top of nonoverflow portions of the dam would not exceed a few thousand
acre-feet; where differences between water levels above and below the dams
would be only a few feet when the peak spillway design flood level occurred
and where general conditions, with respect to site features and safety
requirements, are acceptable. Where Standard 3 is justified by circumstan-
ces, the following criteria normally should be observed in the design of
projects impounding less than a few thousand acre-feet: (a) normal use regu-
lating outlets and service spillways shall be capable of safely passing
floods equal to a 100-year frequency event without flow over the emergency
spillway; (b) the top elevation and design of main nonoverflow sections of
the dam shall be adequate to avoid overtopping or breaching during a flood at
least equal to the Standard Project Flood.

Al.57 The flood attentuation structures considered at Alexander and
Batavia, NY, would be low-level structures with differences between water
levels above and below the structures of only a few feet. Storage to top of
nonoverflow portions of the structure would be only a few thousand acre-feet
and emergency spillways and flowage easements would be provided to assure
adequate security to downstream areas against possible breaching or failure.

Al.58 After due consideration of standards, policies, and procedures,
the Standard Project Flood was selected as the Spillway Design Flood for con-
sidered structures in this study. SDF determinations for considered struc-
tures are presented in Section A2.

A1.59 Probable Maximum Flood, PMF

The Probable Maximum Flood, PMF, was developed using the guidelines
established in Hydrometeorological Report No. 51(8). Rainfall depth-basin
area curves for PMF storms of 6-, 12-, 24-, 48-, and 72-hour durations can be
found on Plate A77a. The time distribution of the rainfall patterns, similar
to those in HM 4319) are shown on Plate A77b. The selected PMF hydrograph
was calculated using Pattern No. 1.

Al.60 Snowmelt in conjunction with rainfall was not considered for
Probable Maximum Storm calculations. In a letter dated 15 November 1976,
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the average snow
water content for the Tonawanda Watershed was estimated to be 10 inches for
15 March, and five inches for 15 April. The Probable Maximum Precipitation
estimates to fall upon the above snowpack ranged from 53 percent to 66 per-
cent of the all-season Probable Maximum Precipitation for the period 15 March
to 15 April. With the all-season Probable Maximum Precipitation equal to
21.5 inches of rainfall the total water content available on 15 March is 21.4
inches, and for 15 April 19.2 inches, both less than the all-season Probable
Maximum Precipitation.

(8) Ibid 3
(9) Hydrometeorological Report No. 43, Probable Maximum Precipitation,

Northeast United States (U. S. Department of Commerce and U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 1966)
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Table A1.22 -Standard Project Flood Elevations

Existing Improved

Ti 572 .572

* .T2 577 577

T3 583 583

T4 588.8 .588.5

T5 591 .590.7

*T6 597.3 597

V T 601.8 601.5

T8 605.5 605.2

T9 605.6 .605.6

T10 622 622

Til 855.1 *855.1

T12 885.4 .885.4

B1 891.2 891.4

B2 898 .898.2

**B3 898 .898.2

*B4 896.6 896.7

B5 896.6 .896.7

T13 902.0 .902.5

Al 932.4 .932.4

*A2 961 .961

A3 971.6 .971.6
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Table Al23 - Standard Project Flood Damages
(Existing and Improved Conditions)

--. Commercial

and
Reach Residential Industrial Public and Other

* $ :$ $

Ti 2,850,000 10,000 30,000

T2 580,000 10,000 410,000

T3 650,000 20,000 800,000

T4 830,000 0 660,000

T5 1,160,000 10,000 1,050,000

T6 800,000 0 365,000

T7 260,000 0 810,000

T8 368,000 10,000 305,000

T9 125,000 0 175,000

T1O 14,000 0 37,500

RB1 through RB4 1,330,000 10,000 4,086,000

M1 through M6 541,500 5,000 1,057,000

TIl 480,000 0 600,000

T12 : 1,100,000 240,000 1,500,000

Bl 1,540,000 900,000 2,480,000

B2 228,000 : 62,000 382,000

B3 4,550,000 : 6,800,000 1,000,000

B4 240,000 20,000 77,500

B5 75,000 680,000 1,125,000

" " T13 118,000 0 114,000

Al through A3 379,000 : (1) (1)

Total 18,445,000 : 12,787,000 18,981,000

(1) Included in Residential Damages
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AI.61 In order to maximize the peak discharge at Alexander and Batavia,
the Probable Maximum Storm was centered over the Tonawanda Creek Watershed
above Alexander This insured the PMF peak discharges at the Upper and Lower
Reservoir were the highest possible to test the performance of the spillways.
Discussion of the reservoirs may be found in Section A2a.

AI.62 The PMF was developed for Tonawanda Creek at Alexander and
Batavia and the mouth of Little Tonawanda Creek. The local PMF hydrographs
were routed in the same manner as the Standard Project Flood. The PMF peak
discharge above Alexander is 81,200 cfs and the peak discharge above Batavia
is 100,300. The PMF hydrographs are found on Plates A78 through A80.

A1.63 Data Needs

Hydrologic investigations for this study were made, using streamflow records
for the gages listed in Table A1.36, to determine generalized relationships.
These relationships were then used in disrharge-duration-frequency, and unit
hydrograph determinations for ungaged areas.

A1.64 The usage of balanced hydrographs in project design is an accept-
' able hydrologic method; however, they become useless in the real-time opera-

tion of the reservoirs. The following needs have been identified to enhance
proper operation of the reservoirs.

a. Snow Survey Course in Tonawanda Creek Basin. Since it is desirable
to accumulate at least 10 years of data before correlation analyses are made
of the snow-survey data in stream flow forecasting, the failure to establish
an adequate number of courses initially introduces, later on, difficulties in
statistical and correlation analysis. The degree of confidence which can be
expected in the forecasts would be reduced until a sufficient number of years
has elapsed to establish the value of a particular snow course(IO). At
present, there is an insufficient number of sampling sites in the watershed
to properly assess the water content of the snow. At least six sites will be
added to the present survey in Western New York and the measurements will be
made on a weekly basis. During periods of melt, measurements need to be
taken more frequently. A snow-survey site will be located near the Attica,
Linden, and Ledge Creek gages (see below) for correlation with stream
records.

b. Establishment of a Telemarked Gage on Mud Creek. The placement of a
- telemarked gage on Mud Creek will indicate (along with the existing Ellicott

Creek gage) the condition of downstream-tributary flooding. Experience has
shown that the downstream tributaries in the basin peak well before Tonawanda
Creek and these two gages will be sufficient to access the tributary
conditions. Of secondary benefit, the gage will collect necessary hydrologic
data for upgrading the watershed model.

(10) Chow, Handbook of Applied Hydrology (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964),
p 10-14
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c. Upgrade Present River Gages to Telemarked Status. At present, only
the Tonawanda Creek at Batavia gage is telemarked. The remaining gages in
the watershed (Tonawanda at Attica and Rapids, Murder Creek below Akron, and
Little Tonawanda at Linden) will be telemarked to allow river stage infor-
mation to be known at any time. The Murder Creek below Akron gage was
recently installed in response to the data collection need identified in the
Tonawanda Creek FFR, Appendix A, November 1981.

d. Stage Recorders at the Reservoirs. At each reservoir, a stage
recording gage with accompanying wire weight gage will be installed capable
of recording stages up to PMF pool level. Since the reservoir will normally
be empty, the recording gages will only be used during the operation of the
reservoir. It will prove useful to have the recording gages switch on auto-
matically at a preset level. This will preclude the possibility of the

. operator forgetting to activate them. A staff gage, protected from possible
-' damage by ice or debris, will be invaluable in the event of failure of the

other gages and would prevent the loss of valuable data particularly during a
large flood.

e. Telemarked Rain Gages. During rainfall or rainfall/snowmelt floods,
precipitation amounts and distribution will be needed to forecast stream
runoff. Four telemarked rain gages (for example, the Fischer-Porter BDT)
will be placed in the basin and will allow immediate rainfall information to
be known by telephone. One will be located at the Attica Sewage Treatment
Plant. A structure housing the gage will have to be built and should be
located such that it will not be inundated during a flood. Backwater analy-
sis will be done to insure the safety of the gage. A gage will be located at
Linden, with the possibility of locating the rain gage on top of the river-
stage gagehouse as long as the gage is not affected by the wind or peripheral
objects. Another will be located at the operator's shack at the Lower
Reservoir and one in the Ledge-Murder Creek Watershed. Again, these may be
located on the shack or gagehouse roof, if unaffected.

A1.64 First costs and average annual OM&R costs for the data system
described above have been included in the Cost Estimate Section of this
report.
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A2. CONSIDERED RESERVOIRS

A2.1 General

Hydrologic investigations were made for this study to determine the effects
of considered reservoirs on reducing flood damages in the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed. This section contains the results of these investigations for two
considered flood management reservoirs identified as the Upper and Lower
Reservoirs of the Batavia Reservoir Compound. Hydrograph routings were made
with the Upper Reservoir only and both reservoirs in place. The local inflow
hydrographs developed for existing conditions were used in the routing calcu-
lations for improved conditions. The local inflow increase due to reduction
in stage on Tonawanda Creek and the resultant decrease in backwater effect on
the tributaries was considered minimal as stage reduction along the Tonawanda
Creek main channel will be only 1 to 2 feet for most floods. The Upper
Reservoir would be located near the village of Alexander, NY, and is the same
structure initially described as the Upper Reservoir of the Batavia Compound
in the 1976 Tonawanda Creek Feasibility Report. The Lower Reservoir would be
located south of the city of Batavia. The location and dimensions of the
structure are different from that described in the 1976 report. The Lower
Reservoir would be located approximately one-half mile south of the Lehigh
Valley Railroad with the embankment serving as the spillway at elevation 900
feet USC&GS Datum. As used in the context of this appendix, the Batavia
Reservoir Compound refers to the Upper and Lower Reservoirs in their latest
configuration. In subsequent appendices and in the Main Report, the compound
will be referred to as the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified). Further
discussion of the reservoirs may be found in the Main Report.

A2.2 Normally, reservoirs are operated to impound floodwaters while
making releases such that the routed release combined with local inflow does
not exceed damaging discharges at downstream damage centers. This policy
proved possible only for floods with a return period less than 10 years for
the Upper and Lower Reservoirs. For floods with a return period of approxi-
mately 10 years and greater, the reservoirs are operated as flood attenuators
due to a number of constraints which limit operational flexibility.

A2.3 The term "flood attenuator" as used in the context of this report
refers to the function of any considered structure in limiting releases to a
specific discharge relative to downstream channel capacities or in reducing
the discharge through storage of floodwaters. The Upper Reservoir will main-
tain a maximum outflow discharge of 2,000 cfs as long as possible until the
reservoir is filled. The Lower Reservoir, due to hydraulic constraints, will
not be able to limit releases to 6,000 cfs, the channel capacity through
Batavia. Instead, the inflow discharges will be reduced through storage
utilization.

A2.4 A number of factors were considered in arriving at this method of

operation for considered structures. These factors include: social con-
straints, available storage and physical constraints relative to available
storage, height of dikes, etc. These factors are discussed in more detail in
subsequent paragraphs for each structure.
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A2.5 Area-Capacity Curves

Area-capacity curves were determined for the areas upstream from the Batavia
Reservoir Compound by planimetering areas within contours of a USGS
quadrangle map for the area flooded and use of the prismoidal formula. These
area-capacity curves are shown on Plates A81 and A82.

A2.6 Rating Curves

Tailwater and headwater rating curves for the Batavia Reservoir Compound are
shown on Plates A83 and A84. The tailwater curve for the Upper Reservoir was
determined by slope-area computations using cross sections obtained in the
field just downstream from the prospective structure. The tailwater curve
for the Lower Reservoir was determined by backwater computations from the
USGS gage at Batavia. Utilizing the tailwater curves, the headwater curves

- were developed using the appropriate hydraulic formulae.

A2.7 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Reservoir, General

The Upper Reservoir would be located in the vicinity of the Delaware
Lackawanna and Western Railroad (DLWRR) near North Alexander, NY. The
drainage area upstream from this structure is approximately 102 square miles.
After consideration of the topography of the site, an elevation of about
924.5 was indicated as the maximum practicable water surface without con-
sideration of freeboard requirements. Water surfaces above this elevation,
including the freeboard requirements, would seriously affect the community of
Alexander, NY. The capacity at this elevation from Plate A81 is 8,490 acre-
feet which is equivalent to 1.6 inches of runoff. The embankment would func-
tion as a spillway at elevation 922.5 (6,750 acre-feet, 1.2 inches).

"' A2.8 The principal function of the Upper Reservoir is to reduce flood
damages to the farmland in the area immediately downstream from its dam and
slightly reduce natural stages in Batavia and the lower Tonawanda Creek
watershed. The operation of the Upper Reservoir also reduces storage
requirements for the Lower Reservoir. The channel capacity downstream from
the Upper Reservoir is approximately 2,000 cfs under project plan conditions.
This was determined from slope-area computations and field observations.

A2.9 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Reservoir, Operation Procedure
• .For Floods With Less Than a Ten-Year Recurrence Interval

For floods with less than a 10-year return period, the reservoir was operated
to impound floodwaters while making releases such that the routed release
combined with the cumulative local inflow, or "local cumulative," above
Batavia did not exceed the channel capacity of 2,000 cfs. The local cumula-
tive in this case is the total runoff contributed by Little Tonawanda Creek
and the Tonawanda Creek local inflow between the dam and Batavia. The
following is the upper reservoir operation policy for less than a 10-year
return period, with the assumption of the forecasting capability limited to 9
hours, which is the approximate travel time from the gage at Attica to the
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Upper Reservoir. The real time flow data from this gage will be used during

actual flood operations once the recommended plan is implemented.

a. The maximum rate of change of discharge from the upper reservoir
will be 700 cfs in 3 hours. This maximum rate of change was selected after
studying those floods of record which had caused no serious channel degrada-
tion.

b. When the sum of inflow to the Upper Reservoir and local cumuiative
for Tonawanda Creek below the confluence with Little Tonawanda is less than
1,500 cfs, all gates will be fully open (inflow - outflow).

c. When the inflow is greater than or equal to 1,000 cfs and the sum of
the inflow and the local cumulative is greater than or equal to 1,500 cfs
maintain 1,000 cfs outflow.

d. When inflows are 4,000 cfs for more than a few time periods, release
2,000 cfs. Maintain that release until outflows recede naturally to less
than 2,000 cfs.

e. When inflows are receding and the local cumulative is less than 500
. cfs, release 1,500 cfs as long as possible.

A2.10 Plates A52 and A53 present the cxsting and improved hydrographs
for the Upper Reservoir for the 2-year flood. Plate A54 shows the operation
of the Upper Reservoir for the 2-year flood using the policy from paragraph

* A2.9. Initially, the gates were fully opened, alloing the inflow to pass
through the reservoir naturally. At time - 120 hours, the outflow was held
at 1,000 cfs in accordance with rule A2.9c as the local cumlative was
increasing above 500 cfs. This release was maintained until 180 hours when
the outflow was increased to 2,000 cfs to facilitate lowering the pool during
the period of low local cumulative. This discharge at 240 hours began to
recede naturally because of the low pool level. The inflow then began to
increase along with the local cumulative so that at time - 288 hours, the

S..outflow was held at 1,000 cfs until it receded naturally.

A2.11 The results of this operational procedure for the 2-year flood
are summarized in Table A2.1. An example explaining proper interpretation of

"* the data in columns F, G, and H is provided in footnote 6. The difference
between columns G and F represents the decrease in duration of direct
flooding due to operating the Upper Reservoir. The difference between
columns H and F represents the increase in duration of channel capacity
discharge due to operating the Upper Reservoir. Table Al.13 gives the peak
discharges for selected stream locations along Tonawanda Creek for the 2-year
flood with the Upper Reservoir in place. Plates A55, A56, and A58
demonstrate the effect the Upper Reservoir has on the 2-year flood hydro-
graphs at Batavia and the confluence with Ledge Creek.
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A2.12 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Reservoir, Operation Procedure
For Floods With a 10-Year Recurrence Interval or Greater

For this scenario, the Upper Reservoir was operated as a flood attenuator
*: with a limiting release of 2,000 cfs. In operating the structure for a given

balanced hydrograph, inflows less than 2,000 cfs were allowed to pass with
only natural storage affecting outflow. When the inflow exceeded 2,000 cfs,
the structure was operated to limit the release to 2,000 cfs until the pool
level reached the elevation of the overflow section. From this point, the
flood control gates were operated such that inflow equalled outflow until the
inflows fell below 2,000 cfs. The outflow was then held at 2,000 cfs until
the pool emptied. Fcr floods with return periods between 10 and 100 years,
the flood control gates could be operated to pass inflow equal to outflow
once the pool level reached the crest of the overflow section without over-
topping. Floods in excess of the 100-year flood, up to the PMF, would result
in overtopping the spillway.

A2.13 The results of operating the Upper Reservoir for the 200-year
balanced flood are shown on Plate A42. During the beginning of the flood,
inflows less than 2,000 cfs (the damaging discharge above Batavia) were
allowed to pass with only natural storage affecting outflow. When the inflow
exceeded 2,000 cfs, the outflow was then regulated to a maximum discharge of
2,000 cfs. Once the elevation of the pool reached 922.5, the gates were
fully opened and water began to pass over the spillway with inflow essen-
tially equalling outflow. As the flood recessed and the pool elevation
became lower than the spillway crest, the outflow was then held at 2,000 cfs
until the pool emptied. The outflow discharge hydrograph resulting from this
operational procedure is shown on Plate A42. Plate A43 shows the 200-year
stage-hydrograph resulting from operation of the Upper Reservoir for the 200-
year balanced inflow hydrograph. Also shown is the 200-year pool stage-
hydrograph resulting from routing the 200-year inflow hydrograph through
natural storage assuming no Upper Reservoir. Plates A44 through AS1 show the
remaining flood hydrographs for the 200- and 50-year flood following this
operation policy. Tables Al.7 through Al.12 present the peak discharges
resulting from operating the Upper Reservoir for the balance hydrographs.
Table A2.1 summarizes the results of this operation procedure.

A2.14 During the 18 and 19 March 1980 meeting at the Buffalo District
Office with NCD, it was suggested that in order to make the operation of the
reservoirs practical, the gate settings should be made as a function of
reservoir stage and local (downstream) flows and not as a function of inflow
to the project. It is customary policy to operate small reservoirs such as
the Batavia Reservoir Compound as a function of inflow, change in storage and
downstream discharges. For example, the Corps of Engineers Mt. Morris Dam is
operated based upon the actual and predicted discharges at Portageville
(inflow to reservoir) along with change of storage in the reservoir. During
Tropical Storm Agnes 1972, the Portageville gage was washed out and a reverse
storage routing through the reservoir was made so that the inflow would be
known at all times and future inflows could be predicted.

A2.15 There was also concern regarding operation policy selection. It
is well known that the majority of flooding in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed
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is caused by snowmelt or rainfall/snowmelt. The snowpack water equivalent
will be known from data gathered along the snow course in the basin.
Communication with the Weather Bureau will be maintained in order that
weather forecasts will be known. This will leave sufficient lead time before
any actual flooding occurs. From this information the flood potential will
be known allowing selection of the operation plan. For the purpose of this
report, a "misoperation" was assumed for the 10-year balanced hydrograph
routings. The reservoirs were operated initially using the "forecasting"

.1 (less than 10-year flood) policy but then switched to the "no-forecasting"
(10-year flood and greater) policy. This proved to be conservative hydrolo-
gically and economically, i.e., benefits would not be overstated.

A2.16 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Operation of Upper Reservoir For
Floods of Record

In this scenario, the Upper Reservoir was operated for the September 1977 and
March 1978 floods using the Section A2.9 "forecasting" policy. The resulting
hydrographs may be found on Plates A63 through A71 and a summation of the
resulting discharges in Tables A1.15 and A1.16. Table A2.2 recapitulates the
results of the Upper Reservoir operation. The March 1960 flood was not ana-
lyzed as inflow to the reservoir was not known for that event.

A2.17 Three factors were considered in selecting 922.5 as the elevation
of the crest of the overflow section. These factors include (1) degree of
protection and frequency of overtopping; (2) cost of embankment; and
(3) SDF considerations. First, as previously mentioned, floods with return
periods of 10 years or less would be controlled, thereby providing 10-year
protection to the farmland just downstream from the structure. The degree
of protection might be higher, but has not been determined, for summer time
floods as the predominance of high-volume-peak floods occur during late
winter and early spring. Secondly, due to the width of the flood plain,
approximately 5,600 feet of embankment would be needed for the structure.
The cost of the embankment therefore is directly related to elevation.
Thirdly, SDF considerations dictated that the maximum permissible pool eleva-
tion of 924.5 not be exceeded in operating the structure for the SPF,
selected as the SDF. After due consideration of these factors, an elevation
of 922.5 was selected as the elevation of the 5,600-foot long overflow sec-
tion.

A2.18 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Reservoir, Spillway Design
Flood, SDF

As mentioned in paragraphs A1.54 through A1.58, the Standard Project Flood,
.Z. SPF, was selected as the Spillway Design Flood, SDF, for the Upper Reservoir.

This was considered reasonable as the reservoir is only approximately 15 feet
high from flood plain level to crest of overflow section, storage at maximum

3 i.- pool level is only 8,500 acre-feet, and the difference between the headwater
and tailwater elevations during the routing of the SDF was found to be only
about 9.9 feet.

A2.19 In developing a SDF for large reservoirs where the flood control
pool extends for miles upstream, the natural conditions unit hydrograph peak
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is increased and time of concentration decreased. This is done to account
for the loss of natural valley storage and translation of the flood wave
instantaneously through the reservoir pool. For the Upper Reservoir, the
flood pool would only extend approximately 1.5 miles upstream at the maximum
permissible pool elevation of 924.5. This represents a 5 percent increase in
pool surface area when compared with the natural pondage. The reduction of
available natural storage and decrease in time of concentration would not be
expected to decrease enough to warrant modifying the Upper Reservoir unit
hydrograph. In light of the above, the 3-hour unitgraph for Tonawanda Creek
at Alexander, shown on Plate A36 for natural conditions, was used in deter-
mining the SDF for the Upper Reservoir.

A2.20 Two starting pool elevations for the Upper Reservoir were used in
*: routing the SPF. Routing the SPF through an empty pool resulted in a peak

outflow of 38,600 cfs at a maximum pool elevation of 924.5 and a tailwater
elevation of 920.0. The 38,800 cfs represents 10,700 cfs discharging through
the flood control gates with the remainder passing over the spillway.
Beginning the routing with a full pool (elevation - 922.5) resulted in a peak
outflow discharge of 38,800 cfs. Table A1.20 lists results of these
routings. Headwater and tailwater rating curves are shown on Plate A83.

A2.21 Batavia Reservoir Compou.d, Lower Reservoir, General

The Lower Reservoir would be located approximately one-half mile upstream of
the Lehigh Valley Railroad near the southerly limit of the city of Batavia.
The drainage area upstream from this structure is approximately 171 square
miles. After consideration of the topography of the site, an elevation of
about 903 was indicated as the maximum practical water surface elevation
without consideration of freeboard requirements. The capacity at this eleva-
tion is 24,000 acre-feet which is equivalent to 2.6 inches of runoff. The
field surveys taken in the Lower Reservoir area in Winter 1977-78, coupled
with a cursory hydraulic analysis, indicated that the previous (1976 report)
location of the emergency spillway was impossible. Instead, under the latest
plan, the embankment would function as a spillway at elevation 900 feet
(15,500 acre-feet, 1.7 inches).

A2.22 The function of the Lower Reservoir, in combination with the

Upper Reservoir, is to reduce damages in the city of Batavia and the lower
Tonawanda Creek Watershed. The channel capacity in the city of Batavia is

approximately 6,000 cfs, determined from the USGS rating curve at the Batavia
gage and backwater computations.

A2.23 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Lower Reservoir, Operation Procedure
For Floods With Less Than a 10-Year Recurrence Interval

.. For floods with less than a 10-year return period, the prospective reservoir
* would be operated to impound floodwaters while making releases such that the

routed release, combined with local cumulative below the confluence with
Ledge Creek, did not exceed the channel capacity of 3,000 cfs. The local
cumulative in this case is the local runoff contributed by Murder-Ledge Creek
and the Tonawanda Creek local inflow between the dam and the confluence with
Ledge Creek. There is an 18-hour delay between the time that the release is
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made and the time it reaches the confluence with Ledge Creek. It is usually
*necessary to match current releases with the local flows expected to occur at

the damage center at a travel time later. Since a 9-hour forecast capability
*" was assumed, there is no time for advance warning.

A2.24 The following is the Lower Reservoir operation policy for floods
* with less than a 10-year return period:

a. Maximum rate of change of discharge will be 700 cfs in 3 hours.

b. When the sum of inflow to the Lower Reservoir and local cumulative
for Tonawanda Creek below the confluence with Ledge Creek is less than 2,000
cfs, gates will be fully open. Inflow is allowed to pass through naturally.

c. When the sum of inflow and local cumulative is greater than 2,000
. cfs and less than 5,000 cfs, maintain a 1,000 cfs release.

d. When the sum of inflow and local cumulative is greater than 5,000
cfs, release 2,000 cfs.

e. When emptying the pool (peak has passed), and the sum of inflow and
local cumulative is less than 1,500 cfs and the local cumulative is less than

*- or Oqual to 500 cfs release 2,000 cfs.

A2.25 Plates A55 and A56 present the existing and improved hydrographs
for the Lower Reservoir for the 2-year flood. Plate A57 shows the operation

* of the Lower Reservoir for the 2-year flood using the policy from paragraph
A2.24. Initially, the gates were fully opened, allowing the inflow to pass
through the reservoir naturally. At 126 hours, the outflow was held at 1,000
cfs as the local cumulative and inflow were greater than 2,000 cfs. This
release was maintained until 252 hours when the outflow was increased to
2,000 cfs to facilitate lowering the pool during the period of low local

• .cumulative. At 285 hours, the outflow was decreased to 1,000 cfs to store
" the increasing inflow to the reservoir. The event terminated with a steady
.. outflow of 2,000 cfs to drain the pool.

A2.26 The results of this operational procedure for this 2-year flood
are summarized in Tables A2.3 and A2.4. Table A1.13 gives the peak dis-
charges for selected stream locations along Tonawanda Creek for the 2-year
flood with both reservoirs in place. Plate A58 demonstrates the effect the
Reservoir Compound has on the 2-year flood hydrograph at the confluence with

"" Ledge Creek.

A2.27 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Lower Reservoir, Operation Procedure
For Floods With a 10-Year Recurrence Interval or Greater

The operation procedure for the balanced hydrograph routings simply involved
maintaining the Lower Reservoir gates in full open position. The inflow was
attenuated by the storage behind the structure. Operating the structure in
this manner resulted in the spillway being overtopped for floods in excess of
the 500-year flood.
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A2.28 The results of operating the Reservoir Compound for the 200- and
50-year balanced floods are shown on Plates A42 through AS1. Tables Al.7
through Al.12 present the peak discharges resulting from operating the
Reservoir Compound for the balance hydrographs. Tables A2.3 and A2.4 sum-
marize the results of the operation procedure. An example explaining the
interpretation of columns C, D, and E of Table A2.4 is provided in footnote
3. The difference between columns D and C represents the decrease in dura-
tion of direct flooding and increase in duration of pool elevation in the
Lower Reservoir area due to operating the Upper Reservoir. The difference
between columns E and C represents the decrease in duration of direct
flooding and increase in duration of pool elevation in the Lower Reservoir
area due to operating the Reservoir Compound. The difference between columns

E and D represents the effect of operating the Reservoir Compound over the
Upper Reservoir alone. The outflow discharges (existing and improved) from
Table A2.4 and the stage-discharge curves (Plates A113 and A115-117) along
with limited topographic information were used to construct the approximate
100-year flooded outlines in the city of Batavia for with and without project
conditions as shown on Plate Aid.

A2.29 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Operation of Lower Reservoir For
Floods of Record

In this scenario, the Lower Reservoir was operated for the September 1977 and
the March 1978 floods using the Section A2.23 forecasting policy. Further
discussion on the operation policy for a rare summertime flood such as the
September 1977 flood is presented in paragraph A2.35 through A2.38.
IDerating the Batavia Reservoir Compound for the September 1977 flood
resulted ir filling the Lower Reservoir, whereas the peak level was 2.8 feet
below the spillway crest for the March 1978 flood. Due to the magnitude of

the March 1960 flood, the policy described in Section A2.27 was used. Under
this operation policy, the maximum elevation obtained in the Lower Reservoir
was 1.2 feet below the crest of the spillway. The resulting hydrographs may
be found on Plates A59 through A71 and a summation of the resulting

,* discharges for the entire watershed in Tables A1.14 through A1.16. Tables
,. A2.5 and A2.6 present the results in the Lower Reservoir area for the floods
* of record.

A2.30 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Lower Reservoir Spillway Design Flood
SDF

As mentioned in paragraphs Al.54 through A1.58 , the Standard Project Flood,
SPF, was selected as the SDF for the Lower Reservoir. This was considered
reasonable and conservative after reviewing associated regulations and
reviewing the research literature. The Lower Reservoir is only approximately
10 feet high from flood plain to top of overflow sections, storage at
maximum pool level is only 23,500 acre-feet, and the difference between head-
water and tailwater elevations during the routing of the SDF was found to be

* - negligible.

A2.31 As mentioned previously, in developing a SDF for large reservoirs
where the flood pool extends for miles upstream, the natural conditions unit
hydrograph peak is usually increased and the time of concentration decreased.
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This is done to account for the loss of natural valley storage and transla-
tion of the flood wave instantaneously through the reservoir. For the Lower
Reservoir, however, this was not done. The operating plan for the Lower
Reservoir was developed to minimize increases in depth and duration of
flooding in the pool area for most floods. This applied to the SPF (which is
the SDF for the Lower Reservoir) as well, so the extent of the flood control
pool would be the same as for natural conditions and would not require
modifying the natural conditions unit hydrographs. In light of the above,
the 3-hour unit hydrographs for Tonawanda Creek at Alexander and Tonawanda
Creek local area, Alexander to Batavia, shown on Plate A36 for natural con-
ditions, were used in determining the SDF for the Lower Reservoir.

A2.32 With the gates of the Lower Reservoir fully open, the SDF was
routed through the reservoir assuming two starting water surface elevations,
empty and full pool condition. Results of these routings can be found on
Table A1.20. Routing the SDF with a peak inflow of 50,200 cfs resulted in a
peak outflow of 28,400 cfs (6,000 cfs through gates, remainder over spillway)
at elevation 902.5 with a full pool starting condition. At elevation 902
feet, the tailwater curve controls the discharge passing over the spillway.
The tailwater curve used can be found on Plate A84 which assumes the Lehigh
Valley Railroad Bridge washed out under existing conditions and removed under
improved conditions. The SPF flooded area in Batavia will be the same under
existing or improved conditions. The 28,400 cfs SPF discharge in Batavia was
used with the stage-discharge curves (Plates A113 and A115-A117) and the
limited topographic information available to construct the approximate SPF
flooded area in the city of Batavia as shown on Plate Ald.

" A2.33 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Flooding Downstream of Rapids

Tables A1.7 through A1.16 present the results of the balanced hydrograph and
flood of record routings for the entire watershed. Improved conditions

*. discharge-frequency curves were derived using these tables and are shown on
Plate Al5a. The frequency curves for Tonawanda Creek at Rapids and at the
confluence with Mud Creek include the diversion to Mud and Black Creeks.
Plates A46, A51, A58, A61, and A71 exhibit the existing and improved
hydrographs at the confluence with Ledge Creek. As can be seen in Table
A2.7, the impact of the reservoirs on the downstream discharges decreases in
a downstream direction both in percentage and net reduction. For example

" with the proposed reservoirs in operation, the 50-year discharge at Batavia
would be reduced by 32 percent. The influence of the Reservoir Compound on

• Lthe discharge reduces downstream until at the confluence with Ransom Creek
"- the discharge reduction is only 14 percent. The modeling results using the

March 1978 flood also substantiate this fact as the peak discharge reduction
*would be 47 percent at Batavia but only 25 percent at Rapids. The table also

demonstrates the decrease in effectiveness of the project as the flood magni-
."tude increases which is mainly due to the limited storage capacity of the

reservoirs. The substantial reduction in peak discharge at Batavia (49
percent) for the 2-year flood is due to the operation policy for the small
floods (less than 10-year) which effectively utilizes the storage of the
reservoirs.
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Table A2.7 - Peak Discharge Reduction With Reservoirs in Operation

Percent Reduction in Peak Discharge
Location 500-Year 50-Year 2-Year : March 1978

Tonawanda at Batavia 32 : 32 . 49 47
Tonawanda at Alabama 28 : 25 48 26
Tonawanda at Rapids : 16 : 17 40 25
Tonawanda at Confluence:

with Mud Creek : 14 15 37 : -

Tonawanda at Confluence:
with Ransom Creek 14 : 14 : 32 : -

A2.34 Table A2.8 presents the duration of flooding at Rapids, NY. As
shown, the 2-year flood at Rapids under existing conditions would discharge
overbank for 1.9 days. With the Upper Reservoir alone, the duration of
flooding would be reduced to 0.9 day whereas with the Batavia Reservoir
Compound in operation, the flooding would be eliminated. Tonawanda Creek
overflow to Mud and Black Creek would also be eliminated for the 2-year flood
with the Batavia Reservoir Compound. Depths from floods with intermediate
return periods would be about the same with the Upper Reservoir alone or with
the Batavia Reservoir Compound and would reflect a one-half foot decrease

* compared with existing conditions. For floods with a large return period,
the duration of flooding would increase slightly with the structures in
place. The discharge would decrease approximately 3 percent with the Upper
Reservoir only and 5 percent with the compound in place compared to existing
conditions.

A2.35 Summertime Operation of the Reservoirs

An analysis of the Tonawanda Creek at Batavia Gage for the 25-year record,
1945-1970, indicated that 90 percent of the peaks above base (1,800 cfs)
occurred between the period 1 November - 14 April. As explained in paragraph

.. A1.5, the majority of the floods occurring in the Tonawanda Creek basin are
due to snowmelt. Time and cost constraints did not allow the consideration
of a seasonal analysis and hence attention was focused on an annual series
frequency analysis. The operation policy for the reservoirs for snowmelt and
rainfall/snowmelt flooding has proven to be effective in flood damage reduc-
tion in the watershed. For rainfall events occurring in late spring and
summer, a different operation policy for the reservoirs will be enacted.
Further refinement of this policy will be completed during Advanced
Engineering and Design Analysis through cooperation with SCS personnel,
affected landowners, and the Corps. This policy will reflect the attempt to
reduce damages in a manner fair to all parties concerned.

A2.36 Operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound has shown that it can
take over 1 week longer to empty the Lower Reservoir than under natural
conditions. Traditionally, the farmers in this area need 1 or 2 weeks to
allow the fields to drain before they are able to begin preparing their land.

r. The construction of the reservoirs will not shorten this local area drainage
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time. Further, storing water in the Lower Reservoir after 15 April could
have an effect on the farming practices in that area.

A2.37 A summer operation plan was developed for small floods (approxi-
:- mately of 2-year annual peak discharge or less) which would lessen flooding

in the Lower Reservoir area and to a minor extent areas downstream of
Batavia. Outflows from the Upper Reservoir would basically be maintained at
500 cfs unless a large storm would occur. In that case, the operation would
switch to the "winter" (snowmelt) operation policy. The gates in the Lower
Reservoir would remain fully open. Recently (14 September 1979) the
Tonawanda Basin experienced a large rainfall event with almost 5" of rain
recorded at the Buffalo Airport in 13 hours. Field observations indicated
that downstream local drainage areas and tributaries peaked well before the
main stem. This was confirmed by a 700 cfs reduction in peak discharge
between Alabama and Rapids. Following the summertime operation plan, much of
the overbank flooding in the lower portion area of the Lower Reservoir area
would have been reduced. Flows would have been well within bank below the
Upper Reservoir and above the confluence with Little Tonawanda Creek.
Overbank flooding would have been reduced downstream of the compound with the
reduction in flooding decreasing as the distance from the compound increased.

A2.38 As cited in paragraph A2.29, operating the Batavia Reservoir
Compound for the September 1977 flood following the winter operation scheme
would result in filling the Lower Reservoir. This summertime flood of
record caused large agricultural losses throughout the basin. Filling the
Lower Reservoir would have aggravated the losses in that area while alle-
viating damage to crops downstream of the compound. Ninety percent of the
farmland in the watershed lies downstream of Batavia. Operating the
Reservoir Compound using the "summer" operating policy would result in
filling the Lower Reservoir to elevation 893.8 feet (outflow - 3,600 cfs)
which is about 6 feet lower than if the Lower Reservoir were operated using

"-'."the "winter" policy and approximately at the same elevation as natural
* conditions. As discussed in paragraph A2.33, refinement of the operation

policy to handle these rare summertime floods will be accomplished during
"* Advanced Engineering and Design.

A2.39 Dam Failure, General

During Advanced Engineering and Design, the upper and lower dam failure ana-
lyses along with flooded area maps will be completed in accordance with ER
1130-2-419, "Project Operation, Dam Operations Management Program" using a
sophisticated unsteady flow model. For the purpose of this report a dam
failure analysis was completed using "Flood Hydrograph Package HEC-1 for Dam
Safety Investigations." The dam failure hydrograph is computed by a weir
flow equation for the shape of the breach as the failure progresses with a

continuous water balance computed at short time intervals throughout the
simulation. The modified Puls (hydrologic) method of channel routing is uti-
lized for routing the dam failure hydrograph. The intent in using the
program was to expeditiously evaluate the effect of a dam failure on
downstream stages.
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A2.40 The selection of breach parameters introduces uncertainty in the
results although errors in their description are dampened as the floodwave
advances downstream. For earthen dams the suggested range of possible breach
widths varies between one-half and four times the height of the dam. (11)
The time of failure may be in the range of 1/2 to 4 hours depending on the
dam height, dam composition, and the extent of compaction of the materials.
A conservative estimate of the dam-failure hydrograph is obtained by
selecting a breach width in the uppermost range and a failure time in the
lower range. The flood wave propogates often at a speed ranging from 2-10
mph.

A2.41 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Dam Failure

Failure during five flood events was investigated to determine the effect of

a structural failure of the Upper Dam. A conservative estimate of the dam
*failure hydrograph was obtained by selecting a breach width of 70 feet and a

failure time of 0.5 hours. Since the temporarily varying tailwater condition
is not modeled by the HEC-1 Dam Safety computer program, a conservative
estimate of the failure hydrograph was obtained by using the tailwater eleva-
tion at time of failure as the bottom of breach. The failure was assumed to
commence near the peak reservoir stage.

A2.42 The results of simulating a structural failure of the Upper Dam
for the 2-year, 20-year, 200-year, Standard Project, and Probable Maximum
Flood are presented in Table A2.9. For comparison purposes, values for proj-
ect conditions without failure are also presented. The results show that in
general, the effect of the failure on the peak outflow from the upper reser-
voir decreases with the magnitude of the flood event. The Upper Dam failure
hydrographs are presented on Plates A43a, A54a, A72b, and A78b.

Table A2.9 - Upper Dam Failure Results

Failure Peak Outflows-cfs
Event Elevation - ft. With Failure Without Failure

2-year : 921.0 : 16,900 1,500

20-year 922.2 17,500 4,740

200-year: 922.5 19,700 13,500

SPF 924.3 : 47,300 38,600

PMF : 926. 80,500 80,500

(11) Training Notes: Analytical Techniques for Dam Break Analysis. (Davis,
California, Hydrologic Engineer Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 14-18

January 1980).
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A2.43 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Lower Dam Failure

Since the Upper Reservoir will fill before the Lower Reservoir, there was
sufficient storage in the Lower Reservoir to absorb the 2-year breach
hydrograph and usage of the spillway did not occur. The Lower Reservoir
obtained a maximum elevation of 898.4 feet with 3,900 acre-feet of storage
remaining below the spillway assuming that after the failure of the Upper
Reservoir the gates in the Lower Dam were not able to be changed from the
constant 1,000 cfs outflow. On Plate A57a the Lower Reservoir response to
the Upper Reservoir failure is presented.

A2.44 The Lower Dam was assumed to fail at the time of maximum pool
during the operation of the 2-year flood with a rectangular 40-foot breach
and 0.5-hour failure time. On Plate A57b the failure hydrograph and reser-
voir stage hydrograph are presented.

A2.45 Failure of the Upper Reservoir during the 20-year flood similarily
resulted in not filling the Lower Reservoir to the spillway crest. Failure
was assumed to commence at the maximum pool elevation, 898.4 ft. which is the
same elevation obtained during the 2-year failure. A maximum outflow of 7,000
cfs occurred and is greater than the 2-year failure discharge of 4,210 cfs
due to the large natural inflow experienced during the 20-year flood. On
Plate A51b the 20-year failure hydrograph along with the reservoir outflow
hydrograph without failure are presented.

A2.46 During major flood events, a high tailwater condition below the
Lower Reservoir will occur at the time of the maximum reservoir stage, and
for events such as the Standard Project Flood the Lower Dam will be com-

" pletely submerged. In order to simulate the worst conditions during a major
flood event, the Lower Dam was assumed to fail at the time the reservoir
level reached the spillway crest, 900 feet. The breach bottom was assumed

.. equal to the corresponding tailwater elevation, 893.8 feet, which results in
bankful conditions on Batavia. Consistent with the assumptions used for the

-.. 2-year Lower Dam failure analysis, a rectangular 40-foot wide breach and a
failure of the proposed Lower Dam are presented in Table A2.10 and show that
the effect of the failure on the peak outflow decreases with the magnitude of
the flood event. The Lower Dam failure hydrographs are shown on Plates A45a,
A74b, and A8Ob.

A2.47 Effect of Dam Failure on Batavia

The effect of failure of the Batavia Reservoir Compound may be assessed by
comparing conditions within the City of Batavia resulting from structural
failure of the dams with conditions occurring without the project. Utilizing
the rating curves presented on Plates A113, AIlS, A116, and A1,7 with the
necessary extrapolation, the peak stages at the index points in Batavia are
presented in Table A2.10 along with the stage hydrographs at the USGS gage in
Batavia which are shown on Plates A45b, A51c, A74c, and A80c.
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A2.48 Failure of the dams during the 2-year event resulted in within

bank stages in the City of Batavia despite the reservoirs being full and

experiencing minimal tailwater. From the 20- and 200-year stage hydrographs

on Plates A51c and A45b it is seen that the maximum stage experienced in

Batavia is similar to existing conditions but greater than project conditions

without failure. During the 200-year dam failure, the overbank maximum rate

of rise is approximately 1 ft/hr compared to about 0.3 ft/hr during existing

conditions and will rise about 2.5 feet above the bank near the gage. It

should be noted that at this rate of rise a "wall of water" normally asso-

ciated with a dam failure will not occur. For extremely large events such as

the SPF and PMF, the effect of failure of the dams in Batavia will be negli-

gible. Hence, in general the peak stage in Batavia due to the failure of the
dams will be about the same as stages without the project.

Table A2.10 - Effect of Upper and Lower Dam Failure on

Batavia Stages at Batavia Gage
Peak Elevation and Discharge

: Channel Capacity: : w/o : with

Event : Elev./Discharge Existing-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q

2-year 888.50/6,000 : 885.80/ 3,870 882.40/ 2,000 886.30/ 4,210

20-year : 888.50/6,000 : 889.10/ 6,650 886.90/ 4,620 : 889.30/ 7,000

200-year : 888.50/6,000 : 890.05/ 9,100 : 888.30/ 5,780 890.10/ 9,390

SPF 888.50/6,000 : 891.20/27,800 : 891.40/38,000 891.40/38,000

PMF : 888.50/6,000 892.30/99,500 892.30/104,000: 892.30/104,000

In Reach BI

Peak Elevation and Discharge
: Channel Capacity: : w/o : with

Event : Elev./Discharge : Existing-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q

2-year 886.00/6,000 : 883.70/ 3,870 : 881.00/ 2,000 884.10/ 4,210

20-year 886.00/6,000 886.60/ 6,650 : 884.60/ 4,620 886.90/ 7,000

200-year 886.00/6,000 : 888.40/ 9,100 : 885.80/ 5,780 : 888.50/ 9,390

SPF : 886.00/6,000 : 891.10/27,800 891.10/38,000 : 891.10/38,000

PMF 886.00/6,000 : 892.10/99,500 : 892.10/104,000: 892.10/104,000
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Table A2.10 -Effect of Upper and Lower Dam Failure on
Batavia Stages at Batavia Gage (Cont'd)

In Reaches B2 and B3

ChannelPeak Elevation and Discharge

:CanlCapacity: :w/o :with
Event : Elev./Discharge :Existing-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q

2-year :893.20/6,700 :890.50/ 3,870 887.90/ 2,000 :890.90/ 4,21 0

20-year :893.20/6,700 :893.1.6/ 6,650 :891.30/ 4,620 :893.40/ 7,000

200-year :893.20/6,700 :894.70/ 9,100 :892.40/ 5,780 :894.90/ 9,390

SPF :893.20/6,700 897.50/27,800 898.00/38,000 :898.00/38,000

PMF :893.20/6,700 :899.00/99,500 :899.00/104,000 :899.00/104,000

In Reaches B4 and B5

* : Peak Elevation and Discharge
:Channel Capacity: :w/o :with

Event : Elev./Discharge :Existing-Elev./Q:. Failure-Elev./Q: Failure-Elev./Q

2-year : 889.00/3,500 B4 :889.50/ 3,870 :887.30/ 2,000 :889.80/ 4,210
z891.50/6,200 B5

20-year : 889.00/3,500 B4 : 891.90/ 6,650 :890.20/ 4,620 :892.10/ 7,000
:891.50/6,200 B5 :

200-year : 889.00/3,500 B4 : 893.40/ 9,100 :891.20/ 5,780 :893.60/ 9,390
:891.50/6,200 B5:

SPF : 889.00/3,500 B4 : 896.60/27,800 :897.10/38,000 897.10/38,000
:891.00/6,200 B5:

PMF : 889.00/3,500 B4 : 898.60/99,500 :898.60/104,000 :898.60/104,000
:891.00/6,200 B5:
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A3. LOWER TONAWANDA, MUD, RANSOM, AND BLACK CREEK WATERSHEDS

A3. General

The lower Tonawanda Creek watershed comprises the reach from the mouth, at
the Niagara River, upstream to Hopkins Road at Alabama, NY, a total distance
of 41.5 stream miles. It also includes the areas along Mud, Ransom, and
Black Creeks. The flooded area for this tract was divided into 20 damage
reaches which include 10 on Tonawanda Creek (T-i through T-IO), six on Mud
Creek (M-i through M-6), and four on Ransom and Black Creeks (RB-I through
RB-4). A detailed damage reach description is included in Appendix B. These
reaches are shown on Plate Ala.

A3.2 Overbank flooding on Mud, Ransom, and Black Creeks is normally
caused by floodwaters from Tonawanda Creek entering these watersheds. To
produce damaging stages on these tributaries, the level of Tonawanda Creek

"- must exceed elevations on the divides between the tributary watersheds and
the Tonawanda Creek main stem. Further, levels must remain above this stage

*for an extended length of time. In determining the stage-frequency curves
for these streams, the diversion discharge from Tonawanda Creek was used.
The local runoff was not included as this runoff was found to occur prior to

*- overflow from Tonawanda Creek. A description of the diversions was discussed
previously in Section AI.

A3.3 Stage-Discharge Curves, Existing Conditions

Plate A85 shows the stage-discharge curve just upstream of the Campbell Blvd.
, bridge. At lower discharges, the stage is highly dependent upon the Niagara

River. For the purpose of this report, the rating curve was based on the
mean Niagara River stage. This assumption will have minimal effect on the
damage calculations as there is approximately 10,000 cfs channel capacity in
this area. Plate A86 shows the discharge rating curve for the Rapids Road
Gage. The curve indicating the discharge passing the gage in Tonawanda Creek

. is labeled "Tonawanda Creek at Rapids Gage less diversions." A stage-
"* discharge curve for the USGS gaging station located at Hopkins Road near

Alabama, NY, is shown on Plate A87. This curve was developed from discharge
measurements made by the USGS up to 6,700 cfs with further extrapolation
accomplished by this office.

A3.4 Stage-Frequency Curves, Existing Conditions

A partial duration stage-frequency curve for the Hopkins Road gaging station,
Reach T-IO, is shown on Plate A88. This curve was developed from available

stage records of the New York State Department of Public Works and USGS.
Stages for the 55 years of record were plotted using the Weibull Plotting
Position method. A smooth curve was then drawn through these points. Also
shown for comparison are stages for selected flood discharges, 500-, 200-,
100-, 20-, 10-, and 2-year floods, determined from the existing conditions
discharge-frequency curve, shown on Plate A112 and the stage-discharge curve,
shown on Plate A87, for the Hopkins Road Gage, Alabama, NY. A smooth curve
was drawn through these points and labeled Annual Duration.
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A3.5 In order to develop stage-frequency curves for existing conditions
at the index points, the rating curves described in paragraph A3.3, Tables
A1.7 - Al.13, and the 1960 flood profile were used. Highwater marks were
used to establish the 1960 water surface profile. The stage-frequency curves
were first developed at the stream locations of the rating curves using the
appropriate discharge for the various recurrence intervals from Tables A1.7 -
A1.13. The differences in stage between the 1960 flood and the stage for
the 500-, 200-, 100-, 50-, 20-, 10-, and 2-year recurrence interval were
calculated for the above locations. These differences were assumed appli-
cable for a reach encompassing a few index points. Applying these differen-
ces to the 1960 flood elevation at the index points resulted in a
stage-frequency curve at that location. The absence of data adequate for
backwater calculations necessitated the development of the above method to
calculate the stage-frequency curves. The determination of the water surface
profiles would not have only insured more confidence in the stage-frequency
curves but could have also been incorporated into various ongoing FIS reports
for Tonawanda Creek. Study cost savings were made, but at the expense of an
important aspect of the study.

A3.6 Table A3.1 lists the discharge rating curve and appropriate dis-
charge used as the basis for calculating the stage-frequency curves at the
index points. An example of calculating the 100-year stage at T-6 is as
follows: From Table A1.9, it is determined that the 100-year discharge at
the Rapids Gage less diversions is 6,600 cfs which corresponds to an eleva-
tion of 590.0 feet from Plate A86. This is 0.8 foot higher than the 1960
flood elevation. At index point T-6, the 1960 flood elevation was 592.5
feet, and hence the 100-year stage at T-6 is 593.3 feet as shown on Plate
A94.

A3.7 Stage-Frequency Curves, Improved Conditions

Stage-frequency curves were developed for the recommended plan and are shown
on Plates A89 through A98, A1O0 through A105, and A108 through All, along
with the stage-frequency curves for the Upper Reservoir only and existing
conditions. Improved discharges were obtained by routing and combining the
balanced hydrographs with the structures in place. These discharges may be
found in Tables A1.7 through A1.13. Following the method explained in
paragraphs A3.5 and A3.6, the stage-frequency curves for improved conditions
were developed.

A3.8 Flooded Areas by Reach, Existing and Improved Conditions

Table A3.2 presents a tabulation of flooded areas for the 500, 200, 100, 50,
20, 10, and 2-year floods under existing and improved conditions. Stage-area
curves from the Tonawnada Creek Watershed Agricultural Activity Study

(12) were utilized along with the appropriate stage-frequency curves to
construct Table A3.2.
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A4. UPPER TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED - HOPKINS ROAD TO ATTICA, NY

A4.1 General

This subsection describes the results of hydrologic investigations for the
watershed area from Hopkins Road (mile 41.5) upstream to Attica, NY. For
purposes of determining average annual damages, the area was divided into 1i
damage reaches, T-II, T-12, B-I through B-5, T-13, and A-I through A-3. A
detailed damage reach description is included ih Appendix B. These reaches

* are shown on Plates Alb and Alc.

A4.2 Stage-Discharge Curves, Existing Conditions

A stage-discharge curve for the USGS gaging station located within the limits
of Reach B-2 in Batavia is shown on Plate A113. This curve was developed
from discharge measurements made by the USGS and is fairly well defined for
flows up to 6,900 cfs with further extrapolation accomplished by this office.
This station has been rerated since completion of the Corps of Engineers
local protection project in 1955.

A4.3 Stage-discharge curves were developed for each reach except T-I1.
A curve for T-II could not be developed due to the lack of cross sectional
data. Reach T-I1 was addressed by other methods described in subsequent
paragraphs. The rating curve for index point T-12 was developed by means of
a conveyance curve and high water marks from several previous floods. The
conveyance curve was then adjusted slightly by discharge measurements made at
known flows, correlated with the gage at Batavia. The rating curves for the
remainder of the damage reaches were calculated by backwater computations
using Method I as described in EM 1110-2-1409, dated 7 December 1959 and
titled "Backwater Curves in River Channels." Reaches B-2 and B-3 have a com-
mon I. ix point in Kibbe Park and the rating curve developed at this point
was L. ..d for both reaches. Reaches B-4 and B-5 also have a common index
point at the Chestnut Street bridge and the rating curve developed for this
point was used for both reaches. The rating curves for Reaches T-12, B-I
through B-5, T-13, and A-i through A-3 are shown on Plates A114 through AI21.

A4.4 Discharge-Frequency Curves, Existing Conditions

The existing discharge-frequency curve for the Batavia Gage is shown on Plate
A15. This curve is applicable to Reaches T-I1, T-12, and B-I thru B-5. It is

*" reproduced on Plate A122 for comparison with the improved discharge-frequency
*curve. The discharge-frequency curves labeled "Tonawanda Creek at Alexander"

and "Tonawanda Creek at Attica" on Plate AI6 are applicable to reach A-I and
Reaches A-2 and A-3, respectively. These curves were developed using the

-* procedures discussed in Section Al.

(12) Tonawanda Creek Watershed Agricultural Activity Study Supplemental

Report; RECRA Research, Inc., WENDEL Engineers, P.C., 1978.
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A4.5 Discharge-Frequency Curves, Improved Conditions

The improved discharge-frequency curves applicable to Reaches T-11, T-12, and
B-1 through B-5 are shown on Plate A122. They were developed by operating

'" the recommended structures for balanced hydrographs with various return

periods and then plotting the resulting peak outflow versus the return period
of the balanced hydrograph. The recommended improvements are downstream from
Reaches A-1 through A-3, therefore, the improved discharge-frequency curves
for these reaches will be the same as the existing curves.

A4.6 Stage-Frequency Curves, Existing Conditions

For determining existing average annual damages, stage-frequency curves were
developed for the index points. The curve for Reach T-11 was developed using
the method described in paragraphs A3.5 and A3.6 with the existing conditions
discharge-frequency curve for the Batavia Gage as the basis. The curves for
Reaches T-12, B-1 through B-5, and A-1 through A-3 were developed from the
existing conditions stage-discharge curves for the respective index points
and the existing conditions discharge-frequency curves discussed in paragraph
A4.4. The curve for Reach T-13 was developed from routing balanced hydro-
graphs through the natural stream system and plotting the resulting stage
versus the frequency of the balanced hydrograph. Existing conditions stage-
frequency curves for Reaches T-11, T-12, B-I through B-5, T-13, and A-1
through A-3 are shown on Plates A123 through A131.

A4.7 Stage-Frequency Curves, Improved Conditions

Stage-frequency curves for improved conditions were developed for the index
points for the recommended plan and are shown on Plates A122 through A131,
along with the curves for existing conditions. The curves for Reach T-11
were developed using the method described in paragraphs A3.5 and A3.6 with
the improved conditions discharge-frequency curves at the Batavia Gage as the
basis. The curves for Reaches T-12 and B-1 through B-5 were developed from

* the existing conditions stage-discharge curves for the respective index
* points and the improved conditions discharge-frequency curves for the Batavia

Gage. The curves for Reach T-13 were determined from operating the con-
* sidered structures for balanced hydrographs with various return periods and

plotting the resultant pool level versus the return period of the balanced
hydrograph. Curves for Reaches A-1 through A-3 were not developed as the
considered structures are located downstream from these reaches and would,
therefore, not affect the stage-frequency relationship at these index points.
These improved stage-frequency curves in conjunction with the appropriate
stage-damage were used to determine residual average annual damages and bene-
fits.

A4.8 Flooded Areas by Reach, Existing and Improved Conditions

Table A3.2 presents a tabulation of flooded areas for the 500, 200, 100, 50,
20, 10, and 2-year floods under existing and improved conditions.
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A5. HYDRAULIC DESIGN

A5.1 General

The Batavia Reservoir Compound, located south of the city of Batavia, was
considered as part of the flood management measures for Tonawanda Creek
watershed. Batavia Reservoir Compound includes an upper impoundment located
near the Erie-Lackawanna Railroad embankment and a lower impoundment located
approximately one-half mile upstream from the Lehigh Valley Railroad embank-
ment. Hydraulic structures designed consist of earthen dams and dikes,
concrete culverts, sluice gates, stilling basins, a diversion channel, and
spillways. The locations of these structures are shown on Plate B5 (Batavia
Reservoir Compound). Hydraulic design of the structures is based on the

information presented in the references: (i) Hydraulic Design of Stilling
Basins and Energy Dissipators by A.J. Peterka, Engineering Monograph No. 25,
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, July 1963; (ii)
Spillway for Typical Low-Head Navigation Dam, Arkansas River, by J.L. Grace,
Technical Report No. 2-655, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
September 1964; and (iii) Open Channel Hydraulics by Ven Te Chow, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1959. During Advanced Engineering and Design the actual
freeboard needed for nonoverflow portions will be determined based upon

* guidance contained in Civil Works Engineering Bulletin 54-14 and other
appropriate guidance.

A5.2 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Upper Reservoir

The principal structure Includes an earth embankment, a concrete culvert, and
a stilling basin. Details of the culvert and stilling basin designs are
shown on Table A5.1. Flow through the culvert would be controlled by five
sluice gates each 11 feet wide and 11 feet high. The culvert is designed to
pass the discharge of 2,000 cfs at a low stage of 906.2. At full pool, the
culvert has a capacity of 10,700 cfs resulting in the spillway being over-
topped for events slightly greater than the one hundred year flood. The
embankment, having a length of about 5,600 feet, would be used in combination
with the gates to pass the Standard Project Flood of 38,600 cfs at a stage of

.* 924.5. The discharge capacity of the overflow spillway was designed using
the weirflow equation with a "C" coefficient ranging between 2.5 and 1.6
depending on the tailwater conditions. For the design overflow discharge of
27,900 cfs, a weir coefficient of 1.76 was used when the upper pool level is
at 924.5 feet and the tailwater level is at 915.0 feet. The downstream face
of the embankment would be riprapped to withstand a sheet flow having a maxi-
mum velocity of about 14.5 feet per second. The stilling basin and the shape

* for placement of riprap are designed from the information presented in the
references (ii) and (iii) listed in paragraph A5.1.

A5.3 Batavia Reservoir Compound, Lower Reservoir

The principal structure includes an earth embankment with a rectangular
concrete culvert similar to the culvert designed for the Upper Reservoir and

*a stilling basin. Flow through the culvert would be controlled by four
sluice gates 11 feet wide and 11 feet high. The culvert is designed to pass
a discharge of 6,000 cfs at a stage of 900.0 which is 6.2 feet above the
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Table A5.1 - Hydraulic Design Data

Batavia Reservoir Compound

Upper Lower
Description : Reservoir Reservoir

Standard Project Flood Discharges - cfs
Inflow : 38,800 : 50,200
Outflow : 38,600 : 28,400
Controlled 2,000 6,000
Max. through culvert : 10,700 : 6,000
Overflow 27,900 22,400

Elevations (USC&GS Datum) and Storages
Top of Embankment - feet . 922.5 . 905.5
Maximum Pool
Headwater Elevation - feet . 924.5 902.5
Tailwater Elevation - feet . 915.0 . 902.0
Storage - inches 1.6 2.5

Flood Control
Headwater Elevation - feet : 922.5 : 900.0

Tailwater Elevation - feet . 910.9 893.9
Storage - inches . 1.2 : 1.7

Channel Bottom Elevation
near the dam - feet : 900.0 880.0

Maximum Velocities - ft./sec.
Culvert Outlets : 22.0 16.0
Spillways: crest : 8.0 : 4.0

downstream face : 14.5 : 11.5

Culvert and Sluice Gate
Invert elevation (feet) at:

Inlet 900.0 : 880.0
Outlet 900.0 : 879.0

Height - feet 11.0 : 11.0
Width - feet 11.0 11.0
Number . 5 4

Stilling Basin:
Type . concrete : concrete
End Sill . Yes : Yes
Baffle Blocks : Yes : Yes

Overflow Section:
Type paved : paved
Crest elevation - feet : 922.5 : 900.0
Length - feet : 5,600 : 4,000

Contributing Drainage Area - sq. mi. 102 : 171

Channel Capacity Downstream from Dam - cfs : 2,000 : 6,000

! /Includes one spare gate
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tailwater. Velocities of about 16 feet per second would exist near the
culvert inlet and outlet areas where a stilling basin would be provided. The
embankment functions as an overflow spillway with a crest elevation of 900
feet and overflow length of 4,000 feet. At a reservoir stage of 901.0, one-
foot of water over the crest, the total discharge through and over the
spillway increases from 6,000 cfs to 14,000 cfs, and the tail water increases
893.8 to 898.7. The maximum velocity on the downstream face of the dam is
less than 6.0 ft/sec. Assuming that no tail water exists, the velocity on
the downstream face reaches 11.5 ft/sec. Flow would overtop the emergency
spillway for floods with an average return period greater than 500 years.
For the design overflow discharge of 22,400 cfs, a weir flow coefficient of
1.64 was used when the upper pool level is at 902.5 and the tailwater level
is at 902.0 feet. The hydraulic design data for the principal structure and
overflow spillway are given in Table A5.1.
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A6. RESPONSE TO COMMENTS IN THE MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD, 9 FEBRUARY 1977

Below are responses to comments in the Memorandum for Record, NCDPD-PF,
9 February 1977 which are applicable to this appendix.

1. Route the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) through the recommended plan.
Discuss impacts.

As discussed in paragraph A1.61, the Probable Maximum Storm was centered over
the Tonawanda Creek watershed above Alexander in order to maximize the peak
discharge at Alexander and Batavia. This insured the PMF discharges at the
Upper and Lower Reservoir were the highest possible to test the performance
of the spillways. Table Al.20 presents the PMF discharges and elevations.

The HEC-5C hydrograph routings indicated that the outflow from the Lower
Reservoir will be the same for existing and improved conditions. This indi-
cates that the spillway discharge will not significantly increase the hazar-
dous condition downstream from the spillway. Hence, in accordance with
ER 1110-2-1451, no real estate interest will be required in the city of
Batavia.

2. Show impact of upper dam failure.

In paragaphs A2.39 and A2.40 it is indicated that during Advanced Engineering
and Design, the dam failure analyses along with flooded area maps will be
completed in accordance with ER 1130-2-419, "Project Operation, Dam
Operations Management Program," using a sophisticated unsteady flow model.
For the purpose of this report a dam failure analysis was completed using
"Flood Hydrograph Package HEC-1 for Dam Safety Investigations." Paragraphs
A2.41 through A2.44 discuss the impact of the Upper Dam failure with the
hydrographs shown on Plates A54a and A57a.

The field surveys taken in the Lower Reservoir area in Winter 1977-1978,
coupled with a cursory hydraulic analysis, indicated that the previous (1976
report) location of the emergency spillway was impossible. Instead, under
the latest plan, the Lower Reservoir embankment would function as an
emergency spillway at elevation 900 feet. Lateral (training) dikes will pre-
vent the diversion of discharge around Batavia.

8. Show frequency curves which represent the split in flows through and
around Batavia. Show that the damages and benefits were derived from the
split frequency curves.

Comment no longer applicable. See No. 4 above.

9. Define the route of the diverted water.

Comment no longer applicable. See No. 4 above.

S." 10. Hydrographs showing natural and modified conditions should be shown.
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Balanced hydrographs for the 200, 50, and 2-year floods are shown on Plates
A42 through A58. Inflow/outflow discharge and stage hydrographs for the
reservoir along with hydrographs for the confluence with Ledge Creek for
existing and modified conditions are shown. Hydrographs for the March 1960,
March 1978, and September 1977 are shown on Plates A59 through A71. SPF and

*. PMF hydrographs are shown on Plates A72 through ASO.

11. Table A-26, add a column to show the effect of the Upper Reservoir by
itself.

* The table referenced is nonexistent; however, it was assumed that the comment
" was addressing Table A2.2 of the 1976 report. Balanced floods and the March
* 1978 flood were routed through the entire Tonawanda stream network assuming

the Upper Reservoir alone in place. Results of these routings may be found
in Tables Al.7 through Al.13 and Table A1.16. Tables A2.3 through A2.6 pre-
sent the effect of the Upper Reservoir only on the balanced and March 1978
flood in the Lower Reservoir area.

- 14. Provide additional backup for channel capacities.

Channel capacities for Tonawanda Creek are discussed in paragraphs A1.8
through Al.13. The approach used to determine these capacities is considered
reasonable in lieu of an expensive backwater analysis. Table A1.4 presents
ranges of channel capacities for all Tonawanda Creek reaches. The lowest
value in a reach was used in the operation studies in order to not overstate
the benefits attributable to the considered reservoirs.

15. Perform a sensitivity analysis to assess the effect of improved mapping
of the project.

During the Winter of 1977, Buffalo District personnel completed field surveys
"* in the Lower Reservoir area of the proposed Batavia Reservoir Compound. Part
-" of the information received led to the conclusion that the location of the

emergency spillway, as delineated in the 1976 report, was hydraulically
impossible. This finding points out the importance of sufficient topograph-
ical detail when proposing a project.

16. Evaluate the significance the local area inflows downstream of the pro-
ject will have on the improved stage-frequency curves at Alabama.

Balanced hydrographs were routed and combined with local area inflow for the
Tonawanda Creek watershed from Alexander, NY, to the confluence with Ransom
Creek. Existing and improved conditions were investigated. The stage-
frequency curves at Alabama are shown on Plate A98.

17. Revise, statistically, the frequency curves without regard to the
.4 Standard Project Flood. The frequency curves do not have to conform to the

Water Resources Council Bulletin 17 guidelines. Use the new frequency curves
. in the benefit analysis.
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The results of the regional frequency analysis completed for this study were
used in the calculation of the balanced hydrographs. The 500, 200, 100, 50,
20, 10, and 2-year hydrographs were routed and combined at selected index
points along Tonawanda Creek. This information was used in the calculation
of the frequency curves and utilized in the benefit analysis.

-* 18. Assess any adverse effect of increased duration of release on the
downstream area.

In many cases when a release is maintained for a considerable period of time,
even if within channel capacity, the groundwater table may increase. Low
areas which may be one-half mile or more from the channel can begin to fill
up or become so swampy that it will not support farm equipment. Study
funding constraints precluded the possibility of performing groundwater and
backwater studies. Table A2.3 shows that under project conditions, overbank
flooding in the Rapids, NY, area will persist for approximately 1 day longer
than what whould have existed under natural conditions. Flows would be near
to or exceeding channel capacity for only a few days longer than existing
flooding. This would not be detrimental to drainage of farmland during late
fall to early spring months. During months of agricultural activity certain
crops may be affected.

19. Discuss sediment storage and the affect it would have on project for-

mulation.

One of the most obvious consequences of sediment deposits is the depletion of
reservoir storage capacity. Since the reservoirs will normally be dry and
the gates fully open, it is felt that the sediment characteristics of
Tonawanda Creek will not be greatly affected.

"" 20. Show the effect the project has on a flood of record.

Beginning as inflow to the Lower Reservoir, the March-April 1960 flood was
routed and combined with local area inflow along Tonawanda Creek to Rapids,
NY, as described in paragraphs A1.44 and A2.29. Table Al.14 presents the
peak discharge at various index points for existing and improved conditions.
Tables A2.5 and A2.26 show the effect of the Lower Reservoir on the 1960
flood. The hydrographs are presented on Plates A59-A62.

24. Explain why modified and natural discharge profiles for various fre-
quency floods such as the 10, 100, and 200-year floods cannot be constructed.

Modified and natural discharge profiles were not constructed due to the lack
of backwater calculations as indicated in paragraph A1.8. The sufficient
streamflow, highwater marks, and field observation data allowed a reasonable
range of channel capacities to be established as described in paragraphs AI.8
through Al.13. The 1977 cost estimate for field surveys, aerial mapping, and
backwater calculations was in excess of 1.0 million dollars. It was felt

* .that the adequacy of the field data precluded the need for an expensive back-
water analysis. Hence, a backwater analysis resulting in natural and
modified profiles was not performed.
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2. Develop a hydrograph for Ledge Creek near confluences with Tonawanda
Creek for the 1960 flood.

Paragraph A1.38 describes the development of the 1960 flood for Tonawanda
Creek below the confluence with Ledge Creek with existing and improved
hydrographs shown on Plate A61. This was essential in the determination of
cumulative local area runoff between the Lower Reservoir to just downstream
of the confluence with Ledge Creek. That area was used in the determination
of releases from the Lower Reservoir.
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A7. RESPONSE TO COMMENTS IN THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING, 39 JUNE 1980

Below are the responses to comments and portions thereof from the Memorandum

of Understanding, NCDPD-PF, 30 June 1980, which are applicable to this
appendix. The Memorandum of Understanding, 30 June 1980, replaces the MOU
sent with NCD Ist Indorsement, 24 April 1980.

Engineering Division - Water Control Center Comments:

2. The report must show the impact of the project on the area flooded
downstream by showing the flood (10-year) and the SPF. Plate 14 does not
show adequate detail in presenting the flooded area. The map which shows the
flooded areas must show streets and individual houses in the town of Batavia.

The 30 June 1980 MOU indicates that flooded area maps should be constructed
delineating the flooded outline for a historic flood (March 1960) for with
and without project conditions. On the maps, arrows will be drawn showing
the path of the water and range of channel capacity in the reach. A tabula-
tion of the flooded area for existing and improved conditions for the
balanced hydrograph routings will be made. Flooded area maps for the
100-year and SPF should be constructed in the city of Batavia for with and
without project conditions.

Plates A2a through A2c present the flooded outline for existing and improved
conditions for the March 1960 flood with arrows showing the path of the water
Table A3.2 presents a tabulation of the flooded areas for existing and
improved conditions for the balanced hydrograph routings. Utilizing limited
flood evaluation and topographic information, the approximate 100-year and
Standard Project flood outlines in the city of Batavia for with and without
project conditions are presented on Plate Ald.

5. Revise Table A5.1 to show storage in inches, drainage areas and channel
capacities for both reservoirs.

*Table A5.1 has been revised.

7. Page A-64, comment No. 1 - Uncertainty in the rating curve for the lower
reservoir is not a basis for concluding that the spillway discharge would not
significantly increase the hazard condition from the spillway. This is rein-
forced by the statement that the project would increase the design discharge.
The effect of the project increases the design flow, additional area inun-
dated by the higher flow during a SPF event should be delineated and the
additional area effected should be purchased.

The effect of the project ot. the SPF discharges has been reevaluated.
Originally a 3-hour time interval was used during the routing and combining
of the SPF. This proved to be insufficient near the peak of the hydrograph.
To improve the accuracy of the peak discharge a 1-hour time interval was used
near the peak. Table A7.1 presents a comparison of the previous SPF peak
discharges and the present discharges derived using a 1-hour interval.
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As can be seen in Table A7.1, the SPF peak discharge is reduced for with
project conditions and hence in accordance with ER 1110-2-1451, no real
estate interest will be required in the city of Batavia.

Table A7.1 - SPF Peak Discharges, 1979 and 1980 Analysis

" Existing : Improved
" 1979 1980 : 1979 : 1980

Alexander
(Upper Reservoir)
Inflow :38,800 cfs :38,800 cfs :38,800 cfs :38,800 cfs
Outflow :40,000 cfs :38,500 cfs :39,000 cfs :38,600 cfs
Elevation 923.8 feet: 923.8 feet: 924.5 feet: 924.5 feet

Batavia
(Lower Reservoir)
Inflow :52,100 cfs :49,200 cfs :53,000 cfs :50,200 cfs
Outflow :28,100 cfs :28,500 cfs :29,400 cfs :28,400 cfs
Elevation : 901.9 feet: 902.0 feet: 902.6 feet: 902.5 feet

8. Because of the proximity of the project to the city of Batavia, the
report must describe (in at least a preliminary manner), the manner and
effects of failure of the Lower Dam. Include discussion of the method of
riprapping and possible concrete lip.

In paragraphs A2.39 and A2.40 it is indicated that during Advanced
Engineering and Design the dam failure analysis along with flood area maps
will be completed in accordance with ER 1130-2-419, "Project Operation, Dam
Operations Management Program," using a sophisticated unsteady flow model.
For the purpose of this report a dam failure analysis was completed using
"Flood Hydrograph Package HEC-1 for Dam Safety Investigations." Paragraphs
A2.41 thru A2.50 discuss the impact of the Upper and Lower Dam failure with
the hydrographs shown on Plates A43a, A45a, A45b, A54a, A57a, A57b, A72b,
A74b, A74c, A78b, A8Ob, and A80c.

9. Page A-65 - The response of comment 14 regarding the determination of
downstream channel capacities is not adequate. The determination of accurate
channel capacities is an extremely important item in the evaluation of reser-
voir performance. The Rections should be obtained And backwater runs should
be completed for all reaches where small changvs tn the stage have a large
impact on damages and resulting benefits. This is a very important item in
that an underestimate of downstream channel capacities can have a dramatic
effect on the formulation and operation of the project. The report should
describe the effects that a reasonable range of channel capacity would have
on the operation and economics of the project.

It is agreed that the discussion of channel capacities was not adequate.
Paragraphs A1.8 through AI.13 present a discussion of channel capacities and
their determination using rating curves at USGS gaging stations coupled with
field observations. Table A1.4 presents ranges of channel capacities for
Tonawanda Creek reaches.
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10. The operation of the reservoir for floods larger than a 10-year event

assumes that it is known that such a large flood is in progress. In the
actual operation of the project, the regulation personnel would not have this
advanced knowledge. There should be a consistent operation policy for all

floods. In order to make the operation practical, the gate settings should

be determined as a function of reservoir stage and local (downstream) flows

and not only a function of the inflow into the project. This operating plan

should apply to all floods and should not be limited to floods of a specific

frequency.

As indicated in the Memorandum of Understanding between North Central
Division and Buffalo District, 30 June 1980, the operation plan for the

reservoirs will remain as a function of inflow and downstream flows with a
two-scheme operation dependent upon the severity (frequency) of the flood.

In paragraphs A2.14 and A2.15, discussion concerning this matter is

presented.

11. Tables A-1. and A-1.8 - A1.12, plus A-15 should be used to construct

discharge-frequency curves for existing and modified conditions at several
locations downstream from the project.

As explained in paragraph A2.33, Table Al.7 through A1.16 were used to

construct frequency curves at several locations downstream of the project.

It should be noted that the frequency curves at Rapids and the confluence to

Mud Creek with Tonawanda Creek include the diversion discharges.

12. The impact of increased local inflow, due to reductions in stage on

Tonawanda Creek and resultant decrease in backwater effect on the

tributaries, should be evaluated.

The local inflow hydrographs developed for existing conditions were used in

the routing calculations for improved conditions, as the decrease in back-
water effect on the tributaries will be minimal. Further explanation is
given in paragraph A2.1.

13. Discussion in report should be modified. The impact of a reservoir on

downstream discharge usually decreases in a downstream direction, both in

percentage and net reduction. The tables showing the routings of the

balanced hydrographs show that the net effect of the project remains the same
and even increases in some cases. This tendancy is questioned especially
when it is considered that the impact of Comment 19 is to decrease the effect

fo the project with respect to distance downstream of the project.

As can be seen in Table A2.7, the impact of the reservoirs on the downstream

,- discharges decreases in a downstream direction both in percentage and net

reduction. For further discussion refer to paragraph A2.33.

14. Pages A-18 to 24 - The balanced hydrograph routings should show the

inches of runoff stored for with project conditions.

Footnotes have been added to Tables AI.7 through AI.13 and present the quan-

Stity of water stored in the Upper Reservoir alone and the Batavia Reservoir
Compound for all frequencies.vi A- 76



15. Routings of the historic storms show that the effect of the proposed
project decreases downstream. This tendency appears inconsistent with the
results of the balanced hydrographs. This point should be discussed in the
report.

This comment is similar to comment 13 and is explained in paragraph A2.33.
As shown in Table A2.7, the peak discharge reduction at Batavia would be 47
percent for the recurrence of the March 1978 flood, but only 25 percent at
Rapids.

16. Page A-33 - Review of EC 1110-2-163 indicates that safety standard 3 is
not appropriate for design of the Tonawanda Project. Standard 3 is
appropriate only for emergency spillage which may operate in lieu of service
spillways. Since the project does not have a service spillway, this standard
does not appear appropriate. It appears that standard 2 is more appropriate.
This calls for adequate outlet capacity to be available to limit head dif-
ferences at time of overtopping to reduce risks downstream in the event of
breaking.

The Buffalo District maintains the conviction that Standard 3 is the
appropriate safety standard for the reservoirs. Comment 16 indicates that
Standard 3 is appropriate only for emergency spillage which may operate in
lieu of service spillways. This interpretation seems to be in error as EC
1110-2-163 uses that only as a possible example for the application of
Standard 3 and not necessarily as a requirement. Comment 16 also indicates
that the project does not have a service spillway. It should be clarified
that the Upper and Lower Dam of the Batavia Reservoir Compound have "limited
service" spillways as they are used infrequently for the operation of the
reservoirs and do not incur excessive damage to the spillway structure by
erosion or to downstream areas from deposition of eroded material.

Due to the limited fetch, wind-induced wave action will not be a significant
factor in determination of the top elevation of the dam. Further discussion
may be found in paragraph Al.53 through Al.57 on the selection of the safety
standard. It is suggested that during Advanced Engineering and Design the
application of the appropriate safety standard be studied further and assist-
ance from the Board of Engineers and OCE be solicited if a disagreement
remains.

17. Plate A-74 and A-80 - The report shows that the outflow from the project
is increased for both the SPF and PKF. The basis for this increase in flow

should be explained.

As shown presently on Plates A-74 and A-80, the outflow from the project is
not increased for both the SPF and PMF. As indicated in response to comment
7 and in paragraph Al.50, a refined routing was done near the peak which
resulted in more accurate and credible discharges.

18. The report should discuss the sizing of the outlet works and the
overflow embankment. The present report gives no basis for the sizing of the
components. The outlet works must be able to pass the flow required to mini-
mize the stage at the time of overtopping.
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In Section A5 a discussion on the sizing of the outlet works is presented.
Component sizes are tabulated in Table A5.1.

19. The report should discuss the protection to be used on the overflow
-, embankments including design flow, design velocity and design TW evaluation

for both the upper and lower dams.

This discussion may be found in Section A5 and presented in Table A5.1.

. 20. The report should present more legible plates which show the downstream
damages reaches. The report should present flow distribution charts for a

*" large magnitude flood for the flows which enter the downstream tributaries.

On Plate A2a through A2e the Tonawanda Creek reaches are presented along with
the flow distributions for the March 1960 flood.

• 21. Usually hydrologic models are constructed from sub-area unit hydrographs
and the resulting flood hydrographs for historic events are compared to

* historic flood hydrograph data as a check of the model performance regarding
timing, volume, and flood magnitude reproduction. The synthetic events in
turn are usually checked at locations of gaging records against the indepen-
dent statistical results of peak flows and volumes. During this process the

.* model loss rates are usually maintained somewhat consistent down through the
watershed. This results in the effect that each sub-area will produce a
reasonable contribution of runoff compared to the other sub-areas. Since
for the Tonawanda study both the analysis for historic events and synthetic
events uses results of the gage data directly in their derivation, the above
consistency checks are more difficult. The creation of a hydrologic model
consisting of sub-area components which match a series of balanced
hydrographs throughout an entire watershed is very difficult to create.

" With respect to Tables A1.7 through A1.13, are the relative contributions of
each sub-area reasonably consistent with regard to peaks and volumes?

It is agreed that hydrologic models are often constructed from subarea unit
hydrographs and the resulting flood hydrographs for historic events are com-
pared to historic flood hydrograph data as a check of the model performance.
However, the balanced hydrograph method was in this case the most appropriate
and implementable technique. The upstream balanced hydrographs were routed
and subtracted from downstream balanced hydrographs to calculate the local
area inflow hydrographs. Necessary minor adjustments were made to insure
consistent relative contributions of each subarea with respect to peaks and
volumes. If sufficient data had been available a period of record routing
would have been the most informative. Further discussion concerning the
rationale for selection of the balanced hydrograph approach may be found in
paragraph A1.24.
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1. THE AFFECTED AREA

The area affected by the proposed Tonawanda Creek flood damage manage-
ment project consists of the flood plain plus all other areas likely to serve
as alternative sites for any activity which might use the flood plain if it
were protected. Determination of the affected areas for this flood manage-
ment study was based upon an analysis of existing development in the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed which provided an insight to potential future uses
of the flood plain.

The Tonawanda Creek Watershed, an area of approximately 648 square miles, is
located in western New York and includes substantial portions of Erie,
Niagara, Genesee and Wyoming Counties in addition to a minor part of Orleans
County. The political subdivisions of the watershed, in addition to clima-
tological and hydrologic stations, are shown on Plate BI. Economic growth in
the Buffalo urban area, originally stimulated by Buffalo's historical
geographic position as a break-bulk transshipment point for Great Lakes
cargo, has induced considerable development in the western portion of the
watershed. Towns and villages that were once outside Buffalo have lost their
separate identity as suburbanization has spread outward from the city.
Development of improved waterway and highway transportation networks has
accelerated this expansion and transformed outlying semi-rural areas such as
Amherst and Clarence, NY, into growing suburban communities. Analysis of
past and present trends indicates that the process of conversion of agri-
cultural and vacant land into residential land use is spreading to the
northeast and east of Buffalo, NY, in Erie County. A significant factor in
establishing these trends was the major highway construction of the 1960's
which reduced the commuting times significantly to the major employment cen-
ters.

Much of the western portion of the watershed is directly in the path of these
growth corridors. Vacant land in the Ellicott and Tonawanda Creek flood
plains is now under pressure to develop into residential subdivisions. The
new State University campus and two planned communities in Amherst are
already inside flood hazard zones. These developments should act as nodal
points for future development in Amherst. Lands in the northern portions of
Amherst and Clarence adjacent to Tonawanda Creek consist of idle vacant land
with minimal vegetative cover or lands actively farmed, either on a full or
part-time basis. Large amounts of open farmland have already been taken out
of production in this area as a result of land speculation.

The Buffalo Metropolitan Area is the largest industrial and commercial center
in Upstate New York. Its highway network, large supply of skilled labor,
access to raw materials, ample electric power, and ready access to markets in
the northeast, midwest, and Canada have all contributed to the region's eco-
nomic development. Almost all of the development in the western portion of
the watershed can be attributed to growth in the Buffalo Metropolitan Area.
Remaining areas of the watershed are primarily agricultural, however, the
Tonawanda Indian Reservation and three extensive wildlife refuges also occupy

- "areas of significant size near the center of the watershed. A secondary
manufacturing, commercial and institutional growth center in the watershed
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is the city of Batavia, located in Genesee County. Table BI lists the major
population centers, by county, in the watershed.

Existing land use patterns in the Tonawanda Creek flood plain and adjacent
areas are depicted in Plate B2. Portions of the watershed included in Erie
and Niagara Counties are coming under increasing pressure to accommodate the
Buffalo urban area's demand for development of land: commercial, institu-
tional, residential, recreation, and open space. Future estimates of the
outer limits of the Buffalo Metropolitan Area have been liberally estimated
by regional and local planning agencies to extend outward to the eastern

. boundary of the town of Clarence, about 13 miles from the center of Buffalo.
The area included within a 13-mile radius of the Buffalo CBD also includes

-. undeveloped acreage in other first and second-ring suburban towns which is
less distant from the CBD than portions of Clarence or Amherst. These alter-
nate areas are also expected to experience further population growth.

Land in Genesee and Wyoming Counties is used primarily for agriculture,
although the manufacturing sector accounts for the largest portion of total
employment. Almost 286,000 acres within the watershed, slightly less than
450 square miles, are farmlands. Of this amount, 108,000 acres are
designated by State or regional planning agencies as high viability
farmlands. High viability farmland is acreage which is extremely productive
or suitable for cultivation of a crop which is of high quality and/or not

"" easily produced elsewhere in the State. Several agricultural districts,
formed in the upper reaches, should help to maintain the future of active
agriculture and discourage the conversion of productive land into nonfarm
uses.

Economic and social activity upstream of the Indian Reservation is con-
centrated in the city of Batavia. Batavia's geographic location midway bet-
ween Rochester and Buffalo has been a major factor in its cultural and
economic dominance of the area. Batavia is in the midst of a rich farm and
industrial region and serves as a major center of motor freight service and
is a growing wholesale distribution point. Growth in the Batavia area should
continue at its present moderate rate. However, this expansion will probably
occur outside the city limits but in the town of Batavia. Historically, when

- sufficient land was available, development was centered inside the city but
s -the growing scarcity of open areas suitable for urban development will

redirect future growth to areas outside the city limits.

*" The type and extent of social and economic activities within the flood plain
* indicates that the area affected by the proposed project would include Erie,

Niagara, Genesee and Wyoming Counties. Any activity which might locate in
. the lower Tonawanda Creek flood plain (Erie and Niagara Counties) would have

many locational options available in either county. Therefore, the two
county Buffalo SMSA was designated as the affected area for that portion of
the watershed downstream of the Indian Reservation. The eastern part of the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed is predominately agricultural with manufacturing
and commercial activity centered in Batavia. Approximately 62 percent of the
total area in Genesee and Wyoming Counties was actively used for agriculture

*in 1969. Since farm activities can be practiced over extensive areas of
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Table BI - Tonawanda Creek Watershed

Historical Population of Political Subdivisions

Towns 1940 : 1950 : 1960 1970

Erie County
City of Tonawanda : 6,440 : 14,617 : 21,561 : 21,898
Town of Amherst : 19,532 : 33,744 : 62,837 : 93,929
Town of Clarence 4,402 : 6,331 • 13,267 : 18,168
Town of Newstead : 1,516 : 4,653 : 5,825 : 6,322
Town of Tonawanda 65,000 : 55,270 : 105,032 : 107,282

Niagara County
City of North Tonawanda : 20,256 : 24,731 : 34,757 : 36,012
Town of Lockport : 3,179 : 3,945 6,492 : 8,177
Town of Pendleton : 1,516 : 1,815 3,589 : 4,733
Town of Royalton : 4,626 : 5,297 : 6,585 : 7,375
Town of Wheatfield : 3,060 : 4,720 8,008 : 9,722

Genesee County
City of Batavia : 17,267 : 17,799 18,210 : 17,338
Town of Alexander : 1,423 : 1,591 : 1,987 : 2,351
Town of Batavia : 2,261 : 2,824 4,325 : 5,440
Town of Pembroke 2,391 : 2,866 : 3,451 3,959
Town of Alabama 1,763 : 1,766 : 1,931 : 1,872

-' Wyoming County
Town of Attica 2,387 : 5,722 5,781 6,171

SOURCE: Business Fact Book, Part 2, 1974 Edition, New York State
Department of Commerce
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both counties, the two-county area was delineated as the affected area for
agricultural activities upstream of the Tonawanda Indian Reservation.

Twenty-four percent of the 1970 population of the two upstream counties was
located in the towns of Batavia and Attica - the remainder of the population
resided in outlying towns or villages. This wide dispersion of the rural

* population indicates that the affected area for future residential activity
* should also consist of Genesee and Wyoming Counties. Commercial and

industrial activity in the upper watershed is concentrated in the city of
Batavia, therefore this city was delineated as the affected area for future
commercial activity in Genesee and Wyoming Counties.
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B2. PROJECTED DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES IN THE AFFECTED AREA

Projections of demographic and economic activity within the affected
area were assumed independent of any flood management project. The following
characteristics were projected to 2030: population, employment, manufac-
turing employment, per capita income, commercial employment and agricultural

-. output.

a. Population.

Historical population changes between 1920 and 1970 are presented
in Table B2. Historical population shifts have served as the basis for pro-
Jecting the level of future population. Numerous sources, including State
and Federal agencies, have made projections of future population levels.
Most of the counties, with the exception of Wyoming, have already been
incuded for analysis by larger regional planning agencies such as the Erie
and Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board (ENCRPB) and the Genesee/Finger
Lakes Regional Planning Board. Countywide sewerage studies of Genesee and
Wyoming Counties completed in 1970 were also major sources of information for
future levels of economic activity in the area.

Table B2 - Historical Population Trends for Selected Areas (1)
(in Thousands)

" 1920 : 1930 : 1940 : 1950 : 1960 : 1970

New York State :10,385.6:12,588.1:13,479.1:14,830.2:16,782.3:18,241.3

Erie County : 634.7: 762.4: 798.4: 899.2: 1,064.7: 1,113.5

Town of Amherst : 6.3: 13.3: 19.5: 33.7: 62.8: 93.9

Niagara County : 118.7: 149.3: 160.1: 190.0: 242.3: 235.7

* . City of North :
Tonawanda : 15.5: 19.0: 20.3: 24.7: 34.7: 36.0

Genesee County : 38.0: 44.5: 44.5: 47.6: 54.0: 58.7

City of Batavia : 11.6: 17.4: 17.3: 17.8: 18.2: 17.3

Wyoming County : 30.3: 28.8: 31.4: 32.8: 34.8: 37.7

Town of Attica : 0.7: 0.7: 3.1: 5.7: 5.8: 6.2

Village of Attica : 2.0: 2.2: 2.4: 2.7: 2.8: 2.9

(1) Including institutions.

SOURCE: U. S. Bureau of the Census, material compiled by New York State
Department of Commerce
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Within the watershed, the area of greatest population change between 1960 and
1970 was Erie County, Table B3, while the highest rates and growth occurred
in Genesee and Wyoming Counties. Population density within the watershed
increases as one proceeds downstream to the creek's confluence with the
Niagara River. Historically, the greatest population increase in the rural
areas of the watershed has been centered in the village and town of Attica
and the city of Batavia. Together these three municipal areas contributed
between 21 percent and 33 percent of the combined population of Genesee and
Wyoming Counties during the period 1920 to 1970.

Table B3 - Demographic Statistics
Population, Rank, Density,
and Area of Selected Counties

"" P o p u 1a t i o n:

:Change from April
April 1 :1960 to April 1970: :Land Area in

County : 1960 1970 : Number : Percent :Per Sq. Mile:Square Miles

Erie :1,064,688 1,113,491 48,803 : +4.6 1,052. : 1,058

Niagara : 242,269 235,720 : -6,549 : -2.7 : 443. : 532

* Genesee : 53,793 : 58,722 : 4,728 : +8.8 : 117. 501

Wyoming : 34,793 : 37,688 : 2,895 : +8.3 : 63. : 598

SOURCE: U. S. Bureau of Census, Census of Population, Material compiled by
New York State Department of Commerce.

Ay However, since 1940 the relative importance of these three population centers
has declined. This trend has also been substantiated by a comprehensive
sewage study for Wyoming County completed in 1970 which found a relatively
constant population within the villages but population growth (between 1950
and 1970) outside these three urban centers. This trend is most likely
attributed to the saturation of the land area contained within these three

"'...- established towns. Future population growth can reasonably be expected to
occur very near these three areas since most of the municipal facilities
(sewer, water supply and storm water drainage systems) have already been
installed.

Genesee and Wyoming Counties are under the economic umbrella of the Buffalo
and Rochester SMSA's. These two economic centers had a combined population
in 1970 of more than 2.3 million residents and provided employment for over
874,800 people. The effects of population growth in either or both of these
SMSA's will impact on the watershed's residents. An understanding of
historical population growth in these large SMSA's will provide an insight
into the extent of future population growth anticipated for Genesee and
Wyoming Counties.
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". Historically, the greatest increase in population has occurred in the
Rochester SMSA located to the east of the watershed. A substantial popula-
tion increase occurred in the Buffalo SMSA during the 1950's but population
growth has subsequently leveled off to a three percent rise over the past
decade, Table B4. Erie and Niagara Counties have experienced a pattern of
change similar to other metropolitan areas. Population in the major cities

..- declined (13 percent in the Buffalo and 16 percent in Niagara Falls), while
smaller communities and unincorporated areas experienced large increases.
After 1960, the population of the Rochester SMSA grew at a greater absolute
and relative rate than the Buffalo area.

Table B4 - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Historical Population Shifts in Buffalo
and Rochester (in thousands)

: 1900 : 1910 1920 : 1930 1940 : 1950 1960 1970

Buffalo SMSA : 509 : 621 753 : 912 958 : 1,089: 1,307: 1,349

Total Change 112 132 159 46 131 218 42

Percentage Change: 22% 21% 21% 5% 14% 20% 3%

Rochester SMSA : 383 : 456 : 519 : 595 : 613 : 675: 801: 962
Total Change : 73 63 76 18 62 126 20

Percentage Change: 19% 14% 15% 3% 10% 19% 20%

SOURCE: New York State Statistical Yearbook - 1974, New York State

Department of Commerce.

(1) Buffalo Standard Metropolitan Area

The two county Buffalo SMSA had a 1970 population of 1,350,000. More
than 80 percent of this total was located in Erie County which had a popula-
tion density of 1,052 per square mile. This figure is twice the population
density of Niagara County. Population in this SMSA is concentrated in an
urban belt, which fronts on the Niagara River and Lake Erie, located along
the western borders of Erie and Niagara Counties. The area's population
center is the city of Buffalo which included 462,800 residents in 1970, or 42

*percent of Erie County's population. The center of population is anticipated
* to shift into the first- and second-ring communities as the overall popula-
. tion of the metropolitan area remains the same. The city of Buffalo popula-

tion is projected to decline to at least 400,000 by 1980, at the same time
*second- and third-ring towns will be growing in population. This population

shift will place heavy demands for land in adjacent suburbs.

(2) Rochester Standard Metropolitan Area

The Rochester area borders on the southern shore of Lake Ontario
in New York State's upstate heartland, encompassing two of the larger and
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.. four of the smaller Finger Lakes. Among the upstate economic areas, it ranks
first in income and second in population. The city of Rochester is the busi-
ness and cultural hub of the region, but there are also several smaller com-
mercial centers throughout the district. In 1970, the nine county Rochester
Area included over 1,110,000 residents; 64 percent of these people lived in
Monroe County. Between 1960 and 1970, population in the area grew by 18 per-
cent, with Monroe County accounting for 126,000 of the overall increase of
173,000. Compared with upstate areas, Rochester ranked first in total growth
and second in percentage growth. Monroe County led all other upstate coun-
ties in absolute growth and in population density.

Population projections developed by State and local agencies were reviewed
and compared to Series E OBERS projections to determine the extent of
deviation from baseline Series E data. Series E data was expressly developed
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis for use by the Water Resources Council to
satisfy a need for basic economic information by public agencies engaged in
comprehensive planning for the use, management, and development of the
nation's water and related resources.

Population levels for the Buffalo SMSA are based upon Series E data.
Population projections prepared by other regional planning agencies were also
compared with OBERS projections. However, in the year 2030 there was only a
minimal difference between the most conservative and liberal estimates.
Therefore, OBERS data was considered an accurate representation of the
Buffalo SMSA's growth potential. Series E projections for the Rochester SMSA
were also compared with New York State Office of Planning Services (NYSOPS)
Demographic Projections for New York State (Revised 6/74). There was only a
deviation of four percent from Series E data. NYSOPS data was also utilized
by the Genesee/Finger Lakes Regional Planning Board for estimating future
populations. Due to this slight deviation from Series E and the consistency
gained by using the same statistical series for both major SMSA's, Series E
data was the main source of baseline economic data for large economic areas.

Future population levels for Genesee County are based on revised NYSOPS pro-
jections. This series was revised downward in June 1974 and was recently
referenced in Comprehensive Regional Development Plan published in June 1975
by the Genesee/Finger Lakes Regional Planning Board. Their region of study
included Genesee County. NYSOPS was also the major source of data for pro-

" jected economic activity within Wyoming County. Historical and projected
population by decade is included in Table B5.

b. Employment.

(I) Erie and Niagara Counties

Future employment was derived by application of an employment-population
ratio (EPR) to projected population levels. The EPR is defined as the per-
centage of the population within an area which is employed. The historical

* trend of the EPR in the Buffalo SMSA was used to guide the estimates of
future employment levels. Future employment in Genesee County was developed
using the predicted trend of the EPR for Subarea 0413 since several counties
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which comprise this subarea are rural in nature and more accurately reflects
Genesee County's emphasis upon agricultural activity. Employment-population

* . ratios were slightly lower in Subarea 0413 than in either SMSA which borders
on the watershed. Table B6 contains estimates of future employment levels.
Very little employment growth is projected for Wyoming County since future
population growth expected to occur in the western portion of this county
contiguous to Erie County will find employment within the Buffalo metropoll-
tan area.

(2) Genesee and Wyoming Counties

Manufacturing employment in the upper portions of the watershed is con-
centrated primarily within the city of Batavia. Table B7 presents the rela-
tive concentration of industrial employment for all of Genesee County's
largest population centers.

Most of the larger industrial employers within Genesee County are located in
the city of Batavia and account for almost 30 percent of total manufacturing
employment within the county. The evolution of Batavia as an industrial
center has been based upon several factors; it was the first area settled, it
is older than any of the cities and villages which surround it and has long
been designated as the county seat. Its geographic location and proximity to
extensive interregional rail networks have also contributed to the growth in
Batavia's manufacturing sector. As the settlement of this area proceeded,

the city became the commercial and manufacturing center which served the
surrounding agricultural hinterland. Batavia's central location between two
of New York State's largest market centers (Buffalo and Rochester) has
attracted many large industrial employers to this location.

Table B7 - Distribution of Manufacturing Employment

in Genesee County (1970)

Manufacturing as Percent
Employment : of County Industrial

Area : Total : Manufacturing Employment

(percent)
Genesee County : 22,548 : 8,160 1 100

City of Batavia : 7,016 : 2,410 : 30
Town of Batavia : 2,144 : 610 7
Town of Leroy : 3,123 : 1,450 : 18
Village of Leroy : 2,025 : 950 12
Town of Pembroke : 1,518 : 500 6
Town of Oakfield : 2,025 : 950 : 12

SOURCE: Business Fact Book - Rochester Area, New York State Department of

Commerce

Genesee County outweighs Wyoming County in terms of total industrial

employment, number of manufacturing units and value added by manufacturers.
Value added is considered to be the best economic measure now available for
comparing the relative importance of manufacturing among industries and
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geographic areas. Detailed statistics for both counties are contained in
Table B8.

Table B8 - Manufacturing Employment Value Added and
Employment Statistics for Selected Counties

1972 1967
Total : Total : Value : Value

Estab- : Employ- : Added Total Added
Area :lishments: ment : $ Millions: Employees : $ Millions

Genesee County : 93 : 6,800 : 90.6 7,600 97.1
City of Batavia : 50 : 4,000 : 38.7 4,700 : 51.2
Village of LeRoy • 14 : 1,900 : 37.6 • 1,800 29.8

* Wyoming County 48 : 3,900 : 50.0 . 3,400 : 41.8
Warsaw : 6 : D : D : D : D
Perry : 7 : 600 : 7.9 : 1,000 : 6.0

D - Data withheld to avoid disclosure of individual companies.

SOURCE: 1972 Census of Manufacturers, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census.

The 1972 Census of Manufacturers was also used to determine the relative
importance of manufacturing activity by Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) Code. Genesee County's largest concentration of industrial employment
was in stone, clay and glass operations whereas manufacturing employment in
Wyoming County was centered in the production of electrical and electronic
equipment. Value added by SIC category is presented in Table B9.

* The successful development of the Batavia Industrial Park has also contri-
buted to the viability of industrial activity within this city. Adequate
utilities are supplied to this area by Niagara Mohawk Corporation (electric)

" and National Fuel Gas (natural gas). The water supply for this area origina-
tes from wells and Tonawanda Creek and an existing expansion program will
eventually double the filtration plant and storage capacity from 3 MGD to 6
MGD. Water supply is not considered to be a constraint on industrial acti-
vity in this area.

Existence of a Genesee Industrial Development Corporation and the New York
State Job Development Authority has also contributed to growth in industrial
activity. The Industrial Development Corporation is a nonprofit corporation
established to assist and promote the development of industry in Genesee
County whereas the Job Development Authority guarantees second mortgage loans
for industrial building through local development corporations.
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Table B9 - Industrial Statistics for Selected Industry
Groups in Genesee and Wyoming Counties, 1972

: Total: : Value : : Value
SIC : :Establish-: : Added : : Added

* .Code: Code : ments :Employees:$ Millions:Employees:$ Millions

:Genesee County : 93 : 6,800 : 90.6 : 7,600 : 97.1
20: Food & kindred:

products 13 : 600 : 9.7 : 700 : 9.8
32: Stone, clay : :

and glass : 9 : 1,400 : 26.9 (NA) : (NA)
34 : Fabricated

: metals 11 : 600 : 13.0 : (NA) : (NA)
35 : Machinery, :

: exc elect. 15 : 800 : 14.9 : 900 : 13.2

:Wyoming County : 48 : 3,900 : 50.0 : 3,400 : 41.8
36 : Electric, : :

: electronic : :
: equipment : 5 : 2,100 : 26.4 : (NA) : (NA)

SOURCE: 1972 Census of Manufacturers, U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census.

Future projections of manufacturing employment have considered the role
Batavia has historically played in Genesee County. Completion of the Urban
Renewal Project in Batavia's Central Business District (CBD) has accelerated
the growth in tertiary employment. A half dozen new buildings have already
been built in the CBD due to this renewal project while others are now under
construction or planned.

In light of this stimulus to commercial employment levels the relative impor-
tance of manufacturing employment is anticipated to decline slightly in the
foreseeable future. Table B1O presents the estimated levels of manufacturing
employment in both Genesee and Wyoming Counties.

(3) Commercial Employment

The total value of retail sales increased almost 22 percent in the
Buffalo SMSA, slightly above the increase posted at the State level for the
period 1963 to 1967, Table BI. The proportion of retail trade sales
recorded outside the city of Buffalo increased during this period. In 1963
almost 42 percent of the total value of retail sales occurred within Buffalo
but by 1967 this had declined to 39 percent. Growing suburbs around the
cities of Buffalo and Nfagara Falls have become increasingly important in
recent years. In the SMSA, that portion outside the city of Buffalo
accounted for over 61 percent of retail activity, compared with less than 50
percent in 1963.
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The total volue of retail sales increased almost 22 percent in the Buffalo
SMSA, slightly above the increase posted at the State level for the period
1963 to 1967, Table BII. The proportion of retail trade sales recorded out-
side the city of Buffalo increased during this period. In 1963 almost 42

(Ilk percent of the total value of retail sales occurred within Buffalo but by
1967 this had declined to 39 percent. Rapidly growing suburbs around the

*-. :: cities of Buffalo and Niagara Falls have become increasingly important in
-- :.i recent years. In the SMSA, that portion outside the city of Buffalo

accounted for over 61 percent of retail activity, compared with less than 50
percent in 1963.

Historically, commercial employment has varied between 19.1 percent and 20.6
percent of total nonagricultural SMSA employment, Table B12. The ratio of
commercial to total nonagricultural employment observed in the past was used
to project future commercial employment levels within the Buffalo SKSA, Table

* B13.

Table B13 - Future Commercial Employment - Buffalo SMSA

Actual: Projected
1970 : 1980 : 1990 : 2000 : 2010 : 2020 : 2030

Estimated Employment :513,227:554,150:589,190:638,820:661,700:684,585:718,920

Historical Commercial: : :
Employment Factor : .199: .199: .199: .199: .199: .199: .199

Commercial Employment:102,132:110,275:117,250:127,125:131,680:136,230:143,025

Commercial activity within Genesee County is heavily concentrated in the city
of Batavia. Between 1963 and 1967 the city increased its share of total
county retail transactions from 58 percent to 62 percent. More than one-half
of all the county's retail operators are located within the city and employ
more than two-thirds of all workers within the commercial sector. Batavia's
CBD is the major commercial center not only in Genesee County but in the
entire corridor between Rochester and Buffalo.

The commercial sector in Wyoming County is less concentrated although 58 per-
cent of total retail sales were recorded in the villages of Warsaw, Perry,

0and Attica. Wyoming County also recorded the smallest rate of increase in
retail sales of any of the four counties that lie in the watershed.

The methodology for estimating future commercial employment in the rural
* .upstream area of the watershed is slightly different than that used for Erie

or Niagara Counties. Commercial employment as a percentage of total
employment in 1970 was used as a guide for estimating future levels of com-
merciLl employment. This percentage was assumed to trend slightly upward
over the planning period. Greater increases in this proportion can be
expected for Genesee County than in Wyoming County. Detailed estimates by
decade are included in Table B14.
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Table B14 - Future Commercial Employment
Genesee and Wyoming Counties

: Actual: Projected
: 1970 : 1980 1990 : 2000 : 2010 : 2020 2030

Genesee County : :
Total Employment : 22,548: 26,430: 29,790: 33,310: 34,320: 36,080:37,400
Commercial Employ- :
ment as Percent : :
of Total : 17: 18%: 19%: 20%: 21%: 22%: 23%

Commercial Employ- : : :
ment : 3,830: 4,490: 5,060: 5,660: 5,830: 6,130: 6,355

Wyoming County : : :
Total Employment : 13,422: 15,500: 17,600: 19,300: 21,000: 22,800:23,500
Commercial Employ- : : :

ment as Percent :: :
of Total : 15%: 15.5%: 16.0%: 16.5%: 17.0%: 17.5%: 18.%

Commercial Employ-: :
ment : 2,010: 2,400: 2,800: 3,180: 3,570: 3,990: 4,230

(4) Manufacturing Employment

Manufacturing employment is the largest sector of employment in the
Buffalo SMSA as a whole, as well as in each individual county. Manufacturing
activity has historically been enhanced by an adequate supply of
hydroelectric power available in western New York. More than one-third of
this region's labor force was employed in manufacturing in 1970. Niagara
County's labor force is more heavily oriented towards industrial activity
than the workforce in Erie County (43 vs 32 percent of total employment in
1970). This higher percentage is attributed to a relatively high ratio of
nondurable goods production centering around the manufacture of chemicals in
Niagara Falls, NY.

Recent developments within the industrial sector of the Buffalo SMSA must be
considered before projections of manufacturing empioyment can be reliably
derived for the Buffalo and Niagara Falls metropolitan areas. A slight
decrease in manufacturing employment was recorded at the State level between
1950 and 1970. During this interval, manufacturing employment ranged between
a high of 2,118,900 in 1953 and a low of 1,769,300 in 1970. The net decline
in manufacturing employment was almost eight percent fro%: the twenty-three
year period.

On the other hand, the Buffalo SMSA experienced a slightly greater drop in
manufacturing employment of 10 percent. Since 1970 average annual employment
in the SMSA has dropped to a record low of 155,600 in 1974 while the
unemployment rate hus risen to record levels in both the State and the
Buffalo region. Table B15 further illustraes the dwindling industrial
employment base of the Buffalo SMSA. In light of the recent downturn in the
local economy and the growing importance of trade, commercial and marketing
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activities, future levels of manufacturing employment were held constant at
the 1970 level of 171,400. This is well above current employment and would
provide for any short-term expansion in SMSA industrial employment and, at
the same time, accurately reflect the eroding long-term manufacturing outlook
for the Buffalo Metropolitan Area.

Table BI5 - Industrial Employment - Buffalo SMSA

Number of Manufacturing Number of
Year : Establishments Employees

1958 1,820 173,874

1963 : 1,808 162,900

1966 . 1,681 180,600

1969 : 1,638 178,300

1973 . 1,570 159,300

SOURCES: County Business Patterns, U. S. Department of Commerce; New York
State Department of Labor, Division of Research & Statistics

Manufacturing employment, as a percentage of total SMSA employment, is
expected to decline significantly from its 1970 value of 33.4 percent. Rapid
growth in the commercial sector and service industries will result in a
declining proportion of total SMSA employment involved with industrial acti-
vity in the future. Table B16 presents the rapidly declining proportion of
industrial employment relative to total SMSA employment. Recent evidence of
the predicted long-term decline in the relative importance of the manufac-
turing sector in this area was evident in employment statistics for 1973 and
1974, Table B17.

Table B16 - Estimated Manufacturing Employment - Buffalo SMSA

* Actual: Projected
: 1970 : 1980 : 1990 : 2000 2010 2020 : 2030

Estimated :513,230: 554,150: 589,190: 638,820:661,700: 684,585:718,920
Employment . . . .

Manufacturing :171,420: 171,420: 171,420: 171,420:171,420: 171,420:171,420
Employment : : : :

Estimated : .334: .309: .291: .268: .259: .250: .238
Manufacturing/: : : :
Employment : ...
Ratio : : : : :

SOURCE: OBERS, Series E 1972, U. S. Water Resources Council
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Table B17 - Current Employment in the Buffalo Labor Area

(in thousands)

Industry 1973 1974

Contract Construction : 19.9 18.3

Wholesale & Retail Trade : 107.5 108.1

Transportation, Public Utilities 30.8 29.0

* Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 20.1 20.2

Services, Mining, Miscellaneous 83.6 84.9

Government . 80.4 82.3

Manufacturing 159.3 155.6

Total : 501.6 498.4

Manufacturing Employment as

Percent of Total Employment 32% 31%

c. Agricultural Earnings and Output.

Agricultural earnings for all counties within the watershed were
projected based upon the predicted increase by OBERS, Projections of Regional
Economic Activity in the United States. Actual e4rnings by all farms in 1969
within Erie and Niagara Counties were projected to grow at the SMSA rate
while agricultural revenues projected for the upstream reaches utilize a
slightly smaller rate. This smaller growth rate of agricultural earnings was
based upon projections for Subarea 0413 which contains Genesee, Wyoming and
five other counties situated between Buffalo and Rochester. This area is
outside the Buffalo SMSA and was considered to be a more accurate represen-
tation of a rural area less exposed to growth pressures originating within a
large SMSA. Refer to Table B18 for detailed estimates of agricultural earn-
ings by decade.

Agricultural activity within the watershed contributes substantially to the
local economy. Dairy farming is the largest single producer of agricultural
revenue in each county. While the number of dairy farms have declined
steadily for a number of years, herds have become larger and many individual
farms have taken on the character of modest sized industries in themselves.
With the emergence of large dairy farms has come the increased dependence
upon high degrees of mechanization and technical knowledge. It is the con-
tinued reliance on this technology upon which projections of future agri-

cultural earnings are based. .

Agricultural output of each county in the watershed is substantial. The most
recent year for which agricultural data is available (1969) ranks Erie County
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as the number one producer within the watershed in terms of value of agri-

,* . cultural output. Erie County's agricultural output exceeded $28.0 million in
- 1969; Wyoming County followed closely behind with $26.5 million. Details

concerning the value of agricultural output for the other two counties are
included in Table B19.

Principal agricultural commodities within the watershed include dairy pro-
ducts, field crops, vegetables, fruits and nuts, and livestock other than
poultry. In the lower portion of the watershed (Erie and Niagara Counties)
there is a stronger emphasis upon those commodities usually associated with
truck farm operations which serve urban centers. Genesee and Wyoming
Counties are strongly oriented towards dairy farming and the production of
those field crops required to support da±ry animals.

A greater percentage of farms in the upper reaches of the watershed are com-
mercial farms which produce at least $2,500 or more per year of agricultural
commodities. Niagara County has the highest proportion of farms which pro-
duce less than $2,500 of output per year, Table B20. In contrast, the
highest proportion of farms earnings at least $2,500 per year are located in

- Wyoming County. This increased commercial farm activity may be partly attri-
buted to the elimination of inefficient farm operations and the decline in
the number of part-time farm operators. Those farms near the Buffalo SMSA
are more likely to be operated on a part-time or seasonal basis, whereas
farms located farther upstream provide the principal sources of income for

"- their owner-operators and tend to be larger in size with greater capital
investment required.

d. Per Capita Income.

Average per capita income in New York State has historically exceeded
the per capita income in the Buffalo SMSA. This trend is expected to con-
tinue into the future based upon Series E data, Table B21. The per capita
income of the Rochester SMSA is also below the State average but above that
of the Buffalo SMSA. In 1969, the Rochester area's median family income was
$11,539, the highest of all Upstate economic areas, $1,323 greater than that
for Upstate as a whole and $922 higher than the State's median. Rochester's
relative affluence can be primarily attributed to Monroe County's median
family income which was fourth highest among all the State's counties. High
incomes in this area are in turn attributed to Rochester's reputation for
high quality, precision manufacturing products and the existence of the type
of labor force required to produce these types of products.

Skilled workers - craftsmen and foremen - comprise almost 15 percent of the
area's working residents, the second highest proportion among all the econo-
mic areas. This area is also characterized by a better-than-average repre-
sentation of people in professional and technical positions due to the
extensive research activities of such firms as Eastman Kodak, Xerox

* .Corporation, and Bausch and Lomb, Inc.
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p.

B3. PROJECTED LAND USE DEMAND IN THE AFFECTED AREA

Future estimates of various land use demands presented in this section
are based upon the most recent economic and demographic information available

for this area. These figures approximate future land demands which may not

actually occur in the affected area due to a major change in the economic

health of the Buffalo Metropolitan Area or its hinterland.

a. Residential Demand.

(1) Buffalo Standard Metropolitan Area

Residential land use demand was obtained by converting population

projections within the affected area to acres. Population increases by
decade were converted into household equivalents by use of a factor for
average number of occupants per household. This number was assumed to

decline in the foreseeable future, a trend substantiated by research con-

*ducted by the Bureau of Census which established that the number of persons
*living in the average American household declined from 3.19 to 2.97 between

1969 and 1974.

Increases in households in the SMSA were distributed between single family

" and multi-family housing units. In 1970, 62.9 percent of all housing units
-. were owner-occupied in the SMSA. The number of new single family units to be

constructed in the SMSA is expected to be significantly smaller than the

number of existing single family units. A range of residential densities was
i applied to the distribution ot households to derive net residential land use

demand for the SMSA by decade.

-
.  This method of analysis was applied to other population projections to deter-

* mine their sensitivity on total residential land demand. Residential land
demand based on OBERS data did not vary significantly from those determined

from other statistical series. Land required for single family units in the
SMSA is expected to vary from a low of 4,360 acres to a high of 6,100 acres.
Land required for multi-family land demand is expected to vary from a low of

". 3,370 to a high of 5,640 acres. The total residential land demand in the
.' SMSA, depending upon the various combinations of single or multi-family devel-

opments will fall between 7,730 and 11,732 acres. Land demand, viewed as a

range of possible values, accurately reflects the potential fluctuation in

variables such as employment, population shifts, land costs, building and
. material costs, and availability of financing which cannot be predicted with

accuracy over the 50-year planning period. A summary of residential land

demand for the Buffalo SMSA is presented in Table B22.

(2) Genesee and Wyoming Counties

Future residential land use demand in Genesee County is anticipated to
occur in and around the town of Batavia. Large areas of open space and low

.* densities will continue to characterize the remaining portion of Genesee
County within the watershed. Future population growth will become
increasingly urban-oriented.
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The city and town of Batavia contains a total of about 35,200 acres, or
slightly less than 55 square miles. Approximately ten percent (3,667 acres)
of the total acreage in the town of Batavia area lies within the city. Of
the combined land area in the two communities only 14 percent, or 5,084
acres, was developed as of 1967. The remaining area, 30,110 acres, was
vacant or in nonurban uses such as woodlands or agricultural lands.

Future growth in the Batavia area will be influenced by local conditions, as
well as external forces originating from the two large SHSA's to the east and
west. The existence of large tracts of open land outside the city is

*expected to provide the necessary area required to house future increases in
- the area's population.

Minimal residential growth is expected to occur in Wyoming County. Most of
the future residential development should occur in those communities located
outside and west of the watershed as a result of developmental pressures ori-
ginating within the city of Buffalo. Communities such as Attica,
Orangeville, and the towns of North Java and Wethersfield are expected to
maintain a steady-state condition. This stability in population will produce
only a modest residential land use demand.

A methodology similar to that used in projecting residential land use demand
in the Buffalo SMSA was used to estimate future residential land use demand
in Genesee and Wyoming Counties. Land required for new residential use
during the 50-year planning period should fall in the range of 1,280 to 2,200
acres for Genesee County and between 600 and 1,100 acres for Wyoming County.
A range of values was considered appropriate since the inputs into residen-
tial land use demand are numerous and, for the most part, uncertain in the
short run.

b. Commercial Use Demand.

(1) Buffalo Standard Metropolitan Area

Historical employment per establishment has been utilized to estimate
commercial land use demand within the Buffalo SMSA. Projected commercial
employment, in conjunction with an assumed range of site sizes and a distri-
bution of future commercial employment between the retail and wholesale sec-
tors, was used to derive future commercial land use demand. Data on average
employment per commercial establishment was presented in Table Bli. Future
employment per establishment is expected to increase slightly from the 1970
benchmark for both the retail and wholesale sectors. Site sizes were assumed
to vary from .75 to 1.00 acres per future retail unit and from 2.0 to 4.0
acres per wholesale unit.

Aggregate commercial land use demand in the Buffalo SMSA ranges from a low of
4,900 acres to a high of 7,500 acres based upon expected population and
employment. Although a net land use demand exists for the commercial sector
between 1980 and 2030, specific localities within the Buffalo SMSA may have
negative or positive commercial land use requirements. Table B23 contains
incremental commercial land use demand by decade.
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(2) Genesee and Wyoming Counties

Commercial land use demand in Genesee and Wyoming Counties was estimated
using a similar methodology. In general, commercial establishments in
Wyoming County were smaller in terms of average employment per retail unit,
Table B11. In addition, per capita retail sales was substantially less than
its counterparts in Genesee County ($1,335 vs $1,719). Retail units in
Wyoming County also averaged less total sales value than similar units
located in Genesee County ($119,500 vs $175,500). Any differences between
these two adjoining counties in terms of retail sales is most likely attribu-
table to the closer proximity of Genesee County to economic activity in the
Rochester and Buffalo SMSA's. Wyoming County is also well removed from the
influence of Monroe County (with retail sales per capita of $1,840) which
accounted for more than 80 percent of all retail transactions in and around
the Rochester Metropolitan Area. Genesee County also lies within the devel-
opment corridor between two major metropolitan areas.

Land demand over the next 50 years by all commercial units in Wyoming County
has been estimated to range from 100 to 170 acres. In contrast, Genesee
County's future commercial units should require between 215 and 365 acres of
land.

c. Industrial Use Demand.

(1) Buffalo Standard Metropolitan Area

All industrial firms located in the downstream reaches of watershed are
also within the Buffalo SMSA. Industrial activity in upper reaches is con-
centrated within the town and city of Batavia.

Industrial land use in the SMSA exceeded 14,890 acres in 1967. This repre-
sents approximately 1.5 percent of the total land area that lies within the
SMSA. At this time, a great deal of those 14,890 acres were located within
the two major metropolitan areas of Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

Future economic development trends, especially those trends relative to
industrial activity within Erie and Niagara Counties, were partially quan-
tified by a survey of private and public employers conducted by the Erie and
Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board (ENCRPB). This survey was titled
Economic Development in the Erie-Niagara Region and was released in October
1975. Portions of that survey were used to obtain an estimate of future
industrial land use demand within the affected area.

Growth potential in the Erie-Niagara Region was evaluated by ENCRPB on
several points. Firms in the area were questioned for information on the
potential for attracting "supplier" firms to the area. Results indicate that
over 80 percent of the companies in the SMSA purchase substantial amounts of
semi-finished goods, parts, supplies, and/or raw materials from outside of
the SMSA. While nonavailability of these items locally is the principal
reason for these outside purchases, other respondents indicated that local
firms could not sell these items at competitive prices.
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The survey also disclosed that trade with Canada is generally at a low level
and the majority of firms did not anticipate any improvement. Duties and
other trade regulations were given as the major inhibiting factors to expan-
sion of business with Canada.

A very small proportion of all firms surveyed (3.6 percent) have moved into
the area within the last 10 years. Industrial firms entering the area have
generally located in the outlying areas of both counties. Availability of
materials and market potential were the major attractions most often cited by
firms who moved into the Buffalo SMSA. Slightly more than 40 percent of
industrial firms responding to the survey have expanded their plants over the
last three years. The largest additions (in square feet) were located in the
city of Buffalo. Expansion plans for 1975 reflected the recent downturn in
the economy and were fewer than the annual average of the previous three
years.

The majority of firms surveyed indicated that they have sufficient space to
expand at their present sites. Firms who did not have additional room for
expansion stated that they would be willing to build additional facilities
somewhere within the two-county area, while others specifically stated a pre-
ference for a location within an industrial park located in the SMSA.

Substantial capital investment by the manufacturing sector has occurred in
-. the Erie-Niagara area. Within the industrial group, the proportion of firms

investing in new equipment during the past few years was highest in the
outlying areas of both counties. However, the dollar value of investment in

. plant and equipment was greatest in the cities of Buffalo and Niagara Falls,
NY.

The economic health of existing industries will be very important in deter-
mining the extent of future industrial land use demand in the area. Gains in
employment within the manufacturing sector were used as indicators of the
extent of growth which might be anticipated by manufacturing firms over the
planning period. Manufacturing employment in the SMSA was assumed to remain
constant at its 1970 level of 171,400. This stability in employment does not
reflect the expected net growth in nondurable and durable goods components.
Manufacturing employment in Erie County is anticipated to decline moderately
during the planning period whereas very little change is expected in Niagara

- County. This is primarily attributed to a much higher proportion of workers
in the durable goods sector in Erie County. An anticipated decline in
employment in the durable goods sector in Erie County will not offset the
slight gain predicted in nondurable goods manufacturing. In Niagara County
any drop in employment in the nondurable goods sector will be offset by gains

- in durable goods employment. This has been the historical pattern and is
* expected to continue.

Therefore, it was estimated that Niagara County would have a net increase in
" - industrial employment while Erie County would have a moderate decline

resulting in minimal net land use demand within the SMSA. However, within
Niagara County a net demand for industrial land use would exist due to gains
in the nondurable goods sector.
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" The most significant factor complicating the analysis of industrial land use
- demand is the lack of information concerning the total number of acres
"" currently held in reserve by the industrial sector. Also, the inability to

determine when the available supply of land for expansion at present sites
- will be exhausted prevents a detailed quantification of net industrial land

demand.

. Land use demand during the planning period will be exerted primarily by two
* groups: firms who do not have land available for expansion and new firms

entering the region. The extent of undeveloped acreage now in industrial
parks will greatly dampen net industrial land use demand within the Buffalo
SMSA.

New firms entering the area have the greatest need for land and construction
of new facilities (historically, new growth has located outside the city of
Buffalo). Very few firms have moved into the city in the last 10 years to
increase the existing industrial base.

* Approximately 1,700 acres lie within established industrial parks in and
around the Buffalo Metropolitan Area. It is estimated that less than one-
half (850 acres) of this amount is currently developed. Additional
industrial park sites are also available near the city of Niagara Falls
although detailed information was not obtained for them. Assuming that
industrial land use demand in this area is equivalent to the national absorp-
tion rate for land use in industrial parks (15 acres per year) there is suf-
ficient land currently available for at least another 50 years of industrial
growth in this area. This time frame is considered reasonable in light of
recent developments in the local economy and decline in this area's
industrial employment.

(2) Genesee and Wyoming Counties

The availability of a sizable labor force, growing population, adequate
supply of land, central location between Buffalo and Rochester, plus access
to regional transportation networks is expected to bring additional
industrial employment into the Batavia area.

Historically, industrial firms have been attracted to that portion of the
city of Batavia south of Route 5 where large tracts of land adjacent to
railroad mainlines and railroad sidings has been available* This historical
dependence by industry upon access to railroads is expected to diminish in
the future.

The major concentration of general industrial development within the Batavia
area is planned along the southern boundary of the city extending into the
town. Sites designated for general industrial use encompass an area of 1,500
acres. Subtracting the existing railroad rights-of-way and the gravel mines
(total of 850 acres) future industrial growth has been allocated 650 acres.
An additional 800 acres located north of Thruway Exit 48 has also been
designated by local planners for industrial growth. The third category of
planned industrial development in the town of Batavia occupies an area of
approximately 330 acres and has been designated for future research and deve-
lopment use'.
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r"  Manufacturing employment is projected to increase by 3,100 over the planning

period. To prepare for this growth town planners have already allocated
1,700 acres of land within the city and town for industrit 1 use. This
acreage exceeds actual requirements for the projected growth in this county's
manufacturing labor force. Although a small fraction of this proposed
industrial acreage lies within the 100-year flood plain, the principle of
economic rationality is assumed to prevail with the vacant acreage outside
the 100-year flood plain developing first.

d. Agricultural Use Demand.

Recent increases in agricultural earnings are in sharp contrast to the
projected decline in the future estimates of cropland and total acreage in
farms. Projected agricultural acreages in New York State are included in
Table B24. Between 1980 and 2020 total cropland harvested is expected to
decline at a faster rate (down 30 percent) than total land in farms (down 18
percent). While the Tonawanda Creek Watershed most probably wilil also
experience a decline in cropland, the amount of cropland on the flood plain is
not expected to experience a serious decline because of farmers' preference
and need to farm the more productive flood plain soils.

The long-term trend towards consolidation of many smaller farms into fewer,
but larger, agricultural units is expected to continue in New York State.
Consolidation of agricultural activity is also expected to occur in the
watershed but at a slower rate than in recent decades. Average farm size and
production per farm unit will increase over time. Advances in technology
have enabled farmers in New York State to increase their physical output over
the last 50 years by 30 percent while the number of farms declined to fewer
than 25 percent of their original number. Trends in the dairy sector toward
higher milk output with fewer animals and fewer farm laborers is primarily
attributed to better feeding and breeding techniques and advances in large-
scale milk handling systems. Dairy operators are also becoming increasingly
dependent upon specialized labor and equipment which is made available by
agribusiness enterprises located in the region. Farmers are able to maintain
their operations with less on-the-farm labor and increased reliance upon sup-
portive services provided by Contractors.

Crop yields per acre will increase significantly due to more intensive farm
management techniques. Special climatic and market conditions in the
Erie-Ontario Lake Plain should also continue to encourage farmers to produce
fruit and vegetables.
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B4. FLOODING AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics of the major flood plains of the watershed were ascer-

tained in order to determine their potential uses. Those characteristics
which make the flood plains attractive or unattractive to potential devel-
opers include: flooding characteristics, flood plain characteristics,

' "" available services, and existing activities.

a. Flooding Characteristics.

The damage caused by any flood depends, in general, on the area flooded,
heights of flooding, velocities of flows, rates of rise, durations of
flooding, and amount and character of flood plain development. The following
section describes the existing flood situation including natural storage,
recreation, open space, wildlife, wetlands, and water-oriented transportation
in the Tonawanda Creek flood plain.

Annual flooding, usually occurring in the late winter or early spring, has
caused extensive damage in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed within an 84-mile
reach extending from the village of Attica to the mouth of the creek on the

K= Niagara River. Large tracts of primarily agricultural land, particularly in
the area below Hopkins Road (mile 41.5) and upstream from the city of Batavia
(mile 65.5 to mile 73.5) have been inundated annually. Extensive damage has

'-Z. resulted when floodwaters have overflowed from Tonawanda Creek into the adja-
cent Mud, Ransom, and Black Creek Watersheds.

A detailed damage survey was conducted by the Corps of Engineers during the
winter of 1975. The area surveyed extends from the mouth of Tonawanda Creek
upstream through the city of Batavia, a distance of about 66 miles. The
results of this survey were used as the basis for determining average annual
losses from estimated future flooding and benefits attributable to the
various plans of improvement under consideration.

(1) Damage from Past Floods

Flooding by Tonawanda Creek caused considerable damage during the years
1942, 1956, 1957, 1959, and 1960. Serious flooding was also reported in
1902, 1916, and 1917. In the agricultural reaches damaging floods occur at
least once each year. The flood having had the highest discharge at the USGS
gage located in the city of Batavia occurred in March 1960. Damages in 1960
were greatly reduced in the city by the Corps of Engineers channel modifica-
tion project completed in 1955 and by emergency measures taken by the city of
Batavia to prevent failure of the existing levee in Kibbe Park. In March
1942, a slightly lesser flood overtopped this levee, resulting in the highest
damage experienced to date in the city of Batavia. Table B25 shows estimates
of damage which the 1942, 1956, and 1960 floods would now cause in the
watershed based on December 1975 price levels and conditions of development.
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Table B25 - Estimated Damaged that Recurrences of the 1942, 1956,
and 1960 Floods Would Cause Now, December 1975 Prices
and Development

Lower Tonawanda Creek Hopkins Road to Attica
Recurrence : Estimated Recurrence : Estimated

Flood Date :Interval in Years: Damages (1) :Interval in Years: Damages (1)

1942 2 : 750,000 : 11 : 620,000

1956 5 : 1,600,000 12 : 1,350,000

1960 10 2,500,000 : 30 : 3,140,000

* (1) Estimated damages do not include agricultural damages.

(2) Extent of Flooding

Flooding has been negligible below the confluence of Tonawanda Creek and
the New York State Barge Canal (mile 11.0). Maintenance of minimum channel
depths and widths for waterborne barge traffic has provided sufficient capa-
city for most past floods. From this confluence to a point about two miles
upstream of the hamlet of Rapids (mile 20.5) flooding has been generally
limited to overflow at channel bends, with the inundated area having a maxi-
mum width of about 1,000 feet. From this point to Hopkins Road (mile 41.5)
Tonawanda Creek annually inundates vast areas on both sides of its channel.
In several areas, floodwaters have flowed across natural divides into the
Mud, Ransom, and Black Creek Watersheds. In these areas, the flood plain

• : width is as great as four miles. At mile 22.0 on Tonawanda Creek, flood-
waters frequently overtop Salt Road and flow into the Ransom and Black Creek
Watersheds. When this occurred in 1960, the Ransom and Black Creek flood
plains were approximately 8,000 feet in width from Salt Road downstream to a
point just upstream of the confluence of Ransom and Tonawanda Creeks.
Overflow from Tonawanda Creek to Mud Creek Watershed has occurred frequently
just downstream of Hopkins Road. In 1960 the Mud Creek flood plain varied
from 500 feet to 8,000 feet in width from a point just downstream of Hopkins
Road to a point north of the hamlet of Rapids. The areas inundated by the
March 1960 flood on Tonawanda, Mud, Ransom, and Black Creeks are shown on

*Plate B3.

From Hopkins Road eastward to Bushville, flooding has been minimal. This is
attributable to the channels having both high banks and a steep channel bot-

-, tom slope in this reach. From Bushville eastward to the westerly city limits
" of Batavia the flood plain has varied from 500 feet to 1,500 feet in width,

inundating both Route 5 and South Main Street during the 1960 flood.

In the city of Batavia, the areas subject to flooding lie along both banks of
the creek. Since completion of the Corps of Engineers channel improvement
project in 1955, there have been only minor economic losses reported in the
area from just west of the western city limit to the southerly city limit at
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the Lehigh Valley Railroad Bridge. The project was designed for a discharge
of 6,000 cfs, the discharge of the 1942 flood. The area inundated by the
1960 flood, the flood of record, inundated only 200 acres in the town of
Batavia which includes the hamlet of Bushville. Although the discharge for
the 1960 flood, 7,200 cfs, exceeded the design capacity of the existing pro-
ject, emergency measures taken by the city prevented overtopping of the city
levee in Kibbe Park.

Just upstream of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Bridge, which is located near the
southerly limit of the city, the flood plain widens to occupy a large lowland
area which extends upstream about 12 miles, to the village of Alexander.
Flooding at this area reached a width of 12,000 feet in 1960. The area ser-
ves as a natural reservoir which helps reduce the discharges of Tonawanda
Creek through the city of Batavia. The area inundated by the March 1960
flood is shown on Plate B4.

Within the village of Alexander there is a low, flat area on the right bank
nearly 2,000 feet wide which is often flooded. The higher areas on the left
bank are seldom flooded. From Alexander to Attica the width of the flood
plain varies from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. Within the village of Attica, the
flood plain is about 1,000 feet at its widest point, near the upstream
village limits. The areas inundated by the March 1960 flood are shown on
Plate B4.

(3) Existing Use of the Flood Plains

The flood plain of the lower Tonawanda Creek watershed is used primarily
by residential and commercial developments with a scattering of public faci-
lities and agricultural activity. Agricultural activities in the flood
plains include dairying and the cultivation of cash or field crops such as
wheat, corn, oats, alfalfa, hay, etc. Timber, some virgin, and some second
growth, includes oak, elm, hickory, maple, black walnut, cedar, and basswood.
Frequent overflow and lack of adequate drainage prevents more intensive
cultivation in these areas. Flooding for lengthy periods, often running
several weeks, saturates the land, delays spring planting and use of pasture,
and in some cases restricts production to a single crop where two crops might
be possible.

The flood plain in the vicinity of Bushville is used mainly for medium-value
residences and commercial establishments along Route 5. There are several
modern motels, some of which have suffered first-floor flooding and have had
to evacuate guests. There is also some farmland in this reach, but agri-
cultural damage is inappreciable and no estimate of these losses was made.

The flood plain within the city of Batavia includes residential, commercial,
industrial, and public developments. In Reach BL, an area not subject to
serious flooding since the Corps project was completed in 1955, most develop-
ment consists of low- to medium-priced residential units with some commercial

• . - development along West Main Street. Reach B2 is primarily affected by sewer
backup. It would be seriously affected again by overland flooding if the
city levee in Kibbe Park should fail as it did in March 1942. Development
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in this reach consists mainly of commercial establishments. Reach B3 is the
lowest area in the city of Batavia. The area in the vicinity of Liberty and
Sumner Streets is 4 to 5 feet below the level of the Kibbe Park levee.
Development in this reach consists of many low- to medium-priced residences,
five manufacturering concerns, many commercial establishments along Ellicott
Street, three schools, five churches, and other public property. Reaches B4
and B5 consist of low- to medium-value residences. Reach B4 also contains a
large undeveloped area. Reach B5 includes two plants of Doehler-Jarvis
Corporation, the second largest industry in the city. Although a few homes
in Reaches B4 and B5 suffer damage to the first floor furnishings, most
damage results from flooded cellars and sewer backup. If the city levee in
Kibbe Park should fail as it did in March 1942, water up to 4 or 5 feet deep
could flood much of Reaches B3 and B2. State Highways Nos. 5, 33, 63, and
98 pass through the flood plain and traffic occasionally must be rerouted.

*' During periods of minor floods, sections of some streets and many cellars are
flooded by reversed flows in the storm and sanitary sewer systems. The sewer
system is not adequate to carry high runoff even when the creek is low.
Damage may also be caused by reversed flows with negligible local runoff.
Reaches BI through B5 are shown on Plate B4.

The area between the city of Batavia and village of Alexander is generally
flat and poorly drained. Some of this area is under cultivation, but at a
lesser intensity than the lower part of the watershed. Some residential
structures are affected by floodwaters.

The major component of damage in Alexander is to residential development
along Railroad Avenue. The flood plain between the villages of Alexander and
Attica is used mostly for agriculture. Development in the village of Attica
consists of residential structures on Water, North, and Exchange Streets and
a variety of commercial establishments on Water, Main, and Market Streets.

b. Physical Characteristics of the Flood Plain.

(1) Physiography

Niagara County borders on Lake Ontario in the Erie-Ontario lowlands, a
region of low relief just south of the two Great Lakes. These lowlands are
made of lacustrine deposits created beneath glacial lakes; elsewhere there
are rolling hills representing ground moraines consisting of irregular masses
of boulders, gravel, sand, and clay.

The Ontario Lake Plain extends from Lake Ontario south to the Niagara
Escarpment. This escarpment has a steep northward slope with bluffs that are
exposed in places. Drainage of the Ontario Plain is northward into Lake
Ontario. These streams are shallow and meander through narrow flood plains.
Between the Ontario Lake Plain on the north and the Cattaraugus Hills on the
south, the south Ontario Plain is a rolling area covered with glacial drift.
This plain consists of two subplains, the Huron and Erie plains, separated by
the east-west striking Onondaga escarpment. Much of the western portions of
these two subplains is within the Buffalo Metropolitan Area.
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Tonawanda Creek, the border between Erie and Niagara Counties, is centrally
located in the Huron Plain and flows westerly to the Niagara River. The
Huron Plain is only slightly undulating with flat slopes. This plain slopes
westerly from a height of approximately 650 feet near the Onondaga Escarpment
in the Tonawanda Indian Reservation to approximately 600 feet in the town of
Tonawanda. The eastern boundary of the watershed in the Huron Plain lies
near the western limit of Oak Orchard Swamp. Formerly, the Oak Orchard Swamp
was a significant source of runoff to the Mud Creek Watershed. This overland

*' flow is now prevented by an extensive dike network recently constructed by
New York State.

* The Erie Plain is bounded by the Onondaga Escarpment, which cuts through the
village of Akron along a northeasterly axis, and the Portage Escarpment which
extends through the village of Attica in an east-west direction. This
subplain is rolling with moderate slopes and, within the watershed, slopes in
two directions. Eastern portions of the Erie Plain slope northward while the
western portion slopes westward. The remainder of the watershed lies in the

*i Cattaraugus Hills - an area composed of a relatively flattopped upland with
deep valleys.

(2) Soils

Soil types in the flood plains includes the Genesee, Eel, and Wayland
series. These alluvial soils have few limitations for agricultural purposes

and are highly rated in terms of productivity. High frequency of flooding
and relatively flat slopes results in very slow local flood runoff that
severely limit this area for nonfarm uses. Flood water ponding occurs regu-
larly in this area because of flat slopes and limited soil permeability.

Infrequent flooding occurs between the hamlet of Bushville and the Indian
Reservation where Tonawanda Creek enters the Huron Plain. Tonawanda Creek,
from its junction with the New York State Barge Canal at Pendleton to the
Indian Reservation is a straight line distance of 12 miles but the actual
channel distance is 27 miles. Lands on either side of the creek have very
flat slopes. The creek has cut a channel averaging 10 to 15 feet deep and
roughly 80 feet wide. Tributaries on both sides of the mainstream (Mud,
Beeman, Ledge, Murder, and Black Creek) follow shallow, winding, overgrown
channels. Divides between the watersheds of these streams are low and poorly
defined. During periods of high flow, Tonawanda Creek and some of its tribu-
taries merge and flow across divides in either direction equalizing flood
levels. The average area flooded annually is about 10,000 acres. Most of
this land is utilized for agriculture or is vacant. With the exception of
Ransom Oaks, a planned community that includes single family dwellings,
townhouses and apartments capable of housing 1,000 families, there are no
large-scale residential subdivisions within the 100-year flood plain.

Soil series in the flood plain downstream of the Indian Reservation have
severe limitations for nonfarm uses. The Canandaigua-Rhinebeck-Raynham soil
association occupies the majority of this area but Lakemont and Odessa soil
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series also exist along the southern limits of the flood plain in Erie
County. Agricultural productivity of these soils is not as high as that of
the soils located in the flood plains of Genesee County but truck and field
crops can be grown successfully in many areas. Many low-lying areas lack
adequate flood runoff. High water tables in this area may limit nonagri-
cultural construction. Detailed information and the various alluvial soil
series in the flood plains is included in Table B26.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the soil associations within the
flood plains for various economic uses were based upon soil survey data
collected by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service.

The Palmyra Association is the predominant soil group in the bottomlands be-
tween North Pembroke and Alexander in the Tonawanda Creek Valley. This asso-
ciation is made up chiefly of well-drained, gravelly soils on glacial outwash
terraces and of loamy soils on flood plains. It occurs in the southern half
of Genesee County. The largest tract of glacial terraces in the county
extends along the east side of the Tonawanda Creek Valley from the city of
Batavia to the village of Attica. In areas having favorable slopes, the
soils on terraces are excellent for farming and so are the alluvial soils
which occur on the flood plains. These soils are fertile and productive but
are susceptible to frequent flooding.

Genesee silt loam is a deep, medium-textured soil within the Palmyra
Association which occupies well-drained flood plains and is the most produc-
tive soil in the county. It has a very high moisture-supplying capacity and
moderate to high natural fertility. This soil is well suited to most crops
grown in the county and is especially well suited to row crops. This soil
has been utilized more frequently for intertilled crops than for pasture or

". trees. Row crops can be grown continuously if management is highly skilled.
S.Among the farm practices common to this soil group is liming and fertilizing

according to results of soils test and desired yields, as well as minimum
tillage of row crops.

Other soils of the Palmyra Association, which consists of deep, nearly level,
well-drained soils on glacial outwash terraces and uplands, have moderate to
high permeability and water-holding capacity. Soils of this group are suited
to practically all crops grown in the county. These soils are well suited to
all grains and sod crops and can be row cropped successively under proper
farm management.

Soils of the Wayland series are poorly-drained nearly level soils on flood
plains. They are wet and are subject to severe flooding and have a high
moisture-supplying capacity and high natural fertility. Row crops require
artificial drainage and streambank erosion and stream deposition must be
controlled. The most dependable use is for hay or pasture consisting of
grasses that are tolerant of periodic flooding.

*.- Nonfarm uses of soils on bottom land are severely limited by the risk of
flooding. The adjacent glacial outwash terraces offer many excellent sites
for residential or industrial purposes. Water is available from underground
sources and the soils are sufficiently permeable for disposing of septic tank
effluent.
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The primary soil association of the flood plain between the Tonawanda Indian
Reservation and the New York State Barge Canal is the Canandaigua-Raynham-
Rhinebeck Association. The soils in this association are level and occur in
areas that border Tonawanda Creek in the extreme southern part of NiagaraI County. The association extends westward to the city of North Tonawanda and
into portions of Wheatfield and Niagara Falls. This association occupies 11 .

percent of Niagara County; 26 percent of this association consists of
Canandaigua soils, 23 percent is Raynham soils, and 17 percent is Rhinebeck

" soils. The remaining 34 percent is made up of minor soils.

Canandaigua soils are deep and poorly-drained to very poorly-drained and
occupy broad level areas. Rhinebeck soils are also nearly level, occupy
broad areas, are deep and somewhat poorly drained. Raynham soils occupy the
slightly higher elevations and normally are closely associated with the

*' Canandaigua soils.

* This association has medium to low value for farming. Community or farm
development is limited mainly by natural drainage. The flatness of the area
is the main consideration in planning drainage; group drainage projects are
needed in many places to provide suitable outlets. Most of the farmlands are
not farmed intensively. Where adequate drainage is provided, the crop poten-
tial is good for hay, grain, and certain vegetable crops. In most places the
soils are stone-free and vegetables can be grown intensively in many areas if
extensive tilling is practiced.

-. Soils in this association were deposited by glacial lakes and include wet,
compressed and unstable layers. Care must be taken in constructing foun-
dations for buildings and roads. Most of this association is open land but
small forested areas remain as woodlots. Vegetation on some idle farmland is
now reverting to ash, soft maple, and other native hardwoods.

The Canandaigua-Raynham-Rhinebeck Association also extends southward into
Erie County. Smaller portions of the flood plain are occupied by the
Odessa-Lakemont Association which consists of red clayey, poorly drained,
limey lacustrine soils. Agriculture is possible if extensive systems of tile

-. drains are used. Drainage ditches work well in some areas but their use-
fulness is offset by the general flatness of this portion of the floodlands.
Croplands devoted to corn and oats are common in the eastern portion of the
town of Clarence and throughout the town of Newstead. Extensive community
development in northern Erie County is hampered by a very high water table in

*. this area.

(3) Water Resources

(a) Groundwater Resources

Groundwater throughout the watershed is available in quantities suf-
ficient to supply individual users for domestic purposes. In a few areas
roundwater resources are capable of supporting municipal water supplygronste

systems. The city of Batavia is currently obtaining 50 percent of its total
water requirements from groundwater sources. High yields of groundwater in
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this area are related to the extensive aquifers composed of glacial sand and
gravel between the village of Attica and the city of Batavia. Limestone and
dolomite bedrock downstream from the city of Batavia produce moderate to high
yields. Only small yields are available from the remaining shales,
lacustrine soils and glacial till. Sand and gravel deposits have high poten-

*: tial for development, since recharge rates range from one-half to four
million gallons per day per square mile of surface area. To this potential
should be added infiltration from streams that could be induced by pumping
out large quantities of groundwater.

The quality of groundwater in the watershed upstream from the city of Batavia
is marked by a high hardness but generally not by other unfavorable charac-
teristics. Groundwater in the area between the city of Batavia and the mouth
of Tonawanda Creek is harder and otherwise poor in quality. The water in the
Camillus Shale (the predominant bedrock in the area downstream from the
Onondaga Escarpment) is objectionably high in sulfates and, in some areas,
chlorides. The chlorides may be dissolved out of deeply buried salt beds by
water moving through a regional flow system from a recharge area in the
Appalachian Uplands to a discharge area along Tonawanda Creek. Shallow
groundwater from carbonate rocks and sand and gravel deposits locally have
often been polluted by septic tank effluent.

(b) Surface Water Resources

Large variations in rainfall occur within the watershed. Average
annual rainfall in the Appalachian Uplands upstream from the city of Batavia
reaches 44 inches while most of the watershed receives approximately 32
inches of rainfall annually. Rainfall attributed to storms does not vary
significantly over the watershed. Stored surface water includes only a few
small deepwater bodies and several large shallow-water bodies. Suitable phy-
siography for deep-water storage exists only in the Cattaraugus Hills. Faun
Lake, located in the headlands of the East Fork of Tonawanda Creek in the
town of Wethersfield, is the largest natural deep-water body in the upland

"": area. Few man-made water storage areas are located in the area; the largest
is the Upper Attica Reservoir which has a surface area of 200 acres. The
lowlands in the watershed are occupied by many swamps and wetlands which pro-
vide natural surface storage for spring runoff and intense precipitation.

(4) Vegetation

Natural vegetation associations within the watershed have developed in
response to three major determinants: climate, soils, and the degree and
kinds of disturbances that have occurred. This last factor was greatly
influenced by the agrarian-oriented settlers of the area. Recently, urbani-
zation of certain areas of the watershed have become an important influence
in determining types of vegetation.

Differences in climate account for the broad range of vegetation in the
watershed, since plants respond primarily to the number of days in the
growing season and fluctuations in temperature during the growing season.
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Differences in soil, especially in water retaining capacities, but also in
chemical content, result in localized differences in vegetation. Plant asso-
ciations have developed partially in response to wetness of the soil.
Seasonally wet areas display a marshy meadow kind of vegetation made up of
grasses and sedges. In better drained areas, shrubby plants are more
numerous and various bushes and bushy trees are taking over.

* Large areas of New York State are in some stage of recovery from the impact
of the early settlers. Land originally cleared for farming has recovered
slowly and supports the general plant types and successions expected on unfa-
vorable soils. This sort of succession may take many years, but eventually
idle land will become reforested.

The watershed within Erie and Niagara Counties and the majority of Genesee
County supports the Elm-Red Maple-Northern Hardwood Association. The
remainder of the watershed in Wyoming County supports the Northern Hardwood
Association. The widespread poorly-drained areas together with the nearly

* complete removal of the natural forest on the lake plains has produced an
area distinct from other forest zones which surround it. Vegetation in the
area is distinguished by the relative frequency of American Elm and Red
Maple, although both oak and northern hardwoods are still present in lesser
abundance. The amounts of oak are especially reduced because the well-

drained soils which it prefers have been cleared and are generally in use for
* growing crops or for pasture. Farmers were originally attracted to this area

by its rolling terrain, its good soils, and its accessibility to major
transportation routes. The remainder of this area, not currently used for
farming, provides a good habitat for the elm and red maple.

(5) Climate

The climate in the vicinity of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed is moderate
and humid. Average monthly temperatures range from approximately 25°F in
January to 70OF in July. Air above the watershed is usually brought in by
westerly winds carried at low elevation over Lake Erie where it picks up con-
aiderable moisture. Before this air reaches the watershed, it is carried
over northern parts of the Appalachian Uplands, which lift and cool it and
cause it to precipitate much of its moisture. Thus, the lowlands of the
watershed lie in a precipitation "shadow" and receive considerably less pre-
cipitation than adjacent uplands to the southwest. Within the watershed,
intense precipitation usually occurs only in summer, most commonly in the
form of thunderstorms in June, July, and August. Approximately 30 thun-
derstorms occur over the watershed annually. The time distribution of preci-
pitation is fairly uniform; the watershed receives approximately three inches
per month. Annually, the watershed receives approximately 34 inches of
water, including approximately 76 inches of snow.

(6) Water Transportation

The lower 11.2 miles of Tonawanda Creek is a component of the New
York State Barge Canal System. The modern system, referred to as the Barge
Canal, roughly parallels the course of its predecessor, the old Erie Canal
and enables water traffic to move from the Hudson River to Buffalo providing
water transportation service to many economic centers adjacent to the canal.
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The Erie Canal was enlarged between 1834 and 1862 and continued to be a
significant factor in the economic development of New York State. Freight
transported on the canal reached two million tons nearly every year from 1860
to 1900 with 4.5 million tons moved during the peak year of 1880. During the
period 1905-1918, the Erie Canal was modernized and incorporated into the New
York State Barge Canal System. Canalized rivers and lakes form the main
units of the new system. Substantial amounts of petroleum products, sand and
gravel, cement, grain, stone, and other heavy bulk commodities continue to be
shipped on it. The maximum size of a float (barge and tug or motorized
vessel) that can pass through a lock on the canal is: length 300 feet, beam
43.5 feet; and height above water 15 feet. These dimensions apply to a tug
with a barge of 2,500 tons capacity. Annual tonnages shipped on the canal
are shown for selected years from 1900 to 1973 in Table B27. Currently, the
Barge Canal carries approximately one million tons of waterborne cargo each
year.

Pipelines, railroads, bulk trucking facilities, and the Saint Lawrence Seaway
System contributed heavily to the demise of the Barge Canal. The New York
State Barge Canal System today, in addition to its role in commerce, serves
as a water resource and drainage system for areas of central and western New
York. Canal water has also been used for irrigation, industrial needs, and
generation of electricity in western New York. However, its most significant
use today is for recreational boating. The system has experienced a dramatic
increase in the number of pleasure craft during the past two decades and the
canal may eventually be maintained for noncommercial purposes alone.
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Table B27 - New York State Barge Canal
Annual Tonnage for Selected Years

Year Annual Tonnage

1900 2,145,876

1910 2,023,185

1920 891,221

1930 3,044,271

1935 3,898,506

1940 3,587,086

1945 1,665,447

1950 : 3,620,346

1955 2,779,491

1960 1,772,789

1965 1,508,546

1970 983,982

1971 926,278

1972 789,142

1973 896,630

c. Available Services.

The population of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed is concentrated in and

around the following major cities: Buffalo, Niagara Falls, North Tonawanda,
Lockport, Batavia, and the town of Tonawanda. Each city's population density
decreases with distance from the center of its CBD and there is an even
spread of settlement in the rural areas. Three major regional transportation
networks link urban areas within the watershed. They are the canal system,
the railroad network, and the road network on which both people and goods are
carried by bus, automobile, and truck.

(1) Canal System

The New York State Barge Canal was partially constructed along the course
" of the former Erie Canal. The existing facility utilizes the Tonawanda Creek

channel for the lower 11.2 miles. It has a navigable depth of 12 feet, a
navigable width of 75 feet, and a total width of approximately 200 feet.
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Water levels in the canalized section of the Tonawanda Creek channel depend
*chiefly on the stages of the Niagara River at Tonawanda, NY, which are
Ad affected by wind and barometric conditions over the Niagara River and Lake

Erie. During the navigation season from April to December approximately
.". 1,100 cfs are diverted from the Niagara River easterly via Tonawanda Creek to

the Barge Canal to combine with normal east-west flow in Tonawanda Creek.
This water is necessary for operation of locks and maintenance of water
levels east of Lockport, NY. During other months a gate is closed on the
Barge Canal at Pendleton which allows the creek to flow naturally to the
Niagara River. Commercial navigation has declined considerably on the canal.
Today, the prime users of this facility are recreational boaters.

(2) Highways

There are approximately 689 miles of highway in the watershed consisting
of 50 miles of Federal highway, 239 miles of State highway and 400 miles of
county roads. In addition, there are many city and town roads. Urban and
nonurban areas have excellent highway transportation networks. The network
of principal roads and highways is shown in Plate B6.

Genesee County, with the exception of the city of Batavia, consists mainly of
farmland, therefore, the road system is not as extensive as that found in
major urban areas in Erie County. The road network is considered adequate to
serve the needs of a farm-oriented county.

Of the four counties within the watershed, Erie County has the highest popu-
lation density and the highest concentration of roads. Public transportation
in Erie and Niagara Counties and, to a lesser degree, Genesee County, is of

particular importance to densely populated areas where many people have no
other means of transportation. Although development of public transportation
service in intracity areas has been extensive, availability of public
transportation rapidly decreases with distance from the CBD's of the cities.

(3) Railroads

The existing rail network in the flood plains is operated by Conrail
Corporation and consists of the Penn-Central, Lehigh Valley, and
Erie-Lackawanna trackage. Rail service is predominantly east-west oriented
with major north-south linkages located in the Buffalo (Baltimore & Ohio,
Norfolk & Western, and Conrail) and Batavia (Conrail and Baltimore & Ohio)
areas.

Rail service in western New York, as well as the entire northeast, has been
reorganized under the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 (RRRA). Under
this Act, the United States Railway Association has recommended a rail net-

* work comprising three major integral systems: Conrail, with Penn-Central as
its core and including elements of smaller carriers now in reorganization; an
expanded Chessie system that would extend eastward into western New York; and
the Norfolk & Western combined with smaller solvent carriers possibly
operating some new trackage and providing some additional services.
Reorganization of existing railroads into an efficient self-supporting system
has resulted in large-scale abandonment of light density branch lines.
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Most of the existing trackage in or immediately adjacent to the flood plains
has been included in the Conrail network. Western New York railroads are
shown in Plate B7. Other lines in or near the flood plains which were
earlier scheduled to be abandoned were later considered for inclusion in the
Conrail or Chessie systems and are not referred to here.

In general, the flood plains possess adequate rail service and the overall
impact of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act on western New York will not
be significant in the long run. There will be some dislocations and some
firms will be forced out of business. In the long run, the proposed organi-
zational structure not only can help the region's carriers function more
efficiently and economically than they have in the past, but can also serve
industry by providing a more competitive mode of transportation.

(4) Water Supply and Waste Treatment

Use and the demand on western New York's water resources has been
increasing. The increase in water use and the resultant increase in waste
water is due to population growth. The principal demands for raw water are
for public, private, and industrial water supply systems, waste assimilation,
irrigation, wildlife, and livestock watering, fish and aquatic life,
recreation, cooling, navigation, and hydroelectric power.

Table B28 indicates the locations and sources of raw water and capacities of
major water treatment plants serving the Tonawanda Creek flood plains. The
water treatment plants using the Niagara River and Lake Erie as water sources
have an almost unlimited supply. However, these plants are limited in their
expansion capabilities. Eventually, smaller plants such as those now serving
the town of Tonawanda and Grand Island will be phased out. Low capacity
water treatment facilities will be replaced by large, economical regional
facilities.

Inland water supplies depend upon groundwater sources which have quantity,
quality, and availability limitations. Groundwater often requires additional
treatment such as softening and demineralizatlon which increase user-costs.

" The remainder of Erie County, except Akron which obtains its raw water supply
from a reservoir located in Wyoming County, uses groundwater. Eventually

-. these systems will be phased out and these areas will be served by the
county-wide water authority systems.
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Table B28 - Water Treatment Facilities for Selected Areas

: Existing : Ultimate :
: Capacity : Capacity :

Location (mgd) (mgd) : Raw Water Source Comment

Niagara County Water : 20 114 Niagara River : Regional
District : : Facility

North Tonawanda 12 : 12 : Niagara River

Tonawanda . 8 8 Niagara River Phase Out

Grand Island 1.5 1.5 Niagara River : Phase Out

Town of Tonawanda 24 : 136 Niagara River : Regional

: Facility

Lockport 12 12 Niagara River

Akron Village 0.58 0.58 : Reservoir Phase Out

Akron Village : 0.21 1.21 Ground Water Phase Out

Attica : 1.20 1.20 Reservoir Phase Out

Batavia 6.0 6.0 Ground Water ind Will be
' Tonawanda Cr¢r : Exneed

SOURCE: Adopted Regional Water Supply, Plan and Program, 1973, Erie and
Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board.
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The four water treatment facilities in Niagara County also utilize the unli-
mited supply of the Niagara River. The proposed plants are designed to draw
water from Lake Ontario, however, these plants will not serve the flood
plains. The two proposed plants will be located in the villages of Olcott
and Youngstown. They will service the area south of the Niagara Escarpment
and are scheduled for completion between 1990 and 2000. Public water supply
facilities serving the flood plains are currently located in North Tonawanda,
Lockport, and Wheatfield. The Wheatfield facility serves all remaining areas
in Niagara County that do not otherwise rely on individual water wells.

Genesee County water supply authorities obtain their water from wells,
creeks, or from reservoirs in Wyoming County. The largest water treatment
plant in Genesee County is located in the city of Batavia. This plant relies
on raw water from Tonawanda Creek and two auxiliary wells. The city plans to
increase its dependence on groundwater and substantially reduce its use of
Tonawanda Creek. Virtually all rural areas obtain their water supply from
public or private wells, except for the village of Alexander which purchases
water wholesale from the village of Attica.

In the future, portions of Genesee County may receive their water from Lake
Ontario, possibly through the Monroe County Water Authority. The future of
small independent water systems is limited since these systems are
increasingly difficult to operate efficiently. This is a result of increased
costs to maintain high levels of quality and reliability of service.

- The increase in water usage over time has resulted in a substantial increase
"- of wastewater and reduced water quality in western New York lakes, rivers,

and streams. The regions wastewater treatment facilities are often unable to
*t process wastewater effectively enough to meet New York State and Federal

water quality standards. The region's wastewater treatment facilities are
being upgraded, expanded, and consolidated to comply with existing standards.
There are approximately nine public sewage treatment facilities serving the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed, in addition to numerous industrial and other pri-
vate waste treatment facilities.

The most extensive sanitary system in the flood plains is located in the

*Buffalo urban area. More easterly areas rely heavily on septic systems or
*. small scale municipal systems. Table B29 lists the existing public

wastewater treatment facilities serving the flood plains.

One major wastewater treatment plant now under construction in the flood
plain is that of Amherst Sewer District 16 which should be in operation by

*1980. This plant will eventually serve western portions of the lower flood
plain.

* The city of Batavia sewage treatment plant is currently under study for
*upgrading and expansion. The immediate effect of these efforts will be to

provide public sewer systems to areas not previously serviced and to signifi-
cantly improve the overall quality of effluent. Several obsolete treatment
plants will be eventually phased out as outlying areas tie into large con-
solidated sewer districts. All major population centers and most suburban
areas will have public sanitary sewer service by 1990.
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Table B29 - Sanitary Sewage Systems for Selected Areas

: Existing : Ultimate
Location Type : Capacity : (mgd) Comment

Wheatfield :Activated Sludge - : 36.0 :Under construction

North Tonawanda :Activated Sludge 13.0 : 35.0

Amherst SD #16 :Activated Sludge 6.0 : 48.7

Amherst SD #1 :Trickling Filter 6.3 6.3

Town of Tonawanda :Incinerator 30.0 48.7 :Activated sludge
:(Secondary) : :expansion underway

City of Tonawanda :Primary, Tank 6.0 : 6.0 :Will become
:pumping station

Akron :Trickling Filter : 0.37 0.37 :Future site of
: : :pump station

Batavia :Activated Sludge 2.5 2.5 :Under study for
:expansion

Alexander :Trickling Filter 0.2 0.2 :Under study for
:expansion

SOURCE: Regional Sanitary Sewage Plan and Program, 1972 Erie and Niagara
Counties Regional Planning Board.
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d. Existing Activities.

The land use pattern in the Tonawanda Creek flood plain was shown in
Plate B2. The western portion of the Huron plain floodland in the vicinity
of Buffalo has extensive residential activity, whereas east of the suburbs ot
Amherst and Clarence it is primarily agricultural or open space. Land use
within the Intermediate Regional Flood Plain is shown in Table B30.

To facilitate flood damage analysis and evaluation of alternative flood mana-
gement measures, the damage areas along Tonawanda Creek, Mud Creek, and Black
and Ransom Creeks, were divided into 31 reaches. The damage reaches below
Hopkins Road (mile 41.5) are within what is referred to as the Lower
Tonawanda Creek Watershed and include 10 reaches along Tonawanda Creek (TI
through T10), four reaches along Ransom and Black Creeks (RBI through RB4)
and the six reaches along Mud Creek (Ml through M6).

For the 21.2 mile reach between Hopkins Road and the westerly city limit of
Batavia, two damage reaches, T1l and T12, were designated. Reach T12 inclu-
des the hamlet of Bushville, a small community just west of the city of
Batavia. In the city of Batavia, five reaches (BI through B5) were used to
develop damage-frequency relationships. The greatest number of structures
within the Standard Project Flood Plain are located in the Huron Plain
floodland and in the city of Batavia. There are approximately 5,665 residen-
tial, 283 commercial and industrial, and 45 public and other structures
within the Tonawanda Creek SPF.
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Table B30 - Acreages and Land Use in the Intermediate
Regional Floodplains (1)

: Ti to : TI and : BI thru :
Land Use Type : TIO (2): T12 : B5 : T13 : Total

Agriculture . 19,800 1,850 35 3,830 :25,515

Forestlands 5,330 1,465 - 600 7,395

Wooded Wetlands : 4,980 3,290 : 75 : 735 9,080

Residential . 270 : 45 : 320 25 : 660

Commercial & Industrial : 70 : 55 : 245 : : 370

Public and Other : 250 : 5 : 35 : - : 290

Total : 30,700 : 6,710 : 710 : 5,190 : 43,310

1/ Stream mile 0.0 to stream mile 78.0.No overbank flooding from 100-year discharge in Reaches TI + T2;

Ti - TIO includes all tributary reaches.

"- SOURCE: New York State Office of Planning Services, Land Use Natural
Resources, 1968 Comprehensive Master Plan - City and Town of
Batavia, Genesee County Planning Board.

NOTE: Flood plain acreages for agricultural land use do not agree with
Table S1 in "Supplement to Appendix B" as a result of more recent
and detailed field surveys.

do
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B5. PROJECTED LAND USE WITHIN THE FLOOD PLAINS

Existing land use in the 100-year flood plains was presented in Table
B30. The largest concentration of floodprone residential development in
these flood plains is in Reaches BI through B5 in the city of Batavia. Other
significant centers of residential activity occur along Ransom and Black
Creeks in Reaches RBI through RB4, an area located within the towns of
Amherst and Clarence in Erie County.

Agriculture is the predominant land use in every reach except TI, T12, and BI
through B5 in the city of Batavia. Extensive tracts of wooded wetlands,
forest lands, and inactive agricultural lands are also present in most other
nonurban reaches.

Flood plain acreage upstream from the Tonawanda Indian Reservation is
expected to remain viable for agriculture. Although increased economic acti-
vity is projected for the city and town of Batavia, substantial additional
urban encroachment into the Intermediate Regional Flood Plain is not expected
because of the availability of large tracts of undeveloped land in the
northeastern portion of the city and in the town of Batavia contiguous to the
city limits. Future residential development is expected to occur outside the
city of Batavia and will be served by city water and waste treatment facili-
ties. Local planning officials expect future industrial growth to occur in
areas already designated by town and country planners. The largest of these

*- sites is the new industrial park adjacent to Pearl Street. Completion of an
urban renewal project in the Central Business District will also increase

-* future levels of commercial activity in Batavia.

*Availability of sewer and water supplies often spurs industrial, commercial,
and residential development since proximity of available utilities to a site
greatly increases its potential for development. Dependence upon private

* utilities (wells and septic tanks) by residents upstream of Reach T10 is
• .high. Only in areas such as the town of Amherst, city of North Tonawanda,

and the town of Tonawanda are there extensive networks of municipal sewer and
water facilities.

Future municipal facilities capable of inducing residential growth into por-
tions of the flood plain will consist of extensions from existing systems
located in comminities in the western portion of the Huron Plain floodland
(i.e., the towns of Tonawanda, Amherst, and Wheatfield and the city of North
Tonawanda). These extensions should serve that component of growth expected
to extend from the Buffalo Metropolitan Area in easterly and northeasterly
directions.

At present, the town of Amherst has a more extensive system of municipal ser-
vices than the town of Clarence, which is only partially served by sewer and
water systems. Therefore, the town of Amherst should continue to outpace
Clarence in terms of population growth. Ransom Oaks, a planned community in
northeastern Amherst, should remain the site of the largest outlying residen-
tial development for many years.
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The enforcement of floodproofing requirements including the requirement that
the lowest floor of all new homes be elevated to 100-year flood elevations,
is expected to slow rapid residential growth in this area. Stringent stan-
dards imposed by Erie County for new construction may also be a problem in
certain areas. Soils in many areas in the town of Clarence, both in and out
of the flood plain, are unsuitable, as determined by soil percolation tests
required by the Erie County Health Department for installation of individual
septic tank systems. Consequently, the extent and timing of growth in resi-

dential development in Clarence will depend upon the extension of lateral
sewer lines from major collector lines which lie parallel to Transit Road
(Route 78). The current philosophy of town residents in Clarence is not
oriented towards rapid residential development. Expansion of municipal ser-

vices or extensions of lateral sewer or water lines into various parts of
this town will be ultimately contingent upon approval by town residents of
their elected officials. Social factors in this town may be as important as
limitations imposed on northern portions of this area by flooding. Table B36
presents estimates of future incremental land use demands by activity under
with and without project conditions.

:\ Most anticipated land use demands in and out of the flood plains are attribu-
table to future regional growth and population shifts within the Buffalo
SMSA. The mature manufacturing economy in the Buffalo Metropolitan Area,
coupled with the region's reliance upon heavy industries (steel, automotive
parts, and chemicals) have created serious problems which could have strong
adverse impacts upon growth in outlying suburban areas. The loss of 38 large
manufacturing plants in the Buffalo area between 1970 and 1975 has reduced
area manufacturing employment by nearly 10,000 jobs and $125,976,830 in

*payroll earnings. Also, in 1976 Western Electric Corporation announced the
closing of a large manufacturing and assembly plant and the elimination of
more than 2,000 jobs. Another area characteristic deterring rapid employment
growth is the relatively high cost for industrial labor. The wages for
unskilled factory workers in Buffalo are eight percent higher than the
national average. Skilled factory workers earn wages that are five percent
higher than the national norm. Many of the plants in this area were
constructed during World War II and are not as efficient in terms of physical
layout and production processes as newer plants in other parts of the
country. Also several large firms in the metropolitan area are operated
under a system of absentee ownership. This absence of direct social ties to
the community by corporate managers or administrators does not create a
strong commitment to this region during periods of excess plant capacity or
during an economic downturn. Absentee ownership often produces disruptive
social impacts to an area when business decisions made outside the area are
based solely upon economic considerations.

Projections of future incremental land use demand in the flood plains, pre-
sented in Table B31, reflect these basic economic problems in addition to
physical constraints such as soil limitations and existing flood hazards.

.-.. Potential users of the greatest acreage in the flood plains are farmers who
* plant a variety of grains and forage crops for consumption on the many dairy

farms in the watershed. The most significant impact of flood management on
agricultural activities within the watershed would be that potential
cropland, now too wet, could be transferred from pasture into croplands.
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Table B31 - Projected Incremental Land Use Demand

Use Demand in the 100-Year Flood Plain (1)

1980-2030 (in acres)

:1980-1990:1990-2000:2000-2010:2010-2020:2020-2030:Total

A: B :A :B :A : B :A B: A: B:

Residential : :

single family : : : : : : :
without project : 50 10 :100 : 20 :150 : 30 :200 : 40 :300 : 50 : 950

multi-family : : : : :
without project : 25 : 0 : 50 : 0 :100 : 0 :225 : 0 :450 : 0 : 850

,,, : Commercial: : : : :
without project :5 :0 :10 :0 :15: 0 :20: 0 :25: 0 : 75

'- Industrial : : : : : : :

without project : 0: 0 : 0: 0: 0 :50: 0 :75: 0 :125

*'. Recreation & Open : : : : : . :

Space : : : : : : : :
without project : 50 : 0 :100 : 0 :150 0 :200 0 :250 : 0 : 750

Active Agricultural : : : : : :

without project: * : * : * : * : * : * : * : *: :

(1) Incremental land use demand is assumed to proceed from the flood fringe

area towards the more frequently flooded areas over the project planning
period.

A - includes area downstream from Reach T-9 (includes Erie and Niagara

Counties). Development projected to occur downstream of New york

State Barge Canal is not included.

* B - includes T-10 and all other areas upstream (Genesee and Wyoming
Counties).

- no net land demand based upon historical decline in total acreage

farmed in New York State.

NOTE: Future long-term land demands are based upon public, local, and

regional land use plans for floodprone communities and portions of

all counties that lie partially within the limits of the watershed.

., Table B31 is based upon interpretation of the potential for future

development during the project life based upon published estimates

of future development likely to occur in the absense of a water

resource project.
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Much of the idle land could be used for agriculture if the threat of flooding
could be significantly reduced. Most farmers could also benefit by reduc-
tions in costs of land preparation (i.e., ditching, contouring, and installa-
tion of drain tiles) or by a shift in the distribution of crops which would
have the effect of increasing the cash flow to the agricultural sector.

Only minimal amounts of neighborhood commercial activity are expected
downstream from Reach T10. Growth in multi-family housing units is expected
in the vicinity of Ransom Oaks. Development of an industrial park in the
town of Amherst, adjacent to Tonawanda Creek was projected to begin in 2010.
This complex, however, would be contingent upon completion of the proposed
Lockport Expressway. Future commercial, industrial, and residential develop-
ment in this area was assumed to comply with current Flood Insurance
Administration guidelines concerning structures to be built in flood hazard
areas.
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B6. FLOOD DAMAGES AND MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

The type and distribution of flood plain utilization in the watershed
under existing conditions is expected to change very little between 1976 and

... 1980. Economic activity should increase slightly in those towns and villagesadjacent to centers of growth (Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Lockport, and

Batavia). However, benefits from the proposed plans of improvements would
. result in substantial benefits to existing and future flood plain occupants.

The benefits accrue from flood inundation reduction, reesidential affluence,
site development benefits, and intensified land use within the agricultural
sector.

a. Flood Damage Reduction.

The inundation reduction benefit is the value of reducing flood losses
to existing and future activities which would use the flood plain without a
plan of improvement. This benefit is measured by calculating the amount of
reduction in flood damage and/or related costs. Related costs are those

*- . expenditures which would be voluntarily undertaken by rational individual
activities to reduce flood damages and include such items as expenditures for

* .floodproofing or elevating the building site by the use of landfill above the
existing 100-year flood stages.

(1) Damage Reaches

Flood plains along Tonawanda, Mud, Ransom, and Black Creeks were com-
posed of 31 damage reaches. Limits of these reaches were selected based on
hydrologic characteristics and land use. In this way, changes in stage or
discharge at an index point of a given reach would be representative of such
changes throughout the reach. The locations of the index points, brief
descriptions of the damage reaches, initial damaging stages, and recurrence
intervals under existing conditions are shown in Table B32. The locations of
the index points, limits of the damage reaches, and the March 1960 flood are
also shown on Plates B3 through B5.

(2) Damage Surveys

Damage surveys were conducted by the Buffalo District at five separate
times to determine damages caused by various floods in the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed. In 1954, a thorough damage survey was carried out on the predomi-
nantly agricultural areas in the Huron Plain floodland, using the 1954 high
water occurrence as a base. In 1959-1960, a damage survey was conducted in
the town of Batavia in the areas flooded by the March 1942 and March 1956
floods. In 1962, the 1954 damage survey in the Huron Plain floodland was
updated to reflect additional development and changes in land use that had
taken place since the 1954 survey. Damages in the villages of Alexander and
Attica were determined by a survey in August 1972, using the March 1960 flood
as a base. In November and December 1975, a detailed damage survey was con-
ducted in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed from the Niagara River upstream to
Alexander using the Intermediate Regional Flood (IRF) as a base and con-
sidering the damage that would result from a flood of Standard Project Flood
(SPF) magnitude. This latest damage survey is the basis for the existing
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Table B32 -Damage Reaches

: Approximate :
: Recurrence :

Reach : Damaging : Interval
No. Location of Index Point : Elevation in Years Limits of Damage Reach

HURON PLAIN FLOODLAND

TONAWANDA CREEK VALLEY

T-1 : 2.4 Stream miles from mouth : 568.0 : 1 :Stream mile 0.0 to 6.0
T-2 : 8.9 Stream miles from mouth : 572.0 1 :Stream mile 6.0 to 10.2
T-3 :12.8 Stream miles from mouth : 578.0 : 1 :Stream mile 10.2 to 12.8
T-4 :15.2 Stream miles from mouth : 584.6 2 :Stream mile 12.8 to 17.4
T-5 :17.4 Stream miles from mouth : 582.0 1 :Stream mile 17.4 to 22.8
T-6 :22.8 Stream miles from mouth : 584.0 1 :Stream mile 22.8 to 28.0
T-7 :28.0 Stream miles from mouth : 593.0 1 :Stream mile 28.0 to 32.3
T-8 :32.3 Stream miles from mouth : 597.0 2 :Stream mile 32.3 to 34.9
T-9 :34.9 Stream miles from mouth : 598.0 : 1 :Stream mile 34.9 to 38.9
T-10 :41.5 at Alabama gage location : 616.0 : 1 :Stream mile 38.9 to 41.5

MUD CREEK WATERSHED

M-1 : 1.6 Stream miles from mouth : 580.0 : 1 :Stream mile 0.0 to 3.5
M-2 : 3.5 Stream miles from mouth : 583.0 : 2 :Stream mile 3.5 to 7.0
M-3 : 7.0 Stream miles from mouth : 590.3 : 4 :Stream mile 7.0 to 10.8
M-4 :10.8 Stream miles from mouth : 596.0 : 2 :Stream mile 10.8 to 12.3
M-5 :12.5 Stream miles from mouth : 596.0 : I :Stream mile 12.3 to 15.0
M-6 :15.1 Stream miles from mouth : 603.5 : 2 :Stream mile 15.0 to Ditc

Road

: RANSOM AND BLACK CREEK
: WATERSHEDS

RB-i : 2.4 Stream miles from mouth : 577.0 : 1 :Stream mile 0.0 to 2.4
RB-2 : 4.9 Stream miles from mouth : 579.0 : 1 :Stream mile 2.4 to 4.9
RB-3 : 7.2 Stream miles from mouth : 584.0 : 1 :Stream mile 4.9 to 8.6
RB-4 : 8.6 Stream miles from mouth : 586.7 : 2 :Stream mile 8.6 to Salt

*: Road

HOPKINS ROAD TO BATAVIA-TONAWANDA CREEK

: TONAWANDA CREEK VALLEY -

: MEADVILLE ROAD TO VICINITY
: OF ROUTE 5

T- :52.5 Stream miles from mouth : 847.0 : 3 :Stream mile 41.5 to 59.5
T-12 :60.3 Stream miles from mouth : 876.5 . 3 :Stream mile 59.9 to 62.8
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Table B32 (Cont'd)

: Approximate :
: Recurrence :

Reach : Damaging : Interval
No. : Location of Index Point Elevation : in Years : Limits of Damage Reach

ERIE PLAIN FLOODLAND

: CITY OF BATAVIA AND VICINITY:

B-i Upstream Side of South Lyon 886.0 12 :West City Limit to
Street Bridge : Walnut Street

B-2 : Kibbe Park Between Elmwood : 893.2 : 18 :Walnut Street to Lower
and Jackson Avenues P.C.R.R. Bridge

B-3 : Kibbe Park Between Elmwood : 893.2 : 18 :Lower P.C.R.R. Bridge
: and Jackson Avenue : to upper P.C.R.R.

Bridge, right bank
B-4 Downstream side of Chestnut • 889.0 : 2 :Lower P.C.R.R. Bridge

Street Bridge : : : to southern city
: limit left bank

B-5 : Downstream side of Chestnut : 891.5 : 12 :Lower P.C.R.R. Bridge
Street Bridge : to Chestnut Street,

: right bank

CITY OF BATAVIA TO VILLAGE OF:
ALEXANDER

T-13 : 65.5 Stream miles from mouth : 890.4 : 1 :Stream mile 65.4 to 77.5

VILLAGE OF ALEXANDER

A-1 : Upstream side of Railroad : 925.0 : 2 :State Rte. 20 to 500 feet
Ave. : : upstream from Railroad

S: : Avenue

VILLAGE OF ATTICA

A-2 : Upstream side of Prospect St.: 952.0 : 1 :Prospect Avenue upstream
Bridge . : to Main Street

A-3 . Upstream side of Main Street . 964.0 . 2 :Hain Street upstream to
Bridge : : : Dunbar Road
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average annual damage estimates. Results of the 1962 damage survey for the
villages of Alexander and Attica are updated to December 1975 prices. Table
B33 lists the approximate number of residential, commercial and industrial,
and public units that would be affected by the IRF and SPF floods. Also
shown are the acreages that would be inundated by these two floods.

Table B33 - Approximate Number of Units and Acres Affected,
1975 Conditions of Development

Units Affected
Commercial :

& : Public & : Acres
: Residential : Industrial : Other : Inundated

Reach : SPF : IRF : SPF : IRF : SPF: IRF: SPF IRF

T-1 through T-10 2,690: 890: 98 60 21 7 : 29,200: 16,500

RB-I through RB-4 419: 386: 6 5 2 2 9,850: 8,770

M-1 through M-6 : 210: 185: 0 0: 4 4 : 7,590: 5,430

T-11 and T-12 : 213: 138: 24 : 21 : 1 : 0 : 7,460: 6,710

B-i through B-5 : 2,021: 1,815: 140 : 106 : 17 : 9 : 840: 710

T-13 : 72: 69: 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 5,470: 5,190

A-1 through A-3 40: 8: 15 :10: 0: 0: 280: 250

Total : 5,665: 3,491: 283 : 202 : 45 : 22 : 60,690: 43,560

(3) Flood.Damage

(a) Methodology

Surface profiles for the IRF and SPF were used as the base for deter-
mining flood damage along Tonawanda Creek and its affected tributaries. The
stage-damage relationship was established for each reach for the residential,
commercial and industrial, and public and other damage categories. Damages
were estimated for the Standard Project, Intermediate Regional, and lesser
floods by the following method, the results of which are shown in Table B34.

(b) Residential

The value, type of structure, and first floor elevation of each
affected unit was established from field observations. The value of contents
was determined based upon the estimated value of the structure.
Consideration was also given to the proximity of each neighborhood to commer-
cial development, schools and churches, the comparative appearance of each
structure, and the extent of landscaping or other improvements around each
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structure. Damages were calculated for various flood depths by use of depth-

percent-damage tables for the structure and contents. The tables were devel-
oped by sampling residences of all structural types and formulating
individual depth-damage curves. The curves were then averaged to establish
depth-percent-damage relationships for the structure and contents of each
structural type. Initial damage elevations were established as those at
which sewer backup would begin or at which floodwater would begin to enter
the lowest openings of structures.

(c) Commercial and Industrial

The majority of commercial establishments include service stations,
grocery stores, restaurants, motels, and automobile dealerships. The commer-
cial damages used in this study were based on the results of previous damage
surveys brought up to December 1975 prices by the application of the
appropriate price indicies. A sample survey of various commercial establish-
ments in the city of Batavia verified the updating procedure. All industrial
damages were established through personal interviews. Industrial damages
include damage to machinery and lost production time, inventory and wages, as
well as structural damages and anticipated cleanup costs. Most industry sub-
ject to flooding is in the vicinity of Batavia.

(d) Public and Other

Damages to public facilities such as buildings, roads, bridges, and
utilities were determined based on calculated flood depths and field obser-
vations. Emergency operations and cleanup costs incurred by local, State,
and Federal agencies were estimated based on actual expenditures incurred in
June 1972 after the Hurricane "Agnes" flood which inundated the Upper Genesee
River Basin. Generally, bridges were assumed destroyed by floods exceeding
their low steel by two or more feet. Detour costs around flooded areas were
based on traffic counts obtained from each county and the New York State
Department of Transportation. Estimates of detour traffic flows were then

used in conjunction with operating costs per mile for commercial and private

vehicles to determine total detour costs for various flood events.

(4) Stage-Damage Relationships

The estimated damages that would be caused by the Standard Project and
Intermediate Regional floods were plotted against the corresponding stages
for each index point. Also, lesser flood stages and corresponding damages

- . were calculated and plotted at each index point. The elevation of zero
damage in each reach was established from data obtained from interviews and
field observations. These points were then used to develop stage-damage
relationships for each activity in each reach. Curves depicting these rela-
tionships are shown on Plates B9 through B39. These stage-damage curves are
based on December 1975 price levels and conditions of development.

(5) Existing Average Annual Damages

The stage-damage curves referenced in the previous section were used in
conjunction with the stage-frequency curves (Plates A32 through AS1 and A63
through A68) to determine the damage-frequency relationship for each reach.
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The actual calculation of existing average annual damages was done using the
Hydrologic Engineering Center's Expected Average Annual Damage computer
program. For purposes of computing average annual damages, the Standard
Project Flood was assigned a frequency of 1,000 years. The average annual
urban damages for each reach, by activity, excluding agricultural damages,
based upon December 1975 prices and development are listed in Table B35 and

S-in June 1981 prices in Table B36.

Table B35 - Estimated Average Annual Damages, Existing Conditions
by Reach (December 1975 Development Conditions and Prices)

Commercial : Public
- and and

Reach Residential Industrial : Other . Total*" $ $ : $

T-1 30,210 60 3,500 . 33,770
T-2 12,480 10 8,940 . 21,430
T-3 8,750 2,380 11,800 : 22,930
T-4 380 0 1,080 : 1,460

T-5 98,360 10 : 13,910 112,280
T-6 200,740 0 : 11,400 : 212,140
T-7 60,620 0 15,680 76,300
T-8 96,860 50 14,110 111,020
T-9 63,720 0 : 14,880 78,600
T-10 2,920 0 1,220 : 4,140
RB-i 24,410 0 660 : 25,070
RB-2 83,410 1,380 11,210 : 96,000
RB-3 116,930 0 : 57,020 173,950
RB-4 53,660 670 4,970 : 59,300
M-i 580 : 0 3,280 3,860
M-2 : 800 : 0 0 800
m-3 : 2,490 0 210 : 2,700
M-4 : 3,180 : 0 190 : 3,370
M-5 18,940 0 770 : 19,710
M-6 17,120 0 1,740 18,860
T-11 7,170 : 0 9,340 : 16,510
T-12 15,020 2,670 18,710 : 36,400
B-1 26,360 6,250 : 23,500 56,110
B-2 2,120 0 4,450 : 6,570
B-3 : 53,920 57,000 10,870 : 121,790
B-4 : 19,170 380 1,410 20,960
B-5 540 18,590 2,180 : 21,310
T-13 22,220 0 7,690 29,910
A-i 15,150 ( 1) 1): 15,150

* A-2 14,130 (1) (1) : 14,130
A-3 6,520 (1) (1) : 6,520

Total : 1,078,880 89,450 : 254,720 : 1,423,050
./ •

(1) Included in residential.
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-* Table B36 - Estimated Average Annual Damages, Existing Conditions

by Reach, June 1981 Prices and December 1975 Conditions
of Development

Commercial : Public
and and" " Reach Residential Industrial Other Total

:$ : $ :$ : $

T-1 46,590 100 5,460 52,150
T-2 19,250 : 20 13,940 33,210
T-3 * 13,490 3,790 18,400 : 35,680
T-4 590 : 0 1,680 2,270
T-5 * 151,690 20 21,690 : 173,400
T-6 309,580 0 : 17,780 327,360
T-7 93,480 0 24,450 117,930
T-8 149,380 80 22,000 171,460
T-9 98,270 0 23,210 121,480
T-10 : 4,500 : 0 1,900 6,400
RB-i 37,650 0 1,030 38,680
RB-2 : 128,630 : 2,200 : 17,480 : 148,310

. RB-3 180,330 0 : 88,920 : 269,250
RB-4 82,750 1,070 : 7,750 91,570
M-1 890 0 5,120 : 6,010
M-2 1,230 : 0 0 1,230
1-3 . 3,840 0 330 4,170
M-4 : 4,900 0 300 5,200
M-5 29,210 0 1,200 30,410
M-6 26,400 0 : 2,710 : 29,110
T-11 11,060 0 14,570 25,630
T-12 23,160 : 4,260 29,180 56,600
B-i 40,650 9,960 36,650 87,260
B-2 3,270 : 0 6,940 10,210
B-3 83,160 90,880 16,950 : 190,990
B-4 29,560 610 2,200 32,370
B-5 . 830 940 3,400 5,170
T-13 : 34,270 0 : 11,990 46,260
A-i 23,360 (1) : (1) : 23,360
A-2 : 21,790 (1) : (1) : 21,790
A-3 10,060 (1) (1) : 10,060

Total : 1,663,830 113,930 397,230 2,174,990

(I) Included in residential.

NOTE: Totals may not add due to rounding.
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(6) Average Annual Damages, Improved Conditions

Residual average annual damages have been computed for the recommended
plan of improvement. Stage-frequency curves under improved conditions were
used in conjunction with the appropriate stage-damage relationships to deter-
mine the damage-frequency relationship for each reach. These data were also
processed using the Expected Average Annual Damage Program. These damage
estimates assume a 1,000-year return period for the SPF, 1975 development
conditions and prices. Residual average annual damages are summarized in
December 1975 prices in Table B37 and June 1981 prices in Table B38.

(7) Average Annual Inundation Reduction Benefits

The inundation reduction benefit is the value of reduced flood damages
under 1975 development conditions. It is calculated by subtracting the esti-
mated residual average annual damages under improved conditions from the
average annual damages under existing conditions. Average annual inundation
benefits are summarized in December 1975 prices in Table B37 and June 1981
prices in Table B38.
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Table B37 - Estimated Existing Average Annual Damages and Benefits
(December 1975 Development Conditions and Prices)

BRCM
: Existing Residual : Existing
: Average Average Average

Reach : : Annual : Annual Annual
Number : Reach Name : Damages : Damages Benefits

* TI-TIO :Lower Tonawanda Creek

: Residential 575,040 : 165,890 : 409,150
: Commercial and
* Industrial 2,510 : 310 : 2,200
: Public and Other 96,520 : 20,340 76,180

: Subtotal 674,070 : 186,540 487,530

RB1-RB4:Ransom and Black Creek

: Residential : 278,410 83,940 194,470
: Commercial and
: Industrial 2,050 640 1,410
: Public and Other 73,860 : 25,470 48,390

: Subtotal : 354,320 110,050 244,270

MI-M6 :Mud Creek

: Residential 43,110 13,050 30,060
: Commercial and
- Industrial 0 : 0 0
, Public and Other 6,190 : 520 : 5,670

: Subtotal 49,300 13,570 35,730

:Total Huron Plain 1,077,690 310,160 767,530

*'. TI-T12:Tonawanda Creek:

: Meadville Road to
: City of Batavia

: Residential : 22,190 : 1,560 20,630

: Commercial and
- Industrial : 2,670 : 260 : 2,410
: Public and Other : 28,050 : 830 : 27,220

- Subtotal : 52,910 2,650 50,260

B1-B5 :City of Batavia

: Residential : 102,110 : 6,280 : 95,830
: Commercial and
: Industrial 82,220 : 150 82,070
: Public and Other : 42,410 : 840 : 41,570

Subtotal 226,740 : 7,270 : 219,470
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Table B37 - Estimated Existing Average Annual Damages and Benefits
(December 1975 Development Conditions and Prices) (Cont'd)

BRCM
: Existing Residual Existing

: Average Average Average
Reach : : Annual Annual : Annual

* Number : Reach Name : Damages Damages Benefits
: $ :$ :$

- T-13 :Batavia to Alexander

: Residential 22,220 0 22,220
: Commercial and

: Industrial 0 : 0 0

: Public and Other :69 : 0 7,690

: Subtotal 29,910 0 29,910

A-i :Alexander

:Residential 15,150 : 15,150 0

: Commercial and
: Industrial (1) (1) : (1)
" Public and Other (1) (1) : (1)

: Subtotal 15,150 15,150 0

* A2-A3 :Attica

:Residential 20,650 20,650 0
: Commercial and

: Industrial (1) (1) : (1)
: Public and Other (1) (1) : (1)

: Subtotal 20,650 20,650 :0

:Total Erie Plain 345,360 45,720 299,640

:Total Tonawanda Creek

* Watershed

:Residential 1,078,880 306,520 772,360

" Commercial and
, Industrial 89,450 1,360 88,090

: Public and Other 254 720 48,000 206,720

, Grand Total 1,423,050 355,880 1,067,170

• .(1) Included in residential.
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Table 838 - Estimated Existing Average Annual Damages and Benefits

(December 1975 Development Conditions and June 1981 Prices)

BRCM

: Existing Res idual : Existing

: Average : Average ; Average

Reach : : Annual Annual : Annual

Number : Reach Name : Damages Damages : Benefits
,-. , .:: $ :$ :$

" TI-T1O :Lower Tonawanda Creek

: Residential 886,830 255,840 : 630,990

: Commercial and

Industrial : 4,010 : 490 : 3,520

Public and Other : 150,510 31,720 118,790

Subtotal 1,041,350 288,050 753,300

RB 1-4 :Ransom and Black Creek

: Residential 429,360 : 129,450 299,910

: Commercial and

Industrial 3,270 : 1,020 : 2,250

Public and Other : 115,180 39,720 : 75,460

: Subtotal 547,810 : 170,190 377,620

MI-M6 :Mud Creek

: Residential : 66,470 20,130 46,340

: Commercial and
Industrial 0 : 0 0

Public and Other : 9,660 810 8,850

Subtotal : 76,130 : 20,940 55,190

:Total Huron Plain : 1,665,290 479,180 : 1,186,110

TIl-T12:Tonawanda Creek:
: Meadville Road to

: City of Batavia

: Residential 34,220 : 2,410 : 31,810

: Commercial and

Industrial 4,260 : 410 : 3,850

: Public and Other : 43,750: 1,290 :

R Subtotal : 82,230 4,110 : 78,120

BI-B5 :City of Batavia

" - : Residential : 157,470 9,690 : 147,780

- : Commercial and
Industrial : 102,390 : 240 : 102,150

Public and Other : 6614 1,310 : 64,830

Subtotal : 326,000 : 11,240 314,760
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Table B38 - Estimated Existing Average Annual Damages and Benefits
(December 1975 Development Conditions and June 1981 Prices)
(Cont'd)

BRCM
: Existing Residual : Existing
: Average Average Average

Reach : : Annual Annual Annual
Number : Reach Name : Damages : Damages Benefits

: $ : $ : $
T-13 :Batavia to Alexander

: Residential : 34,270 0 : 34,270
: Commercial and

Industrial 0 : 0 : 0
Public and Other : 11,990 : 0 : 11,990

Subtotal 46,260 : 0 : 46,260

A-i :Alexander

:Residential . 23,360 : 23,360 : 0
Commercial and :

* Industrial (1) : (1) : (1)
: Public and Other : (1) : (1) (1)

Subtotal 23,360 : 23,360 : 0

A2-A3 :Attica

:Residential 31,850 : 31,850 : 0
Commercial and

: Industrial : (1) (1) : (1)
Public and Other : (1) : (1) : (1)

Subtotal . 31,850 : 31,850 : 0

:Total Erie Plain 509,700 : 70,560 : 439,140

:Total Tonawanda Creek :
Watershed

:Residential : 1,663,830 : 472,730 : 1,191,100
Commercial and :

* Industrial : 113,930 : 2,160 : i11,770
Public and Other : 397,230 : 74,850 : 322,380

Grand Total : 2,174,990 : 549,740 : 1,625,250

(1) Included in residential.
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b. Area Redevelopment Benefits.

In accordance with current guidance from WRC, no counties in Western New
York qualify for Area Redevelopment Benefits. Cattaraugus and Allegany

." Indian Reservations located in Western New York are areas designated
. qualified for area redevelopment benefits. The Tonawanda Indian Reservation

is not a qualified area.

It is not reasonable to assume that the labor pool employed in the construc-
tion of this project will include previously unemployed contract construction
workers from either the Cattaraugus or Allegany Indian Reservations. This
assumption is reasonable because the commuting distance between each reser-
vation and the Batavia, New York area, where actual construction will take
place, is in excess of 50 miles. Also, there is no reliable means of public
transportation between either Indian Reservation and the Batavia, New York
project construction area.

c. Project Year One (1985) Development Conditions.

Estimating damages and benefits at Project Year One (1985), and also for
future years, raises the problem of relating Executive Order 11988 and the
Corps regulation ER 1165-2-26, which sets forth Corps policy on implementing
this Executive Order, to this analysis. ER 1165-2-26 specifies:

"The Executive Order has an objective the avoidance, to
the extent possible of long- and short-term adverse impacts
associated with the occupancy and modification of the base
flood plain and the avoidance of direct and indirect support
of development in the base flood plain wherever there is a
practicable alternative."

In order to apply the Executive Order to this analysis, it is necessary to

evaluate urban development within the Tonawanda Creek Watershed.

(1) Urban Development in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed

For purposes of evaluating urban development, the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed may be divided into two components: the eastern end of the lower
watershed, hereafter referred to as the EELW, and the remainder of the
watershed. In Niagara County, the EELW includes all or most of the towns of
Lockport and Pendleton, and significant portions of the town of Wheatfield
and the city of North Tonawanda. In Erie County, it includes nearly all of
the town of Clarence, significant portions of the towns of Amherst and
Tonawanda, and the city of Tonawanda.

The EELW is strategically situated in a major growth corridor in the Buffalo
SMSA, Erie and Niagara Counties. Most suburban development in the SMSA has
been directed northward, onto the EELW and portions of the tributary Ellicott
Creek Watershed, and eastward onto the Scajaquada and Cayuga Creek

Watersheds. While Ellicott Creek is a tributary of Tonawanda Creek, it has
been treated as a separate watershed, and a recommended plan of action for
flood damage management is now under preparation. At present, most suburban
growth is directed north onto the Ellicott Creek Watershed in the town of
Amherst. The more distant towns in the EELW - Wheatfield, Pendleton, and

Lockport in Niagara County, and Clarence in Erie County - are already
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experiencing significant amount of exurban, and in some cases, suburban

development.

There are three reasons for assuming that future suburban development will
continue to move into the northern growth corridor and eventually into the
EELW itself during the project evaluation period.

First, four industrial communities bordering the Niagara River - the city of
Buffalo, the industrialized eastern edge of the town of Tonawanda, the city
of Tonawanda and its neighbor across Tonawanda Creek, the city of North
Tonawanda, plus the city of Niagara Falls contain most of the employment
opportunities within the Western New York Region. This employment, in turn,
has generated substantial residential development in adjacent and nearby
nonindustrial communities, including those comprising the EELW. Though this
is not a rapidly growing industrial complex, it continues to generate resi-
dential housing demand, through replacement of aging housing stock and new
family formation, a significant proportion of which will be met by residen-
tial construction on the nearby EELW.

Second, the EELW and adjacent areas have a municipal infrastructure which
have been designed to accommodate substantial future development. This is
particularly true for sanitary sewerage facilities, processing plants, and
sewer lines, which probably are the single most important factor affecting
the direction of future urban development in the Western New York Region.
New sewer processing plants have recently been completed in the towns of
Tonawanda and Wheatfield, and in the cities of Niagara Falls and North
Tonawanda. New sewer lines are being or have recently been laid in the city
of North Tonawanda, and in the towns of Amherst, Clarence, and Wheatfield.
Further, expansion of the local highway network has made the EELW much more
accessible to the industrial complex along its eastern edge than was the case
a decade or more ago. This expansion includes development of: Williams
Road, from 1-190 at Niagara Falls to the Summit Mall in the town of

* Wheatfield; the Division Street Arterial connecting Colvin Boulevard in the
town of Tonawanda to Division Street in North Tonawanda; and current improve-

*i ment of Millersport Highway, which connects 1-290 with Transit Road, the
major commercial strip development in the region. Finally, expanded
services, exemplified by establishment of Summit Mall, commercial development
along Transit Road (New York State 78), and establishment of Eastern Hills
Mall, the largest regional shopping center in Western New York, have made the
EELW an even more desirable location for future urban development. In fact,
the developer of Summit Mall has recently initiated construction of a large-
scale residential development adjacent to the Mall. Also, significant devel-

* .opment continues to take place near Eastern Hills Mall.

Third, though not necessarily prohibited, growth in other directions is more
restricted. Growth to the south has been severely restricted by the lack of
adequate sewerage facilities. It is also inhibited by topography, the hilli-
ness of the Alleghany Plateau, and the presence of the Lake Erie snowbelt.
The snowbelt is an area of seasonal heavy snow storms located south of the

* city of Buffalo extending inland from Lake Erie to beyond East Aurora.
Growth to the east, into the towns of Cheektowaga, Lancaster, and West Seneca

dhas already been extensive, particularly in Cheektowaga and West Seneca.
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Growth in this direction must necessarily occur at ever increasing distances
from downtown Buffalo. Growth to the west is impossible, given the presence
of Lake Erie and the Canadian boundary.

Net impacts of the urban growth trends stated above assure that the EELW
will experience urban development in the future, whether or not a flood plain

"""management project is implemented on Tonawanda Creek. The pertinent
questions are: (1) how much development will occur without the project; and
(2) how much additional development, induced development, will occur as a
result of implementation of the Selected Plan?

Table B36, v.hich was originally prepared for the 1976 Interim Feasibility
Report, is a summary of the land use requirements in the future. These esti-
mates were developed after evaluating a number of factors which would signi-
ficantly affect future development such as regional population and employment
trends; intraregional shifts in employment and population; local zoning ordi-
nances and development philosophies; enforcement of floodproofing
requirements; projected development of future municipal facilities; availabi-
lity and projected development of sewer facilities and water supplies; soil
conditions; and existing flood hazards. The evaluation included consultation
with local officials and planners, including the Erie and Niagara Counties
Regional Planning Board.

Since 1976, there have been some notable changes in the national situation
which might change the projections of future land use patterns, particularly

N:. for the residential land demand component as it existed in 1976. Foremost
among these have been the pronounced increase in new home prices and the
sharp rise in home mortgage rates. Equally important has been the increase
in gasoline costs and the shortages in supply. All of these factors have
interacted to reduce the estimated demand for residential land on the flood
plain of the EELW. For these reasons, the projected growth of residential
development utilized in this analysis for the "without-project-condition" has
been scaled down by 25 percent from earlier (1976) estimates.

It must be emphasized that all future development is based upon informed pro-
jections of future land use requirements under without project conditions.
In other words, no induced development has been included in this analysis.
The assumption that there will be no induced demand for land as a result of
implementation of the Selected Plan is unrealistic when local geographic and
land use trends within the watershd are considered, but complies with current
policy in Executive Order 11988 and ER 1165-2-26. This conclusion is based
on several observations: (1) short-term development since 1976 has already
occurred on the flood plain without a project; (2) the Selected Plan, if
implemented, will increase the attractiveness of the flood plain by substan-
tially reducing the flood hazard and associated damages; and (3) there are no
effective controls on economic growth within the watershed or New York State,
other than enforcement of flood plain insurance (FIA) requirements, which can
effectively prevent development from occurring. Flood plain insurance (FIA)

- . requirements are not effective in restricting growth along Tonawanda Creek
due to the character of the flood hazard. The existing and improved IRF on
the EELW is only approximately 1 foot above the bankfull stage. Compliance
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with FIA requirements, either through landfill of residential property or
floodproofing of other structures, is a relatively inexpensive process.
Therefore, while this analysis assumes no induced development, it is to be
expected that such development will occur. The only way to prevent induced
development would be not to implement a project. However, not to implement
this project would clearly not "reduce the hazard and risk associated with
floods," and it would not "minimize the impact of floods on human safety,
health and welfare" (ER 1165-2-26, 15 May 1979, par. 6b. and 6c.).

A final comment about the effect of future urban land use projections upon
this analysis is warranted. Given the assumption of no induced development,
the future urban development component of the analysis provides very limited
benefits. As will be seen, total average annual future urban benefits
account for less than 6 percent of the estimated total benefits for the
BRCM plan. Therefore, project feasibility is not dependent upon future urban
benefits.

(2) Inundation Reduction Damages and Benefits

Urban development has been projected to occur in the residential, com-
mercial, and industrial sectors during the 1976-85 period. No growth has
been projected in the public and other use sector for this period.
Residential development has been projected to occur at a rate of 80 residen-
tial units per year with a total of 720 additional units to be constructed
during this period. Commercial development is projected to occur at a rate
of three units per year, and industrial development is projected at one unit

*every two years; this produces 27 commercial and 4.5 industrial units to be
developed in the period. Though damages and benefits are presented for the
aggregated category of commercial and industrial use, they were developed
separately, due to the differing character of each category.

All development has been assumed to be in compliance with FIA regulations
which require the lowest building opening to be at or above the IRF stage.
Since short-term development will occur prior to Project Year One (1985), it
has been situated at the existing condition, without project, IRF stage. All
development has been located in the EELW portion of the flood plain since
this area is presently under the greatest short-term developmental
pressures.

Damages were calculated by using a hypothetical but typical standard unit
type within each category: residential, commercial, and industrial. Damages
were separately estimated for contents and structures, and a stage damage
relationship was developed for each structure type. For residential struc-
tures, the Buffalo District depth-damage curves were used to estimate struc-
ture and content damages. Tennessee Valley Authority depth-damage curves
were used to develop structure and content damages for commercial and
industrial structures. In this case, the same curve, a commercial depth-
damage curve, was used for both structures. This was required since: (1) no
industrial depth-damage curve was available locally; and (2) it was judged
that a typical suburban industrial structure was very similar to the typical
suburban commercial structure, though the former is usually larger. The
relationship between structure and content values was verified based upon
discussions with local building associations and contractors.
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The damages described above are per unit damages. Incremental damages for
each category were calculated by multiplying the appropriate per unit damage
value by the number of units projected to be constructed on the flood plain
during the 1976-85 period.

Incremental residual damages were estimated by calculating the amount of

damages each unit would incur from floods above the IRF stage under improved
conditions. In most, but not in all reaches of the EELW, there would be some
damage to structures built at the existing IRF elevation during the 1976-85
period after implementation of the project in 1985. Incremental residual
damages for each category were obtained by multiplying the appropriate resi-
dual damages value per unit by the number of units projected to be developed
on the flood plain in the interim period. These remaining damages were then
subtracted to estimate incremental inundation reduction benefits for the
period 1976-1985.

Table B39 summarizes the 1976-85 inundation damages, incremental residual
damages, and incremental benefits. Estimates are presented for all three
variables for three time periods: 1975, 1976-85, and 1985. The flood plain
has been subdivided into three components: Lower Tonawanda Creek, Ransom and
Black Creeks, and the remainder of the basin. All development in this period
is projected to occur within the first two subdivisions.

Short-term development (1976-85) makes a minor contribution to project bene-
fits. Construction of the BRCM would result in incremental benefits of
$51,330 (Table B39) and results primarily from growth of the residential
sector.

(3) Urban Damages and Benefits for 1985 Development Conditions

Short-term development has been forecasted for the lower portion of the
watershed during the interval 1976-1985. Damages and benefits have been
adjusted to reflect a greater number of units within the SPF zone. A summary
of urban damages and benefits for 1985 conditions of development has also
been developed and is summarized in Table B40. Short-term benefits are rela-
tively small and do not significantly alter the 1975 level of economic
feasibility.

d. Future Development Conditions.

(1) Inundation Reduction Effects

Future urban development has been anticipated to occur on the flood

plain without implementation of a plan. For the 50-year forecast period,
1985-2035, development has been projected for all three urban sectors: resi-
dential, commercial and industrial, and public and other use. Acreage,
number of units, and timing of this development by decade are presented in
Table B41.

. -Future urban growth is expected to locate in the lower reaches of the
watershed, primarily in TI-T4 and RBI-RB4. This growth is a result of devel-
opmental pressures orig.nating along the northern perimeter of the Buffalo
Metropolitan Area. All units to be constructed in the flood plain are
assumed to have their lowest opening at or above the improved IRF elevation.
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Table B40 - Summary of Urban Damages and Benefits for 1985
Conditions of Development (June 1981 Prices)

Conditions of Development
1975 : 1976 - 1985 1985

Existing Damages 2,174,990 73,650 2,248,640

Residual Damages 549,740 22,320 572,060

Benefits 1,625,250 51,330 1,676,580
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One acre of residentially zoned land will support three residential units

with 80 units per year having been projected for residential development.
Public and other use development is also projected to occur at a constant
rate. Assuming one public and other use structure per 10 acres of such land
use, two units are projected to be developed in each decade of the planning
period. Since suburbanization of commercial and industrial activities has
characteristically lagged behind population growth, a deferred rate of devel-
opment has been adopted for this sector. Though aggregated into one sector,
projections were independently prepared for commercial and for industrial
use. For commercial development, two units are projected for each acre of
land; thus the 75 acres projected will allow an additional 150 commercial
units. For industrial development, one unit is projected for each 5 acres;
thus the 125 acres of industrial land will support 25 industrial units.

All future urban development is assumed to be in compliance with FIA
regulations. Since all future development will by definition occur after
Project Year One, all structures are assumed to have their lowest openings
floodproofed to or built above the improved IRF stage.

(2) Affluence Factor Benefits

Residential Affluence - The dollar value of residential contents
has been projected to grow at a rate equal to the projected average annual
growth of personal income per capita in the Buffalo Economic Area (BEA-009).
Growth in residential contents was terminated when the value of contents

*- equaled 75 percent of the value of residential structures; this constraint
occurs at Project Year 27 (2012). Beyond this date, the value of residential
contents were held constant throughout the remainder of the planning period.

To provide a base for projecting growth in residential contents, it was
necessary to allocate existing inundation reduction benefits between residen-
tial structures and contents. Using information obtained from the 1975
damage survey, it has been estimated that damage reduction of residential
contents are approximately $274,000 (Table B42). Assuming a 2.7 percent
annual compound growth rate for personal income per capita, the rate at which
OBERS forecasts personal income per capita to grow in the nonmetropolitan
portion of the Buffalo Economic Area, benefits attributable to contents
increases to $357,600 in Project Year One. Residential content benefits are
projected to increase for 27 years reference economic base year at which
point content value reaches 75 percent of structural value. In Project Year
27 (2012) residential content benefits will increase to $734,300. This pro-
duces an undiscounted growth of content benefits of $376,700. Discounting
these values by the appropriate average annual equivalent factor (project
interest rate of 7.625 percent, 100-year project life, and straight line
growth for 27 years) produces discounted average annual residential affluence
benefits of $169,700 based on June 1981 prices (Table B42).

Commercial Affluence - Commercial activity is most commonly measured by
retail sales.
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The constant dollar value of retail sales in Genesee County, which contains
the bulk of commercial activity in the watershed, has stagnated in recent
years. In constant dollars, the volume of retail sales increased at an
annual rate of only .3 percent per year between the last two Census of
Business dates, 1967 and 1972. Since the level of growth in retail sales has
been so low, and since future levels of commercial sales cannot be projected
with any certainty, no commercial affluence benefits were credited to the
proposed project. Industrial affluence - because regulations do not
authorize industrial affluence benefits, none have been claimed.

Total Affluence Factor Benefits - Affluence factor benefits for the BRCM plan
are summarized in Table B43.

Table B43 - Summary of Affluence Factor Benefits
(June 1981 prices)

BRCM

Residential 169,700

Industrial 0

Commercial : 0

Total 169,700

(3) Site Development Benefits

Site development benefits are savings in floodproofing costs, net of the
increase in residual damages, that would have been incurred by future devel-
opment but which would be avoided as a result of a plan of improvement. For
commercial, industrial, and public and other use facilities, the flood-
proofing costs saved are generally the cost of floodproofing the structure
to its lowest opening above the 100-year (IRF) flood elevation. For residen-
tial structures, the floodproofing costs saved are generally landfill savings
as residential construction materials and techniques cannot usually withstand
significant horizontal pressures exerted by moving flood waters.

(1) Landfill Savings - Landfill savings have been defined as the dif-
ference between the cost of landfill required without a project and the cost
of landfill material required if a plan of improvement is implemented. Under
existing Flood Insurance Administration regulations, new construction or
substantial improvements to existing structures within the limits of the
designated 100-year flood plain are required to have their lowest structural
opening elevated to or above the 100-year flood stage, or, together with
attendant utility or sanitary facilities, be floodproofed up to the level of
the elevation of the 100-year flood.

It has been estimated that materials excavated from an average residential
basement, 38 by 40 by 6 feet in depth, would provide approximately the first
foot of required fill on the average residential lot. For this reason, it
has been assumed that landfill savings will occur only in those reaches where
the IRF stage under improved conditions is projected to decrease by more than
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I foot in comparison to the IRF stage under existing conditions. An examina-
tion of the stage frequency curves for existing and improved conditions for
each reach indicates this condition would be met in only seven reaches
(Table B44). In all other reaches, the decrease in the IRF stage is 1.0 foot

*: or less. Since almost no residential and related development has been pro-
jected for these upstream reaches, no landfill savings were credited to the
plan of improvement.

Table B44 - IRF Stage Reduction for Selected Reaches

:Stage Reduction in Feet

Reach (1) BRCM

T-3 1.8

T-11 2.4

T-12 : 2.3

B-I 2.5

B-2 and 3 2.2

B-4 and 5 2.1

T-13 (2)

(1) Includes only those reaches that have more than
1.0-foot reduction in IRF stage.

(2) Improved flood water elevations are above existing
due to storage effect of reservoir compound.

(2) Floodproofing Costs Avoided - Further investigation into these
future urban benefits indicated that the equivalent annual discounted values
were small when discounted at the project interest rate and converted to an

- average anual series. Projections of future flood plain development
(Table SW) and the small reduction in flood stage between the existing and
improved IRF elevations in the lower watershed combine to limit discounted
annual future site development savings to about $10,000.

Residual damages were also estimated to rise over time as a result of the
susceptibility of future units to floods above the improved IRF. These dama-
ges per unit were estimated by constructing stage damage relationships for
structures considered to be representative of future flood plain units in terms
of value, physical size, and construction materials for residential, comner-
cial and industrial, and public and other units. Damages per unit were based
upon that portion of the improved stage frequency curve for floods beyond the
1.0 percent exceedence frequency and depth-damage curves. The damage fre-
quency relationship was integrated to obtain average annual damages per unit
and this estimate was multiplied by the number of units anticipated by the
end of the forecast period (2030). This absolute increase was converted to
its equivalent annual value and summed for all three urban categories.
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Future incremental discounted average residual damages are relatively small
due to the effect of the project interest rate and the low rate of growth of
floodprone structures. Future incremental average annual residual damages
were approximately the same as the site development savings.

Site development savings for future urban development are offset by the
increase in residual damages, therefore, no net future site development bene-
fits have been credited to the BRCM plan.

e. Summary of Total Urban Benefits.

Residential affluence benefits are the only category of future urban
benefits credited to project feasibility. A summary of project benefits is
included in Table B45.

Table B45 - Summary of Total Urban Benefits

(June 1981 Prices)

:$
1. Existing Conditions

(a) Inundation Reduction (1) 1,676,600

Subtotal Existing Conditions 1,676,600

2. Future Conditions
(a) Affluence Benefits 179,700
(b) Landfill Savings 10,000

Subtotal Future Conditions 169,700

3. Total Urban Benefits 1,856,300

(1) 1985 conditions of development.
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87. AGRICULTURAL FLOOD DAMAGE AND MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

Major changes have been made to the 1976.Final Feasibility Report, pri-
marily in the areas of the recommended operating plan of the Batavia
Reservoir Compound Modified. Benefits have been updated to June 1981 price
levels and the project interest rate has increased to 7.625 percent since the
preparation of the initial feasibility study in November 1976.

The Selected Plan from the 1976 report in this Economic Supplement is
referred to as the Batavia Reservoir Compound - Modified (BRCM). Reach T-13
has been subdivided into an upper portion, which includes the area above the
upper reservoir alignment (T-13U) upstream to Railroad Avenue in Alexander,
NY, and a lower portion (T-13L) which includes the area between the two
reservoirs.

a. Sources.

Agricultural information in this Economic Supplement has been collected
- from flood plain farmers, local agricultural authorities, and N.Y.S. College

of Agriculture and Life Sciences at Cornell University. Local agricultural
authorities include: District Manager, Genesee County Soil and Water

*Conservation District; SCS District Conservationists for Genesee and Erie
County; New York State Cooperative Extension Regional field crop specialists.
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b. General Agricultural Characteristics.

(1) Agricultural Land Use

Agricultural land use within the SPF flood plain was estimated from
field surveys and interviews conducted in August 1978. The resulting pattern
of crop distributions within this flood zone is presented in tabular form in
Table B46. It is estimated that 19,065 acres were devoted to agriculture on
the flood plain in 1978. Of this total, 23 percent (4,425 acres) was not
cropped. The remaining 77 percent (14,640 acres) was distributed among seven
major crop categories: corn for silage, corn for grain, wheat (winter),
oats, buckwheat, hay, and miscellaneous cash crops.

Agricultural land on the flood plain has been distributed between (1) those
reaches located in Erie and Niagara Counties and (2) those reaches located in
Genesee County. Each area is characterized by distinct soil types with
distinct capabilities. While there is significant variation among flood
plain soils, the following soils predominate: the Genesee Silt Loam in
Genesee County; and Hamlin, Canandaigua, Raynham Silt Loam and Rhineback
Silty Clay Loam in Erie and Niagara Counties. Seventy-five percent of flood
plain agricultural land is located in Niagara and Erie Counties and 25 per-
cent of flood plain agricultural land is located in Genesee County.

(2) Crop Yields

Table B47 presents estimated crop yields for the principal crops grown
on the flood plain in 1978. These yields are weighted average yields for the
entire flood plain given the yields and the spatial distribution of the prin-
cipal soils on the flood plain.
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Table B46 - Distribution of Crops, by Acre

Crop :Corn- :Corn-: : :Buck-: :Pas-
Reach :Silage:Grain:Wheat:Oats :Wheat: Hay :ture :Misc(l) :Idle : Total.

T-3 : 70 : 25: 10: 10: : 215: 30: 360
T-4 : 60 : 15: 30: 60: 270: 70: 505
T-5 : 620 : 30: 20: 60: 180: 210: 50: 70 : 150: 1,390
T-6 : 700 : 10: 230: 520: : 470: 50: 100: 2,080
T-7 : 390 : 70: 150: 70: 375: 370: 1,425
T-8 : 540 : 400: 340: 270: : : 320: 1,870
T-9 : 350 : : 250: 50: 40: 105: : 300: 1,095
T-10 N E G L I G I B L E
RB-I : 40: : : : 20: : : 20: 60: 140
RB-2 : 90: : 30: : 20: 40: : 80: 50: 310
RB-3 : 60: : 30: : :340: 100: 345: : 875
RB-4 : 10 : : : 60: : 110: : 70 : : 250
M-1 : 100: : : : : : 50: : : 150
M-2 : 200: : : : 170: 50: : : : 420
M-3 : 550 : : : 300: : 200: 20: : : 1,070
M-4 : 200: : 60: : : 30: : : 290
M-5 : 450 : : 150: 100: 100: 250: : : : 1,050
M-6 : 450 : : 400: : 150: : . 1,000
T-11: 120 : 80: 40: NEG: 20: 20: 170: NEG: 195: 645
T-12: 40 : 15: NEG: : 40: 80: 45: 220
T-13: : : : : :

Lower: 765 : 190: 160: 40: 70: 110: 825: NEG: 950: 3,110
T-13: : : : : :
Upper: 220 : 40: 15: NEG: 10: 25: 70: NEG: 320: 700
A-i,: : : : : :
2, 3: 40: 10: NEG: -: -: -: -: -: 60: 110

Total:6,065 : 390:1,485:1,765:1,050:3,005:1,475: 880:2,950: 19,065

Per-: : : : : : :
cent: 32 : 2: 8: 9: 5: 16: 8: 5: 15: 100

(1) Negligible amounts of other crops are indicated for each reach where
appropriate.

SOURCE: Table III-1, Tonawanda Creek Watershed Agricultural Activity Study
Supplemental Report prepared by RECRA Research, Inc. & Wendel
Engineers.
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Current yields are weighted average yields obtained by flood plain farmers.
The extent to which current yields are depressed due to flooding conditions
in comparison to floodfree yields represents a cost to the farm owners and
operators. Flood free yields are weighted average yields which could be
obtained by flood plain farmers with elimination of the flood hazard.
Intensified yields are weighted average yields which could be obtained by
flood plain farmers with elimination of the flood hazard and intensified
management practices (additional production inputs). In accordance with
Principles and Standards, flood free yields have been used as the base to
calculate agricultural inundation reduction benefits. Intensified yields
only affect the calculation of future agricultural benefits under project
conditions.

Table B47 - Crop Yields of Principal Crops Grown
on the Flood Plain

Average Yield Per Acre (Units/Acre) (1)
Crop Current Flood Free Intensified

Corn, Silage 11.9 Tons 17.3 Tons 21.3 Tons

Corn, Grain 61.9 Bu. 92.5 Bu. 127.5 Bu.

Mixed Hay : 2.5 Tons 3.3 Tons 3.75 Tons

Winter Wheat 32.5 Bu. 46.3 Bu. 57.5 Bu.

Oats 49.4 Bu. 82.5 Bu. 102.5 Bu.

Buckwheat 10.5 Hundred Weight : 10.5 Hundred 10.5 Hundred
Z Weight Weight

(1) Weighted average yields reflect distribution of and crop yields for
flood plain agricultural land in Erie, Niagara, and Genesee Counties
based on predominate soil types on the flood plain in these counties.

(3) Crop Prices

In accordance with Principles and Standards, prices used in this report
are the 1976 normalized values provided by the Water Resources Council.
Crops not surveyed by the WRC, corn for silage, buckwheat, and winter wheat,
are based upon an average price received by local farmers in the 1973-1976
period. All prices are provided in Table B48.
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Table B48 - Prices of Principal Crops Grown
on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

Crop 1976 Prices
:$

Corn, silage 19.00 per Ton

Corn, grain 2.52 per Bushel

Hay, mixed 48.78 per Ton

Wheat, winter : 3.15 per Bushel

Oats : 1.65 per Bushel

Buckwheat 8.00 per Hundred Weight

SOURCE: Table 111-3 - Unit Prices, Tonawanda Creek Watershed Agricultural
Activity Study Supplemental Report prepared by RECRA Research, Inc.
and Wendel Engineers (1978), and Agricultural Price Standards, U.S.
Water Resource Council, Guideline 2 October 1977.

(4) Farm Schedules

The monthly flood free schedules of farm operations (Tables B49 through
B55) present data on variable production costs for agriculture on the flood
plain for each of the principal crops grown on the flood plain: corn for
silage, corn for grain, mixed hay, winter wheat, oats, miscellaneous crops,
and buckwheat. These costs were obtained through interviews of flood plain
farmers and local agricultural authorities.

The monthly schedules of farm operations show monthly crop loss with con-
sideration given to profit from a catch crop. If a crop is not totally
destroyed by a damaging flood, crop loss is a percent decline in yield as
specified on the individual crop schedules. For crops totally destroyed by a
damaging flood, crop loss is gross revenue minus unexpended variable produc-
tion cost minus profit from catch crop. Monthly crop loss values have been
weighted by the percent distribution of historical floods recorded at the
Alabama, NY gage on Tonawanda Creek. The resulting monthly damages summed
represent potential annual damage for an acre of each crop.
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c. Existing Agricultural Damages and Benefits.

Agricultural inundation damages presented in this report are based on
the concept of agricultural loss as previously defined. A weighted annual
agricultural loss value per composite acre of sown cropland for each reach
was calculated, with the weights being the percentage each crop is of total
sown cropland in the reach. A stage area curve for agricultural land, which
is defined as areas of sown cropland inundated from zero damage to SPF stage,
was developed for each reach. These relationships were developed from the
analysis of agriculture on the flood plain and by planimetering affected
areas on USGS topographic maps for the SPF and IRF, the 1960 flood, and bank-
full stage.

(1) Projected Growth of Agricultural Inundation Damages

The value of agricultural output on the flood plain has been rising and
it is projected to continue to rise over time. This represents a regional
component of a national secular trend of rising agricultural productivity and
output in the future, acknowledged by Cornell University School of
Agriculture and by the U. S. Water Resources Council OBERS projections,
Regional Economic Activity in the U. S.

The without project agricultural damages as well as the residual damages have

been estimated to grow at a rate of 2 percent per year from 1981-1985 in
accordance with Cornell University estimates. Both without and with project
damages have been appropriately discounted and are thus referred to as
equivalent average annual damages.

(2) Average Annual Agricultural Damages, Existing Conditions

Approximate agricultural damages for existing conditions by reach were
calculated by multiplying the area of affected cropland at each stage, by the
weighted annual loss value per composite acre of sown cropland in the reach.
An example of this calculation is presented in Tables B56 and B57. Other
agricultural damages, which include damages to fences, to farm access roads
and to machinery and equipment, have been estimated to be 15 percent of crop

-4damage beginning at I foot above the zero damage stage. Other agricultural
damages are included in the agricultural stage-damage curves. The resulting
products were then computer processed using the March 1979 version of
Expected Average Annual Damage Program from the Hydrologic Engineering Center
(HEC) to estimate "approximate" damage-frequency relationships for each
reach. For purposes of computing damages, the Standard Project Flood was
assigned an occurrence frequency of once in 1,000 years. The resulting
equivalent average annual damage with secular growth for each reach are pre-
sented in Table B58.

The agricultural damages produced by this process are termed "approximate"

because they underestimate agricultural damage. This is because the stage-
frequency curves are based on annual peaks. Field inspection indicates that
these curves understate frequency of growing season agricultural damage.
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(3) Average Annual Agricultural Damages, Improved Conditions

Residual average annual equivalent damages have been computed for the
Batavia Reservoir Compound Modified (BRCM) using improved stage-frequency

. values. Computation are based upon the March 1979 version of the Expected
Average Damage Program of the Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC). Table B58
presents the residual equivalent average annual agricultural inundation damages
for each reach in 1976 prices and updated to 1981 prices based upon 1978
agricultural land use.

(4) Average Annual Equivalent Agricultural Benefits, Existing Conditions

Existing equivalent average annual agricultural benefits (agri-
cultural inundation reduction benefits) are summarized in Table B58. The BRCM
is estimated to reduce average annual losses by $443,870 at June 1981 prices.
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Table B56 - Annual Agricultural Loss Calculation, Reach T-5

Weighted Annual
Existing Weighted : Damage for One

: Sown Cropland Annual Damage : Composite Acre
Crop : Acres : Percent :For Each Crop (1): Reach T-5

Corn, Silage : 620 : 52.1 : 58 : 30.2

Corn, Grain 30 2.5 : 57 1.4

Winter Wheat 20 1.7 : 81 : 1.4

Oats : 60: 5.0 40 : 2.0

Buckwheat 180 : 15.2 : 3 0.5

Hay, Mixed : 210 : 17.6 : 64 11.3

Misc. Crops : 70 : 5.9 : 200 11.8

Total : 1,190 : 100.0 : 58.6

(1) Dollars per acre from Tables S4 - SIO

Annual Damage for One Composite Acre of Cropland, Reach T-5 - 58.6
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Table B57 -Calculation of Average Annual Agricultural Damages, Reach T-5

:Weighted Annual
:Damage for One .Total

:Composite Acre Crop Land Agricultural
Stage ;Cropland, Reach T-5: (Acres) Damage

589.0 (1) 58.6 1,190 69,700

588.5 58.6 1,140 66,800

588.4 58.6 1,125 65,900

587.8 58.6 1,038 60,800

587.4 58.6 985 57,700

587.0 58.6 .915 53,600

586.4 58.6 800 46,900

586.0 58.6 725 42,500

585.4 58.6 .585 34,300

585.0 58.6 *490 28,700

584.4 .58.6 350 .20,500

584.0 58.6 .250 14,700

583.4 58.6 *100 5,900

583.0 58.6 .0 0

(1) The SPF Stage
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Table B58 - Summary of Existing Average Annual Equivalent Agricultural
Damages and Benefits (1978 Land Use Patterns)

BRCM
Existing : Residual Benefits Benefits

Reach : Damages Damages 1976 Prices : June 1981 Prices

T-i (1) (1) (1) (1)
T-2 (1) (1) (1) : (1)
T-3 : 2,580 210 : 2,370 3,400
T-4 . 140 : 20 130 : 190
T-5 29,580 6,480 23,090 33,160
T-6 112,340 41,630 70,710 : 101,540
T-7 32,670 7,370 25,300 : 36,330
T-8 79,770 22,390 57,380 82,400
T-9 53,910 13,110 40,790 : 58,570
T-10 :Negligible Amount of Cropland:
RB-1 1,340 490 860 1,230
RB-2 2,510 750 1,760 2,530
RB-3 47,940 : 15,640 32,300 " 46,380
RB-4 : 23,390 : 6,440 : 16,960 : 24,360
M-1 140 : 40 : 100 : 140
M-2 4,240 1,630 : 2,610 : 3,750
M-3 5,370 : 1,390 : 3,980 5,720
M-4 1,480 460 : 1,020 : 1,470
M-5 : 20,740 7,670 13,070 : 18,770
M-6 : 17,800 : 5,920 11,880 17,060
T-11 : 2,170 170 : 2,000 : 2,870
T-12 : 4,340 570 3,770 5,410
T-13L 28,590 : 29,580 -980 -1,410
T-13U : (2) (2) (2) : (2)
A-i (2) (2) (2) (2)
A-2 : (2) (2) (2) (2)
A-3 (2) (2) (2) (2)

Total 471,050 : 161,960 309,090 : 443,870

(1) Nonagricultural reaches
(2) These reaches are upstream of the upper dam.

NOTE: Totals may not add due to rounding.
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d. Future Agricultural Land Use and Benefits.

(1) Future Land Use

Analysis of cropping patterns in the Tonawanda Creek flood plain under
existing flooding conditions (Table B46) indicates that land subject to
flooding once in 3 years or more frequently, currently is used as pasture or
for production of buckwheat; both are low value uses. Land which is subject
to flooding less frequently is used for high value field and vegetable crops.
Flood plain farm owners, farm operators, and related regional agricultural
authorities (Soil Conservation Service personnel, local conservation district
personnel, and New York State Agricultural Extension Service field crop
specialists) indicate this land use pattern will be maintained under project
conditions.

Future land use patterns have been estimated using the reduction in flood
frequency as well as information collected from the above named agricultural
authorities. Table B59 presents a reach by reach illustration of: flood
event where damage begins under project conditions; total acres in pasture,
idle, and buckwheat; acres pasture, idle, and buckwheat shifted to higher use.
Future land use in the flood plain is shown in Table B60. It has been pro-
jected that 80 percent of flood free (existing condition) buckwheat, idle, and
pasture will be shifted to a higher use under project (improved) conditions.
This shift in land use is estimated to occur at a linear rate over the
10-year period, 1985 through 1994.

(2) Intensified Management

Based on information from flood plain farm owners and operators and the
above named agricultural authorities, land projected to shift upward in use
from pasture and buckwheat to high value crops has been projected to be
managed more intensively under project (improved) conditions. Additional
drainage measure, fertilizer, herbicides, and seed expenditures will result
in higher returns (profit per acre). Like the upward shift in land use, the
intensified management practices are projected to be implemented over the
10-year period 1985-1994 under project conditions.

(3) Intensified Farm Schedules

Monthly schedules of intensified operation (Tables B61 through B65) pre-
sent data on gross revenue, total variable production costs and crop loss for
each of the principal crops grown on the flood plain which are subject to
intensified management - corn for silage, corn for grain, mixed hay, winter
wheat and oats; buckwheat and miscellaneous crops have not been intensified.
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Table B59 - Shift of Flood Plain Land to Higher Use

Total Acres Pasture,
Flood Event Idle, Buckwheat Acres, Pasture,

Where Damage Begins : (Without Project : Idle, and Buckwheat
Reach : (Project Conditions) : Conditions) : Shifted to Higher Use

T-1 (1) : (1) : (1)~~~T-2 ():():()

T-3 : 18.0 year : 40 . 0
T-4 : 180.0 year . 70 : 0
T-5 : 4.4 year 380 : 304
T-6 : 1.4 year . 150 . 82
T-7 . 3.2 year . 440 : 352
T-8 : 1.8 year 660 : 418
T-9 . 2.6 year . 340 : 250
RB-I : 4.8 year : 80 : 64
RB-2 : 3.7 year : 70 : 56
RB-3 : 3.2 year 100 : 80
RB-4 : 3.8 year . 0 0
M-1 7.5 year 50 40
M-2 6.7 year 170 136
M-3 • 19.0 year : 20 : 16
M-4 : 6.5 year : 30 : 24
M-5 4.7 year 100 : 80
M-6 9.5 year 0 : 0
T-11 33.0 year 385 308
T-12 : 13.0 year : 85 : 68
T-13L : (2) : 1,845 : 1,476
T-13U : (3) . (3) : (3)
A-i (3) . (3) (3)
A-2 (3) (3) (3)
A-3 (3) : (3) . (3)

Total 5,015 3,754

(1) Nonagricultural reaches
(2) The clearing and snagging operation needed to assure safe operation of

the lower reservoir will increase channel capacity in reach T13-L from
about 500 cfs to 2,000 cfs under project conditions significantly
reducing flooding during the growing season.

(3) These reaches are located upstream of the upper dam.
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Table B60 - Future (Shifted) Distribution of Crops, by Acre

Crop :Corn- :Corn- : :Buck- :Mixed : Misc. : Pasture
Reach :Silage :Grain :Wheat Oats :Wheat : Hay : Crops : and Idle: Total

T-3 : 70 : 0 : 0 : 25 : 10: 10 : 215 : 30 360
T-4 : 60 : 15 : 30 : 60 : 0 : 270 : 0 : 70 : 505

T-5 : 806 : 42 : 55 : 95 : 36 : 246 : 70 : 40 : 1,390
T-6 : 749 : 13 : 240 : 530 : 0 : 480 : 0 : 68 : 2,080
T-7 : 604 : 14 : 112 : 191 : 14 : 416 : 0 : 74 : 1,425
T-8 : 796 : 16 : 49 : 449 : 125 : 318 : 0 : 117 : 1,870
T-9 : 502 : 10 : 280 : 79 : 10 : 134 : 0 : 80 : 1,095
T-10 : N E G L I G I B L E
RB-I : 78 : 2 : 8 : 8 : 4 : 8 : 20 : 12 : 140
RB-2 : 124 : 2 : 37 : 7 : 4 : 46 : 80 : 10 : 310
RB-3 : 109 : 3 : 40 : 9 : 0 : 349 : 345 : 20 : 875
RB-4 : 10 : 0 : 0 : 60 : 0 : 110 : 70 : 0 : 250
M-1 : 124 : 2 : 5 : 5 : 0 : 4 : 0 : 10 : 150
M-2 : 283 : 5 : 16 : 16 : 34 : 66 : 0 : 0 : 420
M-3 : 559 : 1 : 2 : 302 : 0 : 202 : 0 : 4 : 1,070

M-4 : 215 : 1 : 63 : 3 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 6 : 290
. M-5 : 499 : 3 : 160 : 109 : 20 : 259 : 0 : 0 : 1,050

M-6 : 450 : 0 : 400 : 0 : 0 : 150 : 0 : 0 : 1,000
T-11 : 250 : 88 : 66 : 26 : 4 : 46 : 92 : 73 : 645
T-12 : 68 : 17 : 6 : 6 : 0 : 6 : 100 : 17 : 220
T-13 : : : : : :

' Lower : 1,389 : 230 : 183 : 163 : 14 : 333 : 443 : 355 : 3,110
' ~~T-13 :: : : : :::

Upper : 220: 40: 15: NEG: 10: 25: NEG: 390 : 700
l ; ~A-1,:: : : : : :::

2, 3 : 40: 10 : NEG: - : - - : - : 60 : 110

Total : 8,005 : 514 :1,767 :2,143 : 285 :3,480 : 1,435 : 1,436 :19,065

Percent: 42 : 3 : 9 : 11 : 1 : 18 : 8 : 8 : 100
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(4) Future Agricultural Benefits

Future agricultural benefits attributed to the Tonawanda Creek are
increased profits less the increase in residual damages attributed to the
shift in land use and intensified farm management. Table B66 presents the
increase in gross profit, the increase in residual damages and the resulting
benefit attributed to the project in the future. The increase in gross pro-
fit as well as the increase in residual damages presented in Table B66 have
been estimated to grow at a rate of 2 percent per year for the period
1981-1995 in accordance with trend of rising agricultural output and produc-
tivity previously documented (p. B-96, Projected Growth of Agricultural Inun-
dation Damages). These benefits, as presented in Table B66, are projected to
accrue at a linear rate over a 10-year period (P0 - P10 ) and are
appropriately discounted at the project interest rate. The discounted
average annual benefits at 1981 price levels amount to $1,000,280.

Table B66 - Future Agricultural Benefits (June 1981 Prices)

: Discounted : Discounted : Future : Future
: Increase in : Increase in Agricultural : Agricultural
: Gross Profit :Residual Damages: Benefits Benefits

Reach : (1976 Prices): (1976 Prices) (1976 Prices) (1981 Prices)
: $ : $ :$ : $

TI-10 : 228,050 : 24,190 203,860 : 292,740

RB1-4 : 32,280 1,210 : 31,070 44,620

MI-6 : 45,460 2,090 43,370 62,280

Tll-13 : 484,150 : 65,880 : 418,270 600,640

Total : 789,940 93,370 : 696,570 : 1,000,280

e. Summary of Agricultural Benefits.

Table B67 summarizes estimated average annual agricultural benefits.
Construction of the BRCM would result in total agricultural benefits of
$1,444,200.
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Table B67 - Summary of Average Annual Agricultural Benefits
(June 1981 Prices)

BRCH

* Existing Conditions

" Inundation Reduction Benefits 443,900

Future Benefits

Shift in Land Use and Intensification
Benefits 1,000,300

Total Agricultural Benefits 1,444,200

For purposes of comparison equivalent average annual damage, annual net
income, and annual gross revenue per composite acre are presented in Table
B68.

Table B68 - Summary Values for Composite Acre

: June 1981 Prices
: $

Existing (Flood Free) Conditions

Equivalent Average Annual Existing Damages/Acre : 47

Annual Net Income per Acre 201

Annual Gross Revenue per Acre : 396

Future (Intensified) Conditions

Average Annual Future Benefits/Acre

( Gross Profit/Acre - Residual Damage/Acre): 58

Annual Net Income per Acre : 254

Annual Gross Revenue per Acre : 507

B-110
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f. Sensitivity Analysis.

As a sensitivity test, the without project agricultural damages, as well
as the residual damages, have been estimated to grow at a rate of 1.53 per-
cent per year from 1981-1985. The 1.53 percent annual growth rate used to
approximate secular growth was derived from OBERS (1972), Vol. I, Tables C2
and C7. Both without and with project damages have been appropriately dis-
counted and thus are equivalent average annual damages. Table B69 presents a
comparison of agricultural benefits with 2 percent and 1.53 percent secular
growth rates. Use of the latter would reduce total average annual benefits
by $84,300 or 2.6 percent of the original estimate.
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Table B69 - Comparison of Agricultural Benefits Varying Secular Growth

(June 1981 Prices, 7-5/8 Percent Interest Rate)

: Two Percent : 1.53 Percent
: Growth Rate : Growth Rate
: $ :$

Existing Inundation Reduction Benefits 443,900 421,700

Future Agricultural Benefits . 1,000,300 : 938,200

Total Agricultural Benefits : 1,444,200 1,359,900

Total Average Annual Benefits for BRCM 3,290,500 3,206,200

Total Average Annual Costs for BRCM 2,490,000 2,490,000

Net Benefits : 800,500 716,200

Benefit/Cost Ratio : 1.32 1.29

B-112
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B8. ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY

Table B70 presents a summary of average annual benefits, average annual
costs, net benefits and the benefit-cost ratio. Net benefits are $810,500,

* and the benefit-cost ratio is 1.33.

-1i
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Table B70 - Summary of Total Benefits
June 1981 Prices, 7-5/8 Percent Interest Rate
1985 Conditions of Development

: $
1. Existing Conditions

a. Agriculture Damage Reduction (1): 443,900

b. Urban Damage Reduction 1,676,600

c. Area Redevelopment -

d. Subtotal Existing Benefits 2,120,500

2. Future Conditions

a. Future Agricultural Benefits (1): 1,000,300

b. Future Urban . 179,700

c. Subtotal Future Benefits 1,180,000

3. Total Benefits for BRCM : 3,300,500

4. Average Annual Costs : 2,490,000

5. Net Benefits : 810,500

6. Benefit-Cost Ratio : 1.33

(1) Agricultural benefits reflect 1978 land use
patterns and June 1981 prices.
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BUFFALO METROPOLITAN AREA, NEW YORK
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT STUDY

TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED
INTERIM FLOOD MANAGEMENT STUDY

FINAL FEASIBILITY REPORT

APPENDIX C

COST ESTIMATES

FOR

ALTERNATIVE PLANS

4

U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Buffalo District

Buffalo, New York



FOREWORD

All estimates of costs presented in this appendix are based on December
1975 prices. All estimates of average annual costs are based on
100-year economic life and an interest rate of 6-1/8 percent per annum.
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Cl. NON-STRUCTURAL BASE PLAN

1. N.-S. Property Cost.

: Estimated : : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Purchase of Residential
Buildings (fee simple)
Attica through Alexander 0 each : $ 0
Batavia through Bushville : 74 : each : 2,960,000
Bushville to Hopkins Road : 15 each : 450,000
Hopkins Road to
Sweet Home Road 47 each : 1,880,000

Sweet Home Road to Con-
fluence with Ellicott Creek: 0 each : 0

Ransom and Black Creek : 4 : each : 180,000
Mud Creek : 0 : each : 0

PLAN SUBTOTAL : : $5,470,000

Property Acquisition (10% of
- -- Property Cost) : : 547,000

PLAN TOTAL : : $6,017,000

2. N.-S. Construction Cost.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity Unit : Cost

Floodproofing (residential)
Attica through Alexander : 20 : each : $ 63,100
Batavia through Bushville : 1891 each : 4,352,500
Bushville to Hopkins Road : 85 : each : 265,400
Hopkins Road to

Sweet Home Road : 358 : each : 923,000
Sweet Home to Confluence
with Ellicott Creek 1738 : each : 3,654,000

Ransom and Black Creek : 345 each : 796,300
Mud Creek : 70 : each : 182,400

PLAN SUBTOTAL : : $10,236,700

Cl



2. N.-S. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit Cost

Contingencies (25%) : : 2,559,200

PLAN SUBTOTAL : : : $12,795,900

Engineering & Design (10%) : 1,279,600
Supervision & Admin. (8.5%) , : 1087,600

PLAN TOTAL :$15,163,100

3. Summary of First Cost of N.-S. Base Plan.

Item . Amount

Total Property Cost . $ 6,017,000
Total Construction Cost . 15,163,100

GRAND TOTAL . $21,180,100

4. Average Annual Cost of N.-S. Base Plan.

Item Amount

Amortization (.0614) $ 1,300,500
Operation and Maintenance 1 i15,000

GRAND TOTAL : $ 1,415,500

C2

.
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C2. SIERKS RESERVOIR - LINDEN RESERVOIR

1. S.R.-L.R. Property Cost.

a. Sierks Reservoir.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) : 1,100 : acre : $ 550,000
Buildings (residential) : 26 Job : 910,000
Farms (plant and equip.): 7 : job : 700,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : $ 2,160,000

b. Linden Reservoir.

: Estimated : . Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) : 1,200 : acre • $ 600,000
Buildings (residential) : 23 : job : 805,000
Buildings (public and t
other) : 1 : job : 100,000

Farms (plant and equip.): 4 : job : 400,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : $ 1,905,000

c. S.R.-L.R. Plan.

Item Amount

S.R. Component Total $2,160,000
L.R. Component Total 1,905,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL $4,065,000

Property Acquisition (10Z of

Property Cost) : 406,500

PLAN TOTAL : $4,471,500

C3
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2. S.R.-L.R. Construction Cost.

a. Sierks Reservoir.

: Estimated : . Unit Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit Cost Cost

Care of Water 1 : l.s. :$ 158,000: $ 158,000
Clearing and Grubbing : 1 : 1.s. : 31,600: 31,600
Relocations (Rte. 98) 4.5 : mile 526,500: 2,369,250
Common Excavation : 181,500 : c.y. 2.50: 453,750
Stripping : 33,000 : s.y. 0.65: 21,450
Line Drilling : 20,500 : c.y. 5.25: 107,625
Rock Excavation : 173,000 : c.y. : 7.40: 1,280,200
Compacted Random Fill : 697,000 : c.y. : 2.50: 1,742,500
Compacted Filter and

Transition Material : 24,000 : c.y. : 10.00: 240,000
Rock Fill : 34,000 : c.y. : 26.30: 894,200
Unreinforced Concrete : 94,000 : c.y. : 100.00: 9,400,000
Reinforced Concrete : 16,300 : c.y. : 125.00: 2,037,500
Tainter Gates : 4 : each : 131,625: 526,500
Slide Gates : 10 : each : 63,180: 631,800
Service Bridge 1 : each : 94,770: 94,770
Miscellaneous Items : 1 : l.s. :$1,474,200:$ 1,474,200
Mobilization and

Demobilization : 1 : l.s. : 1,092,000: 1,092,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : :$22,939,345

b. Linden Reservoir.

: Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Relocation (cemetery) : 1 : 1.s. : 36,800: $ 36,800
Relocation (county ..

roads) : 1 : mile : 579,000: 579,100
Relocations (phone and :

power) : 1 : mile : 7,400: 7,400
Clearing and Grubbing : 103 : acre : 2,000: 206,000
Compacted Impervious

Fill : 350,000 : c.y. : 4.00: 1,400,000
Principal Spillway : 1 : l.s. : 4,393,000: 4,393,000
Mobilization and :

Demobilization : 1 : 1.s. : 331,000: 331,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : $6,953,300

C4
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2. S.R.-L.R. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

c. S.R.-L.R. Plan.

Item Amount

S.R. Component Total $22,939,345
L.R. Component Total .6,953,300

PLAN SUBTOTAL $29,892,600

Contingencies (15%) .4,483,900

PLAN SUBTOTAL $34,376,500

Engineering & Design (10%) 3,437,700
Supervision & Administration (7.5%) 2,578,200
Interest During Construction (6-1/8%) 2,105,600

PLAN TOTAL $42,498,000

3. Summary of First Cost for S.R.-L.R. Plan.

Item .Amount

Total Property Cost $ 4,471,500
Total Construction Cost 42,498,000

GRAND TOTAL $46,969,500

4. Average Annual Cost for S.R.-L.R. Plan.

Item . Amount

Amortization (.0614) $ 2,883,900
Operation and Maintenance 100.000

GRAND TOTAL $ 2,983,900

CS
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C3. SIERKS RESERVOIR - ALABAMA RESERVOIR COMPOUND

1. S.R.-A.R.C. Property Cost.

a. Sierks Reservoir.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) 1,100 : acre • $ 550,000
Buildings (residential) 26 : job 910,000
Farms (plant and equipment) : 7 : job : 700,000

COMPONENT TOTAL $2,160,000

b. Alabama Reservoir Compound.

: Estimated : : Estimated

Item : Quantity : Unit Cost

Land (fee simple) 45 : acre " $ 22,500
Land (easements) 5,500 : acre : 550,000
Buildings (residential) : 9 : job 315,000
Buildings (public and other) : 1 : job : 50,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : $ 937,500

c. S.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

S.R. Component Total : $2,160,000
A.R.C. Component Total 937,500

PLAN SUBTOTAL $3,097,500

Property Acquisition (10Z of
Property Cost) . 309, 800

PLAN TOTAL : $3,407,300

. . , -.-



2. S.R.-A.R.C. Construction Cost.

a. Sierks Reservoir.

: Estimated : : Unit :Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost Cost

Care of Water : 1 : l.s. :$ 158,000:$ 158,000
Clearing and Grubbing 1 : 1.s. : 31,600: 31,600
Relocations (Rte. 98) 4.5 : mile : 526,500: 2,369,250
Common Excavation : 181,500 : c.y. : 2.50 : 453,750
Stripping : 33,000 : s.y. : 0.65 : 21,450
Line Drilling : 20,500 : c.y. : 5.25 : 107,625

* Rock Excavation : 173,000 : c.y. : 7.40 : 1,280,200
Compacted Random Fill : 697,000 : c.y. : 2.50 : 1,742,500
Compacted Filter and
Transition Material 24,000 c.y. : 10.00 : 240,000

Rock Fill : 34,000 : c.y. : 26.30 : 894,200
Unreinforced Concrete : 94,000 : c.y. : 100.00 : 9,400,000
Reinforced Concrete : 16,300 : c.y. : 125.00 : 2,037,500
Tainter Gates : 4 : each : 131,625: 526,500
Slide Gates 10 : each : 63,180: 631,800
Service Bridge 1 : each : 94,770: 94,770
Miscellaneous Items : 1 : l.s. : 1,474,200: 1,474,200
Mobilization and :

Demobilization 1 : l.s : 1,092,000: 1,092,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : :$22,939,345

b. Alabama Reservoir Compound.

: Estimated : : Unit :Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Relocations (highways) : l.s. :$ 613,000:$ 613,000
Clearing and Grubbing : 107 : l.9. : 2,000: 214,000
Stripping : 256,500 : s.y. : 0.65 : 166,725
Compacted Random Fill :2,143,000 : c.y. : 2.50 : 5,357,500
Reinforced Concrete for •

Inlet and Principal
Spillways Structure : : l.s. : 1,118,900: 1,118,900

Seeding, Fertilizing and
Mulching : 108 : acre : 1,100: 118,800

Common Excavation : 812,000 : c.y. : 2.50 : 2,030,000
Mobilization and :

Demobilization : l.s. : 481,000: 481,000

S COMPONENT TOTAL : : : :$10,099,925

C7
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c. S.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

S.R. Component Total $22,939,300

A.R.C. Component Total 10,099,900

PLAN SUBTOTAL $33,039,200

Contingencies (15%) 4,955,900

PLAN SUBTOTAL $37,995,100

Engineering & Design (10%) : 3,799,500
Supervision & Administration (7.5%) 2,849,600
Interest During Construction (6-1/8%) 2,327,200

PLAN TOTAL : $46,971,400

3. Sunmary of First Cost for S.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

Total Property Cost $ 3,407,300
Total Construction Cost 46,971,400

GRAND TOTAL $ 50,378,700

4. Average Annual Cost for S.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

Amortization (.0614) $ 3,093,300
Operation and Maintenance 100,000

- GRAND TOTAL $ 3,193,300

C8



C4. ALEXANDER RESERVOIR

1. A.R. Property Cost.

: Estimated : Estimated

Item : Quantity : Unit Z Cost

Land (fee simple) : 945 : acre $ 472,500

Building (residential) 8 : Job 280,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL . $ 752,500

Property Aquisition (10%
of Property Cost) . : 75,300

PLAN TOTAL : : $ 827,800

2. A.R. Construction Cost.

:Estimated: : Unit : Estimated
Item :Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Earth Dam
Clearing & Grubbing 25 : acre :$2,000.00 :$ 50,000
Stripping : 106,000 : s.y. 0.65 : 68,900
Common Excavation : 104,000 : c.y. 2.50 : 260,000
Compacted Random Fill : 342,700 : c.y. 2.50 856,750
Compacted Impervious Fill: 143,200 : c.y. 4.00 : 572,800
Compacted Filter and :
Transition Material : 80,500 : c.y. : 10.00 : 805,000

Seeding, Fertilizing and : :
Mulching : 117,200 : s.y. 0.23 : 26,956
Access Roadway (top of : :

dam) : 11,200 : s.y. 7.85 : 87,920
Access Roadway (guard : :
rail) : 11,000 : l.f. 7.50 : 82,500

SUBTOTAL : :$2,810,826

Principal Outlet Works
Common Excavation 30,000 : c.y. :$ 2.50 :$ 75,000
Compacted Select Fill 9,825 : c.y. 4.00 : 39,300
Concrete (structural) : 7,514 : c.y. : 150.00 : 1,127,100

, * .
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2. A.R. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: : Unit : Estimated

Item :Quantity Unit : Cost : Cost

Concrete (reinforced) : 381 : c.y. 125.00 : 47,625
Concrete (unreinforced) : 3,868 c.y. : 100.00 : 386,800
Tainter Gates &
Anchorage :365,387 : lbs. : 1.50 : 548,080

Tainter Gate Machinery : 5 : ea. : 30,000.00 : 150,000
Tainter Gate Housing 6 : ea. : 7,200.00 : 43,200
Stop Logs (One Set) : l.s. : 95,000
Steel Sheet Piling : 5,935 : s.f. : 8.00 : 47,480
Electrical Facilities : : 1.s. : : 185,000
Service Bridge : 5 : ea. : 4,350.00 : 21,750

SUBTOTAL :$2,766,335

Channels : :
Common Excavation : 35,900 : c.y. : 2.50 : 89,750
24" Riprap with Bedding : 5,500 : s.y. 35.30 : 194,150

SUBTOTAL : : : :$ 283,900

Railroad Floodgate
Common Excavation : 3,260 : c.y. 2.50 : 8,150
Compacted Select Fill : 1,430 : c.y. : 4.00 : 5,720
Concrete (reinforced) : 1,920 : c.y. 125.00 : 240,000
Floodgate & Guides : 25,650 : lbs. : 1.50 : 38,475
Floodgate Machinery : : l.a. : : 20,000
Machinery Housing : : l.a. : : 10,000
Steel Sheet Piling : 3,290 : s.f. : 8.00 : 26,320
Track Relocation : : 6,000
Electrical Facilities : l.s. : : 50,000
Service Bridge : : l.a. : 2.500

o SUBTOTAL :$ 407,165

Highway Relocation : 2,700 : s.y. : 7.85 : 21,165
Bridge Relocation : : l.a. : : 34,400
Care of Water : : l.a. : 00,000
Mobilization and
Preparatory Work : l.a. : : 325,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL * : : :$6,748,821

Contingencies (20%) : : : 1,349,800

PLAN SUBTOTAL : : : :$8,098,600

C10
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2. A.R. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: :Unit :Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit : Cost Cost

Engineering & Design (10%) *809,900

Supervision & Adminis-
tration (95% 769,400

PLAN TOTAL .:$9, 677,900

3. Suvanary of First Cost for A.R. Plan.

Item .Amount

Total Property Cost : $ 827,800
Total Construction Cost . 9,677,900

GRAND TOTAL . $10,505,700

4. Average Annual Cost for A.R. Plan.

Item .Amount

Amortization (.0614) : $ 645,600
Operation and Maintenance .50,000

GRAND TOTAL : $ 695,000
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C5. BATAVIA RESERVOIR COMPOUND

1. B.R.C. Property Cost.

a. Upper Reservoir.

: Estimated : : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit . Cost

Land (fee simple) : 945 : acre . $ 472,500
Buildings (residential) 8 job : 280,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : $ 752,500

b. Lower Reservoir.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (easements for
reservoir) : 3,900 : acre . $ 390,000

Land (easements for
emergency spillway) : 1,730 : acre : 173,000

Buildings (residential) : 32 : job . 1,120,000
Farms (plant and equip.) 3 : job : 300,000
Sand and Gravel Operations: :

(plant and equipment) 1 : job : 100,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : $2,083,000

c. B.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

U.R. Component Total : $ 752,500
L.R. Component Total 2,083,000

COMPONENT TOTAL $2,835,500

Property Acquisition (10 of
Property Cost) 283,600

PLAN TOTAL $3,119,100
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2. B.R.C. Construction Cost.

a. Upper Reservoir.

:Estimated: : Unit :Estimated

Item :Quantity Unit : Cost Cost

Earth Dam and Emergency

Spillway
Clearing & Grubbing 25 acre :$2,000.00 :$ 50,000
Stripping 83,300 s.y. .65 54,145
Comon Excavation 94,800 c.y. : 2.50 237,000
Compacted Random Fill 156,500 c.y. : 2.50 391,250
Compacted Impervious
Fill 118,200 c.y. 4.00 472,800

Compacted Filter and
Transition Material 87,500 : c.y. 10.00 875,000

18" Riprap 91,100 : s.y. 17.00 : 1,548,700
Seeding, Fertilizing,
Mulching 57,300 s.y. .23 13,179

Access Roadway (top
of dam) 11,560 s.y. 7.85 90,746

Access Roadway (guard
rail) 10,000 l.f. 7.50 : 75,000

SUBTOTAL :$3,807,820

Principal Outlet Works
Common Excavation 8,625 : c.y. 2.50 :$ 21,562
Compacted Select Fill 1,175 : c.y. 4.00 4,700
Concrete (reinforced) 1,839 : c.y. 125.00 229,875
Fixed Wheel Sluice
Gates and Misc.
Fabrications 45,000 lbs. :$ 1.50 :$ 68,250

Sluice Gate Electric
Lift : 5 ea. : 5,000.00 25,000
Stop Logs (one set) 1.s. : : 10,000
Steel Sheet Piling 2,780 : s.f. : 8.00 22,240
24" Riprap with Bedding 1,105 : s.y. : 35.30 39,007
Electrical Facilities : l.s. : 85,000
Common Excavation

(outlet channel) 19,800 : c.y. 2.50 : 49,500

SUBTOTAL $555,134
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2. B.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

a. Upper Reservoir (Cont'd)

:Estimated: : Unit :Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit : Cost : Cost

Railroad Floodgate
Common Excavation 2,370 c.y. : 2.50 5,925
Compacted Select Fill 1,023 c.y. 4.00 4,092
Concrete (reinforced) 1,304 c.y. 125.00 : 163,000
Floodgate & Guides 19,000 lbs. 1.50 28,500
Floodgate Machinery :l.s. 20,000
Machinery Housing : l.s. 10,000
Steel Sheet Piling 3,290 : s.f. 8.00 26,320
Track Relocation : l.s. 6,000
Electrical Facilities : l.s. : 50,000
Service Bridge : l.s. 2,500

SUBTOTAL :$ 316,337

Highway Relocation 2,700 : s.y. 7.85 21,195
Bridge Relocation : l.s. : 34,400
Care of Water : 1.s. 100,000
Mobilization and
Preparatory Work . l.s. : 250,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : :$5,084,886

b. Lower Reservoir.

;Estimated: Unit :Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Earth Dam : .

Clearing & Grubbing 29 acre $2,000.00 :$ 58,000
Stripping : 187,000 : s.y. .65 121,550
Common Excavation : 219,000 : c.y. 2.50 547,500
Compacted Random Fill : 350,000 : c.y. 2.50 : 875,000
Compacted Impervious :
Fill 284,000 c.y. 4.00 : 1,136,000

Compacted Filter and :
Transition Material : 160,000 c.y. 10.00 1,600,000
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2. B.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

b. Lower Reservoir. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: Unit :Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit Cost Cost

Seeding, Fertilizing
and Mulching 197,000 s.y. $ 0.23 :$ 45,310

Access Roadway (top
of dam) 13,400 : s.y. 7.85 105,190

Access Roadway (guard :
rail) : 12,000 l.f. 7.50 : 90,000

SUBTOTAL :$4,578,550

Emergency Spillway
Common Excavation : 195,000 : c.y. 2.50 : 487,500
Compacted Random Fill : 10,000 : c.y. 2.50 : 25,000
Seeding, Fertilizing
and Mulching 224,000 : s.y. : 0.23 : 51,520

Highway Relocation 3,320 : l.f. : 50.00 : 166,000

SUBTOTAL : : :$ 730,020

Ellicott St. Culvert
Common Excavation 2,650 : c.y. : 2.50 : 6,625
Concrete (reinforced) 30 : c.y. 125.00 : 3,750
Concrete Pipe (72"
diam.) : 97 : l.f. : 140.00 : 13,580

Sluice Gate : l.s. : 17,000

SUBTOTAL :$ 40,955

Principal Outlet Works
Common Excavation : 2,900 : c.y. : 2.50 : 7,250
Compacted Select Fill : 860 : c.y. 4.00 : 3,440
Concrete (reinforced) 1,391 : c.y. : 125.00 : 173,875
Fixed Wheel Sluice
Gates and Misc.
Fabrications 37,400 : lbs. : 1.50 56,100
Sluice Gate Electric
Lift 4 : ea. 5,000.00 : 20,000
Stop Logs (one set) : .s. : : 10,000
Steel Sheet Piling 4,400 : s.f. : 8.00 35,200
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2. B.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

b. Lower Reservoir. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: Unit :Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit Cost Cost

* 24" Riprap with
Bedding . 1,222 s.y. 35.30 43,136

Electrical
*-Facilities 1.s. . 50,000

SUBTOTAL : .$ 399,001

Railroad Floodgate
Coummon Excavation 2,370 :c.y. 2.50 : 5,925
Compacted Select Fill 1,023 :c.y. 4.00 : 4,092
Concrete (reinforced) : 1,304 :c.y. : 125.00 : 163,000
Floodgate & Guides 19,000 :lbs. 1.50 : 28,500
Floodgate Machinery : l.S. : . 20,000
Machinery Housing : l.s. 1 O00
Steel Sheet Piling 3,290 :s.f. 8.00 : 26,320

*Track Relocation l .8. :6,000
Electrical Facilities : l.a.. 84,000
Service Bridge . ~. :. 2,500

SUBTOTAL :$ 350,337

Care of Water l.a.. 200,000
Mobilization and
Preparatory Work . ~.: 325,000
Clearing and Snagging 8 :mile 13,500.00 108,000

COMPONENT TOTAL 8 mile :13,500.00 :$6,731,863

c. B.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

U.R. Component Total $ 5,084,900
L.R. Component Total .6,731,900

PLAN SUBTOTAL $11,816,800
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2. B.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

C. B.R.C. Plan (Cont'd)

-. -Item Amount

Contingencies (15%) $ 1,772,500

PLAN SUBTOTAL .$13,589,300

Engineering and Design (10%) .1,358,900

Supervision and Administration (8.5%) :1,155,100
Interest During Construction (6-1/8%) :832,300

PLAN TOTAL .$16,935,600

3. Summary of First Cost for B.R.C. Plan.

Item .Amount

Total Property Cost $ 3,119,100
Total Construction Cost 16,935,600

GRAND TOTAL $20,054,700

4. Average Annual Cost for B.R.C. Plan.

Item .Amount

Amortization (.0614) .$ 1,232,000
Operation and Maintenance .100,000

GRAND TOTAL $ 1,332,000
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C6. BATAVIA RESERVOIR

1. B.R. Property Cost.

: Estimated : : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) : 6,460 : acres : $3,230,000
Land (easements) : 1,730 : acres : 173,000
Land (extinguishment of

mineral rights) 100 : acres : 350,000
Buildings (residential) : 82 : job . 2,870,000
Structures (radio station) : 1 : job 50,000
Structures (pipeline sta.) 1 : job 1 100,000
Farms (Plant & Equipment) : 7 : job : 700,000
Sand and Gravel Operations :

(plant equipment) : : Job 400,000

Relocations
Power Line (9,000 ft.) : 1 : job 735,300
Settling Lagoon Compound : 1 : job 50,000
Private Recreation
Facility 1 : job : 40,000

Elevation of 3 miles of
County Roads (includes : :
24 ft. culvert) 1I : job : 100,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL $8,798,300

Property Acquisition (10Z
of Property Cost) : 879,800

PLAN TOTAL $9,678,100

2. B.R. Construction Cost.

: Estimated : : Unit :Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Earth Dam
Clearing & Grubbing 40 : acre :$ 2,000.00:$ 80,000
Stripping : 390,200 : s.y. : 0.65: 253,630
Common Excavation : 434,600 : c.y. : 2.50: 1,086,500
Compacted Random Fill :1,066,100 : c.y. : 2.50: 2,665,250

Compacted Impervious Fill : 583,600 : c.y. : 4.00: 2,334,400
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2. B.R. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

: Estimated : Unit :Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost Cost

Compacted Filter and
Transition Material : 326,500 : c.y. : 10.00: 3,265,000

Seeding, Fertilizing and :
Mulching : 585,400 s.y. 0.23: 134,642

Access Roadway (top of
dam) : 13,400 : s.y. : 7.85: 105,190

Access Roadway (top of
rail) : 14,000 l.f. : 1.50: 105,000

SUBTOTAL : : : :$10,029,612

Emergency Spillway
Common Excavation 256,900 : c.y. : 2.50: 642,250
Compacted Impervious Fill : 44,400 : c.y. : 4.00: 177,600
Compacted Filter and :
Transition Material : 18,400 : c.y. : 10.00: 184,000

18" Riprap : 35,900 : c.y. : 17.00: 610,300
Seeding, Fertilizing and

" Mulching : 81,500 : s.y. : 0.23: 18,745
Highway Relocation : 2,700 : l.f. : 50.00: 135,000

SUBTOTAL 4 :$ 1,767,895

Ellicott St. Culvert
Common Excavation : : c.y. : 2.50:
Concrete (reinforced) : : c.y. : 125.00:
Concrete Pipe (72" diam.) : : l.f. : 140.00:
Sluice Gate 1.s.

SUBTOTAL : : : :$ 49,800

Principal Outlet Works
Common Excavation : : c.y. : 2.50:
Compacted Select Fill : : c.y. : 4.00:
Concrete (reinforced) : : c.y. : 125.00:
Fixed Wheel Sluice Gates :
and Misc. Fabrications : : lbs. : 1.50:

Sluice Gate Electric Lift : : ea. : 5,000.00:
Stop Logs (one set) : : 1.s.
Steel Sheet Piling : : s.f. : 8.00:
24" Riprap with Bedding : : s.y. : 35.30:
Electrical Facilities : : l.s.

SUBTOTAL :$ 454,000
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2. B.R. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

: Estimated : : Unit :Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Railroad Floodgate
Common Excavation : c.y. : $ 2.50 :
Compacted Select Fill : c.y. : 4.00 :
Concrete (reinforced) : c.y. : 125.00 :
Floodgate & Guides : lbs. : 1.50 :
Floodgate Machinery : : l.s.
Machinery Housing : : l.s.
Steel Sheet Piling : : s.f. 8.00
Track Relocation : : l.s.
Electrical Facilities : l.s.
Service Bridge

SUBTOTAL $ 564,000

Care of Water : l.s. : : 200,000
Mobilization and

Preparatory Work : l.s. 650,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL : $13,715,300

Contingencies (15%) : 2,057,300

PLAN SUBTOTAL : $15,772,600

Engineering & Design (10%) : : : : 1,577,300
Supervision & Administration:

(8.25%) : 1,301,200
Interest During Construction: :

(6-1/8%) : : : 966,100

PLAN TOTAL : : : : $19,617,200

3. Summary of First Cost for B.R. Plan.

Item . Amount

Total Property Cost : $ 9,678,100
Total Construction Cost 19,617,200

GRAND TOTAL : $29,295,300
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4. Average Annual Cost for B.R. Plan.

Item mount

Amortization (.0614) . $1,798,700

Operation & Maintenance 50,000

GRAND TOTAL . $1,848,700
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C7. BATAVIA RESERVOIR - ALABAMA RESERVOIR COMPOUND

1. B.R.-A.R.C. Property Cost.

a. Batavia Reservoir.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) : 6,460 : acre : $ 3,230,000
Land (easements) : 1,730 : acre 173,000
Land (extinguishment of :
mineral rights) 100 : acre 350,000

Buildings (residential) : 82 : job 3,870,000
Structures (radio

station) 1 : job 50,000
Structures (pipeline

station) : 1 job : 100,000
Farms (plant & equip.) : 7 : job : 700,000
Sand & Gravel Operations:

(plant & equipment) : 4 : job : 400,000
Relocations

Power Line (9,000 ft.): 1 : job : 735,300
Settling Lagoon

Compound : 1 : job : 50,000
Private Recreation %

Facility : 1 : job : 40,000
Elevation of 3 miles

of County Roads
includes 24 ft.
culvert) : 100,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : $8,798,300

b. Alabama Reservoir Compound.

: Estimated : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) : 45 : acre : 22,500
Land (easement) 5500 : acre : 550,000
Buildings (residential) : 9 : job : 315,000
Buildings (public &

other) 1 : : 50,000

COMPONENT SUBTOTAL : :937,500
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c. B.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

B.R. Component Total : $ 8,798,300

A.R.C. Component Total 937,500

COMPONENT SUBTOTAL $ 9,735,800

Property Acquisition (10% of
Property Cost) : 973,600

PLAN TOTAL $10,709,400

2. B.R.-A.R.C. Construction Cost.

a. Batavia Reservoir.

Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Earth Dam
Clearing & Grubbing : 40 : acre :$2,000.00:$ 80,000
Stripping : 390,200 : s.y. : 0.65: 253,630
Common Excavation : 434,600 : c.y. : 2.50: 1,086,500
Compacted Random Fill : 1,066,100 : c.y. : 2.50: 2,665,250
Compacted Impervious :

Fill : 583,600 : c.y. : 4.00: 2,334,400
Compacted Filter and :

Transition Material : 326,500 : c.y. : 10.00: 3,265,000
Seeding, Fertilizing

and Mulching : 585,400 : s.y. : 0.23: 134,642
Access Roadway (top

of dam) 13,400 : s.y. : 7.85: 105,190
Access Roadway

(guard rail) : 14,000 : l.f. : 1.50: 105,000

SUBTOTAL : : : :$I0,029,612

Emeraency Spillway :
Common Excavation : 256,900 : c.y. : 2.50: 642,250
Compacted Impervious :

Fill : 44,400 : c.y. : 4.00: 177,600
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2. B.R.-A.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

a. Batavia Reservoir. (Cont'd)

: Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Compacted Filter and
Transition Material 18,400 : c.y. : 10.00: 184,000

18" Riprap : 35,900 : s.y. : 17.00: 610,300
Seeding, Fertilizing and
Mulching . 81,500 : s.y. : 0.23: 18,745

Highway Relocation : 2,700 : l.f. : 50.00: 135,000

SUBTOTAL : . :$ 1,767,895

Ellicott St. Culvert
Common Excavation : c.y. : 2.50:
Common (reinforced) : : c.y. : 125.00:
Concrete Pipe (72") : : l.f. : 140.00:

410% Sluice Gate : l.s. :

SUBTOTAL : : :$ 49,800

Principal Outlet Works
Common Excavation : : c.y. : 2.50:
Compacted Select Fill : : c.y. : 4.00:
Concrete (reinforced) : : c.y. : 125.00:
Fixed Wheel Sluice

Gates & Misc.
Fabrications : : lbs. : 1.50:

Sluice Gate
Electric Lift : :

Stop Logs (one set) : : l.s.
Steel Sheet Piling : : s.f. : 8.00:
24" Riprap with Bedding : : s.y. : 35.30:
Electrical Facilities : : 1.s.

SUBTOTAL : : : :$ 454,400

Railroad Floodgate : :
Common Excavation : : c.y. : 2.50:
Compacted Select Fill . : c.y. : 4.00:
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2. B.R.-A.R.C. Construction Cost. (Cont'd)

. -'.":: a. Batavia Reservoir. (Cont'd)

: Estimated : : Unit Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Concrete
(reinforced) : c.y. : 125.00:

Floodgate & Guides : : lbs. : 1.50:
Floodgate Machinery : : 1.s.
Machinery Housing : : 1.. :
Steel Sheet Piling : s.f. : 8.00:
Track Relocation : l.s.
Electrical
Facilities : 1.s. :

Service Bridge : : 1.a. :_:

SUBTOTAL : : :$ 564,000

Care of Water 1 : l.s. : : 200,000
Mobilization and

Preparatory Work : : l.s. : : 650,000

*! COMPONENT TOTAL : : : :$13,715,700

b. Alabama Reservoir Compound.

: Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Relocations (highway) : : l.s. :$ 613,000:$ 613,000
Clearing and Grubbing : 107 : acre : 2,000: 214,000
Stripping : 256,500 : s.y. : 0.65: 166,725
Compacted Random Fill : 2,143,000 : c.y. : 2.50: 5,357,500
Reinforced Concrete : :

for Inlet and Outlet:
Structures : : 1.s. :1,118,900: 1,118,900

Seeding, Fertilizing
& Mulching : 108 : acre : 1,100: 118,800

Common Excavation : 812,000 : c.y. : 2.50: 2,030,000
Mobilization and

" Demobilization : : l.s. : 481,000: 481,000

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : :$10,099,925
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c. B.R. - A.R.C. Plan.

Item . Amount N

B.R. Component Total . $13,715,700
A.R.C. Component Total 10,099,900

PLAN SUBTOTAL : $23,815,600

Contingencies (15%) : 3,572,300

PLAN SUBTOTAL $27,387,900

Engineering & Design (10%) 2,738,800
Supervision & Administration (7.5%) 2,054,100
Interest During Construction (6-1/8%) :1677,500

PLAN TOTAL $33,858,300

3. Summary of First Cost of B.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

Total Property Cost $10,709,400
Total Construction Cost 33t858,300

GRAND TOTAL $44,567,700

4. Average Annual Cost of B.R.-A.R.C. Plan.

Item Amount

Amortization (.0614) $ 2,736,500
Operation & Maintenance 1 i00,000

" •GRAND TOTAL $ 2,836,500
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C8. BATAVIA PROJECT MODIFICATION

1. B.P.M. Property Cost.

: Estimated : : Estimated

Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost

Land (fee simple) job : $ 300,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL : 300,000

Property Acquisition
10% of Property Cost) : 30,000

PLAN TOTAL : $ 330,000

2. B.P.M. Construction Cost.

: Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Relocations
Removal of Existing

Pavement : 1,500 : s.y. : 1.30 : $ 1,950
Headwalls : 10 : c.y. : 1.00 : 1,000
Manholes : 2 : each : 1,050 : 2,100
12-inch Sluice Gate 3 : each : 315 : 945
15-inch Sluice Gate 1 : each : 525 : 525
36-inch Sluice Gate 1 : each : 950 : 950
36-inch Culvert : 150 : l.f. : 18.40 : 2,760
36-inch Automatic Drain- :

age Gate : 3 : each : 525 : 1,575
Gravel Base 520 : c.y. : 5.25 : 2,730
Asphalt Co:crete 170 : ton :13.20 : 2,244
Raise Manhole 1 : each " 315 : 315
Manhole 2 : each : 525 : 1,050
Manhole 1 : each :1,050 : 1,050

SUBTOTAL : : $19,194

Channels
Clearing and Grubbing : : i.a. : : 84,000
Excavation : 140,000 : c.y. 2.50 : 350,000
Compacted Fill : 2,300 : c.y. : 2.50 : 5,750
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2. B.P.M. Construction Cost.

: Estimated : : Unit : Estimated
Item : Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

Dumped Riprap: 19,100 : c.y. : 14.20 : 271,200
Gravel Bedding Course 8,050 : c.y. : 10.00 : 80,500

* SUBTOTAL $791,450

Levees
Excavation for Embankment: 4,400 : c.y. : 2.50 : 11,000

" Embankment : 23,600 : c.y. : 2.50 : 59,000
Dumped Riprap: 1,470 : c.y. : 13.20 : 19,404
Gravel Bedding Course : 550 : c.y. : 10.00 : 5,500
Seeding and Fertilizing : 3 : acre : 1,100 : 3,300

SUBTOTAL : $ 98,204

Mobilization and
Demobilization . 50,000

PLAN SUBTOTAL : : 958,848

Contingencies (20Z) : 191,800

* PLAN SUBTOTAL : : :1,150,600

. Engineering & Design(10%): : 115,000
Supervision & Administra-:

tion (10) 1 : : 115,000

PLAN TOTAL :1,380,600

3. Summary of First Cost for B.P.M. Plan.

Item Amount

Total Property Costs $ 330,000
Total Construction Costs 1,380,600

GRAND TOTAL $ 1,710,600
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4. Average Annual Cost f or B.P.M. Plan.

Item .Amount

Amortization (.0614) . 105,000
*Operation and Maintenance 25,000

* GRAN~D TOTAL $ 130,000
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SECTION I - GENERAL

D1. INTRODUCTION

Several multiple purpose and/or flood management reservoirs and a local pro-
tection project were considered for reduction of flood damages in Tonawanda
Creek Watershed. Several reservoir sites and combinations of sites were
studied and the most promising one, the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified), is discussed in detail in this appendix. The location of each
considered improvement is shown on Plate 5 of the Main Report.

The Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified), the Recommended Plan, would consist
of a combination of two shallow detention reservoirs arranged in series. The
reservoirs would be located within the flood plain between the village of
Alexander and the city of Batavia. They are referred to as the upper reser-
voir and lower reservoir in this appendix. A detailed description of each
reservoir and a plan of operation are contained in Section 4 of the Main
Report. The location of each reservoir is shown on Plate D1. All elevations
shown in this appendix are referred to United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey datum. The selected plan is a regional protection plan that would
reduce existing tangible average annual flood damages by approximately 74
percent; 20 percent in the Erie Plain that includes the city of Batavia and
54 percent in the Huron Plain.
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SECTION II - UPPER RESERVOIR

D2. UPPER RESERVOIR EMBANKMENT AND EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

The upper embankment would be located approximately 200 feet downstream of
. "the Conrail Railroad embankment, formerly the Erie-Lackawanna embankment.
" The embankment would stretch 5,450 feet across the Tonawanda Creek valley to

within a short distance from the hamlet of North Alexander. The location
selected for the embankment has two advantages: the area to be occupied by

the embankment is presently cleared of substantial vegetation and its near-

ness to the existing railroad embankment allows this embankment to blend in
with the surrounding area, providing minimum disruption of transportation
facilities and land utilization. The location for the upper reservoir
embankment is shown on Plate Dl.

The embankment would be designed to function as an emergency spillway with a
top elevation of 922.5 in order to satisfy hydraulic requirements for the
reservoir. Approximately 3.2 feet of water would flow over the embankment
during a Probable Maximum Flood assuming a maximum pool elevation of 925.7.

A typical cross section for the upper embankment is shown on Plate D2. The
section was conservatively developed with I vertical on 3 horizontal side-
slopes. A conservative development process was followed because of the lack
of geotechnical information pertaining to the site. The design of the cross
section will be modified when more is known of the existing conditions. A
10-foot top width was utilized for most of the upper embankment in an effort
to develop the most cost effective recommendation. The geotechnical design
of the upper embankment is discussed in Appendix E, paragraph E5.2.

A principal outlet works, consisting of several gated conduits, would be
constructed through the upper embankment. The outlet works are discussed in
detail under paragraph D3.

A 16-foot wide access roadway would be provided along a portion of the top of
the upper embankment. A 20-foot top width would be necessary to accommodate
the access road. The access roadway is discussed in more detail under
paragraph D4.1.

D3. PRINCIPAL OUTLET WORKS

D3.1 Control Structure

The principal outlet works for the upper reservoir would consist of a control
structure, stilling basin, and outlet channel located at or near the inter-

section of the upper embankment and Tonawanda Creek.

The control structure would be a five-conduit reinforced concrete box culvert

with adjacent inlet flume. The culvert would have capacity to pass flows of

approximately 2,000 cubic feet per second under natural flow conditions and

up to approximately 10,700 cubic feet per second under the 100-year flood

condition when the upper pool reaches El. 922.5. The structure would be

founded on a 3-foot layer of compacted select fill placed over the natural
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subsoil. Each conduit would be 11 feet wide by 11 feet high and equipped
with an electrically operable fixed wheel control gate. Each gate would be
operated from controls mounted on the electric gate lift and/or from controls
located in the equipment building at the west abutment. Each conduit would
be provided with upstream and downstream bulkhead slots for maintenance de-
watering during nonflood periods. One set of stoplogs would be provided to

- permit dewatering one conduit at a time. A steel sheet pile cutoff wall
would be provided under the control structure to reduce groundwater seepage.

An upstream inlet flume would funnel water into the gated conduits. The inlet
* flume would consist of a reinforced concrete section, located adjacent to the

control gates, and steel sheet pile wingwalls. The reinforced concrete sec-
tion would be designed as a U-frame with an integral concrete floor slab.
The short-height sheet pile windwalls would be designed as freestanding can-
tilevered walls. The channel bottom between the wingwalls would be protected
with 24-inch riprap placed on a 12-inch bedding layer. The riprap would
extend from the concrete floor slab to a line 10 feet upstream of the
wingwalls. Center piers and wingwalls would be designed to reduce contrac-
tion losses. A centerline profile through the principal outlet works, with

* approximate dimensions, is shown on Plate D4.

D3.2 Stilling Basin

The stilling basin would be a reinforced concrete structure 61 feet wide and
62 feet long. The basin would be designed to reduce the energy of water
discharged from the control structure to within tolerable limits. Baffle
blocks and a raised end sill would be utilized for this purpose. Gravity-
type training walls would be provided for the entire length of the stilling
basin. The entire structure would be founded on a 3-foot layer of compacted
select fill placed over the natural subsoil. A profile through the stilling
basin is shown on Plate D3.

D3.3 Outlet Channel

The meandering Tonawanda Creek channel immediately downstream from the upper
embankment would be abandoned. A new outlet channel, starting at the
stilling basin, would be excavated normal to the embankment in order to pro-
vide a gradual transition to natural channel conditions. The outlet channel
bottom, flaring from a width of 71 feet at the stilling basin to 91 feet,
would be protected with 24-inch riprap placed on a 12-inch bedding layer for
a distance of approximately 100 feet. Thence, the channel would be narrowed
to 50 feet to form a pilot channel for low flows. The 50-foot wide pilot
channel with I vertical on 2.5 horizontal sideslopes would extend downstream
and additional 1,100 feet to a junction with the existing creek channel. The
abandoned creek channel would be utilized as a spoil area for waste material
from clearing and stripping operations associated with the construction of
the upper embankment and from clearing and snagging operations along the

" . existing creek channel within the upper and lower reservoir.
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D4. APPURTENANCES

D4.1 Access Roadway

A 16-foot wide access road would be provided across the top of the upper
embankment. The roadway would run from State Route 98 to Tonawanda Creek, a
distance of approximately 1,800 feet. The roadway would have light-duty
bituminous pavement. Guardrails would be installed on both sides of the
roadway along the emergency spillway, a distance of approximately 1,550 feet.
The access road would provide for operation and maintenance of the principal
outlet works.

D4.2 Miscellaneous Facilities

Electrical service to the principal outlet works would be provided by
existing transmission lines along State Route 98 and underground cables laid
in conduit along the top of the upper embankment. A 15-foot by 20-foot
equipment building of simple design would be located along the access road at
the west abutment. A standby electrical generator, capable of operating the
principal outlet works, would be located in the equipment building. Appro-
priate heating, lighting, and communciations equipment would be provided.

D4.3 Clearing and Snagging

The existing Tonawanda Creek channel between Railroad Avenue and the upper
embankment would be cleared of snags and debris jams. Dead trees along the
channel banks and overhanging, partially uprooted trees would also be
removed. This work is expected to restore the creek to a natural channel
capacity of approximately 2,000 cubic feet per second near the upper dam,
thereby reducing the frequency of minor flooding. The debris removed from
the creek channel would be buried in the abandoned sections of the creek
channel downstream from the upper embankment.

D5. RELOCATIONS

The Conrail Railroad and roadways within the boundaries of the upper reser-
voir would be maintained in their present condition with the following
exception: thru traffic on Old Creek Road would terminate at the upper
embankment. Minor washouts, requiring post flood maintenance, could be anti-
cipated along the railroad right-of-way and Old Creek Road. The local region
near the upper reservoir has sufficient alternate roadways so that only mini-
mal inconvenience to local residents would occur. Existing power and
telephone lines within the reservoir would remain in place and are not
expected to experience any adverse effects due to the anticipated short dura-
tion flooding. Real estate requirements and the relocation of several
buildings within the upper reservoir are discussed in Section 4 of the Main
Report.

Downstream from the upper reservoir a section of Peaviner Road and the
existing bridge over Tonawanda Creek would require reloction due to the
realignment of the creek channel in the vicinity of the principal outlet
works. Approximately 2,000 feet of roadway would be realigned and
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reconstructed with a light-duty bituminous pavement. A 24-foot wide road
with 10-foot shoulders would be provided. A 60-foot span highway bridge
would be provided over the new outlet channel from the principal outlet
works. The bridge would have reinforced concrete abutments and wingwalls and
a precast concrete deck with a bituminous wearing surface.
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SECTION III - LOWER RESERVOIR

D6. LOWER RESERVOIR EMBANKMENT AND EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

The lower embankment would be located between 500 feet and 3,100 feet south
of the abandoned Conrail Railroad embankment, formerly the Lehigh Valley
embankment. The embankment would stretch 5,600 feet across the Tonawanda
Creek valley to within a short distance from the intersection of Route 98 and
the abandoned railroad embankment. This represents a major change from the
location previously proposed for the Batavia Reservoir Compound. The revised
location, selected for the lower embankment, was chosen because of its mini-
mal length and improved foundation conditions. The location for the lower
reservoir embankment is shown on Plate D1.

The embankment would be designed to function as an emergency spillway with a
top elevation of 900 from Creek Road westward for approximately 4,000 feet.
The emergency spillway is required to satisify hydraulic requirements for the
reservoir. Approximately 5.9 feet (0.9 feet if the downstream railroad
embankments are out) of water would flow over the embankment during a
Probable Maximum Flood assuming a maximum pool elevation of 905.9 (or 900.9
without the railroad embankments). From Creek Road to the east abutment, and
for a short distance at the west abutment, the embankment would be designed
as a nonoverflow section with a top elevation of 910.0 and grassed slopes.

Two typical cross sections for the emergency spillway of the lower embankment
are shown on Plate D3. Both cross sections have 1 vertical on 3 horizontal
sideslopes that were conservatively selected to compensate for the lack of
geotechnical information for the site. The design of these cross sections
will be modified when more information becomes available. A 10-foot top
width was utilized for most of the spillway section and for the nonoverflow
sections of the lower embankment for economic reasons. The geotechnical
design of the lower embankment is discussed in Appendix E, paragraph E5.3.

A principal outlet works, consisting of several gated conduits, would be
constructed through the emergency spillway section of the lower embankment.
The outlet works are discussed in detail under paragraph D7.

A 16-foot wide access roadway would be provided along a portion of the top of
the emergency spillway section of the lower embankment. The top width would
be increased to 20 feet to accommodate the access road. The access roadway
is discussed in more detail under paragraph D8.2.

D7. PRINCIPAL OUTLET WORKS

D7.1 Control Structure

The principal outlet works for the lower reservoir would consist of a control
structure, stilling basin, outlet channel, and inlet channel located
approximately 900 feet east of the intersection of the lower embankment and
Tonawanda Creek.
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The control structure would be a four-conduit reinforced concrete box culvert
with adjacent inlet flume. The culvert would have capacity to pass up to
approximately 6,000 cubic feet per second under the 500-year flood condition
when the lower pool reaches El. 900. This corresponds to the maximum
allowable channel discharge through the city of Batavia. The structure wouid
be founded on a 3-foot layer of compacted select fill placed over the natural
subsoil. Each conduit would be 11 feet wide by 11 feet high and equipped
with an electrically operable fixed wheel control gate. Each gate would be
operated from controls mounted on the electric gate lift and/or from controls
located in the equipment building near Route 98. Each conduit would be pro-
vided with upstream and downstream bulkhead slots for maintenance dewatering
during nonflood periods. One set of stoplogs would be provided to permit
dewatering one conduit at a time. A steel sheet pile cutoff wall would be
provided under the control structure to reduce groundwater seepage.

An upstream inlet flume would funnel water into the gated conduits. The
inlet flume would consist of a reinforced concrete section, located adjacent
to the control gates, and steel sheet pile wingwalls. The reinforced
concrete section would be designed as a U-frame with an integral concrete
floor slab. The short-height sheet pile wingwalls would be designed as
freestanding cantilevered walls. The channel bottom between the wingwalls
would be protected with 24-inch riprap placed on a 12-inch bedding layer.
The riprap would extend from the concrete floor slab to a line 10 feet
upstream of the wingwalls. Center piers and wingwalls would be designed to
reduce contraction losses. A centerline profile through the principal outlet
works, with approximate dimensions, is shown on Plate D4.

D7.2 Stilling Basin and Outlet Channel

The stilling basin would be a reinforced concrete structure 48.5 feet wide

and 62 feet long. The basin would be designed to reduce the energy of water
discharged from the control structure to within tolerable limits. Baffle
blocks and a raised end sill would be utilized for this purpose. Gravity-
type training walls would be provided for the entire length of the stilling
basin. The entire structure would be founded on a 3-foot layer of compacted
select fill placed over the natural subsoil. A new outlet channel, starting
at the stilling basin, would be excavated normal to the lower embankment.
The 70-foot wide channel with 1 vertical on 2 horizontal sideslopes would

extend downstream for approximately 100 feet to a junction with the existing
creek channel. The outlet channel bottom, flaring from a width of 48.5 feet

* at the stilling basin to 70 feet, would be protected with 24-inch riprap
i- placed on a 12-inch bedding layer for its total length. A profile through
- the stilling basin and outlet channel is shown on Plate D4.

D7.3 Inlet Channel

The meandering Tonawanda Creek channel immediately upstream from the lower

- embankment and west of the principal outlet works would be abandoned. A new
. inlet channel, starting at the inlet flume, would be excavated normal to the

. embankment in order to provide a gradual transition to natural channel con-
"- ditions. The 70-foot wide channel with I vertical on 2 horizontal sidealopes

would extend upstream for approximately 500 feet to a junction with the
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existing creek channel. The abandoned creek channel would be utilized as a
spoil area for waste material from clearing and stripping operations asso-

ciated with the construction of the lower embankment and from clearing and
snagging operations along the existing creek channel within the upper and
lower reservoir.

* D8. APPURTENANCES

D8.1 Training Dikes

Several training dikes would be located along the east and west sides of the
Tonawanda Creek valley. Along the east side, a dike would stretch 1,650 feet
across a natural saddle located approximately 1,000 feet south of East Road.
Along the west side, three dikes would be located approximately 500 feet east
of Route 98 in the reach between Cookson Road and the former Lehigh Valley
Railroad embankment. These dikes would stretch 3,670 feet, 840 feet, and 200
feet across low areas in order to prevent possible overtopping of Route 98.
The locations for the training dikes are shown on Plate DI.

Each dike would be designed as a nonoverflow section with a top elevation of
910.0 and grassed slopes. A cross section with I vertical on 3 horizontal
sideslopes was conservatively selected to compensate for the lack of geotech-
nical information for the sites. The design will be modified when more
information becomes available. A 10-foot top width was utilized for economic
reasons. The maximum height of these dikes varies from 5.5 feet to 9 feet.
The geotechnical design of the training dikes is discussed in Appendix E,
paragraph E5.5

Natural drainage from small areas adjacent to the lower reservoir would be
cut off by the training dikes. A gated culvert would be constructed through
each dike to provide the required interior drainage. During periods of
flooding, the culverts would function in reverse to prevent a flood pool
from inundating the area adjacent to the reservoir. The culverts would con-
sist of 24-inch to 36-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipe, reinforced
concrete headwalls and wingwalls, and automatic flap gates mounted on the
reservoir side of each dike.

D8.2 Access Roadway

A 16-foot wide access road would be provided across the top of the lower
reservoir embankment. The roadway would run from Creek Road to Tonawanda
Creek, a distance of approximately 820 feet. The roadway would have light-
duty bituminous pavement. Guardrails would be installed on both sides of the
roadway along the emergency spillway. The access road would provide for
operation and maintenance of the principal outlet works.

D8.3 Miscellaneous Facilities

*i Electrical service to the principal outlet works would be provided by
existing transmission lines along State Route 98 and underground cables laid
in conduit along the top of the lower embankment. A 15-foot by 20-foot
equipment building of simple design would be located near Route 98. A
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standby electrical generator, capable of operating the principal outlet
works, would be located in the equipment building. Appropriate heating,
lighting, and communciations equipment would be provided.

D8.4 Clearing and Snagging

The existing Tonawanda Creek channel within the lower reservoir would be
cleared of snags and debris jams. Dead trees along the channel banks and
overhanging, partially uprooted trees would also be removed. This work is
expected to restore the creek to a natural channel capacity of approximately
2,000 cubic feet per second near the upper dam, thereby reducing the fre-
quency of minor flooding. The debris removed from the creek channel would be
buried in the abandoned sections of the creek channel downstream from the
upper embankment and upstream from the lower embankment.

D8.5 Bridge Removal

The abandoned Conrail Railroad bridge, formerly the Lehigh Valley bridge,
over Tonawanda Creek would be removed in order to improve hydraulic con-
ditions downstream of the lower reservoir. The bridge superstructure and
abutments would be demolished. In addition, the creek banks adjacent to the
abutments would be excavated to stable 1 vertical on 2 horizontal sideslopes.

D9. RELOCATIONS

Roadways within the boundaries of the lower reservoir would be maintained in
their present condition. Minor washouts, requiring post flood maintenance,
could be anticipated along several of the light-duty roadways within the
reservoir. The local region near the lower reservoir is considered to have
sufficient alternate roadways so that only minimal inconveniences to local
residents would occur. No major east-west highways cross the lower reser-
voir. Existing power and telephone lines within the reservoir would remain
in place and are not expected to experience any adverse effects due to the
anticipated short-duration flooding. However, sections of these lines and a
remote controlled radio transmitter may require relocation after more detailed
analysis and consultation with the affected utilities during advanced engi-
neering and design. Real estate requirements and the relocation of residences,
farms, and businesses situated within the lower reservoir are discussed
in Section 4 of the Main Report.

A section of Creek Road in the vicinity of its intersection with the lower
embankment would require relocation due to embankment construction.
Approximately 500 feet of roadway would be realigned vetically in order to
cross over the lower embankmments. A 24-foot wide road with 10-foot
shoulders and guardrails on both sides would be provided. The roadway would
have light-duty bituminous pavement.
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SECTION IV - ESTIMATE OF COST

D1O. ESTIMATE OF COST

A detailed estimate of property costs for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified) is shown in Table Dl. Estimates of costs for lands, easements,
and structures are based on current market values as determined from con-
sultations with local realtors and tax assessors as calculated by Division
personnel. Property acquisition costs and contingency allowances were esti-
mated and added to obtain the total first cost of property.

A detailed estimate of construction costs for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified) is shown in Table D2. The estimate is based on current costs of
similar construction projects, adjusted to October 1982 prices. An estimate
of approximately 15 percent was applied as an allowance for contingencies to
obtain the total direct cost of required work. Indirect costs for engi-
neering and design, and construction, supervision and administration were
estimated to be 15 percent and 10.5 percent respectively, of total direct
cost and added to obtain the total first cost of construction assuming that
both reservoirs were advertised, bid, and constructed concurrently.

A summary of first costs and investment costs for the Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified) is shown on Table D3. Total investment includes simple
interest of 7-7/8 percent applied for 1 year on initial property requirements

and tofal first cost of required construction. Initial property requirements
Include land (fee simple) and total acquisition costs.

DII. ANNUAL OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND MAJOR REPAIR

The annual operation, maintenance, and major repair (OM&R) costs for the
Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) were estimated by considering similar
data developed for other Corps of Engineers projects. The OM&R costs include
the services of a permanent staff and temporary seasonal employees, and also
the costs of land management, fish and wildlife management, necessary
equipment, normal repairs, periodic major repair, and engineering services.
A detailed discussion of OM&R activities is given in Section VII of the Main
Report. The average annual OM&R costs for the Batavia Reservoir Compound are
estimated to be $420,000.

D12. ANNUAL COSTS

The average annual costs for the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) are
shown in Table D3. Annual costs include 7-7/8 percent interest on invest-
ment, amortization of investment over an economic life of 100 years, and
operation, maintenance, and major repair costs. The average annual cost of
the Batavia Reservoir Compound is estimated to be $2,878,000.
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Table D1 - Estimated Property Costs for Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified)

1. Upper Reservoir.

Item :Estimated Quantity Unit :Estimated Cost

Land, Damsite, Fee Title 65 Acre : 38,000
Land, Reservoir, Perm. Easement 1,158 Acre : 386,000
Land, Mitigation, Fee Title - Acre : -

Buildings, Residential 8 Each : 241,000(1)
Buidlings, Comm. & Farms - Each : -

COMPONENT TOTAL 665,000

2. Lower Reservoir.

Item :Estimated Quantity Unit :Estimated Cost

Land, Damsite, Fee Title . 45 Acre : 33,000
Land, Reservoir, Perm. Easement 2,474 Acre : 571,000
Land, Spillway, Perm. Easement 1,616 : Acre : 455,000
Land, Mitigation, Fee Title - Acre : -
Buildings, Residential : 14 : Each : 304,000(2)
Buidlings, Comm. & Farms - Each -

COMPONENT TOTAL : 1,363,000

3. Summary.

Item : Amount

U. R. Component Total : 665,000
L. R. Component Total 1,363,000

SUBTOTAL : 2,028,000

Damages (5 percent) . 102,000
Subtotal 2,130,000
Contingencies (20 percent) 473,000
Subtotal 2,603,000
Property Acquisition : 1,530,000(3)
Relocation : 267,000(4)

TOTAL PROPERTY COST . 4,400,000

(1) $32,000 Residence deducted from Nov 1981 Gross Appraisal by NCD.
(2) Assume 12 homes at $20,000 and 2 homes at $32,000 - $304,000.
(3) Per NCD Appraisal.
(4) Relocation (per NCD appraisal) 22 homes at $12,000=$266,000 say $267,000.
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Table D2 - Estimated Construction Costs for Batavia Reservoir

Compound (Modified)

1. Upper Reservoir.

:Estimated: . Unit Estimated
Item :Quantity Unit Cost Cost

::: $ S
Earth Dam and Emergency Spillway

Clearing and Grubbing : 65 Acre : 2,350.00: 152,750
Stripping : 117,000 S.Y. : 1.10: 128,700
Common Excavation : 55,000 C.Y. : 4.20: 231,000
Compacted Impervious Fill : 137,100 C.Y. : 10.00: 1,371,000
Compacted Pervious Fill : 209,700 : C.Y. : 4.20: 880,740
Compacted Filter Material : 33,000 : C.Y. : 14.45: 476,850
18-inch Riprap with Bedding : 10,100 : S.Y. : 41.20: 416,120
36-inch Riprap with Bedding : 39,200 : S.Y. : 60.00: 2,352,000
Spillway Grout Plug : 350 : C.Y. : 77.80: 27,230
Topsoil : 10,800 : C.Y. : 11.60: 125,280
Seed (Crownvetch), Fertilize,

and Mulch : 64,300 : S.Y. : 0.80: 51,440
Access Roadway - Top of Dam : 3,400 : S.Y. : 14.90: 50,660
Access Roadway - Guard Rail : 3,400 : L.F. : 16.95: 57,630

Subtotal : : : 6,321,400

Principal Outlet Works :

Common Excavation : 13,500 : C.Y. : 4.20: 56,700
Compacted Select Fill : 2,100 : C.Y. : 12.80: 26,880
oncrete (reinforced) 2,550 : C.Y. : 210.00: 535,500
Fixed Wheel Sluice Gates and
Miscellaneous Fabrications : 46,750 : LBS. : 2.55: 119,213

Sluice Gate Electric Lift 5 : Each : 8,400.00: 42,000
Stop Logs (one set) : - : L.S. : 16,900.00: 16,900
Steel Sheet Piling . 2,800 : S.F. : 13.50: 37,800
24-inch Riprap with Bedding : 1,150 : S.Y. : 54.65: 62,847
Electrical Facilities : - : L.S. :163,000.00: 163,000
Common Excavation (Outlet

Channel) : 22,000 : C.Y. : 4.20: 92,400
• Compacted Impervious Fill : 950 : C.Y. : 10.00: 9,500
• Compacted Pervious Fill : 1,850 : C.Y. : 4.20: 7,770

Compacted Filter Material : 120 : C.Y. : 14.45: 1,734
Topsoil : 110 : C.Y. : 11.60: 1,276
Seed (Crownvetch), Fertilize,
and Mulch : 600 : S.Y. : 0.80: 480

Subtotal : : : : 1,174,000
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- Table D2 - Estimated Construction Costs for Batavia Reservoir

Compound (Modified) (Cont'd)

1. Upper Reservoir. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: Unit Estimated

Item :Quantity : Unit : Cost Cost

Hydro-Meteologic Data Network :

System

Installation of Radio Telemetric

- River Gages 2 Each : 14,600.00: 29,200

- *. Converting Existing River

Gages to Radio Telemetry . 4 : Each : 6,000.00: 24,000

* Move Alabama Gage Downstream
*' " to Foote Road : - " L.S. : 4,000.00: 4,000

. Reservoir Stage Gage 1 Each : 8,000.00: 8,000

Radio Telemetric Rain Gages 4 Each : 2,700.00: 10,800
Mini-Data Analysis and :

Computation Equipment : : L.S. : 36,000.00: 36,000

Subtotal : : : 112,000

Miscellaneous Work :

Highway Relocation : 16,000 : S.Y. : 14.90: 238,400

Bridge Relocation : - : L.S. :189,000.00: 89,000

Seed, Fertilize, and Mulch : 195,000 : S.Y. : 0.55: 107,250
Log Boom Around Principal :
Outlet Works • 500 : L.F. • 110.00: 55,000

Downstream Debris Collector
(timber piles) : 13,500 : L.F. : 9.40: 126,900

Care of Water : - : L.S. : 72,000.00: 72,000

Clearing and Snagging • 5 • Mile : 20,800.00: 114,000

Mobilization and Preparatory :

Work : : L.S. :256,000.00: 256,000

Subtotal : : : 1,058,550

COMPONENT TOTAL : : : 8,665,950
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Table D2 - Estimated Construction Costs for Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified) (Cont'd)

2. Lower Reservoir.

:Estimated: : Unit Estimated
Item :Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost::: $ : $

Earth Dam and Emergency Spillway

Clearing and Grubbing . 45 : Acre : 2,350.00: 105,750
Stripping : 59,000 S.Y. : 1.00: 59,000
Common Excavation : 143,300 : C.Y. : 4.20: 601,860
Compacted Impervious Fill : 42,800 C.Y. 10.00: 428,000
Compacted Pervious Fill : 45,400 : C.Y. : 4.20: 190,680
Compacted Filter Material 14,100 : C.Y. : 14.45: 203,745
18-inch Riprap with Bedding : 41,900 : S.Y. : 41.20: 1,726,280
Spillway Grout Plug : 320 : C.Y. : 77.80: 24,896
Topsoil : 4,200 : C.Y. : 11.60: 48,720
Seed (Crownvetch), Fertilize, :

and Mulch : 24,600 : S.Y. : 0.80: 19,680
Access Roadway - Top of Dam : 400 : S.Y. : 14.90: 5,960
Access Roadway - Guard Rail : 440 : L.F. : 16.95: 7,458

Subtotal : : : : 3,422,029

Principal Outlet Works :

Common Excavation : 15,000 : C.Y. : 4.20: 63,000
Compacted Select Fill : 1,800 : C.Y. : 12.80: 23,040
Concrete (reinforced) : 2,150 : C.Y. : 210.00: 451,500
Fixed Wheel Sluice Gates and

Miscellaneous Fabrications : 37,400 : LBS. : 2.55: 95,370
Sluice Gate Electric Lift : 4 : Each : 8,400.00: 33,600
Stop Logs (one set) - : L.S. : 16,900.00: 16,900
Steel Sheet Piling : 2,600 : S.F. : 13.50: 35,100
24-inch Riprap with Bedding : 1,050 : S.Y. : 54.65: 57,383
Electrical Facilities - : L.S. :267,000.00: 267,000
Common Excavation (Inlet and :
Outlet Channels) : 48,000 : C.Y. : 4.20: 201,600

Compacted Impervious Fill : 770 : C.Y. : 10.00: 7,700
Compacted Pervious Fill : 1,470 : C.Y. : 4.20: 6,174
Compacted Filter Material 100 : C.Y. : 14.45: 1,445
Topsoil 90 : C.Y. : 11.60: 1,044
Seed (Crownvetch), Fertilize,
and Mulch : 500 : S.Y. : 0.80: 400

Subtotal : " : 1,261,256
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Table D2 - Estimated Construction Costs for Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified) (Cont'd)

2. Lower Reservoir. (Cont'd)

:Estimated: Unit Estimated
Item :Quantity : Unit : Cost : Cost

: $ : $
' -Training Dikes

Clearing and Grubbing 30 : Acre : 2,350.00: 70,500
Stripping 49,000 : S.Y. : 1.10: 53,900
Common Excavation : 6,700 : C.Y. : 4.20: 28,140
Compacted Impervious Fill : 50,300 : C.Y. : 10.00: 503,000
Compacted Pervious Fill : 45,900 : C.Y. : 4.20: 192,780
Topsoil : 9,600 : C.Y. : 11.60: 111,360
Concrete Pipe (24-inch diam.) : 235 : L.F. : 42.00: 9,870
Concrete Pipe (36-inch diam.) : 60 : L.F. : 79.00: 4,740
Concrete (reinforced) 45 : C.Y. 210.00: 9,450

Flap Gate (24-inch diam.) : 3 : Each : 2,600.00: 7,800
Flap Gate (36-inch diam.) : 1 : Each : 4,300.00: 4,300
Seed, Fertilize, and Mulch : 145,200 : S.Y. : 0.55: 79,860

Subtotal : : : : 1,075,700

Highway Relocation :

Raise Highways 3' : 10,000 : L.F. : 80.00: 800,000
Compacted Pervious Fill : 22,850 : C.Y. : 4.20: 95,970
Highway Relocation : 3,200 : S.Y. : 14.90: 47,680
Guard Rail : 2,000 : L.F. : 16.95: 33,900

*.. Subtotal : : : : 977,550

LVRR Bridge Removal :

Demolition - Abutments : 870 : C.Y. : 34.30: 29,841
Demolition - Superstructure - : L.S. :130,000.00: 130,000
Common Excavation 5,100 : C.Y. 4.20: 21,420

Subtotal : : : : 181,261

Miscellaneous Work :

Seed, Fertilize, and Mulch : 141,000 : S.Y. : 0.55: 77,550
Log Boom Around Principal
Outlet Works 500 : L.F. : 110.00: 55,000

Care of Water - : L.S. :122,000.00: 122,000
Clearing and Snagging 8 : Mile : 22,800.00: 182,400
Reservoir Stage Gage : 1 : Each : 8,000.00: 8,000
Mobilization and Preparatory Work : - : L.S. :189,000.00: 189,000

Subtotal : : : 633,950

COMPONENT TTAL : : :7,551,746
say : 7,551,750
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Table D2 - Estimated Construction Costs for Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified) (Cont'd)

3. Summary.

Item Amount

U. R. Component Total 8,665,950

L. R. Component Total 7,551,750

Plan Subtotal : 16,217,700

Contingencies (20 percent) 3,243,300

TOTAL DIRECT COST : 19,460,000

Engineering and Design (+15 percent) 1/ : 3,070,000

Supervision and Administration (10.5 percent) 2,070,000

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 24,600,000

*I/ Includes E+D and hydraulic model testing at $150,000

D-16
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Table D3 - Summary of Estimated Costs for Batavia Reservoir

Compound (Modified)

1. First Cost.

Item Amount
:$

Property 4,400,000

Construction 24,600,000

TOTAL 29,000,000

* . 2. Investment Cost.

Item Amount
: $

Property 4,400,000
Construction 24,600,000

Subtotal 29,000,000
Interest During Construction (7-7/8 percent) 1/ 2/ : 2,200,000

* .TOTAL : 31,200,000

1/ Includes land (fee title for dam sites) and total property acquisition
costs, equal to $1,601,000 and construction cost.

Incremental First Cost:

$ 538,000 Upper $24,600,000 Construction
1,063,000 Lower 1,600,000 Property

$1,601,000 Total $26,200,000 Total

2/ Assume 2-year construction period..

6 months $13,100,000 X .0400 (6 mo. factor) - $ 524,000.
18 months $13,100,000 X .1249 (18 mo. factor) - $1,636,190.

$2,160,190 say $2,200,000

3. Average Annual Cost.

Item : Amount

- Interest (7-7/8 percent) 2,457,000
Amortization (0.00004) 1,000

*Operation and Maintenance 420,000

TOTAL : 2,878,000

4. Benefit-Cost Ratio.

Average Annual Benefits = $3,419,000 = 1.19
Average Annual Cost $2,878,000
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APPENDIX E

GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN

SECTION I - GENERAL

El. INTRODUCTION

The Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified), the selected plan, is a com-
bination of two shallow detention reservoirs arranged in series. The reser-
voirs are located within the flood plain between the village of Alexander and
the city of Batavia. They are referred to as the upper reservoir and lower
reservoir in this appendix. The location of each reservoir is shown on Plate
El. All elevations shown in this appendix are referred to United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey datum.
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SECTION II - GEOLOGY AND SOILS

E2. REGIONAL GEOLOGY

E.2.1 Physiography

The proposed dam sites are located in the towns of Batavia and Alexander,
Genesee County, NY. This area is within the Erie-Ontario Plain of the
Central Lowlands physiographic province (Plate El). Topography is relatively
flat to gently rolling except for linear features such as moraines, beach
ridges, and bedrock outcrops. The Onondaga escarpment is the most prominent
of the latter, and crosses just north of the project. The moraines in the
area are late Wisconsinan in age and are generally composed of till. Glacial
Lake Warren formed the most outstanding beach ridges at an elevation of 850
to 900 feet above sea level.

Tonawanda Creek, a tributary to the Niagara River, provides the major
drainage through the area. Its upper reach, south of the project area,
drains a narrow, glacially-filled valley. Its lower portion flows through
the bed of a former lake, Lake Tonawanda, which existed up until about 700
years ago. In the project vicinity it flows through a relatively wide allu-
vial plain.

E2.2 Surficial Geology

Surficial deposits in the area are greatly influenced by glacial processes of
the Late Wisconsinan Stage, particularly those activities which occurred
about 13,000 years ago. Advance and retreat c. ice directly deposited till,
morainal ridges, and gravelly kames and outwash. Preglacial lakes in the
narrow valleys were filled with clay and silt and gravelly deltas. The gla-
cial Great Lakes such as Lakes Whittlesey and Warren left remnants of their
beaches. Lake Tonawanda, which occupied a shallow depression north of the
Onondaga escarpment is now swampy and filled with fine-grained and organic
deposits.

Alluvium in the form of gravel bars and silt overbank deposits is common.

E2.3 Bedrock Geology

Western New York is underlain by Paleozoic sandstone, siltstone, shale, and
carbonate rocks. The general stratigraphy is shown on Plate El. The
Silurian Lockport Dolomite and Devonian Onondaga Limestone are the major
ridge formers. These, along with the Medina Sandstone, are primary sources
of quarried stone. The Silurian Salina Formation is also of economic impor-
tance. The nearby Retsof Salt Mine, located within the Salina Formation is
one of the world's largest producers of salt. Several formations, especially

' the Medina and Lockport, provide reservoirs for natural gas production.

*- E2.4 Structural Geology

Bedrock forms a south-southwestward dipping homocline. Small scale folds
related to gravity creep may be found. Joints are common usually occurring

E-2
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as two diagonal sets trending N45°W and N75*E (Sutton, 1950). The major
structure in the area is the Clarendon-Lindon Fault System (Figure El).

-' According to Fakundiny and Others (1978), this system forms a 3 to 9.3 mile
wide zone of complexly arranged steeply dipping reverse and normal faults in
Precambrian and Paleozoic rock. They measured about 300 feet of vertical

-4 displacement and consider it to be possibly the longest and oldest active
fault in the eastern United States.

E2.5 Ground Water

- Large quantities of ground water are available in the region. The carbonate
* .bedrock and glacially deposited gravel form large aquifers. Many municipali-

ties, as well as single homeowners, use ground water as their primary source
of water,

E2.6 Seismicity

Northwestern New York is located in an area classified as a Seismic Risk Zone
3 (Figure E2). This is defined as an area where major damage could occur due
to seismic activity. The greatest recorded earthquake occurring at Attica,
NY, in 1929, had an intensity of VIII on the Modified Mercalli Scale.

--- According to published reports, 251 house chimneys were thrown down and walls
were cracked. In a small cemetery east of town, practically every monument
went down. Westward of Attica Reservoir, a number of wells went dry and in
the reservoir there was a sudden increase of about 1,000,000 gallons per day
without any rain; this flow continued for some days. In Batavia, several
house chimneys fell and a small lake overflowed a highway. Figure E3 shows
the location of earthquake epicenters in the Attica, NY, area. In addition
to those shown, there was another earthquake at Dale, NY, in 1973 which has
been related to well injection (Fakundiny and Others, 1978).

E3. LOCAL GEOLOGY

E3.1 Surficial Geology

The Tonawanda Creek valley between Batavia and Alexander, NY, is largely
filled with stratified gravel, sand, and silt. Poorly drained, low-lying
areas are typically filled with organic silty alluvium. Some of these
organic deposits are more than 3 feet thick (U. S. Soil Conservation Service,
1969) and probably developed in depressions left in glacial outwash.

The topography of the valley north of Alexander is low except for several
kames (Plate El). These knobby ridges were deposited by glacial ice and are
composed of stratified, well-sorted sand and gravel. Some kames are overlain
by sandy silt till. The kames have as much as 100 feet of relief and are

. utilized as borrow areas for sand and gravel (Plate El).

Many low areas adjacent to the kames are also composed of sand and gravel.
These deposits are glacial outwash, inwash to glacial Great Lakes, and alu-
vium.

E-3
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The lover dam site (Plate E7) is located on outwash and beach deposits. The
beach deposit (Boring D79-3) is composed of well sorted medium sand and is
about 21.5 feet thick.

The upland adjacent to the valley is blanketed with sandy silt till. This
material appears to be uniformly distributed to the south and east of the
valley but is in the form of hummocky end moraine to the west. Low areas
between hummocks are poorly drained causing swampy conditions.

E3.2 Bedrock

Bedrock underlying the project area consists of the Levanna Shale member of
the Middle Devonian Skaneateles Formation. Grossman (1938) reports a
thickness of 128 feet for this member in the Batavia, NY, area. Sutton
(1950) describes the basal part of the member as a black, bituminous shale
containing the brachiopod Orbiculoidea minuta in great numbers. Twenty-three
feet from the base is a brownish-gray, crystalline, fossiliferous limestone,
1-3/10 of a foot thick. Above the limestone is a dark to medium gray shale;

upper portions of which are characterized by dark gray, irregularly bedded,
fossiliferous shale.

No outcrops were observed in the project area but bedrock was encountered at
* borings taken along the lover dam alignment.

E3.3 Ground Water

Ground water is relatively close to the surface and is generally encountered
*within 5 feet of the surface. Water levels are probably controlled mostly by

the stage of Tonawanda Creek. Most soils are very permeable. This may
result in the need for considering dewatering techniques in excavations.
Observation wells were installed in the vicinity of the center of both pro-
posed dams so that ground water processes can be studied.

E3.4 Structural Geology

Bedrock underlying the project site is assumed to follow the regional dip of
about 3* to the south. Conners (1969) notes that as one approaches the
Clarendon-Linden fault structure, which he maps about 2,000 feet east of the
lower dam site and 3 miles from the upper dam site, the dip may change to as
much as 3-5* to the west. The effects of this geological structure and its
associated seismicity have been considered in the preliminary designs for the
embankments.

E3.5 Fluvial Processes

Tonawanda Creek is the major drainage way through the area. In its upstream
reaches where it flows through a valley filled with glacial deposits it
carries some bedload. In its lower reaches, particularly south of Alexander,
it carries mostly washload. This material is deposited at times when the
stream overflows its banks. Archer and La Sala (1968) shows the gradation of
two suspended sediment samples taken in 1963 to be 58 and 78 percent clay, 41
and 15 percent silt, and 1 and 7 percent sand.

E-4
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The banks of Tonawanda Creek in the project vicinity are low, relatively
stable, and composed of fine sand. Their relative stability is probably due
to low velocities of the stream.

La Sala (1968), calculates that 60,000 tons of sediment, mostly clay, is
annually discharged at Tonawanda Creek in Batavia. He observed that reser-
voirs constructed on the creek may experience problems due to the sediment
load. The anticipated volume and distribution of sediment accumulation at
the upper and lower dams are unknown.

To evaluate the magnitude of sedimentation problems which may occur during
periods of extended storage, samples will be taken during detail design at
appropriate intervals to determine its concentration and gradation. The
volume of sediment and distribution of deposits will be calculated so the
maintenance requirements may be determined.

We will also consider the effects that sediment storage and controlling of
stream stage will have on the bed and banks downstream of the proposed struc-

1-10 tures. Some erosion of banks, especially those composed of silts, probably
would occur.

E4. SUBSURFACE EXPLORATIONS

E4.1 General

A subsurface exploration program was conducted in 1979 to obtain the soils
*: information necessary to perform a preliminary design for the proposed flood

control project.

E4.2 1979 Program

A subsurface exploration program for the Batavia Reservoir Compound was con-
ducted in May 1979. The borings and their locations are shown on Plate El.
The primary purpose of this drilling program was to estimate the liquefaction
potential of the soils by their relative density as determined by the
Standard Penetration Test (Seed and Idriss, 1971). This method provided us
with data to evaluate the suitability of the proposed sites.

The soil borings were conducted using a 3.5-inch outer diameter (O.D.)
sampler driven 18 inches by a 375 pound hammer free falling 18 inches. Blow
counts were recorded every 6 inches of penetration. When gravel was encoun-
tered in the sampler, the amount of penetration per blow was recorded for
each drive. This was done to eliminate any resistance due to gravel during
driving of the Split Spoon Sampler. Continuous Split Spoon Samples were
obtained at each borehole location.

* E4.3 Vicinity Programs

Previous subsurface explorations were made in 1974 by the New York State
Department of Transportation, in 1950 and 1959 by the New York State
Department of Public Works, and in 1971 by the Niagara Mohawk Power Company
in the general vicinity of the project. The maximum depth of these borings

E-5* , *
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is 76 feet. Bedrock was encountered at a depth of approximately 70 feet,
just east of the city of Batavia at the crossing of the Conrail railroad line
and State Route 63. Rock was encountered at a depth of approximately 20 feet
just west of Batavia at the crossing of the Conrail railroad line and State
Route 98. Logs of rock samples obtained there indicated that the bedrock

. consists of a shaley limestone.

E.4.4 Laboratory Testing

Laboratory tests were performed on the disturbed soil samples obtained in the
1979 program. These tests consisted of Atterberg Limits, Gradation Analysis,
and Moisture Content. Classification of the soil samples was performed using
the Unified Classification System (see Plate E2). Data obtained from the
testing program was used for a preliminary determination of the liquefaction
potential of the soil and preliminary design of the structures.

E4.5 Soils Stratigraphy

The material underneath the axis of the upper dam consists mainly of sandy
silt underlain by gravelly sand. Underlying the gravelly sand is a layer of
clayey silt which grades into gravelly fine sand. No bedrock was encoun-
tered. The east abutment of the upper dam generally consists of a gravelly
sand underlain by a clayey silt. No bedrock was encountered at this location
(Plate E4).

The material beneath the axis of the lower dam consists of gravelly silty
sand underlain by shale. Shale was encountered at approximately 30 feet
below ground surface (Plate E3).

The material underneath the west training dike is a sorted glacial outwash
consisting of sandy to silty gravels. The water table was encountered at
approximately 6 feet below ground surface and had a distinct sulphur odor.
No bedrock was encountered. Underneath the east training dike the material
consists of glacial outwash of stratified layers of sand and gravel overlying
till. The water table was approximately 8 feet below ground surface and no
bedrock was encountered.

E5. GEOTECHNICAL DESIGN

E5.1 General

'.. A preliminary design for the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified), was per-
" formed for the upper and lower reservoir embankments as well as for the

training dikes located on both the east and west side of the valley. Seepage
through the embankments was not analyzed nor were the various cases for
stability. This will be accomplished in the next phase as well as a detailed
seismic analysis of the embankments and foundation materials.

E5.2 Upper Reservoir Embankment

The upper embankment will be located approximately 200 feet downstream of
the Conrail railroad embankment. The reservoir embankment will stretch
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approximately 5,450 feet across the Tonawanda Creek Valley. The location for
the upper reservoir embankment is shown on Plate El. The embankment has been
designed to function as an emergency spillway with a top elevation of 922.&
feet.

The embankment (Plates E3 and E6) was developed with a one vertical on three
horizontal side slopes and a top width of 20 feet from the west abutment to
Tonawanda Creek. From Tonawanda Creek to the east abutment, the top width is

*10 feet. A 16-foot wide access road would be provided across the top of the
- upper embankment section with the 20-foot top width. This would allow main-

tenance access from State Route 98 to the control gates.

The abandoned Conrail railroad embankment was not considered for use in the
plan of development as there is no available information as to its stability
or content. In future studies, the railroad embankment would be investigated
for possible use as a source of borrow material.

The foundation preparation would consist of clearing and grubbing, stripping
and excavating for an inspection trench, riprap toes, and filter blanket. A
preliminary underseepage analysis was performed and a positive cutoff is not
considered necessary.

The impervious core will be built up to the top of the embankment with a
filter zone to separate it from the pervious fill. On the downstream side of
the core material, a filter blanket will extend out to the toe of the embank-
ment. This filter will end in the toe for the riprap section.

*Since the location of the flood control project is in the general vicinity of
the Clarendon-Linden Fault, certain seismic design considerations were
followed. These include the use of a thicker core of impervious material,
graded filters in a zone located just downstream from the core, pervious
downstream zones and cohesionless material upstream of the core. The corre-
lation of the Standard Penetration Test and gradation of the foundation
materials to the liquefaction potential of the material indicates that
liquefaction may not be a problem. A detailed seismic analysis of both the
dam and foundation material will be performed during the next phase of the
project. The probability of a full pool and a seismic event occurring at the
same time will be investigated in the detailed design stage.

Riprap with a bedding layer would cover the exposed portion of the embank-
ment. The riprap placed on the upstream face of the embankment will be 12
inches with a 6-inch bedding layer. This is necessary to protect it from

*= wave action that might occur as a result of water ponding in the reservoir.

The top and downstream face of the embankment will be riprapped with 18-inch
stone with a 6-inch bedding layer for use as an emergency spillway. The
riprap will be chinked with 6 inches of topsoil and seeded with crown vetch.
This is necessary to prevent migration of the riprap down the embankment
slope due to the flow of water over the spillway. The velocity of the water
over the spillway is relatively low, approximately 5 fps, thus 18-inch riprap
should be satisfactory as noted in WES Report, T.R. 2-650 (see calculations
in Section E7).
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E5.3 Lower Reservoir Embankment

The lower embankment lies approximately one-half mile south of the city of
Batavia (Plate El). The total length of the embankment is approximately
5,600 feet. The embankment is designed to function as an emergency spillway

*: with a top elevation of 900 feet from Creek Road westward for approximately
4,000 feet. From Creek Road to the east abutment, and for a short distance
at the west abutment, the embankment is designed as a nonoverflow section
with a top elevation of 905.5 and grassed slopes (Plates E4 and E7).

The embankment was developed with a one vertical to three horizontal side
- . slope and a top width varying from 10 to 20 feet. The 20-foot wide top width
-- section would extend from Creek Road west for approximately 800 feet to the

control gates. This section would have a 16-foot wide access road to allow
maintenance access to the gates from Creek Road.

The foundation preparation and construction of this embankment would be
essentially the same as those for the upper reservoir embankment as discussed
earlier.

E5.4 Underseepage Analysis

A preliminary underseepage analysis was performed for the Lower Reservoir.
The Lower Reservoir was considered to be the more critical case since the
foundation soils directly underlying the dam (gravelly sands) are considered
to be more pervious than the foundation soils directly beneath the Upper
Reservoir (sandy silts). The foundation soils of the Lower Reservoir are
considered more pervious than those in the structure (impervious core); thus
only seepage through the foundation soils is considered.

A presumptive value for permeability was determined based on the diameter of
the foundation material which is 10 percent finer by weight (D1 0). The per-
meability in the vertical direction was determined to be Kv - 8.20 x
10. 5 ft/sec and is considered to have good drainage characteristics (ref:
Seepage Drainage and Flow Nets, Cedergren Fig. 2.8). This is based on an
average D1 0 of .05 mm for the foundation material taken from 15 gradation
tests performed on the samples obtained from subsurface explorations at the
dam area; four from boring D79-1, five from boring D79-2, and six from D79-3.
The permeability in the horizontal direction KH was presumed to be four times

.. greater than the permeability in the vertical direction or KH - 3.28 x
10-4 ft/sec. A ratio of KH - 4 Kv was considered to be a reasonable assump-
tion in taking into account any horizontal stratification of the foundation
soil that might exist. A transformed section of the Lower Reservoir was pre-
pared based on this ratio and a flow net was drawn (see Section E-7). An
effective permeability Ke = 1.64 x 10- 4 ft/sec and a flow Q - 5.86 x
10-4 ft3/sec was determined using the transformed section. The flow net was
redrawn on the natural section. An exit gradient of 0.071 and a critical
gradient of 0.894 was determined using the natural section. The ratio of the
critical gradient to the exit gradient was determined to be equal to 12.56.

Ratios of critical gradients to exit gradients greater than 1.5 are required
to prevent piping from occurring, thus a positive cut-off is not considered

E-8 R. 12/81



necessary. In-situ soil permeability will be determined in the next phase so
that a more exact underseepage analysis can be performed.

% -E5.5 Training Dikes

Nonoverflow training dikes are proposed for both the east and west sides of
the Tonawanda Creek Valley. The total length of these embankments is
approximately 5,030 feet (see Plate El).

The foundation preparation and construction of the dikes is essentially the
same as those for the upper and lower embankments. The noticeable differ-
ence in the dikes is the side slopes are grassed rather than riprapped as the
embankments are designed as nonoverflow sections (see Plate E8).

E-8a R. 5/81
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E5.6 Further Studies

Additional subsurface investigations will be performed for the final design,
Phase II GDM. These will include obtaining undisturbed and disturbed samples
and possibly "Dutch Cone" penetrometer tests to determine, with a great
degree of confidence, the liquefaction potential of the soil. Field pumping
tests to determine the permeability of the soil and a general comprehensive

*. investigation to determine the locations of buried channels and location of
required materials will also be performed.

E6. MATERIALS SURVEY

* The construction materials required to build the embankments are:

riprap
riprap bedding material
transition zone and filter material
impervious fill
pervious fill
concrete aggregates

These materials would be used as shown in the cross sections that appear on
. Plates E3 and E4. A paper materials survey was prepared for the required

quarried materials and appears on Plate E5.

The impervious fill consisting of soil with high clay and silt content will
form the core of the dam. A review of the surficial geology of the area
indicates that suitable impervious material may be found within 15 miles of

*the project site. Test pits and borings will be utilized to identify sources
available for this purpose.

Pervious fill will be utilized to fill in the remainder of the cross section.
It will consist of gravel and sand with some silt and clay. The material
will have varying amounts of different size particles. The only requirements
for the material is that it be free of spoil (that is, cinders, bricks, gar-

% bage, and other such material), organic material, and have a maximum size of
6 inches.

The pervious fill will also be utilized to form a bedding layer under the
principal outlet works. This will consist of granular material having a
maximum size of 3 inches. Material suitable for this purpose is available
near the project site.

The stone for the riprap, filter, bedding, and transition materials is
available from nine quarry operations within 30 miles of Batavia.

Coarse aggregate for concrete is available from five sources within 30 miles
of Batavia. In addition, fine aggregate is available from two sources within
30 miles of Batavia.

The disposal of spoil materials F- .m bripping, clearing and grubbing, and
excavation will be accomplished by their removal to landfills or by burial at
the project site.

E7. CALCULATIONS

E-9
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APPENDIX F

NON-STRUCTURAL BASE PLAN

Fl. INTRODUCTION

Hundreds of structures, additional building sites, and hundreds of acres of

farmland are susceptible to periodic flooding. Structural projects have been
constructed in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed to diminish flooding somewhat.
While all these efforts have contributed to flood damage reduction, a signi-
ficant flood threat remains for unprotected areas as well as those areas with
marginal protection. The existing flood threat could be alleviated by non-
structural measures.

Non-structural measures are of a damage management nature. They include

flood warning and emergency action, floodproofing, flood insurance, flood
plain management (land use regulation), and permanent evacuation.

F2. FLOOD WARNING AND EMERGENCY ACTION

Whether an area is protected by one or a combination of flood protective
measures, the possibility of flooding still exists. This may occur as a

result of unanticipated storms producing flood flows and/or volumes exceeding

design capacities of structural measures or natural capacities of channels.
If, in June 1972, Tropical Storm Agnes had followed its northward path
instead of turning out to sea, it would have surely resulted in considerable,
if not disastrous, flood damage in the watershed.

To reduce damages and, especially, to prevent loss of life, emergency actions
must be carefully planned so that they may be implemented promptly when an
emergency situation arises.

Efficient evacuation depends upon an effective flood warning system. Most

communities in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed do not have a formal flood
warning system; however, general flood forecasting is provided by the

National Weather Service. It is possible for residents of the lower
Tonawanda Creek Watershed to receive flood warnings 24 to 36 hours in
advance. With such warning time, orderly and efficient evacuation is
possible provided there has been advance planning for it and an organization
for carrying it out is ready. An important part of emergency action is the

*- - care of flood victims after they have been evacuated from the flood
threatened area.

F3. FLOODPROOFING AND PERMANENT EVACUATION

.- . Floodproofing consists of modifying individual buildings or providing exter-
nal protection measures to reduce flood damage. While floodproofing can
reduce interior damages substantially, exterior damages to individual
buildings and the overall flooded area are usually not affected. Also,

floodproofing can bring about a false sense of security and discourage the

development of needed flood protection works. It can also tend to increase

F-i
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the use of floodplains. Most important of all, if applied to a structurally
inadequate building it can result in more damage than would occur if the

* building were not floodproofed. A structurally inadequate building should be
* modified to obtain soundness or removed from the flood vulnerable area.

Floodproofing and evacuation were evaluated for areas of like character
throughout the watershed. The areas considered include:

the village of Attica through the village of Alexander;
the city of Batavia through the hamlet of Bushville;
the hamlet of Bushville to Hopkins Road in the town of Royalton;
the Hopkins Road to Sweet Home Road in the town of Amherst;
the Sweet Home Road to the mouth of Tonawanda Creek;
the floodplains of Ransom and Black Creeks; and
the floodplains of Mud Creek.

It was assumed that residential units could be floodproofed against flooding
to depths of two feet above their first floors and that units not struc-

*i turally adaptable to floodproofing measures would be permanently evacuated.
Commercial units were assumed to be adaptable to floodproofing measures for

" all flood depths considered.

. The floodproofing and permanent evacuation measures were considered for three
*{ levels of protection: Standard Project, 200-year and 100-year. The average
*annual benefit and costs of providing each level were estimated and compared.

An economic evaluation of 100-year protection, found to be most cost-
effective for all areas considered, is shown in Table Fl.

The floodproofing and permanent evacuation measures are justified for all
three levels of protection for the areas between Hopkins Road and Sweet Home
Road and the area affected by Ransom and Black Creeks, and for the 100-year
level of protection for the area affected by Mud Creek. However, relatively

*. large amounts of residual damage remain with floodproofing measures in place.
*" These residual damages are primarily related to problems of access, sur-
* ' veillance, building exterior and landscape damage. Also, sanitation and iso-

lation problems would persist to affect the social well-being of residents in
the Huron Plain.

S.F4. FLOOD INSURANCE

"" Flood insurance does not reduce flood damages and 45 tuot e true non-

structural measure for flood damage reduction. It only compensates for flood
damages suffered. Federally subsidized flood insurance Is available under the
National Flood Insurance Program provided adequate land use regulations are
implemented. The Flood Insurance Program is designed to provide economic
relief to owners of existing structures vulnerable to flood damage but on the

" condition that the community take steps to insure that new development be
constructed or floodproofed to at least the 100-year flood level. All iden-
tified flood vulnerable communities are required to join the Program in order
to receive Federal or Federally-related financial assistance.

6 F-2
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F5. FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT (Land Use Regulation)

The regulation of land use has an important place in any plan to reduce flood
. damage. It must be understood that the flood plain is an integral part of a

stream system even if it is used only intermittently for the discharge of
floodwaters. The purpose of flood plain regulation is to limit use of the
flood plain so that damages suffered during inevitable periods of flooding
will be minimal. Regulation of use of flood plains requires that a map

*outlining the areas affected by floods of different magnitudes be developed.
*- With this data, regulations prescribing the best use of the flood plain can
-" be developed. These regulations might include zoning, elevation of new resi-

dential development, or building codes requiring construction resistive to
flood damage.

• F6. PERMANENT EVACUATION

" Permanent evacuation is another means of preventing flood damage. It con-
sists of the permanent removal of buildings and other structures from flood
vulnerable area and relocation of affected people to an area which is free
from flooding. This generally involves purchasing the flood vulnerable land,
demolishing or otherwise removing the buildings and other structures,
cleaning up the debris, and landscaping the area. New sites are provided
for buildings relocated. This is a high-cost method of flood dmaage reduc-
tion attractive only under unusual conditions or where the flood risks cannot
be reduced by other means.

* Application of this method alone for flood damage reduction in the Tonawanda
Creek Watershed was deemed infeasible for all areas considered.

F7. NON-STRUCTURAL BASE PLAN

Communities in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed could deal effectively with the
flood situation by implementing a combination of non-structural measures.
The Non-structural Base Plan would provide for floodproofing to at least the
100-year level for the area between Hopkins Road and Sweet Home Road and for
the areas affected by Ransom, Black and Mud Creeks. Pertinent data for this
alternative is shown on Table N-SBP.

In addition to floodproofing, the N.-S. Base Plan would provide that
flood plain management and a system for flood warning and emergency action be

"" integrated to effectively complete the non-structural approach to the flood
problem. A rigorous, well coordinated effort by local, State and Federal
agencies, with the basis for decisions coming from the general public, would
be made to plan for use of the flood plain in advance of development. The
instruments for controlling future land use include: zoning ordinances;
open-space and public land acquisition programs; and public policy
discouraging the extension of streets and water and sewer lines into

* floodprone areas.

No matter what flood damage management plan is ultimately accepted, wise use
- of the flood plain is important. This usually calls for regulation. Also,

because of the possibility that the capacities of flood protection works may
be exceeded, a plan for evacuating all flood vulnerable areas should be deve-
loped.

F-4
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

BUFFALO DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

-. 1776 NIAGARA STREET

BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14207

NCBPD-PF

SUBJECT: Tonawanda Creek Watershed, NY - Mitigation

SEP 1983

Mr. Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor

US Fish and Wildlife Service
100 Grange Place
Room 202
Cortland, NY 13045

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

I have received your letter dated 13 September 1983 addressing mitigation for
the proposed flood damage reduction project in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed.
A copy of your letter has been forwarded to the Corps North Central Division
(NCD) office in Chicago, Illinois, and to the Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors (BERH) in Washington, DC. In addition, all previous correspondence

between my District, USFWS, and NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
* (NYSDEC) regarding this matter has been forwarded to NCD and BERH.

Your position and the position of NYSDEC, regarding mitigation for project

construction impacts and idle land conversion impacts, has been acknowledged
by BERH staff and has been presented to the Board members.

To mitigate for project construction impacts, I am recommending as part of
the project that structural improvements be implemented to increase the

management of the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area (WMA) and that an
additional 30 acres of land be purchased adjacent to the Oak Orchard WMA.
I am recommending no mitigation for the impacts of idle land conversion.

In summary, your position has been provided to BERH members both by copy of your
letters and through reiteration by the board staff. The point of contact for
this study is Mr. David R. MacPherson, P.E. at (716)876-5454, extension 2263 of
my District's Planning Division.

[ ',,~~~ 

,.,., cerely,

IIO4 RT R . HA164LA
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer



UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SFISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
100 Grange Place

Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

September 13, 1983 -

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman _
District Engineer, Buffalo District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

This letter is intended to provide technical assistance in addition to
that provided in our letter of February 23, 1983 on the Tonawanda Creek
flood control project. It has been coordinated with the Division of
Fish and Wildlife of the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) and personnel of that agency generally agree with
it's contents. We request that you provide it to the Board of Rivers
and Harbors for their use during deliberati*ons concerning this project
and for eventual submission to Congress along with our previous reports
on this project.

Our on-site meeting of August 25, 1983 with members of your staff and
NYSDEC did not dispel our concerns regarding the "idle lands" in the
project area of influence. We still firmly believe that significant
wildlife losses will result from reduced habitat interpersion that is
the almost inevitable outcome of flood control projects in agricultural
areas. That this will occur here seemed evident to me as we toured the
area. The agricultural fields that were removed from the river and,
therefore, not subject to flooding appeared larger with much less inter-
persion than those that were close to the river. In addition, NYSDEC
personnel indicated that farming practices on flood protected areas in
the Genesee River basin hav- resulted in reduced interspersion and have
even caused erosion problems.

We therefore, hold to the recommendation in our February 23 letter that
habitat evaluation procedures be conducted on the idle lands in the near
future. Personnel from CE, DEC, and FWS should compose the HEP team.
We will no longer insist that the figures in our October 1980 report be
used as estimates of the land acquisition required provided that the

.o
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Corps agrees to support and carry forward whatever mitigation measure is
mutually agreed upon by members of the team.

As to mitigating the losses resulting from the direct imoacts of dam
construction and snagging and clearing we now consider acceptable the
improvements proposed for the Oak Orchard Management Area plus the
acquisition and manacement of an additional 30 acres. We strongly
support DEC's position on the need for the 30 acres since structural and
manaaement improvements alone on State lands already under management
cannot be considered true mitigation.

We appreciate your continuing coordination on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor

xc:
rJYSDEC, Albany, NY

*. NYSDEC, Avon, NY

,I



NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Dr. Bennie Keel
Departmental Consulting Archaeologist
Heritage Conservation and

* IRecreation Service
U. S. Department of the Interior
Washington, DC 20243

Dear Dr. Keel:

Enclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Batavia Reservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological Summary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Mr. Richard U.
Levis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

2 Incl DOL.LD H. LIDDELL
as stated Chief. Engineering Division

CF:
-, CBED-PE Leis

Berkeley-
Bennett
Pieczynski

Hallock

Liddell

*.
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NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Mrs. Myra larrison
Division of Archaeology
Beritage Conservation and

Recreation Service
William J. Green rederal Building

-. 600 Arch Street
. Room 9310

-' Philadelphia, PA 19106

*, Dear 149. Harrison:

Znclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Peport entitled,
Batavia aeservoir Comrpound: Phase I Archaeological Summary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact ,. Richard U.
Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 376-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

2 Incl DOtALD ,I. LIDDELL
* as stated Chief, Zngineerlng Division

CF:
- NCBED-PE Lewis

Berkeley__

Bennett
Pieczynski__
Hallock
Liddell

.. . . .. .- .*** . .*.
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*ED-P ~17 October 1Q0O

BSUTCT: Translttul of tbe Ratavia Reservoir Compound: Ph*se I
Arcawoolagieal Summary

rTMU: Division EsSJeer, Mrortb Central
ATTN: MM-0

,.TO,. IIQDA (DAENr-ASI-L)

WASH, DC 2% 13

1. Referencea: ER 1105-2-460, Identification and Administration of Cultural
! e oulrc eu.

2. The aub ect report and appetndiSiea are transmitted in accordance with
paragraph 460.14(d) ot the refer~esed regulation.

F:OR '1"DITR IC5I¢ &' IIS:

2Inel WrAW Ht. LIDDTL
as Chief, %agineering Division

CF:
j--NCBED-PE Lewis

Berkeley
* ,Bennett

Pieczynski
-- • Eallock

Liddell



NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Defense Technical Information Center
* AMT: DTIfI/DDA-2/Paul F. Cooper

Alexandria, VA 22314Ye

* Dear Mr. Cooperz.

Enclosed are 12 copies of the report entitled, "Batavia Reservoir Compound
Archaeological Summary," and appendicios. Please --ake the necessary arrange-
ments to have this report and appendicies available from the National
Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA.

If you require any further input, please feel free to contact me at the above
* address.

Sincerely,

1 Incl (12 cys) THOMAS VAN WART
as stated District Librarian

,CBED-PE Lewis____
* t-~ Berkeley___

Bennett___
VanWart___
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United States Department of the Interior

HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND RECREATION SERVICE
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE

75 Spring Street S.W., Suite 1176
IN REPLY REFER TO: Atlanta, Georgia 30303

W540 JL118ws~o JUL 15 1980

Mr. Richard H. Lewis
Buffalo District, Corps
of Engineers

1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Mr. Lewis:

Due to staff reductions within the Office of Interagency Archeological

Services-Atlanta, we are unable to review the report "Batavia Reservoir

Compound, Phase I Archeological Survey." We will be happy to continue to

receive reports for review from your office and will notify you on an as

received basis which ones we will review. If you have any questions,

please contact Mr. James Thomson at (404) 221-2633.

Sincerely,

/-------------

Vi
Acting' Chief

.. . .
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NCBED-PE 9 June 1980

Dr. Stephanie H. Rodeffer, Acting Chief
Interagency Archaeological Serviccs - Atlanta
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Richard B. Russel Federal Building
75 Spring Street
Atlanta, GA 30303

Dear Dr. Rodeffer:

Enclosed for your review and comuent is a cultural resources reconnaissance
report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound, Phase I Archaeological Sumary"
prepared for the Buffalo District by the State University of New York at
Binghamton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural resoursea report provided for your review in November 1979.

If we do not receive your comnents within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, we will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.

SComments received after the expiration of the comment period cannot be con-
sidered in the preparation of the final report.

If you have any questions regarding this uatter, please contact my staff
Archaeologist, M|r. Richard H. Lewis at (716) 87b-5454, extension 2171.

Sincerely,

DONALD M. LIDDELL
Chief, Engineering Division

CF: Lewis
NCBED-PE Berkeley_

Bennett
Pieczynski
Hallock
Liddell_____



.- ...,,. *"- De.."artNew Y nt of Environmental Conservation-" •S-:Xioff itoad, Albany, New York 12233
S k__ :

Robert F. Flac

Colmissoner

February 20, 1980

Mr. Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor
United States Department of

the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
100 Grange Place, Room 202
Cortland, New York 12045

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

The Division of Fish and Wildlife is in general accord with the findings
and reco-endations of the report on the proposed flood control project along
Tonawanda Creek in the towns of Batavia and Alexander, Genesee County, New York.
But we do feel that instead of using the term "selective snagging", you should
indicate that stumps embedded in the bank should be cut rather than pulled,
and where they would not materially affect the roughness of the bottom, deeply
e:mbedd.d logs are to remain in the bottom. We also believe that instead of
building a stairway or path traversing the dams, the Batavia-Alexander
Recreational Trail should be re-routed around the structures.

Sincerely,

Kennth F. Wich
Director
Division of Fish and Wildlife

cc: James Kelley

"°.i
•

J
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-°, Ne $III
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

6274 E. Avon-Lima Rd... Avon, New York 14414

Robert F. Flackc-";
Commissioner

Eric A. Seiffer
Regional Director

September 29, 1980

Mr. Paul B. Hamilton
Field Supervisor
United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
100 Grange Place, Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

The Division of Fish and Wildlife concurs with the findings and
recommendations of the report on the Corps of Engineers Tonawanda
Creek Flood Control Project, Towns of Batavia and Alexander,
Genesee County, New York prepared under the authority of the Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 USC 661).

We would also like to make some specific recommendations for sites
to be considered as mitigation (see attached).

Site #1 - Shallow fresh marsh, deep fresh marsh, wood wetland, gets
heavy use by waterfowl and heavy hunting pressure; great
potential for enhancement with water control structures.

Sites #2 and #3 - High vulnerability to filling for industrial
development, shallow fresh marsh, wooded swamp, has good
potential for enhancement.

Sites #4 afd 5 - Wooded swamp, low potential for enhancement.

Sites. #7, 7 and 8 - Shallow fresh to deep fresh marsh, good
potential for enhancement.

[p.
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Mr. Paul B. Hamilton -2- September 29, 1980

If you have any questions concerning. these areas, please contact Jack
Cooper or Dan Carroll at our Regional Office. Our continued coordina-
tion on this project should help to ensure an environmentally acceptable
project.

e truly oursi,/ 7

Edward D. olmes
Regional Supervisor
Fish & Wildlife
Region #8

Kenneth Wich
Director
Di-vision of Fish & Wildlife

JC:er
enc.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

700 East Water Street, Syracuse, New York 13210

June Z3, 1976

Colonel Bernard C. Hughes
District Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hughes:

We have reviewed the Draft Final Feasibility Main Report and Tech-
nical Appendix for the Interim Report on Feasibility of Flood Manage-
ment in Tonawanda Creek Watershed, dated 1976, and have no com-
ments to make on these submissions.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on these reports.

Sincerely yours,

R Pbe L. Ilhiard
tte Conservationist

Irm COPW
*:bece.d tY

-lied by -

2 - . .
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-:.United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

NORTH ATLANTIC REGION
150 CAUSEWAY STREET

1- kFNL. REF. to: BOSTON, MA. 02114

L-7619-NAR- (PE) 'M
ER-76/456 June 22, 1976

Colonel Bernard C. Hughes
District Engineer
Department of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hughes:

This will serve as a multiple response to your request for review and
comment of:

4 May on - Draft Environmental Statement, Proposed Flood Control,
Tonawanda Creek Watershed, Erie, Genesee, Niagara, and
Wyoming Counties, New York (originally sent to our
Departmental Office of Environmental Project Review
which advised our direct response to you).

[ "24 May on - Draft Feasibility Report for Tonawanda Creek Watershed
New York.

3 June on - Reconnaissance Level Literature Search and Records
Review (cultural resources report-largely on
archeological values) for Tonawanda Creek Watershed,
New York. This report was prepared for the Corps
by Barbour and Miller of Department of Anthropology,
SUNY at Buffalo.

You should understand that our comments on the cultural resources report
'." and the draft feasibility report are provided as technical assistance based

solely on the interests, expertise and responsibilities of the National
Park Service. The comments on the draft environmental statement are also
those of the National Park Service as a portion of the collective expertise
of the Department, but a consolidated Departmental commentary will be

"" presented at a later date upon the Chief of Engineer's request to review
the proposal.

-... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

° . . . . ..o.* . .
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Cultural Resources Report. Because the findings of this report are basic
to the development of an adequate environmental impact statement, we will
speak to it first. The report appears aaequate as a literature search and
records review, and we note that many archeological and potential historical
sites were identified. It is also noted that the State Historic Preservation
Officer's office contributed a listing of sites on and recommended for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places, as well as archeological
sites on file with that office.

Draft Environmental Statement. Section 2, paragraphs 2.104 and 2.105
(pages 131-134) makes appropriate use of the information recorded in the
cultural resources report. Appendix F-l, summary of that cultural resources
report further emphasized the potential and probability of archeological
resources in the overall study area. That summary reflects on the project
alternative which would cause less effect on such resources and indicates
that some alternatives would require much more detailed archeological
investigations prior to final project design. Paragraph 2.104 indicates
that consultation of the National Register of Historic Places has been
accomplished. Up to this point, consideration for the protection of cultural
resources would appear satisfactory. However, as this is where the con-
sideration stops, we feel that necessary required considerations are
incomplete.

We find this environmental statement deficient as now presented for failure
to discuss accomplished or intended efforts to fulfill the requirements
of EO 11593 and follow the procedures for compliance with Section 106 of
the Historic Preservation Act as presented in 36 CFR Part 800. While it
may be the intent to perform such compliance at a later project phase, the
level of detail in discussing various alternatives in this draft environ-
mental statement warrants a commensurate consideration for the protection
of cultural resources so that the selection of the best alternative can
be properly guided.

With the citation of all the National Register sites involved, certainly the
alternative project selected is very likely to undergo Section 106 proceedings.
Further, until the many archeological sites identified have been evaluated
for their significance and eligibility for inclusion on the National Register
of Historic Places, compliance with Section 106 requirements remains a potential
threat to the accomplishment of the selected project alternative.

Section 4, paragraph 4.11.i (page 150) flatly states that "some cultural
resources will be lost" with the mollification that preservation efforts
will be considered in the public recreation development areas.

Paragraph 4.27 (page 154) expresses a partial approach to the protection of
cultural resources. However, it would seem essential, even as an aspect of
mitigation of harmful effects, to first determine where the cultural
resources are that require protective measures.
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We would remind you that the Director, Office of Archeology and Historic
*- . Preservation, National Park Service, Washington, D. C. 20240, will, upon

request, provide a determination of eligibility of sites of historical or
archeological significance for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places.

Paragraph 9.04 (page 186) mentions initial coordination with the National
Park Service as further identified in our technical assistance letter of
January 5 displayed as Appendix B-1-2.

It is not our outlook that detailed archeological investigations should be
performed over the entire study area. However, we are concerned that
adequate considerations be given at this time for the protection of
cultural resources commensurate with the detail of consideration given
all other aspects leading to the selection of a project alternative.
Certainly, the applicability and necessity for compliance with Section 106
should be discussed which beckons completion of EO 11593 requirements and
applicable NEPA provisions already initiated. It would seem possible that
the unfinished cultural resource protection consideration work can be

. satisfactorily completed before finalization of this environmental
statement and that the present inadequacies in the treatment of this
bona fide aspect of the human environment can be rectified in the final
environmental statement.

Draft Feasibility Report. As indicated in our letter of January 5 included
in Appendix F, we were pleased to note cultural resources coverage in the
Preliminary Feasibility Report and fully expected to see an adequate treat-
ment of cultural resource protection considerations in the following stages
of the report. We are now concerned that all cultural resource considerations
seem to have been dropped from the feasibility report, particularly when
numerous other aspects and criteria, such as biological, climatological,
land use, economical, recreational resources, along with population growth,
transportation trends, housing needs and industrial activity factors are
maintained and treated in significant detail in the main report and
technical appendices. In a manner commensurate to the treatment of the
many other factors mentioned above, we recommend that cultural resource
protection considerations be included in the final report and that all
efforts to comply with standing requirements for the protection of cultural
resources should be clearly presented.

Again, in summary, it is not our intent to demand an excessive effort to
survey, investigate and evaluate the impacts of every alternative.
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Moreover, it is our purpose to technically assist the Corps in its
responsibility to protect cultural resource values from adverse effects

• "that may or will result from any selected project alternative.

Sincerely yours,

Gilbert W. Calhoun
Acting Regional Director

I

p.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

FOREST SERVICE

NORTHEASTERN AREA, STATE AND PRIVATE FORESTRY

6816 MARKET STREET. UPPER 0A1BY. PA. 19012

215-596-1672
8400
June 18, 1976

~0

LTC Byron G. Walker
Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Refer to: NCBED-PE, Draft Environ-
mental Statement
Tonawanda Creek Watershed
NY

Dear Col. Walker:

Of the four plans described in the above Statement, we consider
the selected plan -- Batavia Reservoir -- the most environmentally
sound. We understand that flood water inundation will not continue
beyond a period that would cause damage to elm, ash, and cottonwood.

Loss of habitat and wetland appears unavoidable and to be the
minimum compatible with completion of the project.

If possible, at dike and spillway construction areas (p. 153)
seeding and mulching should be supplemented by planting trees and
shrubs to restore wildlife habitat.

Sinc rely, /

".E 0. VANDENBUR -/
Staff Director
Environmental Quality

Evaluation

..L. COP

Chocked bi
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'UNITED STATFS
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

-FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Py,t Office and Courthou:,, Building
BOSTON MASSACHUSFTI 02109

JUL i1 ~1376
District Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Sir;

The following comments are provided in response to your May 24,
1976 letter to Mr. Willard W. Cole, Jr., field supervisor of
the New York Area Office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
requesting comments on the Draft Final Feasibility Report for
Tonawanda Creek Watershed, New York. Our comments are provided
as field level review and are not the comments of the Department
of the Interior as outlined under Section 2 (b) of the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as nended; 16 U.S.C.
661 et. seq.)

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reviewed the proposed project
and provided a January 28, 1976 report to the District Engineer,
Buffalo District on the Preliminary Feasibility report and a June

*17, 1976 report reviewing your April 1976 draft environmental
statement for Flood Control in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed,
New York.

We appreciate the Corps of Engineers' selection of the Batavia
Reservoir Compound amd believe that the project, as presented
in your Draft Final Feasibility Report, will have the least
environmentally damaging effects on fish and wildlife resources
of the area. However, in Section VII E, outlining Data Needs,

. mention should be made of further need for environmental data.
As discussed in our June 17, 1976 report, additional fish survey
wor kas well as more detailed field observations of vegetation
and bird species within the vicinity of the Batavia Reservoir
Compound are needed.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the Draft Feasibility
Report at this time, and look forward to further coordination on
the proposed project.

Since~y our

;-'-C Regional Director

M.-.E cop.

~ 1910 e'Ud b



United States Department of the Interior
. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

.& NORTH ATLANTIC REGION
150 CAUSEWAY STREET

IN kF PIY REFER ro:
L-N (CBOSTON, MA. 02114. . L-7619-NAR- (CE) -+.

NCBED-PN January 5, 1976

Colonel Byron G. Walker
Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Walker:

This responds to your letter of 15 December requesting our comments on the
Preliminary Feasibility Report on Flood Management in the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed, New York.

We are pleased to note the report's coverage of cultural resources (pp. 32
and 33) and the commitment to accomplish cultural resource literary studies.
Further, we understand that the information found in these literary searches
will be used in the identification and development of mitigating measures as
necessary to protect cultural resources that may be affected by specific
project works of the overall flood management plan.

We also note the report's mention of the Erie (later) Barge Canal in the
study area. The further literary searches should help to focus on the
recognized resources and probable archeological values related to that
historic waterway. While we, at this time, see but one National Historic
Landmark in the study area, there are doubtless a number of sites listed or
in the process of being considered for inclusion on the National Register
of Historic Places that could be affected by project work. Therefore, we
would suggest that in addition to checking the National Register of Historic
Places, contact should be maintained with the State Historic Preservation
Officer (Mr. Orin Lehman, Commissioner, Parks and Recreation, Room 303,
South Swan Street Building, Albany, New York 12223) to assure no oversight.

Literary research performed by competent archeologists should provide the
necessary basis to determine the location and scope of field surveys and
need for excavations to assure the utmost protection for any significant

r AUrT04,
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archeological values that could be destroyed by project works. We would
suggest contact with the New York Archeological Council (Dr. Thomas King,
4242 Ridge Lea Road, Buffalo, New York 14226) and/or the State Archeologist
(Dr. Robert E. Funk, New York State Museum and Science Service, Albany,
New York 12224) for assistance in pursuing the archeological sectors of
the literary searches to be performed.

In addition to the above, concerning the protection of significant natural
resources, we suggest that the literary search and other continuing
investigations include a check of existing and potential National Natural
Landmark designations. Assistance for identifying Natural Landmarks
can be requested from this office or from our Natural Landmarks Specialist
(Mr. Paul Favour, P. 0. Box 187, Northeast Harbor, Maine 04662).

We will be most anxious to see and review the final feasibility study
inclusive of natural and cultural resource protection considerations, and
we appreciate this early opportunity to comment on this preliminary report.

Sincerely yours,

// "~

Jer9 D. Wagers
Re~ional Director

1,
. . . . . . . .



UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
rFISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

100 Grange Place, Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

January 28, 1976

District Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Sir:

This responds to LTC Byron Walker's December 15, 1975 letter
requesting our comments on your Preliminary Feasibility
Report on Flood Management in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed,
New York.

The following comments are provided as a result of informal
field review. They are submitted by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service as technical assistance for input to your
final plan for Flood Management in the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed. Further review will be undertaken by this Service
during the Departmental review process when the Departmental
position will be provided.

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has provided prior
reports to the District Engineer, Buffalo District, on
several of the flood management measures being considered
in the Preliminary Feasibility Report. In our February 2,1960
report, we discussed the possible effects on fish and wildlife
resources of modifications to the existing Corps project
at Batavia and of a storage reservoir or reservoirs on the
headwaters of Tonawanda Creek. On February 8, 1961, we issued
a preliminary report on fish and wildlife resources of the

--" .Tonawanda Creek basin and then issued a supplemental to the
preliminary report on October 2, 1967.

We have reviewed your Preliminary Feasibility Report and find
that four regional measures and one local protection measure
are presently being considered for Flood Management in the

* S~$#we Eraraymd 4'.Sen Americal
*%-u. b.
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Tonawanda Creek Watershed. The four regional measures consist
of Sierks Reservoir, Linden Reservoir, Alabama Pools, and the
Batavia Reservoir Compound. The local protection measure
involves the modification of the existing Corps project at
Batavia, New York. These flood management measures have also
been considered in combination to form several plans for
basin flood management.

We offer the following specific comments on the considered
flood management measures:

Batavia Reservoir Compound. This measure involves two shallow
detention reservoirs arranged in series designed to intercept
all runoff from that part of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed
upstream from the city of Batavia, New York. Since these
reservoirs will normally be dry, no significant fisheries
impact can be expected except during the construction phase
when some disturbance of the existing warmwater fishery,
consisting of such species as smallmouth bass and northern
pike, will occur.

Wildlife resources consist of a variety of species. There
are white-tailed deer in the basin and upland game populations
of pheasants and ruffed grouse. Muskrats, beavers, racoons,
and red foxes as well as an occasional siting of otters are some
of the furbearing mammals in the area. Waterfowl hunting
occurs along Tonawanda Creek, its tributaries, and associated
wetlands. The magnitude of this type of hunting in the
proposed project area has not been determined. However, since
the proposed reservoirs will normally be dry, no significant
impact on wildife resources is currently expected.

One consideration that must be addressed,is the effect the
Batavia Reservoir Compound will have on the present cooperative
hunting area leased from local land owners by the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC).

Modification to the Existing Batavia Project. This local
protection measure involves levees, bank protection, and
channel enlargement within the city of Batavia and downstream
to Bushville, New York. The NYSDEC has no current fisheries
data on this portion of the Tonawanda Creek. Expected warm-
water species include smallmouth bass, northern pike, and some
panfish and bullheads below Batavia. The channel modification's
impacts on these fishery resources cannot be accurately
determined at present due to the lack of current fishery data.

" - : '" :: 4g: . : i m : : . = - • " - -
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The Batavia to Bushville section of the Tonawanda Creek is
primarily agricultural. Wildlife species that will be
affected by the resultant disturbance of stream-bank
vegetation from levees, bank protection, and channel enlargement
consist of songbirds, some pheasant wintering area, and various
furbearers including muskrats and possible otters.

Alabama Pools. This measure is a complex of reservoirs
including both storage and detention reservoirs in the
vicinity of the NYSDEC Tonawanda Wildlife Management Area
(WMA). The Alabama Pools would have no beneficial effect
on fisheries resources of the area, however, this alternative
would have serious adverse consequences on wildlife resources
associated with the state's existing Tonawanda WMA.

Coordination with the NYSDEC hps indicated that the Tonawanda
WMA habitat conditions are nearly ideal for the production,
enhancement, and enjoyment of the waterfowl resource and
other marsh-related wildlife species. The NYSDEC has presently
spent upwards of $25,000 on establishing the ideal wetland
habitat conditions which according to present data supports
waterfowl hunting providing approximately 2500 man-days of
recreation annually with an annual harvest of approximately
1500 ducks and geese. The Alabama Pools project would
result in the destruction of much of the NYSDEC developmental
work in the area. Recent expenditures by the NYSDEC have been
made in order to prevent damaging flood waters from entering
the Tonawanda WMA impoundments, just the opposite of the
Alabama Pools proposal.

The present system of shallow marshlands created by the low
dikes of the Tonawanda WMA supports aquatic submerged, emergent,
and floating vegetation, together with small pockets of open
water. These important wetland habitat conditions attract
waterfowl for cover, resting, food, and nesting during the spring,
summer, and fall. The storage of spring flood waters at the
depths proposed in the Alabama Pools will result in disastrous
effects on both aquatic and terrestrial vegetation. Desired
growth of aquatic plants that do poorly in deep water, even
for short periods of time,will be severely retarded or destroyed.
Proposed spring flood water depths will also have serious
adverse effects on nesting waterfowl and shorebirds as well
as the valuable furbear resource present on the area.
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The Alabama pools may also have severe adverse impacts on
several rare and endangered bird species sighted around the
Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge and Tonawanda Wildlife
Management Area. These sightings include golden eagles
(rare), bald eagles and the American Perigrine Falcon
(endangered) and ospreys (undetermined). Additional studies
on this matter are necessary.

Sierks Reservoir. This protection measure is a storage
reservoir on Tonawanda Creek in the Cattaraugus Hills, near
the hamlet of Sierks, New York. It is proposed as a multi-
purpose project for flood management, fishery enhancement,
recreation, water quality management and irrigation.

As discussed in our October 2, 1967 Fish and Wildlife Service
Supplemental Report, fish and wildlife resources within the
area of project influence involve a limited warm water fishery.
This fishery is expected to consist of smallmouth bass,
northern pike, rock bass, pumpkinseed, and bullhead.

Due to the limited warmwater fishery, Sierks Reservoir may
afford substantial opportunitites for the development of this
type of fishery as well as a possible trout fishery. However,
the project area's wildlife resource will be lost through
inundation. The project area supports a moderate wildlife
population comprised of such species as cottontail rabbit,
ruffed grouse, raccoon, and fox. Lack of suitable habitat is
responsible for low populations of pheasants, muskrats, and
waterfowl. The project area does, however, support a
wintering area for white-tailed deer.

The multi-purpose benefits for this measure can only be
determined after further detailed studies. The potential
recreation and fishery benefits must be weighed against
the loss of wildlife resources.

Linden Reservoir. This measure is a storage reservoir on
Little Tonawanda Creek in the Cattaraugus Hills, near the
hamlet of Linden, New York. It is proposed as a multi-purpose
project for flood management, fishery enhancement, recreation,
water quality management and irrigation.

This reservoir would probably permit the development of a warm-
water fishery superior to the existing stream fishery. Little
Tonawanda Creek within the project area is fairly sluggish with
erodible, silty banks, and little cover. Although the stream
is less than ideal, it is being stocked with brown trout by
the NYSDEC in a 3.2 mile stretch extending upstream from just
above Linden to Dale, New York. Fishery resources within the
project area also include panfish (primarily rockbass), suckers,
and common shiners and associated minnows.
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The proposed project area supports a moderate population of
wildlife including white-tailed deer, cottontail rabbit, ruffed
grouse, raccoon, and fox. As found at the proposed Sierks
Reservoir area,lack of suitable habitat is responsible for low
populations of pheasant, waterfowl and muskrat.

The construction of Linden Reservoir will result in the
loss of wildlife resources as well as the present NYSDEC
brown trout stream stocking program. These losses must be
considered when discussing the potential benefits of recreation
and an improved warmwater fishery. The multi-purpose benefits
for this measure can only be determined after further detailed

* studies.

Of the four regional and one local protection measures presented
in your Preliminary Feasibility Report, the Batavia Reservoir
Compound will have the least impact on fish and wildlife resources.
This measure will also benefit the NYSDEC Tonawanda Wildlife

. Management Area by preventing inundation from floodwaters.
-* The Alabama Pools measure will have the most disastrous impact

on fish and wildlife resources. This measure will destroy
the already present ideal habitat conditions for production,

* enhancement, and enjoyment of the waterfowl resource and other
marsh-related wildlife species.

* We appreciate the opportunity to comment on your Preliminary
Feasibility Report at this time and look forward to further
coordination on the Tonawanda Creek Watershed Flood Management

*project.

Sincerely yours,

llard'W. Cole, Jr
Area Off ie. Supervi *r
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STATE OF NEW YORK
" ' . DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION o

ALBANY, NEW YORK 12233-0001

HENRY G. WILLIAMS

CO..SSIONER

C=,

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the
Department's position regarding the use of the NYSDEC's Oak Orchard
Wildlife Management Area in conjunction with your recommendation for
Fish and Wildlife mitigation for the Tonawanda Creek Flood Control
project.

My regional staff has indicated in previous correspondence and at
various meetings that while they prefer on-site mitigation to
compensaie for wetland and riparian habitat losses they would consider
mitigation on the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area. Their
recommendations involved the additional acquisition of approximately
30 acres of land adjacent to Goose Pond, and various habitat
improvement options. We stressed that simple habitat improvements
alone was not considered adequate to compensate for the loss of
habitat and that the additional acquisition and management of land was
vital for our acceptance of the proposed off-site mitigation.

Since our initial discussions concerning mitigation options at
Oak Orchard, Bureau of Wildlife has carried out much of the work
included in the mitigation proposal of the Corps. These improvements
have been accomplished with 1972 Bond Act monies. By the end of this
construction season, the storage capacity of Goose Pond will have been
increased from 200 acre feet to just over 300 acre feet through dike
and control structure improvements. In addition, we are anticipating
habitat improvement involving pothole and level ditch construction
during the 1984 construction season. At the completion of the work,
the benefits of the proposed Corps mitigation will have been reduced
by as much as 50%. We do not, at this time, have any plan to acquire
the 30 acre parcel referred to above.

It is this Department's position that the Corps' proposal for
mitigation at Oak Orchard is an acceptable first element, but that as
that work and additional work by the Department, as anticipated over
the next several years is completed, acquisition and management of
land as previously recommended is necessary for adequate compensaticn
for wetland losses associated with the Tonawanda Creek project.
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le hope that through our continued coordination between your
staff and the US Fish and Wildlife staff that an environmentally sound
mitigation plan is developed. Edward Holmes at our Region 8 office is
available to provide assistance in working out problems concerning
mitigation. If I can be of any further assistance, please feel free
to contact me.

My staff has reviewed your revised report and recommended that

this Department continue to support implementation of the project. I
concur with the staff recommendation.

CI+ enry G. Williams

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman
District Engineer
US Army Engineering District, Buffalo
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

- . J



STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF

.4k ,ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

ALBANY. NEW YORK 12233-0001

HENRY G. WILLIAMS

APR 2 0 1983

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

Following receipt of your December 27, 1982 letter requesting a
new letter of support for the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified)
my staff has carefully reviewed your final feasibility report, letters
and resolutions of local governments regarding the proposed project
and other available information. In addition, this Department held
two technical workshops in Batavia on February 8 and March 2, 1983 to
obtain the views of local interests in the Basin. Members of your
staff participated in the second workshop and answered many questions.

My staff has concluded that, while some of the objections to the
project are valid, particularly in the upper portions of the watershed,
the benefits to be received from the project far outweigh the negative
impacts and the greatest good to the region would be served by

- .construction of the project. Therefore, this agency supports the
Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) and urges that the project be
recommended to the Congress for authorization.

Once the project Is authorized and you begin advanced engineering
and design, you are requested to coordinate with Regional Fish and
Wildlife staff of this agency in planning mitigation measures to offset
impacts on fish and wildlife and with the Department of Agriculture
and Markets to minimize any negative impacts on agricultural activities
in the reservoir areas.

Henry G. Williams

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman
District Engineer

U.S. Corps of Engineers
Department of the Army
Buffalo District

1776 Niagara Street

Buffalo, New York 14207

..



FLOOD PROTECTION FOR THE
TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED

BATAVIA RESERVOIR COMPOUND (MODIFIED)

BACKGROUND

Under resolutions of the Congressional Committees on Public
Works passed in 1950 and 1956, the Chief of Engineering, in 1973
authorized study of water resources management in the Buffalo Metro-
politan Area and directed that the study include the Buffalo Urban
Area (SMSA) and its tributary watersheds including the Tonawanda
Creek Watershed. Since that time Buffalo District, Corps of Engi-
neers has been investigating the water management needs of the
watershed and has found that a critical need is flood damage re-
duction. Over a period of nearly ten years of study the Corps has
examined a number of potential solutions to water management needs,
with an emphasis on flood damage reduction, both individually and in
various combinations. These solutions were examined for economic
feasibility as well as the degree to which they offered flood damage
reductions and environmental and social impacts.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In November 1981 the Corps completed a Final Feasibility Study
and Report which recommended that an upper watershed project, iden-
tified as the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified), be authorized
for construction by Congress. The project calls for construction of
two shallow detention reservoirs (normally dry) south of and upstream
from the City of Batavia on the main stem of Tonawanda Creek. The
lower (downstream) dam would be only 10 feet high while the upper dam
15 feet high. Each earthfill dam would be equipped with outlet
control gates which would be closed only during excessive runoff
periods (usually occurring in late winter or early spring) when flows

9. would exceed downstream channel capacity. After the excessive runoff
period the gates would be opened to release impounded water at non-
damaging levels until the pools were fully drained. In addition, the
stream channel within the two reservoir areas would be cleared of
snags and debris which would substantially decrease the frequency of
flooding of farms in these areas. Because of improved channel
capacity in the reservoir areas and the fact that in most years the
reservoirs would be fully drained by the time spring land preparation
for crop planting begins, it is predicted that there will be a net
benefit to agricultural interests.

Land for construction of the two dams, would be acquired in fee
and would total some 95 acres. Permanent easements on 20 acres of
land would be acquired for construction of training dikes. Flowage
easements would be acquired on 3612 acres in the reservoir areas to
permit temporary impoundment of excess runoff during flood periods
and an additional 1616 acres of flowage easement would be acquired
immediately downstream of the lower dam.

Twenty two homes will have to be acquired in the reservoir areas
and the families relocated.



PROJECT COSTS AND BENEFITS

The total cost of the project at June 1981 price levels is
estimated at $25.8 million. Based upon an economic life of 100 years

* and an interest rate of 7 5/8 percent, the average annual cost of the
project is $2.49 million including operation and maintenance costs.

The average annual benefits in flood damages prevented over the
life of the project are valued at $3.29 million. Comparing costs and
benefits yields an average annual net benefit of $805,000 for a
benefit to cost ratio of 1.32 to 1.0. One third of the average
annual benefits, or $1.1 million, will accrue to Genesee County and
the remaining two thirds of the benefits will accrue to lower basin
areas in Erie and Niagara Counties.

State Position

The Erie-Niagara Basin Comprehensive Water Resources Plan,
adopted by the Department of Environmental Conservation in 1970,
called for the construction of two multi-purpose reservoirs in the
upper Tonawanda Creek watershed. Those two sites were considered by
the Corps in their studies and were not recommended for various
reasons including lack of economic justification, and loss of valu-
able farm land.

In letters to the Corps in 1976, 1979 and 1982 the Department
has indicated support for the Batavia Reservoir Compound.

In light of strong opposition to the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified) bv several Towns in the watershed and the Genesee County
legislature, the Corps, in a letter dated December 27, 1982 to
Commissioner Flacke asked that the Department reconsider the project
and provide a new letter of support.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Since authorization of the study of the watershed in 1973 the
Buffalo District has held numerous public meetings and workshops to
obtain input from the public and local governments and to keep them
advised of the status of the investigation. These began in 1975 and
have included 12 public meetings and 6 workshops in various locations
in the watershed. In addition, Corps personnel participated in a
meeting with Town and Village of Alexander representatives and a
technical workshop in early March, 1983 which were called for by this
Department.

PPESENT CONTROVERSY

Support for the project has been expressed by Erie and Niagara
Counties, the City of Batavia and five towns. The reasons for this
support include the projected reduction of the frequency of flood
damage, the reduction in size of the flood prone area, significant
reduction of the area where flood insurance is mandatory in order to

. . . . . . . ...,
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obtain a home mortgage and the perceived advantages in attracting new
industry to areas which are not flood prone.

Opposition to the project has been expressed by Genesee County
and three towns in the watershed as well as four towns which would
not be significantly impacted by the project. The position of the
latter should be discounted in weighing support and opposition. The
opposition of the Town and Village of Alexander to the project has
some validity in that 22 residences to be acquired if the project is
constructed would decrease the tax base somewhat and might also
reduce income to the school district. The Village of Alexander would
receive no benefits from the project.

Regional staff of the Division of Fish and Wildlife have ex-
pressed some concern over mitigation of negative impacts. The
Department of Agriculture and Markets has expressed concern reqarding
impacts on local farm operations in the reservoir areas.

STAFF CONCLUSIONS

Staff has reviewed copies of resolutions adopted by local
governments, both in support of and in opposition to the project as
well as questions raised at the December 1, 1982 public meeting and
answers to those questions contained in a Public Information Report
dated December 1982 published by the Corps. In addition, Department
staff conducted two technical workshops in Batavia in February and
March of 1983 to obtain the viewpoints of local government staff and
assess the validity of the basis for their positions. Staff have
reached the following conclusion:

1. Some of the objections raised by communities within the
reservoir areas and upstream are valid. There will be a reduction in
tax base in these areas although much less than perceived by oppo-
nents of the project. There may be some adverse affects on farm
operations although overall these should benefit. There are always
some adverse impacts caused by construction of reservoirs.

2. Much of the opposition has no factual basis but is the
result of misunderstandings, misinterpretations of information
presented by the Corps and outright disbelief of certain aspects of
the Corps' report.

3. As with any public works project, the concept of the "great-
est good" should be applied. In the professional judgment of flood
protection staff of the Division of Water, the overall benefits of
construction of the project will outweigh the negative impacts.

4. Whether the Department supports or opposes the project for
recommended action to Congress, substantial political pressure to
change that position will likely be applied by local governments and
possibly by members of the legislature.

Regional Directors of Regions 8 and 9 have indicated their
support of the proposed project.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the recommendation of Division of Water Staff that the
Commissioner sign a letter to Col. Hardiman, Buffalo District Engi-
neering, reaffirming the support of the Department of Environmental
Conservation for recommending the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Mod-
ified) for authorization by Congress. It is further recommended that
the letter of support request the Corps of Engineers to coordinate
closely with Regional Fish and Wildlife staff regarding mitigation of
negative impacts and with the Department of Agriculture and Markets
regarding impacts on farm operation, during post authorization
studies.

.....



New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Road, Albany. New York 12233

Robert F. Flacke
Commissioner

February 17, 1982

Colonel George P. Johnson
District Engineer
U.S. Corps of Engineers
Dept. of the Amy
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Johnson:

This is to advise that we are pleased to learn of the favorable
feasibility study for a flood management plan of the Tonawanda
Creek Watershed. We support this study and urge that a general
design memorandum study-be initiated as soon as possible.

Assuming that future studies confirm a feasible flood control
project, the State of New York through, the Department of
Environmental Conservation, is authorized to enter into a

.. contractual agreement with the Corps of Engineers for construction
of the project.

Sincerely,

,~am~ F. Ke ey
Director/Flood Pr ection Bureau

REW pt

cc: John Spagnoli, Region 9

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
,. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Dr. Robert Funk
State Archaeologist
University of the State

of New York
State Education Department
Cultural Education Center
Albany, MY 12230

Dear Dr. Funk:

Enclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Batavia Reservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological SumnarZ and Appeudicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Mr. Richard H.

Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

3 Incl DOALD H. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, Engineering Division

C": Levis

. NCBED-PE Berkeley

Bennett
Pleczynski_

Hallock
Liddell
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NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Hs. Ann Webster Smith
Deputy Commissioner for

Historic Preservation
New York State Office of

Parks and Recreation
Agency Building #1
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12338-

Dear Hs. Smith:

Enclosed for your information Is a Final Cultural Resources .Report entitled,
Batavia Reservoir Compound; Phase I Archaeological Summary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Mr. Richard H.
Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

3 Incl DONALD M. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, Engineering Division

_-INCBED-PE Lewis
Berkeley
Bennett
Pieczynoki__
Hallock
Liddell

-?*..-.-" -- ..
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NEW YORK STATE PARKS & RECREATION Agency Building 1 Empery Stale Plaza. Alt.iny. New York 12238 Informalion 518 4 74 0CX

QOtn Lehman. Commissioner

June 27, 1980

.7

Mr. Donald Liddell
Chief, Engineering Division
Dept. of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

Dear Mr. Liddell:

Batavia Reservoir Compound
Genesee County, New York

We have reviewed the cultural resource reconnaissance
report on this project and wish to make a few comments. The

*survey seems to be complete and the recommendations are in
order. However, the structure survey forms do not provide
sufficient information for us to evaluate them. The contact
prints are not adequate particularly in cases where the
structure may well be eligible for the National Register.
Photos should be attached to the form as indicated on the
form and in the enclosed manual. Also, an overall map should
be included with forms keyed to it. This can be a USGS map
if scale is a problem. We suggest you have your consultants
follow the instructions in the manual for architectural and
historical information as well.

Due to the large number of structures included in this
study, it may be beneficial to wait until you know which
structures are to be affected before a detail study is made.

Please call Bruce Fullem at 518-474-3176 should you wish
to discuss this matter in detail.

Sincere y,

li ._jec e b_ Stephen J. Raiche
Director

AM Historic Preservation Field
Services

BF mr

Enc.

A -.,- -' ' I'



NCBED-FE 9 June 19iO

Dr. Robert Funk, State Archaeologist
New York State Museum and Science Service
Anthropological Survey
Albany, NjY 12234

Dear Dr. Funk:

Enclosed for your review and conment is a cultural resources reconnaissance
report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound, Phase 1 Archaeological Summary"
prepared for the buffalo District by the State University of New York at
Blinghanton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural resourses report provided for your review in Novcuber 1979.

If we do not receive your coments within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, we will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.
Comments received after the expiration of the comment period cannot be con-
sidered in the preparation of the final report.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact my staff
Archaeologist, *fr. ichard It. Lewis at (710) 876-5454, extension 2171.

Sincerely,

DONALD h1. LIDDELL
Chief, Engineering Division

CF: Lewis
/NCBED-PE Berkeley

". -" Bennett
Pieczynski
Hallock
Liddell

.,'



,-.. CBED-P, 9 June 1980

Dr. Ann Webster-Smith, Deputy Cotmissioner
for Historic Preservation

Division for Historic Preservation
Now York State Office of Parks and

Recreation
Agency Building No. I
Empire State Plaza
Ablany, NY 12238

Dear Dr. Webster-Smith:

Enclosed for your review and comment Is a cultural resources reconnaissance
report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Cotpound, Phase I Archaeological Summary"
prepared for the Buffalo District by the State University of hew York at
Binghamton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural resourses report provided for your review in November 1979.

If we do not receive your comuents within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, we will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.
Comments received after the expiration of the coment period cannot be con-
sidered in the preparation of the final report.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact ray staff
Archaeologist, Hr. Richard i. Lewis at (716) 876-5454, extension 2171.

Sincerely,

DONALD H. LIDDELL
Chief, Engineering Division

CF: Lewis
4CBED-PE Berkeley

Bennett
Pieczynski
Hallock
Liddell

r!!i-...
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5272 Clinton Street Road Batavia, New York 14020 -Phone (716) 343-2362

October 29, 1979

H. Ronald J. Guido
Chief, Economics Section
Department of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buff&3o, New York 14207

Rons

After reviewing the material sent regarding the BRMC in Genesee
County, we offer the following comments:-

. 1) The study appears to be well written and based on the materials
and data used, a significant benefit should be achieved.

2) There is no doubt that some time will elapse before the full
"improvement" impact will be seen, but gradually landowners in
the area should begin to utilize the abandoned or idle 1-and. How-
ever, intensification could occur from more than one direction.

If annual flooding in the lower region is controlled during the
growing season, dairy men in the area might utilize more of the
idle land for livestock crop production such as oats, corn and
hay.

Also cash crop farmers not necessarily in the area, may also
begin to renovate the idle land for more intensive crops such
as cabbage, dry beans, beets, sunflowers, etc.

A third prospect would be a combination of the two, whereas a
dairy man might diversify by adding some acreage of cash crops
as he presently produces enough feed and still has extra land
now capable of growing and harvesting crops.

3) Much of the idle land wil need improved internal water management
in order to compete in crop production. This is an assumption bas-
ed on the premis that the land was abandoned due to prolonged wet-
ness after the initial flooding had subsided.

Internal water management can be obtained through the use of land
leveling and filling, open drainage channels, subsurface tile in-
stallation and diversion of over land flow from adjacent higher
land.

". , • : . -. .; *- . . _ ,. . _ . " - .
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5272 Clinton Street Road Batavia, New Yoik 14020 - Phone (716) 343-2362

Ronald J. Guido
Page 2

-. 4) Channel improvement particularly in the area between the upper
and lower impoundments, would add an extra dimension to water

. control in the area. Often high flows (not bankfull) back up
7 at the log jams and flow into adjacent fields causing local

flooding and crop loss. The removal of impediments with in the
channel proper, would reduce the severity of annual summer crop
losses along certain sections of the stream.

5) In referance to item G on the included disposition form dated
Sept. 26, 1979 from R. Waxmnsky to you, we completely agree
with this and think it will be one of the points of contention.

However, I also think a similar problem may occur in the lower
area with the farms where buildings and facilities will require

"" removal.

In closing, please feel free to call for any additional information
'- you may need. Either Art Hanson or myself are available at 716-343-
,- 2362.

-Respectfully,

*" Robert Berkemeier

District Manager

- RB/jg
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NCBED-PC 5 October 1979

Mr. Robert Berkmeier
Genesee County Soil & Water

Conservation District
5272 Clinton Street Road
Batavia, NY 14020

Dear Mr. Berkmeier:

As agreed in our meeting of 24 September 1979, I am forwarding you
some material relating to the agricultural component of the Tonawanda
Creek study we are presently concluding. This includes a draft copy
of the agricultural section of the Economic Supplement to the Revised
Interim Feasibility Report and a copy of an in-house memo from
R. Waxmonsky to me dated 26 Sep 79. The latter specifically relates
to the impact alternative plans would have upon agriculture in the
two reservoir sites.

I -ild appreciate your reviewing these materials in light of your
knowledge and experience with agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek
flood plain. I would like to receive your written comments by Monday,
29 October, so that we might consider them before we hold a public
information and status meeting on the project in the city of Batavia
on 8 November 1979.

Should you have any questions, please feel free to phone me, Area
Code (716) 876-5454, extension 2177.

Sincerely,

2 Incl RONALD J. GUIDO
as stated Chief, Economics Section

" CF"
,, CBED-PC Waxmonsky_

NCBED-PN/J. Hassey Guido_._-
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The Effect of Alternative Reservoir Managment Plans
NCBED-PC Upon Agriculture in Reaches T-13 L and T-13 U

R. Guido R. Waxmonsky 2 eSep 79
L*axmonsky/19/2178

After having talked with Brad and Mike this morning, I would restate my 7 Aug 79 mesa
as follows:

a. Given the historical record of flowage in Tonawanda Creek at the Batavia Cage
for the 1945-1970 period, it is estimated that only three floods in the 16 April to
I July period would have overspilled the bank in T-13 Lower (the area between the two
reservoirs) under existing (that is, with natural or without project) conditions.

b. If the Batavia Reservoir Compound-Hodified had been in place in 1945, only
one of these floods would have impounded water in T-13 Lower. This would have been
the 25 April 1961 flood. This assumes "winter operation" of the two reservoirs - the
floodgates in each reservoir are partially closed.

c. Under with project and winter operation conditions, an area of 1,250 acres
would be inundated in Reach T-13 Lower by this flood. This compares to 870 acres
which are estimatea to have been inundated under existing (natural) conditions in
April 1961. The depth of the pooled water would have been 5.3 feet greater under
with project and winter operation conditions than under existing (natural) con-
ditions. Under the improved and winter operation conditions, an area of 350 acres
would be inundated in the Upper Reservoir (T-13 Upper); this compares to 45 acres
which was estimated to have been unundated under existing (natural) conditions In
April 1961. The depth of pooled water in the Upper Reservoir would have been 9.4
feet greater under with project and winter conditions than under existing (natural)

*conditions In 1961.

d. The 25 April 1961 flood would have been out-of-bank for seven days in T-13
Lower under with project and winter operation conditions; this is four days longer
than it has been estimated; it was out-of-bank under existing (natural) conditions
in April 1961. The additional four days would not have had a significant affect on
spring planting as field preparation could have begun by 15 May; at a minimum, it
would not have significantly hindered the planting of corn. The same flood would
have been out-of-bank in T-13 Upper for approximately four days under the same con-
ditions. Since it has been estimated that there was no flooding in T-13 Upper under
existing (natural) conditions, this is a net and an absolute increase in the duration
of flooding in the area. However, for the reason given in the discussion of T-1
Upper above, the flooding would not significantly hinder the planting of corn. It
could, however, significantly delay the planting of oats in T-13 Upper. But, as nd..
oats were planted In T-13 Upper in 1978, this may well be insignificant.

e. Since the project would have eliminated all but one flood during the 16 April
to I July period in the 25 years from 1945 to 1970, there is a four percent risk in
any one year of a flood occurring in T-13 Upper during the 16 April to I July period.
Consequently, at a maximum, there is a four percent risk of agricultural crop damage

.". in the reach from a flood occurring during this period of time. Though the value of
the damage could amount to as much as the total agricultural revenue produced in the

-.:. . ..~.
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NCED-PC
- SUBJECT: The Effect of Alternative Reservoir Manngement Plans

Upon Agriculture in Reaches T-13 L and T-13 U

_ reach minus all remaining unexpended variable production costs, the probability that
the damage would be this great Is relatlvly small. Most probably, damages assoclated

with a flood in the 16 April to 1 July period would be substantially below the above
mentioned maximum value.

Sf. Operation of the project on a -summer operation" plan (closing the floodgates
of the upper reservoir to as great an extent as possibly and as frequently as
possible) would reduce the flowage into the lower reservoir site, T-13 Lower. This
would greatly reduce the probability of the very slight but very frequent floods
(annual floods) which currently inundate low lying areas along the creek. This
would increase the productivity of these lands and would produce some agricultural
benefits which would tend to offset the increase loss farmers in T-13 Lower would

experience from more frequent impounding of water on their land under the project and

winter operation conditions. This would further reduce the magnitude of the latter
loss.

g. Though "summer operation" of the two reservoirs would increase the utility
and productivity of lands in the lower reservoir (T-13 Lower) by reducing the fre-

quency and extent of the slight but frequent (annual) floods, it would do so at the

expense of farm operations in the upper reservoir site (T-13 Upper). Here, the
effect would be to increase agricultural losses because the area would be flooded more

frequently, and a greater area would be flooded to a greater depth, under summer
operation than under winter operation or under existing (natural conditions. This
increased loss to upper reservoir farmers would be compensated by paying them a rela-
tively high flowage easement price which would presumably compensate them for their

increase loss. Since they will still own the land, they will still be able to use it..

as they choose, and as conditions permit in nonflood periods. T

RAYMOND WAXHONSKY
Regional Economist

2



NEW YORK STATE
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Ray.m T. Schuler, Conunluer

1220 Washington Avenue, State Campus, Albany, New York 12226

- December 8, 1975

LTC Byron G. Walker
Corps of Engineers
Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Army
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear LTC Walker:

Your letter of December 1 has been received and forwarded to Mr. K. W.
Shiatte, Director of our Development Division, for reply. Any future
correspondence should be directed to Mr. Shiatte at the following address:

Mr. K. W. Shiatte, Director
Development Division
New York State Department of Transportation
1220 Washington Avenue
State Campus
Albany, New York 12232

Please send a carbon copy of the notification letter, without attachments,
to Mr. J. K. Mladinov, Assistant Commissioner for Planning and Development,
at the above address. Thank you.

-.",Sincerely yours,

-:i d.

E. Wilson Campbell
,* Director, Planning Division

EWC:BHC

4 --
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Wow York State Department of E,' ronmentat Conservation
Region 9 Fish & Wildlife Office
128 South Street
Olean, New York 14760

Ogden Reid,
Commissioner

December 18, 1975

Mr. Bernard C. Hughes
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Buffalo District
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hughes,

I did not have an opportunity to attend the public

meeting November 20, 1975 concerning flood management along
the Tonawanda Creek.

I would like to bring your attention to a matter of

interest to the Region 9 Wildlife Unit concerning the study
area.

Region 9 Wildlife personnel have identified a major
deer wintering area in the Tonawanda Creek valley between
the Sierks reservoir dam site and Varysburg in Wyoming County.
It is entirely possible that a reservoir in this area would
significantly affect this wintering area and consequently
the deer herd in a much larger area. I have encircled in
red on a map of the study area the approximate location of
the ar.ea of concern. A detailed analysis of the effects of
a reservoir in this area will require considerable time.

Thank you for the opportunity to coment on this pro-
posal.

Very truly yours,

Russell L. Cheney
Regional Wildlife Maier,
Region 9

RLC/dmEncl.

cc: L.S. NelsonJ. Dell

fox. CO .
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Road, Albany, New York 12233

Ogden Reid,
Commiss ioner

January 7, 1976

Colonel Bernard C. Hughes
District Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers

.. 1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hughes:

We have reviewed your report entitled Considered Structural Alternatives
for Flood Control in the Tonawanda Creek, New York and have the following
comments:

I. Alternative #1 - Sierks Reservoir

Although this alternative would be consistent with the State-adopted
Erie-Niagara Basin Plan, there are several significant environmental
concerns which must be considered. A major deer wintering area in
the Tonawanda Creek Valley between the Sierks reservoir dam site
and Varysburg has been identified. It appears that a reservoir in
this area would significantly affect this wintering area and conse-
quently, the deer herd in a much larger area. In addition, the
impacts associated with relocating Route 98, which is presently
within the proposed reservoir pool, will have to be carefully
evaluated. The impact of the project on wetlands and active
agricultural activities must also be considered.

2. Alternative #2 - Linden Reservoir

This measure is also consistent with the State-adopted Erie-Niagara
Basin Plan. Although no specific adverse impacts have been identied,
the impact of the project on wetlands and active agricultural
activities will have to be carefully reviewed as additional information
becomes available.

3. Alternative #3 - Alabama Pools

One of our major concerns is the potential loss of wetlands resulting
from various alternatives of the watershed project. The Alabama Pools
alternative appears to have the greatest potential for adverse impacts
on wetlands. It may have an adverse impact on the Tonawanda Wildlife
Management Area, which has been developed approximately 807% by this
Department, and would negate some of the previously completed
development. In addition, this measure may affect portions of two
agricultural districts comprising approximately 43,000 acres in the
Towns of Batavia, Alabama, Oakfield and Pembroke.

Medben
. .. , -



Colonel Bernard C. Hughes - 2 - January 7, 1976

4. Alternative #4 - Batavia Reservoir Compound

From an environmental viewpoint, this measure would probably have
the least amount of adverse impacts when compared to the other
alternatives. A major concern in conjunction with this measure
would be the loss of productive farmland. However, since both
detention reservoirs would normally be dry, provisions could be
made to permit existing farming operations to continue as long as
such activities do not affect the integrity of the flood protection
provided. In addition, the limited period of flood water inundation
associated with these types of structures (dry dams) would probably
have a minimal impact on wetlands and wildlife habitat within the
project area.

5. Alternative #5 - Modification to Existing Corps Project at Batavia

This measure may have a significant impact on Tonawanda Creek in the
Batavia area, which could conflict with fishery management plans.
The potential for adverse impacts would result primarily from the
recommended enlargement of the stream channel for approximately
2 miles.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the proposed project alternatives.
We, of course, would like to receive additional information as it becomes
available.

Very truly yours,

C - .... ' * .. , .4.

Terence P. Curran
Director of Environmental Analysis

S'.
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BUFFALO METROPOLITAN AREA, NEW YORK
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT STUDY

TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED
INTERIM FLOOD MANAGEMENT STUDY

FINAL FEASIBILITY REPORT

INPUT FROM LOCAL INTERESTS
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-  U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Buffalo District
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NCITY BATAVIA OEN
Counicil Piosident O COUNCILMEN AT LARGE!.IT OF~mi BrA,"eA BENNY POTAZEBOWSKI

J. ROBERT BUCKLEY CATHERINE K. ROTH
Presdefn Pro TEn JOHN C. BANNISTER

IRA M. GATES COUNCILMEN
, _City Administrator' BRUCE R TEHAN

C JLOUIS 0. CANALE
REBECCA J. TIEDE THOMAS E. HUNTLEY

ClerI-Treasurer D. HOWARD COHEN

GEORGE E. SCHAEFER, JR. RICHARD E. O'DONNELL
City Attorny J. ROBERT BUCkLEY

Batavia, New York 14020

November 30, 1981

Mr. Daniel Kelly
Project Engineer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

Dear Mr. Kelly:

Attached is a resolution adopted by City
Council on November 23, 1981 supporting the Corps
of Engineers flood control project southof the City
of Batavia.

Sincerely,

Ira M. Gates

City Administrator

IMG:ble

Attach.

A
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Motion of Couin':i).man O'Donnell

WHEREAS, due to its location and topography, the City of Batavia
* is frequently subject to floods and the threat of floods from the
* Tonawanda Creek, and

WHEREAS, these -conditions limit developme .nt inl certain~ sections
* of the city and impose additional insurance costs for residents of

these areas, and

WHEREAS, the Army Corps of Engineers have studied and recently
proposed the construction upstream (south) from the city of impound-

* ment areas to equalize flow of the Tonawanda Creek, especially in
-. periods of high water, as a method of reducing the flood prone area

in the city, and

WHEREAS, this project has been approved by the Tonawanda Creek
Watershed Committee. now, therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Batavia, that the
* Council supports this proposed flood control project and requests
* speedy implementation, as a means to limit the flood hazard problem

in the City of Batavia

seconded by Council~man Buckley

* and on roll Ca~l approved* unanimoutoly

7%.

OF N-:'/~~

CITY C7 0'> '4in is a true and correct
I ~~cz c~~.I~ t -.0 'CrcZO fl
* anzrKVu ~- ~ - b '-J City Copncil.

0, and o l t'.o

Dated at Batavia, N.

city Clerk, Batavia, N. Y.



November S, 1981
9079 Creek Road
Batavia, NY 14020

David MacPherson
Planning Study Manager
Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14207

Dear Mr. MacPherson:

Damaging floods have been a part of Batavia's
history. The Flood of 1942 prompted the construction
of channel improvements which lessened the damages of

- the 1960 Flood. However, these channel improvements
do not offer adequate protection against major floods.
The area has escaped serious flooding in recent years
but the Federal Flood Insurance Maps graphically de-
tail the extent of major flooding which could engulf
a large percentage of the City.

This Committee has spent many hours in discussions
with Corps of Engineers' representatives and interested
citizens. Everyone agrees that flood protection is
necessary. The Corps of Engineers have studied and
explained many alternatives. The Batavia Reservoir
Compound Plan (modified) will greatly benefit Genesee
County but as with any drainage protection plan some
areas will receive more protection than others. The
time for study and debate has passed and we believe
the time has come to enthusiastically support this
selected plan. We urge everyone to give this project
their undivided support.

Attached are copies of the Tonawania Creek
Watershed Minutes of October 22, 1981 recommending
support of this important project.

Very truly yours,

Frank Gorecki, Chairman
Tonawanda Creek Watershed

DL:am
Att.
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TONAWANDA CRIEK WATL RSIHED f'CM24I tTE-

OCTOBER 2;.;. 19El

- This Meeting is a carr', over of the, October L.S -:n i-n whicil

- lacked a quorum. Fran!- Goricki ca?.led ;The Meeting to order at

" 7:50 P.M. Present;
Ed Starowicz
Doti Woodruff
R. y Chudoba
Jim Kustus
Dennis Larson, Se(:retary

Mr. Gorecki reported that Maynard ,lor was sick and would not be

- able to attend. Dick Young could -ot attend becaus.. of t've press
* of business, but sent his proxy with &ic. Gorecki.

"" Motion by Ray Chudoba, seconld by Don Woodruff, that the minutes

* of August 6, 1981 be approved as received. Unanimous approval.

The following motion by Ray "hudoba, secended by Jim "ustus.

For a period of about 75 years fi:od control type projects have

been under consideration with fragmenv~d interest periodi.cally and

only to die out for long periods, even decades. Interest is sparked

only when near disaster strikes oaly to die out again. In the past

2 years several alternatives have been discussed. Eac&- and every

time the discussion centers around tle best method to accomplish

flood control, the main topic seers to get lost., F'C WE, AED A IFLOOD

CONTROL PROJECT". In our opinion the answer is YES. Recently a

new study was completed that places nearly 50S of the City of Batavia
in a flood plain. The economic iffpact of tais alojie verifies the

fact that we need flood control. hileds of additional homes and

businesses will now be required tc buy flood contrcl insurance.

These properties will now have tiee disadvantage of this stgma in

. their future development, when firan,:ing improvements or when attempt-
ing to sell such property. In tlc, past few d.ys we have heard the

V concern of people regarding the loss of our young people leaving the

area. They get their -ducation 3.i or aroutn,! 3-ttv'a .---d find little

to offer in the varied job mariel . I? Loo': arou-d and .;ee the

various employers wa.o are or iiav( L-fi ti, araa. i;';Am, thL: on the

flooding, no; but if we had a go(d -icod ,:entre :-oj.-cz in existance

that could or would free us some (if rhe Iand alailab.e to be offered

lem
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to business and industry, chis coui.1 ma'e a difference i.n ;,tracting
those types of business, and our y.)tng peop.e lust might deide o

stay. We say get in your car and take a tour, in aul around the
City with a flood plain map and yoi wil see the southeast, south

and southwest sections ef this arei are most bleak compared to their

counterparts.

Some of the best people have ut their minds togethe. and through

their efforts have come up with a 3ound, saie and mostly financial

free solution to this yearly threat in the B4atavia Reservoir Compound

Flood Control Project aird we move that this project be approved

forthwith with all the backing and support we can ,muster.

Discussion followed and Chairnan Gorccki pointed cut that this

is only the preliminary plan and that details will be refined as

the project goes through "he many steps to construction. Also

there would be future public hearings before the project becomes a

reality. Roll call vote on the motion;

Jim Kustus, Yes Frank Gorecki, Yes
Ray Chudoba, Yes Don Woodruff, No
Ed Starowicz, No Di:k Young, Yes (Proxy Vote)

Summary: 4 Yes Votes, 2 No Votes.

Don Woodruff explained that he voted Na but would not wo-.k against

thie proposed project. Don Woodruff mad- a n',..n, seconded by Jim

Kustus, to send the attached letter to all affected Municipalities.

Roll call vote on the letter:

Jim Kustus, Yes Frank Gore :ki, '.es
Ray Chudoba, Yes Don Wodriiff, 'fes
Ed Starowicz, No

Summary: 4 Yes Votes, I No Vo'e.

It was also suggested that copies cf the hews article be attached to

the letters.

Meeting adjourned at 8:50 P.1%.

DL:am
cc: All Members & City Council " 'Ea.,Tc ' ,i-eHtary

J.Woodruff, Co.Leg.Chairman
J. lume, Co.Leg.
C. Scott, Town Supv.
A. McWilliams, Daily News
H. Kelsey, Chairman, SWCD
C. Meyer, County Mgr.
J. Hiller, Town Mgr.
D. McPherson, Corps Eng.

001 • . --.* -.-.-,. . . .- -



Flood Control Plan -eaay
For Washington Review,

By Al McWilliams valley to a point about operating expetmes are. buildings are in the ira-
.-Flood -control plans 1,500 feet east of Creek expected to run about mediate reservoir areas

calling for the construe- Road. It would have $275,000 a year. and are slated Yor
tion of two dams- each four electric gates with The project is still a remo val. Robert
over a mile long -- on the same maximum long way from becom- Dragonette, an official
the Tonawanda Creek . : . InK a reality. Mr. of the corps real e.itate
south of the, city are Map on Page4 Gilbert told The News it - section, told the 15 area
ready toy " i o g'o to e will take a year for the "residents present they
Washington. openings as tplan to move through would be paid fair
* -Corps of Engineers of- upper dam. the Washington review market value for their
ficials Thursday told the Because it is a project process. It could then be 'homes, receive pay-

* 'Tonawanda Watershed that -would- solve five to six years before rment for moving ex-
'Committee and area -regional problems, con- It will clear Congress penses and be eligible
residents --the survey struction and *.annual 'and be ready for con- for up to $15,000 for the
report "and technical maintenance costs struction which will difference in the cost of
review .are "complete would be entirely takeanothertwoyears. .. _
and the next step in.sub- feder4lly financed, the Fifty-four houses,
mission to the Board of' engineers stated. The farms and farm Continued on Page 4

!'. Rivers and Harbors.
The report given at a Continued from Page 1

meeting at' City Hall in- financing a new home. " -- City officials have.-
dicates the project that Farm land would not been concerned over the control. To get the peo-

has been\ several be purchased by the large sections of the 'pl e to agree on what
decades in the talkig federal government, community that have type s an impossibility.I
and preliminary plann- The corps would been designated as We've got to depend. on
ing stages may be on the e n potential flood zones. the expertise of thenegotiate easements po"• . ...r u~-
alterna aivesShvereen and the farm operators ThC designation re- engineers. We're not go
alternatives have been would still 'be able to quires owners to carry Iag -to have agreement
ruled out-and the two farm the "land. The flood insurance and in- and It will go" on
engineers believe one engineers claim the volves more restrictions forever." . ebest meet the control would benefit inthe sale. " City Engineer Dennis
besd.men the cty, from a longer growing Corps engineers told Larson, a .committee
area south of the city season becausethe flood County Legislator Sibyl member, commented
a orea mouthoftheity control would ' allow B. Zorn the dam con- that each year the city 1*
oand them to get on the fields struction would end the s"on the brink 'ofCounty., -flood zone designations.diatr

'Total cost-estimated earlier in the spring, fo nd idisaster" as the creek
on thebasisof June 1980 Debris would be The dams wouldprovide rise"'afratd,toget
pricesis $22 million. - cleared from the creek 500-year flood protec- the project, we've got toflaion is expected to between the dams to toninthecitY. have a 'dsastrous'
push the price tag up provide a better flow. Frank Gorecki. the nood
.about O percent a year The gates would be clos- watershed committee Residents will have an
while the authorization ed ..only during heavy chairman, told the opportunity to comment
process goes on, Charles runoff periods, and most gathering, "Everyone on the proposal. In the

of the year the reservoir agrees we need. flood next step in the process,
Gilert, opanningloief- jareas would be dry, the the corps division office
for the corps' Buffalo of- engineersreport. in Chicago will adver '"
of local officials and The new plan is a Use the plan and com-
property owners. modified version of a ments will be received

The upper dar, about ' previous proposal. for 30 days before it Is
5,450 feet long, would be Questions had been rais- I sent on to Washington'south f Peavier od ed about the ability of'

.just "iownstream -from earthen dams to withs-
the Conrail embank- tand an earthquake
meat. It would have five the site is on a fault ex-
electrically operated tending north from .At--

.gates that would each: tica.
have a maximum open- Engineers. moved- the
Ing of II- by 11-feet. lower dam about 2,000

Downstream about feet upstream from an
three miles would be the abandoned Conrail right
lower dam - a s5.600- of way and have propos-
foot-long structure *ed inclusion of
reaching from near materials that would
Route 98 across the pack • down with the

niinke vibrations.

................. ........
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2 THiE BATAVIA DAILY NEWS - Mowday. Odober 19, 1961

THE DAILY NEWS
Pubtlihed Monday thought "Sturday evenings by
Griswold & McWain, Inc., a susidiary of Johnson
Newsaper Corporation. Phoe 53UP4

2 Apollo Drive, Batavia, New York 1400.
- JOHN B. JOHNSON . JoHN H. ComMo

President tdtor.

'Flood Control
There thankfully is a gbmmer-breakig

through the area flood control clouds.
7- It is an issue that has been talked and

studied and debated and planned for -a
couple of decades.- Now the Corps of
Engineers has a pla In focus that is being
'submitted to the Board 'of Rivers and
Harbors.

That assertedly is the first step in an.
authorization process. Observations are
that it will take a year to clear the review
proceedings and then probably anotbewfve
or six years to attain funding by Congress, if
that comes to pass.

Nonetheless, it is reassuring that there
is a positive plan in place and in the proper
channels. V

At cuirrent figures, it is a 2 -million
* project. Contemplated are two dams . a

5,450-foot upper dam south of Peaviner
" Road -and a 5,600-foot structure about 3

miles downstream on Tonawanda Creek.
Each would be equipped with electrically-
controlled gates.

Fifty-four houses, farms and farm
buildings would have to be acquired to"
accomplish the undertaking. Because of its
regional scope, operating costs would be
federally funded. '

The area has pretty much escapid
major flooding.through the years but the
margin has been so close many times. Just
a little bit more rain on many occasions
could have resulted In disaster.

Significant of the peril are the extensive
*flood zone designations in this sector that
require property owners involved to carry
flood insurance and involve restrictions on
property sales; " •



TONAWANDA CREEFK WiATEISHE) COMTEE

OCIOBER 15'98"

This Meeting lacked a quorum s3 there was no Commxittee action.

The following representatives from the Corps of Engineers
provided detailed information on th3 background, alternatives

considered and informaation on the status; -f the flood cont.,-ol study.

Charles Gilbert, Chief, Planning Division
David MacPherson, Planning Study Manager
Bradford Price, Chief, Hydro~logic Invest. Sect.
Joseph Hassey, Planning, Former Study Manager
Jack Carr, Economics Branch
Ray Waxmonsky, Ecoriouics Branch
Philip Berkeley, Environmental Resources Br.
Robert Dragonette, Real E~state Office

Summary:

-. With the project in place, those in the tipper reservo-r would

have some benefit from a reduction in flooding due to clea:!-iag and

snagging of the upper and lower reservoirs. Pao-cz' in the .loaer

reservoir would be benefited by ext 3ndjing tile p~anting season most
* yers.Thi wil enble£arer~to start planting earlier in the

Spring since mnany ofl the present fraquent Spring floads would be
*eliminated. Most of the City, of Batavia would have 530-year

* protection from Tonawanda Creek overban't floodin~g. The erzissing
- average annual flood damages in tile Tonaw~anda Creek Waf:erShe-4

would be reduced by about 74 percent. The p-.otection at lkipicds,

* New York, in the Clarence-Amherst area would experience about 1-5
*year protection, much less than at Batav'ia, but tlile overall saving
* in damages would be significant witai no zdverse ..,npaci. tc z&aea

The total first cost of the Batavia r(-.soevoir CCmAo L'fld (m~odified)
*plan is $22,680,000, all Federal. expens- at Junet 1980~ Drice Levels.

~ -: The average annual operation and inainten:anc-e cos;t is $27' 00 (all
*Federal) . Th-. benef lt/cosv: ratio i s IZ ~'sed !,,. zr. ecflnA -),c'Ii."

of 100 years. There are n,) Non-Fodfral cnsf.'%
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Through1out the p:-evious plan &cmuzitic1; :. . .. s, .:e ::-

involved the public in many m.eetings and workshops to insure that

the study responds to the public's :eeds. Now that a plan has been

selected based upon your recommenda.iorts your Contin=ied support of

the plan is needed. Corps reviewer; of higher authority and members

* of Congress will be asking the question "Does the Public and their

.* Representatives want this project?"

Following the presentation, many questions were asked and

thoroughly discussed and answered.

Because the Committee lacked a quorum, they will meet again

October 22, 1981.

Dennis Larson, jNeretary

DL:am
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NCBED-PC 29 April 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

1. On 7 April 1981 (12:30 - 4:00 p.m.) a meeting was held at the Buffalo
District Office, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers concerning the Tonawanda Creek
flood control study. The specific purpolse of this meeting was to obtain
further detailed documentation for the projected increase in crop yields that
will result directly from our project.

2. Attendees at this meeting included:

Bruce Tillapaugh Cooperative Extension Setvice
Nathaniel Herendeen Cooperative Extension Service
Douglas Dettenrieder Soil Conservation Service
James Hume County Legislator, Flood Plain Farmer
Frank Gorecki Flood Plain Farmer
John Carr Project Economist, Buffalo District,

* Corps of Engineers

David MacPherson Project Manager, Buffalo District,
Corps of Engineers

Michael Mohr Project Hydrologist, Buffalo District,
Corps of Engineers

Ronald Guido Chief, Economics Section, Buffalo District,
Corps of Engineers

Kenneth Hallock Assistant Chief, Engineering Division,
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers

Mark Charlton Economist, North Central Division,
Corps of Engineers

3. Following a thorough discussion of the Tonawanda Creek flood control pro-
ject and its impact upon agriculture in the flood plain, a consensus among
the agricultural authorities in attendance was arrived at regarding current
and optimal planting dates on the flood plain. Tables 1 and 2, which follow,
illustrate this consensus regarding current and optimal planting dates on the
flood plain.

. . .

. . -



NCBED-PC
SUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

Table I - Current Planting Dates

Crop Genesee County : Erie and Niagara Counties-

Corn, silage • 25 May 25 Hay

Corn, grain 25 May 25 May

nats : 10 May 10 May

Winter Wheat 10 September 10 September

Mixed Hay 10 May- 10 May

Table 2 - Optimal Planting Dates

Crop Genesee County : Erie and Nipgara Counties

Corn, silage : 1 May : M May

Corn, grain I May : lMay

* Oats : 10 April 10 April

Winter Wheat 20 September : 20 September

Mixed Hay 10 April 10 April

These current and optimal planting dates reflect existing flooding and
drainage conditions on the Tonawada Creek flood plain. They represent the
average current and optimal planting dates considering: probability of
flooding, soil capability, existing drainage tiles, existing fertilizer
applied to specific crops, existing precipitation patterns, and specific
crops being planted.

4. Agricultural intensification will result from two factors: (1) an exten-
sion of the effective growing season, which will enable farmers to plant
crops earlier in the spring due to elimination of most April floods and (2) a
change In farmers' behavior toward more intensive agriculture.

Agricultural intensification benefits have been claimed for reach TO3 lower
(the area between the reservoirs) and all agricultural reaches downstream of
Batavia, NY (reaches T3-T9, B1-4, M1-6, Tll, T12). "

2
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NCBED-PC
SUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

Reach T13L

( "Despite the fact that the lower reservoir (reach TL3L) would be filled on the

average every 2 years, the time that the reservoir would be filled would be

during snowmelt the end of February to early April. In general, for floods
after 8 April only pasture and wooded areas near the lower reservoir would be
inundated. The clearing and snagging operation will contain most of these

late spring floods (after 8 April) in the upstream area of the lower
reservoir. The clearing and snagging operation will increase chanel capacity
in T13L from about 500 cfs to 2,000 cfs under improved conditions. From

historical data at the Batavia gage (1945-1970) it has been observed that 10
of 74 floods during this period occurred during the growing season of 8 April
- 31 October. If the clearing and snagging operation had been undertaken

during this historical period the increased channel capacity would have con-

tained six out of ten of these-events.

This represents a sharp reduction in the perceived risk of the farmers

operating on the flood plain in reach T13L. The threat of an April flood,
with the associated problem of delaying planting beyond the optimal date,
would no longer preclude more intensive operations.

Agricultural Reaches Downstream of Batavia
(Reaches T3-9, RBI-4, H1-6, Tll, T12)

' It is possible to estimate the probable impact the project would have on the

frequency of April floods by comparing the frequency with which April floods
would have occurred in the 1922-1977 period, if the project had been in
place.

The argument that the project will eliminate most April floods has been deve-

loped for the major agricultural reaches, those with more than 800 acres of

agricultural land downstream of Batavia. This includes reaches T5-T9, RB-3,
1-3, H-5, and M-6. These reaches include 78 percent of the agricultural

land downstream of Batavia.

The data used to support the methodology includes the stage-frequency curves
for the above mentioned reaches and historical data of flood levels at the

Alabama Cage on Tonawanda Creek. This gage is located on the creek at
Hopkins Road; it is the boundary between reaches T-10 and T-11. Observations
at this gage site are based on the 56-year period from 1922 to 1977.

It has been assumed that the stage will be reduced in all agricultural

reaches downstream of Batavia, NY, by the average reduction in the major

agricultural reaches (1.9 feet). It is observed that, had this project been
In place during the historical period (1922-1977) the vast majority of April

floods, 23 out of 26, would have been eliminated during this period. This
would have reduced the historical occurrence of April floods to once in 18.5

years as opposed to once in 2.2 years.

3



NCBED-PC
SSUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

This represents a very sharp reduction in the perceived risk of farmers
operating on the flood plain. The threat of an April flood with the asso-
clated problem of delaying planting beyond the optimal date would no longer
preclude more intensive operations.

5. The shift in planting dates (from current to optimal dates) will result
in higher yields from the major crops grown on the flood plain.

Tables 3-5 represent a consensus of agricultural experts In attendance at
the 7 April 1981 meeting regarding existing yields, "with-project" yields,
and the highest possible yields given the soil types found on the flood plain
under ideal conditions. Ideal conditions assume elimination of all overbank

.5" flooding, all farmers install drainage tiles, and apply additional fertilizeC
and ideal precipitation patterns.

Table 3 -Existing (Without Project) Yields

Crop Genesee County : Erie and Niagara Counties

. Corn, silage 13 tons/acre 11-12 tons acre

Corn, grain : 65-70 bushels/acre : 60 bushels/acre

Oats : 50-60 bushels/acre : 45-50 bushels/acre

Winter Wheat 40 bushels/acre : 30 bushels/acre

Mixed Hay 2.5 tons/acre 2.5 tons/acre

Note: Genesee County is characterized by distinct soil types with distinct
capability.

. Erie and Niagara Counties are characterized by similar soil types with
similar capability.

%°b
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K. SUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

Table 4 - Improved (With Project) Yields

Crop Genesee County : Erie and Niagara Counties

Corn, silage 18 tons/acre 17 tons acre

Corn, grain 100 bushels/acre : 90 bushels/acre

Oats * 90 bushels/acre : 80 bushels/acre

Winter Wheat 50 bushels/acre 45 bushels/acre

Mixed Hay 4 tons/acre 3 tons/acre

Note: Genesee County is characterized by distinct soil types with distinct

capability.

Erie and Niagara Counties are characterizedb by similar..soil types with
similar capability.

These existing (without project) and improved (with project) yields reflect

existing drainage conditions found on the_ Tonawanda Creek flood plain. No

I ""additional investment is required of the farmer to obtain the improved yields

sited in Table 4. Only planting crops on the flood plain at optional

planting dates is required to obtain the improved yields.

Table 5 - Yields Under Ideal Conditions

Crop Genesee County : Erie and Niagara Counties

Corn, silage 22 tons/acre 21 tons acre

Corn, grain 135 bushels/acre : 125 bushels/acre

Oats 110 bushels/acre 100 bushels/acre

Winter Wheat 65 bushels/acre : 55 bushels/acre

Mixed Hay 4.5 tons/acre 3.5 tons/acre

Note: Genesee County is characterized by distinct soil types with distinct

capability.

Erie and Niagara Counties are characterized by similar soil types with

similar capability.

5
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KSUBJECT: Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain

Yields under ideal conditions represent the highest possible yields given the
soil types found on the flood plain with elimination of the overbank
flooding, adding additional fertilizer, installing additional drain tiles,

• and with ideal precipitation patterns. These yields represent an upper bound
", on yields obtainable by the major crops grown on the flood plain.

6. With the implementation of the Tonawanda Creek flood control project the
-flood plain farmers can be expected to plant crops at optimal dates as shown
* in Table 2 and obtain "with project" yields shown in Table 4.

*" Also shifts in acreage planted from lowet to higher value crops can be
expected with a a project in place. It is also expected that idle land will
be put into production with a project in place. A very conservative estimate
of the change in agricultural land use on the flood plain as a result of this
project would be to assume that 50 percent of the idle agricultural land in
reaches impacted on by the project will be shifted into production in the
same distribution as major crops are currently planted on the fl~od plain.

RONAW J. GUIDOC hie k, Economics Section

'o(
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COOPERATIVE Cornell University WYOMING-ERIE ANIMAL SCIENCE
U.-State University of New York FIELD CROPS.EXTENSION U.S. Department of Agriculture FARM MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

401 North Main Street 21 South Grove Street
Warsaw. N.Y. 14569 East Aurora. N Y. 14052

Telephone: 716-786-2251 Telephone: 71"-52-5453

may 8, 1981

Ronald Guido
Department of the Army
Buffalo District
Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14207

Dear Ron:.5

First I would thank those from the Army Corps of Engineers that invited Coop-
erative Extension and Soil Conservation Service staff to contribute to the Tona-
wanda Creek Project. All too often local expertise is not used adequately. I'm
sure the farming sector would look to Cooperative and SCS to provide the type of
information you have asked for us to contribute.

I have enclosed a copy of your letter dated April 29, 1981 with additions or
corrections as I felt were discussed at the April 7, 1981 meeting at the Corps
office in Buffalo.

With the addition of improved harvest conditions as I noted on page two, I
fully concur with the technical information and accompanying explanation.

In conclusion I feel that Agriculture on the Tonawanda Creek Flood Plain
would respond favorably to the project, if completed as presented.

Sincerely,

Bruce P. Tiliapaugh
Regional Extension Specialist
Field Crops

BPT:pt
Enclosure
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James H. Hume, Jr.
9778 Creek Road

Batavia, New York 14020
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COOPERATIVE Corell Universlly Yr Wet,rnPlai, DAry Livrlito(k and
State University of New York Field Crops Programs in Gfinw'w.EXTENSION U.S Department of Agriculture Monroe. Niagara and Ork(arS Lcmnlis

420 East Main St 249 Highland Ave. 4487 Lake Ave 20 South Main St
Batavia. NY 14020 Rochester. NY 14620 Lockport, NY 14094 P.0 eox 150
716-343-3040 716-461-1000 716-433-2651 Albion. NY 14411

May 14, 1981 

716-589-5561

Ronald J. Guido
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara St.
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

Dear Ron,

Thanks for sending a copy of the memorandum for record of the meeting regarding the
Tonawanda Creek flood control project at your office on 7 April 1981. I believe the
write up is accurate, but there are a couple of small changes which I would suggest.
The first of these has to do with the note under table 3 on page 4. As you will note, the
yields on the Erie and Niagara County portion of the summary are slightly lower than
on the Genesee County portion. The reason we made this d4fference was because the
soils are somewhat different in the Erie and Niagara flood plain of Tonawanda Creek.
These soils were formed under shallow glacial lakes during the recession of the glaciers
from Western New York, about 12,000 years ago. These lacustine or lake-laid soils are
somewhat higher in clay content than the glacial till soils occurring in the Genesee
portion of the Tonawanda Creek flood plain. These soils with the higher clay content
are somewhat more difficult to manage and have poorer permeability than the soils
which occur upstream. I believe that is the reason we made the yield potential
slightly lower on the Erie and Niagara portion of the Tonawanda Creek flood plain. For
that reason, I woule suggest you change the second note to read "Erie and Niagara Counties
are characterized by slightly different soil types with somewhat lower capability."

The same change would apply to the second note under table 4 on page 5 and also under
5 on page 5. I hope you understand the difference this makes in the input which we
made to your project.

Another small change is in the paragraph between table 4 and table 5 on page 5. In the

last sentence of that paragraph the word "optional"should be changed to"optimal". This
was probably just a typographical error on the part of your office staff.

I am sending a copy of this to Bruce Tillapaugh and Doug Dettenrieder just to see if
they concur with my opinion on the soil type differences.

I know that the Corps has been working on this project for many years. Hopefully some-

time in the next few years it will become a reality. If the plan is ever implemented,
I know there will be great benefits to the farmers in the flood plain of Tonawanda Creek
as well as to many down stream rural and urban residents. Thanks for your eontinued
interest in this project good luck in your efforts to advance it.
Please let me know if you want to discuss this further.

Sincerely,

Nathain Herendeen
Regional Extension Specialist
c/ Bruce Tillapaugh

Ooug DettenriederJac Carr
c~Allm d . - . . . .- . .. 0e8, P'Owr"i A,,d £- 09WciO ohM40% Ne- VC.- Slat* Collage of AqlcAwe adO 1, I QCN.o lvC " C1"- Fca i '
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May 18, 1931

Ronald J. Guido, Chief
Economics Section
Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14207

Dear Mr. Guido:

Thank you for your April 29, 1981 letter with the
Memorandum for Record. I reviewed the report and find it
to be correct. You accurately incorporated my comments
into the report.

I am confident that the proposed project will benefit
farmers, the City of Batavia and everyone in the area,
therefore, I am very much in favor of the project. I am
interested both as an area farmer for crop improvement
and as Chairman of the Flood Study .Committee designated by
the Genesee County Legislation and Batavia City Council.

Please keep us informed of progress. We will be
pleased to assist you in pushing this worthwhile project
to completion.

Very truly yours

Frank Gorecki, Chairman
Flood Study Committee
9070 Creek Road
Batavia, NY 14020

DL:am
cc: J. Woodruff, Chairman, G.County Leg.

I. Gates, City Admin.
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NCSE.)-?C 3 June 1981

Dr. Sha Relid
Professor of Sols
155 Emersou Hall
Cornell University

9 ~Mace, WT 14853

S.

* b ear Dr. Reid-

I hove nclosed a copy of our evaluation of Agricultural activitv an the
Tonawanda Creek floodplain. A deseriptim ef the Tonawanda Creek flood control
pro1ct. and relevant correaposdeme used to support our evaluation is also
enclosed.

. I would appreciate your review of the ouclosed portion of the Tonawanda Creec
,"flood control report. The aglricultural sector is our primary concern. Tour
I coments in this area mould be vast appreciated.

* A letter reply detailing the results of your Indepeadent review is desired.
Vith your permission, leur letter will be Secluded In the docummtetion for the

. agricultural benefits credited to the Touaanda Creak flood control proiect.

Since the ecoomic evaluation i sear completion I would appreciate your relv
as soon as possible. If you have m questions please do ot hesitate to eontAct
Jack Carr, staff economist asignod to the Tonawanda Crok Vlood Control project
at (716) 876-5454, extension 2265. Thank you for your Lnterrest and particiration

* .nt this study.

• ." 14cerely.

2 INCls MUM) J. cum
as stated Chief, conosetcs Section

"uido
Plecrynaki
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New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
a Statutory College of the State University

FI Cornell University
Department of Agronomy
Bradfield and Emerson Halls. Ithaca, N. Y. 14853

June 11, 1981

Mr. Ronald Guido
Chief, Economics Section
Buffalo District,Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14207

Dear Mr. Guido:

I have reviewed the Agricultural section of the Tonawanda Creek
- flood control project. I would like to compliment the group of people who

put together the planting dates, present yields, expeeted yields,(with project)
and yields under prudent management conditions.

It is reasonable to expect that average yields of 100 bushels per acre
* is attainable in the Genesee County area and 90 bushels per acre is attainable

in the Erie and Niagara area with flood control. This would be using the
average technology as used by farmers today without additional costly inputs.

The values given for yields under ideal conditions are certainly
attainable using the best technology that is available today. This would
include additional drainage practices, maximizing use of fertilizers, lime,
varieties and timing of operations. I would change the title of table S to
Yields Under Optimal Conditions, because I would consider ideal conditions
to be that best year out of 10 to 20 years when everything worked correctly
for highest yields. In this case the yields could easily be over 150 bushels.

In your evaluation the yields are projected to 1995. There has been a
historic increase in yields at about 2% per year that might be projected
into the yields for about this time. The yields estimated for the project
are those that a farmer might obtain using average 1980 techniques. It will
require time for the farmers of the area to adopt these techniques, but at.
the same time there will be another increase in yields that will occur as a
general increase in productivity which these farmers will adopt as well.-In
other words, they will gain in productivity faster than the average. The
farmers in the flood area could not utilize all of the general increase in
productivity without the flood control thus making a greater difference in
their productivity.

o ..



Mr. Ronald Guido
Page 2
June ii, 1981

I would also predict that more than 50% of the idle agricultural land

: will move into agricultural production by 1995. Much of the idle land
will be used to replace land lost to non-agricultural uses as well as to
increase production on the farm. I would estimate that no more than S% of

• ' the area would be as idle agricultural land by 1995 (if the project is completed
by 1985).

This appears to be a project that is very beneficial to the economy of
the area; therefore, we hope it can be successfully funded.

Sincerely,

W. Shaw Reid ,

Professor, Soils Science

WSR:ns
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The Ohio State University Department of
-L I IAgricultural Economics

and Rural Sociology

2120 Fyffe Road
June 12, 1981 Columbus. Ohio 43210

Phone 614 422-7911

John Carr, Staff Economist
Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District
1776 Niagara St.
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Mr. Carr:

Enclosed are some comments concerning the Tonawanda
Creek Flood Control Study. Steve Yaksich asked that I
review the study. Generally, I found the study to be well
done. The methodology used to analyze the costs and
benefits is used in an appropriate manner. Any investigator
has to use numerous assumptions to complete a project
analysis, and your assumptions seem reasonable.

I have the following specific suggestions about the
study:

1. Yields (with project) and yields (without project)
seem reasonable. The method used to arrive at
these estimates is acceptable.

2. Land rent should not be included as a cost. While
this is a cash outlay to the tenant, it is not an
economic cost for the watershed (Tables $4-S9).
This is essentially a transfer payment from
operator to owner. Moreover, it is a fixed cost
to the watershed.

3. What is included in "variable production costs".
Is this equivalent to a custom rate for these
operations plus costs of materials? This needs
to be more explicit. Some of these costs look
questionable. For example, harvest costs at

$24 per acre would seem to approximate a custom
rate. This custom rate covers fuel, labor, repairs,
insurance, maintenance, depreciation, interest,
plus some profit. Some of these costs are fixed
costs which are supposedly excluded.

4. Interest on operating capital is not included as
a variable cost. This cost is likely to amount -
to $3-$9 per acre depending on the crop grown.

j
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Mr. John Carr
page two
June 12, 1981

5. Another problem seems to be with the concept
of "increase in gross profitability". (Table S-18).

*It assumes that all yield increases are realized
at no additional costs. In fact, there are
additional fertilizer costs and possibly additional
harvesting, transportation, drying and and interest
costs. These costs would be on the order of $10
per acre. Similarly, "change in gross profit/acre"
(Table S25) is probably overestimated.

6. Your estimated "growth in future agricultural benefits"
seems very modest, but I suppose it is best to err
on the side of conservation. A minor point is that
national "productivity gains" actually result in less
agricultural income due to the inelasticity of
demand for agricultural products. Any growth in
agricultural benefits must be rationalized on the
basis on increased foreign and domestic demand
rather than increased productivity.

If these changes were made, the net agricultural benefits
would probably decrease; howeverr the change would be small
and the benefit - cost ratio would decline only slightly.

If you have any questions concerning these comments,
please call me at (614) 422-2641.

Sincerely,

-%-

D. Lynn Forster

Associate Professor

DLF:sg

cc: Steve Yaksich

p.
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GENESEE COUNTY'LEGISLATURE
GENrSEE COUNTY ILDON

bdminjatntwe Off ace

SOFF ICE OF THE CHAIRMAN Phone (716) 344-2550
JuneE. Woodruff

SEAL

BATAVIA, NEW YORK 14020

November 21, 1979

Colonel George P. Johnson
District Engineer
U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Buffalo District
1776 Niagara Street V
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Johnson:

The Buffalo District Army Corps of Engineers held a meeting on
November 8, 1979, in Batavia, New York at the Genesee County Building
No. 2, for the express purpose of explaining their plan known as "The
Batavia Reservoir Compound Modified." This plan appears to meet the
approval of persons from the City of Batavia who had concerns about the
location of the dam in the earlier proposal.

Approximately one-hundred people attended the meeting at County Building
No. 2, of which a few had any objections. It appeared that the majority
are in agreement with the proposal. £

The meeting was conducted very well by CORPS personnel and most questions
- were answered.

I would dlso like to take this opportunity to thank you and your organi-
* zation for your sincere endeavors to assist the County of Genesee on this

project.

tVery truly yours, / .

* JAMES E. VOOWE?
K CHAIRMAN, GENESEE COUNTY' ZGISLATURE

JEW/apc



November 20, 1979

Mr. Joseph Hassey
Project Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Sir:

As Chairman of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed Committee, I would
like this letter to become a part of the record in regard to
the planned "Batavia Reservoir Compound Modified" flood control
project.

In attending the November 8th meeting in Batavia, which was

conducted by the Corps of Engineers, it would seem quite evident

that the vast majority were satisfied or in favor of the plans
to control flooding along the Tonawanda Creek. I further believe
that most people will agree on the need for flood protection
today or the need will surely grow greater in the years ahead.

Very truly yours,

FRANK GORECKI
CHAIRMAN
TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED COMMITTEE

FG/apc

. ... . . . . .



ERIE & NIAGARA COUNTIES REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD

.. ",t/ / , I,

November 20, 1979
.1.,i , I ." ,/,,,,,,

Mr. Joseph Hasey
Department of the Army
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Buffalo District

*: 1776 Niagara Street
, Buffalo, New York 14207

RE: Tonawanda Creek Watershed Study

Dear Mr. Hasey:

'* This office has reviewed the proposed Batavia Reservoir Compound Plan of
the referenced study and has noted that some limited benefits will result to

*: the Erie and Niagara Region. The Regional Board therefore supports the
proposed plan, however, wishes to emphasize that a regional solution to
the entire Tonawanda Creek Watershed is required in order to alleviate pre-
sent and future flood damages. It must also be pointed out that the downstream
reaches include the fastest growing areas in the watershed (Town of Amherst
and Clarence) and that the- present benefit to cost ratio may not be a true
barometer of future needs.

-* The Regional Board therefore respectfully requests that other alternate plans
* such as diversion channels, channelization and smaller reservoir compound

plans be addressed for the Erie and Niagara Region and supplement the
* Batavia Reservoir thus insuring a regional solution.

Very truly yours,

., Henry C. Jawo E
Sanitary Engineer

HCJ:sw

ERIE COUNTY (716) 837-2035
NORTHTOWN PLAZA. 3103 SHERIDAN DR.. AMHERST. NEW YORK 14226 - PHONE NIAGARA COUNTY q716) 025 8114

.FaLP SAVF OUR ENVIRONMENT USE RECYCLED PAPLO
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TOWN OF BATAVIA
TOWN HALL

4165 WEST MAIN STREET ROAD

BATAVIA. NEW YORK 14020

POU N0 *O'f110

-v January 10, 1976

Xr. B=yron I. '.,alker
LTC. CorrB of Engineers
Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Army
7urfalo District
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, Kew York 14207

Dear Mr. .:alker:

"e enclose herewith our master plan, existing zoning
ordinance to-ether with amendments for your infommation
9nd reference in accordance to your letter sent to me
on December 10, 1975.

ncerely yours,

joh- O'Brien, dh3'rman
To..n of B:itavia PlanninE Fo-rd

JTO: w
e nc 6*

Choked by &

Pilad by

- erich, -- t.---



DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING /

:PLANNING BOARD

S)037 WEST UAlls STRgET ROAD Osll Seamans
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December 16, 1975

Mr. Byron C. Walker
LTC, Corps of Engineers

NP " DepoLy District Engineer
1776 Niagara Street

4 Buffalo, New York 14207

Thank you for the information on the flood managcment control proposal for the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed.

Alternatives 1 and 2 do not directly affect land in Genesee County. However,
alternative 2 is important to our county because of its creation of a source
of water whica could be used in developing a countywide water supply system.
We also feel that alternative 2 would provide necessary control of the Level
of the Tonawanda Creek as it flows north so as to reduce the spring flooding
in lands in the Towns of Bethany and Alexander.

Alternative 3, which is on the Tonawanda Game Management Area, does not con-
flict in any way with land use planning as seen by the county planning depart-
ment. We favor further development and resource conservation measures in the

- Tonawanda Game ifanagenent Area so as to maximize the opportunity for wildlife

management and public utilization of that area for conservation/education
i-. activities.•

Alternative 4,entitled the Batavia Reservoir Compound, does affect a rather
substantial amount of land In the Town of Bethany. Present land use plans
call for continuation of this land .- s agricultural. As examination would show
that the creation of these compounds would reduce the annual flooding of the
more extensive lands in the Towns of Bethany and Alexander, the county planning
board would be supportive of such an approach. We also feel that the creation o

* these compounds could create a recreational arca usable by people from all over
• . Western New York. We feel that from a cost bent-fit analyses that alternative 4

,1..................
i". .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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should be given priority from the corps.
The proposa l outline in alternative 5 would seem to fit nicely with alternative

4 for an overall program-of.lood cQntrol and recreational development for the
area along the Tonawanda in the City and Town of Batavia.

we would appreciate receiving any further infoimatioh as it '-ecomes available
and would be more than happy to work with the corps as it nears implementation
of one or more of the alternatives.

Sincerely yours

Dwight M. Wells, Director

Genesee County Dept. of Planning

DMW: vmm

S.
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County of Erie
EDWARD- V. REGAN

C COUNTY IEXICUTIVE

DIVISION OF.FLANNING
CHARLES 0. BROWN

DIRIC TOR P ?ON[ I 4

December 17, 1975

Bryon G. Walker, Deputy District Engineer
Department of the Army
Buffalo District Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Ltrc. Walker;

This is written in reference to your letter of December 1, 1975 regarding
-a draft environmental impact statement on a preliminary feasibility report
entitled "Buffalo Metropolitan Area, New York, Water Resources Manage-
ment Interim Report on Feasibility of Flood Management in the Tonawanda
Creek Watershed."

You have requested basic Information in knowing whether or not the various
project alternatives will conform or conflict with the various land use plans,
policies, controls, etc. of the indicated area.

In our evaluation of the various town master plans and zoning regulations
of the effected towns in Erie County, the project should have no significant
control on Erie County. None of the recommended alternates appear to have
any detrimental effects upon land use development in this area, and the

rcducnoCn of Possibie flecoi drniye ii~ i~ vatv&..

will be beneficial.

Sincerely,

CHARLES 0. BROWN
Director

sm

- .2' J
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RIE & NIAGARA COUNTIES REGIONAL PLANNING BOAR

eg C.7 -4=Vtt,, IEi i
DIRECTOR Cp CIAIAMAN

c1-aittl CRS. OILc

--- *. - - - December 18, 1975 .AIRUA

SEGNETARY

Byron G Walker ......
LTC, Corps of Engineers

Deputy District Engineer
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Walker:

Thank you for your letter of Decemberl, 1975 requesting our comments
• : and input to the Environmental Impact Statement on Flood Management

" in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed.

,__ We are enclosing' herewith a copv of the s-tatcrncnt zubmittcd by thc Utilities
Committee of the Regional Planning Board and given at the November 20,
1975 public meeting in Batavia, New York.

On November 18, 1975 Colonel Hughes wrote a letter regarding our pre-
sentation of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed Storm Drainage Proposals
as recommended in our "Storm Drainage Management Plan", a copy of
which the Buffalo District has in its files.

The Utilities Committee is meeting on December 18 at 10:00 a. m. in the
Grand Island Town Hall. The committee will be reviewing this letter and
has asked Cblonel Hughes to attend their meeting to further discuss the
differences between the Corps proposals and the RPB proposals and the
problems caused through separate presentations. The Utilities Committee
holds open mcetings and anyone is free to attend. Should you desire to
attend aiong with Colunel Hugixes, please feel frcc to de, so.

,errlo urs,

Leo J. Yowak, Jr., irector

LJN:reg
Encs.



S4 te:nent from the Utilities Committee of the Erie and Niagara Counties

Regional Planning Board Regard the U. S. Army.Corps of Engineers

Alternative Plans for Flood Control on Tonawanda Creek to be given at

the Public Meeting in Batavia on November 20, 1975

*.My name is Robert Floyd and I am here representing the Utilities Commi tce

oi the Erie and Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board.

The Board has completed a Storm Drainage Study covering the major

watersheds of Erie and Niagara Counties. This study was funded by a grant

from the U. S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development. The region was

divided up into 15 major wat-ersheds, one of which is the Tonawanda Creek

presently in the process of showing alternative solutions to the flooding problems

- as determined by the study and requesting public comments thereon.

On completion of the public presentations, the RPB expects to adopt a stcr.

drainage plan and program consioting of a map and a report covering both Eric

• "and Niagara Counties.

The plan and program now being presented by ENCRPB for Tonawanda

Creek consists of a rocommended plan and 4 alternatives, which identifies areao

".f need of flood protection in Erie and Niagara Counties along Tonawanda Creek.

The recommended plan calls for a two phase program the lst phase being

the construction of a floodway or diversion channel from the Barge Canal cast

to Transit Road with levees along Transit Road to divert the Black Creek flow

to the diversion channel. Second stage construction will extend the diversion

channel from Tran.;i Road cao to To.rawanda Crec. with another levee In the

,:i i :. .i i i i . • . - ". : ,• : . .
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Sconstruction of the Alabama Pools should the need ever arise. Land use controls

are also included in this solution.

Alternative No. I consists of individual protection such aa construction

allowed only above the 100 year flood level and then through the use of detention

ponds by the developers tb prevent further damages downstream due to the

|! increased runoff generated.

Alternate No. 2

, Excavation of Existing Channel: Tonawanda Creek would be deepened

e -pstream from Mud Creek (mile 13. 0 to 13.6) and near Rapids (mile 17.6 to

19.4). Low levees would be constructed across the Tonawanda-Black Creek

1. 'i-~ Divide near Beemnan Cctm-1..

Alternate No. 3

Excavation of Existing Channel Combined with Alabama Pools: Alternative

2 would be conbined with two inches of flood control storage over the upper

Tonawanda Creek Watershed in the proposed Alabama Pools.* The proposed

A14bama Pools are located on the Erie-Genesee County line off-channel north

from Tonawanda Creek. Low levees would be constructed across the Tonawania-

Black Creek divide.

Nlternate No. 4

Complete Flood Plain Zoning: The entire broad flat flood plain would be

%,Bed for non-flood vulnerable use.

In reviewing the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers alternative projects, we

17 1tlote the following:

• .4 ., .
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Z. The Alabama Pools solution but with. modifications to the present

Batavia Flood Control Project and without the levee and channelizatlon

projects in the Towns of Clarence and Newstead in Erie County.

3. The addition of Sierks and Linden Reservoirs a possible solution but

with less protection especially in the downstream reaches.

4. The Alabama Pool solution but with Sierks Reservoir in lieu of the

downstream levees and channelizations.

5. The no action and no structural action alternatives have been ruled

out because they fail to meet the flood protection needs of the watershed.

The Utilities Committee of the RPI3 would like to go on record here tonifht

t.at t. Ceri. r. e in-.rn ,n lin in the next step of the bLudy pro'-ass tt

following:

1. Inclusion of the two phase Black Creek Diversion Channel Alternative

as recommended in the RPB's Storm Drainage Management Study. This

* Study shows $Z76, 000 annual cost versus $365, 000 for the proposed study

presented here tonight.

2. Inclusion of the no action alternative as required by the NEPA act.

". 3. The Alabama Pools alternate with the use of levees and channelizaeion

as shown in the RPB's Sturmxi D, ainage Study , an aterna-tive to ito

recommended plan.

4. That the corps define the 100 year flood prone area and indicate

through mapping the areas which will bc no longer flooded for each c

alternatives studied.



ORLEANS COUNTY PLANNING BOARD..
Court llouse Square

Albion, New York 14411

: " B.yron " Wlker - ." - ..

LTC, Corpes of Engineers
Deputy District JEngineer-.. . . ..... - .. . ; .... .
Buffalo District
17-76 ingara St.... . - . .. . "

I uffalo, I!.Y. 14207

Dear Mr. Walker: . --- . ....-- .- .- -, : :-- -.- . - - ..

This is in response to your December 1 letter to F4r. Pahura regarding the Tono-
wanda Creek Watershed inagement Feasibility interim report.

We appreciate yotr willingness to let us respond although this proposod flood
mangement program has a relatively minor impact on Orleans County.

The only proposed area of impact involves lands in the extreme southwost corner
of our county where Iliagara aed Genesee Counties abut Orleans.

Most of the land in question is part of the Oak Orchard Swapp and is under federal
management. The County Planning Board's Preliminary Land Use Plan calls for con-, . ...tlr:'cd rrotection of these la nd, s a naturni wildile refuge. 041jer =,ti.. .oreadJ.icent to Oak. Orchrd S.wamp are designated As resource management areas.

The Shelby Township zoning ordinance designates other adjacent areas as agri-
cultural use districts. However, the residential use district is defined in the
ordinance as follows: "...For the purpose of this Ordinance those lnds in the
Agricultural Use Districts which are adjacent, opposite or within three hundred
(300) feet, meaiured along the road frontages on both sides of the road, to a
premise on which a one or two family dwcllinp, otber than a farm dwelling, hasbeen or may in the future be established shall be a Residential Use District and

shall be subject to the provisions of this Ordinance applicable to the Residential
Use Districts."

In effect this ordinance allows for and encourages ttr strip development of all
roadways in the Town of Shelhy. The County Planning Board opposcs strip develop-
ncnt of any nature. However, it is a fact of which you should be cognizant as it
appears there are local roadways which are located in that area of Orleans
County which was defined in Platc 1 of your interim report.

To date I have not had the .nnprt,,nit v fo involve the Town of Shelby in nrty of
v deliberations on this matter but I" feel it proper that you also give the Townan adequate opportunity to respond if you have not already done so.

:Z'I If I _0n be of any further assistnnce feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

-I3"nner

WA .A,"

o4..

• ,. . , -,,,. ., .,,, . , ,., ,,. , - : : . . -.. -..- .. . -.. . . - -.
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The Commrittee is concerned that certain areas are developed and are

dcvelopiflg in Erie and Niagara Counties and in order to place sufficient

information In the hands of the residents affected that all alternatives possibleI aid their impact be clearly defined so that adequate public opinion can be

Lccured and a fnaL soLution justified to the satisfaction of the public.

- eUilte Committee thanks the Corps for the opportunity to present

th~is statement aird"lso expresses a continuing interest in the project and

A dczires to participate to its fullest extent. Thank you Col. Hughes.

J

tiic..

L



DISPOSITION FORM
.For wse of Aim fom, se AR 340-15; she propoent agency is The Adjutnt General's Office.

U11111111o OSt O"fO SIAM SUWKUT

Workshop for Local Officials on Tonawanda Creek Flood
NCBED-PN Damage Management

TO F111 OAT9 CMT I
VfILES P. Markham 4 May 76

Markham/ds/231

1. Time: 12 April 1976, 1:30 p.m.

h 2. Place: Legislative Chambers, Genesee County building, Main and Court Streets,
Batavia, NY.

3. Participants: Local officials of the county, city, village and towns located in
the upstream flood plain. See Inclosure 1 for complete list of invitees and partici-
pants. Corps representatives were Don Liddell, Chief, Engineering Division; Jack
iurentkuff, Planner; Charlie Baldi, Project Manager; and Paula Markham, Public Involve-
ment'Specialist.

4. The purpose of the workshop was to describe to local officials the impacts, costs
and benefits of the Batavia Reservoir Compound, and to hear their comments on the

-* Compound proposal.

*5. Don Liddell opened the meeting with a review of the various flood control measures
considered by the Corps for the Tonawanda Creek watershed. He explained that some
measures, e.g. Sierks and Linden reservoirs, were no longer being consided because of
their high costs, limited protection and severe environmental problems. Mr. Liddell
described the operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound and then opened the meeting
for comments and questions.

- 6. Mr. Robert Beats, Mayor of the village of Alexander, asked about protection for the
village of Alexander and suggested that the Corps consider relocating the creek to the

-. east, in the area just upstream from the Batavia Reservoir Compound, to prevent
flooding and erosion damage of property along Rt. 98.

7. No serious objections to the Batavia Reservoir Compound were expressed by local
officials.

8. The meeting ended at 2:30 p.m.

SIncl PAULA MARKHAM
" as Public Involvement Specialist

4

I) ~~!! Al ! ?II ftS4. NXoISTIN'"' SUPOLIFS OF WHICH WILL Of ~ ,*,
"" nA rm,_4q6 .. ..



Persons Invited

Tonawanda Creek Workshop 12 April 1976

Lewis Del Plata Genesee County Legislator

James Hume, Jr. Genesee County Legislator
James Woodruff Genesee County Legislator

Joseph Amedick, Jr. County Highway Superintendent

Henry Mosbaugher Genesee County SCD
Duane Ivison Chairman, Genesee County Soil & Water Conserva-

tion District

Michael Stevens Genesee County Department of Planning

Dwight M. Wells Director, Genesee County Department of Planning

, -Raymond T. Babcock Supervisor, Town of Batavia

Town Clerk, Town of Batavia

" Robert Smart Town of Batavia Highway Superintendent

John O'Brien Chairman, Batavia Town Planning Board

Ira Gates City Administrator, City of Batavia
Roy Worthington Supervisor, Town of Alexander

Town Clerk, Town of Alexander

Donald Shaw Town of Alexander Highway Superintendent

Village Clerk, Village of Alexander
Robert Beats Mayor, Village of Alexander
Gerald D. Post Town Assessor, Town of Alexander

. Norman Nichols Supervisor, Town of Bethany

Town of Bethany Highway Superintendent

William Surrey U. S. Soil Conservation Service

Participants
Tonawanda Creek Workshop 12 April 1976

James Hume, Jr. County Legislator

James Woodruff County Legislator
John Carragher County Legislator

Joseph Amedick, Jr. County Highway Superintendent
Russ Felski County Highway Department

Catherine Roth Councilman, City of Batavia

Dennis Larson City Engineer, City of Batavia

Donald Shaw Town of Alexander Highway Superintendent

Robert Beats Mayor, Village of Alexander

, Harold Norton Town of Bethany Highway Superintendent
. William Surrey District Conservationist, U. S. SCS

• Michael Stevens Genesee County Planning Department

John O'Brien Town of Batavia Planning Board
Dwight Wells Genesee County Planning Board

Henry Jawor Erie & Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board

Gregg McAllister Batavia Daily News

.1I,1: K ** . . . . .



DISPOSITION FORM
For use of this form, see AR 340-15; the proponent agency Is The AdJutint General's Office.

REFERENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJECT

Summary: Workshop for Downstream Ufficials on Tonawanda

NCBED-PN Creek Flood Damage Management

TO -'FILES FROM P. Markham DATE 4 May 76 CMTI

'arkham/ds/231

1. Time: 20 April 1976, 7:30 p.m.

2. Place: Pendleton Town Hall, 6570 Campbell Blvd., Town of Pendleton.

3. Participants: Officials and planning board members from the city, towns and

villages in the downstream flood-prone area. See Inclosure I for complete list of

invitees and participants. Corps representatives were Don Liddell, Chief, Engineering

Division; Jack Jurentkuff, Planner; and Paula Markham, Public Involvement Specialist.

4. Purposes of the workshop were:

a. To describe the Batavia Reservoir Compound to downstream officials and get

their reactions to the plan.

b. To determine whether there is any local interest in non-structural measures

that could reduce flood damages in the downstream area.

5. Don Liddell opened the workshop with a review of the various flood control

measures considered by the Corps for the Tonawanda Creek Watershed. He explained why

the Batavia Reservoir Compound is the most promising, and described its impacts, costs
and benefits. He also mentioned floodproofing, flood-insurance, and other non-
structural measures for the downstream area, but emphasized that we don't know what

the Federal share of non-structural costs would be.

6. After Mr. Liddell's presentation, the meeting was opened for discussion. The

following points were raised:

a. One man expressed the opinion that flooding in the lower floodlands has become
worse in recent years because the creek is clogged up with brush, and asked if the
Corps had considered improving drainage in the area by clearing and improving the

creek channel. Mr. Liddell explained that channeli' I had been considered, but

rejected as too costly and environmentally unsound.

b. Mr. Bob Floyd from the Erie and Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board said

that ENCRPB was in favor of the Batavia Reservoir Compound, but would like to see
additional measures incorporated into the plan to provide more protection for Erie

and Niagara Counties..

c. Mr. Floyd suggested a meeting between representatives of ENCRPB and the Corps
to discuss plans that ENCRPB has already developed.

d. Mr. Floyd stated that he would like the Corps to develop a topographic map

showing the reduced flooding in Erie and Niagara Counties that could be expected if

* the Batavia Reservoir Compound were built.

fAREPLACES DD FORM 96. EXISTING SUPPLIES OF WHICH WILL BE *.,1-0 ,.

"' 2 ?"MU ZL'3I1DAPIDIIIiIIi0 d I f[O 03 UNfSSSOONEIM IfIEID



NCBED-PN
SUBJECT: Workshop for Downstream Officials on Tonawanda Creek Flood

Damage Management

7. Local officials expressed little Interest in floodproofing, flood

Insurance and other non-structural measures.

8. The workshop broke up into individual discussions that lasted until

about 9:15 p.m.

i.)

SIncl PAULA MARKHAM

as Public Involvement Specialist

2

| - --



Persons Invited
Tonawanda Creek Workshop 20 April 1976

James V. Ryan Supervisor, Town of Tonawanda
William Wittkowsky Mayor, City of North Tonawanda
Ferdinand Castiglione City of North Tonawanda Planning Board
Jack Sharp Supervisor, Town of Amherst
Clifford McDaniel Town of Amherst Planning Board
Robert V. Maerten Supervisor, Town of Pendleton
Joseph Bors Town of Pendleton Planning Board
Floyd Snyder Supervisor, Town of Lockport
Richard McFarland Town of Lockport Planning Board

Supervisor, Town of Clarence
Donald Smith Town of Clarence Planning Board
George Hyder Supervisor, Town of Newstead
Dante Marconi Town of Newstead Planning Board
George E. Steimer, Jr. Supervisor, Town of Royalton
Louis Gillmeister Town of Royalton Planning Board
Charles J. Ritecz Mayor, Village of Akron
Elmer Ottney Village of Akron Planning Board
JoIn McMahon NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
Charles Brown Erie County Planning
Robert Floyd Erie & Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board
Larry Cartwright Supervisor, Town of Pembroke
Chief Corbett Sundown Tonawanda Indian Reservation

Participants
Tonawanda Creek Workshop 20 April 1976

Robert Floyd Erie & Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board
John Krol Town of Amherst Planning Department
Margaret Spaulding Town of Clarence Planning Board
Lawrence Herberger Town of Clarence Planning Board
Floyd D. Snyder Town of Lockport Supervisor
G. B. McDowell Town of Pendleton
Andy Johnson Town of Pendleton
George Mason Town of Pendleton
Joe Bors Town of Pendleton
Bob Wurtenberger Town of Pendleton
Burton Lenhart Town of Pendleton
Louis Gillmeister Town of Royalton Planning Board
Peter Buechi NYS DEC, Buffalo

erO



BUFFALO METROPOLITAN AREA, NY
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT STUDY

TONAWANDA CREEK WATERSHED
INTERIM FLOOD MANAGEMENT STUDY

FINAL FEASIBILITY REPORT

APPENDIX H

ENVIRONMENTAL

U. S. Army Engineer District, Buffalo
1776 Niagara Street

Buffalo, New York 14207



APPENDIX H

ENVIRONMENTAL APPENDICES

PART I - Comment Letters on the 1976 Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Corps of Engineers Responses.

PART 2 - Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Analysis.

PART 3 - Correspondence from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation.

PART 4 - Cultural Resources Coordination.
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APPENDIX H, PART I

COMMENT LETTERS ON THE
1976 DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT AND CO)RPS OF ENGINEERS

RESPONSES



H.1.1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement Coordination - The Draft
Environmental Impact Statement presenting the Batavia Reservoir Compound as
the selected plan was distributed to the agencies, individuals, and groups
listed below for review and comment on. 4 May 1976. At the same time, the
DEIS was filed with the Council on Environmental Quality and notice of
availability was recorded in the Federal Register dated 14 May 1976 com-
mencing the official 45-day review period.

Federal Energy Administration

U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Region II
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region II Office
Rochester Field Office

U. S. Department of Interior
Office of Environmental Project Review
Bureau of Indian Affairs

U. S. Department of Commerce
U. S. Department of Transportation
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
U. S. Forest Service
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
U. S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

- Great Lakes Basin Commission
Federal Highway Administration, Region I
Honorable J. L. Buckley, U. S. Senator
Honorable B. B. Conable, Jr., U. S. Representative
Honorable Jack Kemp, U. S. Representative
Honorable Henry J. Nowak, U. S. Representative
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
National Park Service
New York State Department of Transportation
New York State Parks and Recreation Department

Director of Environment Management
Bureau of Recreation Planning

New York State Office of Planning Services
New York State Historic Preservation Officer
New York State Department of Commerce

Program Planning Analyst
Division of Industrial Services and Technologies

New York State Department of Transportation
Office of Planning and Development
Program Analysis Bureau

New York State Urban Development Corporation
Program Development Division
Project and Environmental Impact Statement Review

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Office of Environmental Analysis
Director of Water Resources Planning

New York State Department of Health
Sierra Club - Niagara Group
Trout Unlimited (Western NY Chapter)

HI-I
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Izaak Walton League of America
League of Women Voters (Erie Co.)
League of Women Voters (Genesee Co.)
League of Women Voters (Niagara Co.)
Buffalo Audubon Society
The National Wildlife Federation
Northwestern University (Center for Urban Affairs)
National Audubon Society (Central Midwest Regional Office)
Center for Environmental Management (Cornell University)
Erie-Niagara Counties Regional Planning Board
Erie County Department of Planning
Genesee County Department of Planning
Attica Town Planning Board
Batavia City Planning Board
Batavia Town Planning Board
Pembroke Town Planning Board
Stafford Town Planning Board
Genesee County Health Department
Department of Environmental Quality of Erie County
Erie County Laboratory (Public Health Division)
Tonawanda Indian Reservation
Mr. Koichiro J. Yagi, (SUNY)
Dr. James R. Spotila, (SUC)
Ms. Kathleen Hassan
Dr. Wayne Hadley, (SUNY)

H1.2 Comment - Response - The commenting letters on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Tonawanda Creek study and corres-
ponding Corps response appear on the following pages. Each commenting
letter has been separated into specific comments and numbered along the left
hand margin of the letter. Corps responses to each comment can be found by
referring to the corresponding number to the right of each letter of comment.

H1.3 This FEIS has been completely rewritten and is in a different for-
mat than the DEIS. As such, it complies with the Council on Environmental
Quality "Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the
National Environmental Policy Act" 40 CFR 1500-1508 dated 29 November 1978
and Corps of Engineers Regulation ER 200-2-2 dated 25 August 1980. Complying
with these new regulations considerably streamlined the amount and content of
information and data contained in the Tonawanda Creek FEIS when compared to
the DEIS. Most of the following comment letters to the DEIS refer to

* paragraph numbers and data which no longer exist in the FEIS. Responses have
been provided as completely as possible considering this situation.

HI-2
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TONAWANDA CREEK

FISH AND WILDLIFE MITIGATION ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.01 Purpose - The purpose of this appendix to the Tonawanda Creek Final

Feasibility Report (FFR) and Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) is

to present an analysis of the Corps of Engineers position on fish and
wildlife mitigation for the proposed Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Project,

compare it with mitigation recommended by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Serivce, and develop a justifiable mitigation plan for the project. The ana-
lysis and recommendations presented here have been incorporated into both the
FFR and FEIS for Tonawanda Creek.

1.02 Organization - This appendix is divided into six sections for ease

- of presentation. The first section is this introduction. The second section
"* briefly discusses the Corps of Engineers and U. S. Fish and Wildlife

- Service's policies on mitigation, particularly as such policies apply to the
Tonawanda Creek study. The third section describes the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife's recommendation on the proposed project. The fourth section con-

tains a Corps of Engineers analysis of the impacts of project construction
- and operation on fish and wildlife resources and habitats within the flood-

' pool boundaries of the project. In addition the fourth section considers the

possible wildlife impacts of changed farming practices that are predicted to
*" occur if the project is implemented. This is primarially concerned with

agriculatural intensification and coversion of idle agricultural areas within

-- the lower floodpool and downstream areas to active agricultural uses. The

fifth section summarizes the predicted impacts; and the sixth section com-
pares the mitigation recommendations of the Corps and Fish and Wildlife
Service; recommends a mitigation plan; and gives costs and institutional

* arrangements for the proposed plan.

H2-1
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-. 2. U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE AND CORPS OF ENGINEERS POLICIES ON
-' MITIGATION

2.01 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service - The purpose of this section is to
. briefly contrast the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U. S. Army Corps

" of Engineers policies on mitigation of adverse effects of water resources
development projects on fish and wildlife resources. The U. S. Fish and

- Wildlife Service's policy on mitigation is described in a notice of final

policy entitled "U. S. Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Policy" as published in

the Federal Register.± / Section V of the final policy states that "In the
interest of serving the public, it is the policy of the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service to seek to mitigate losses of fish, wildlife, their habi-
tats, and uses thereof from land and water development." Compensation, as a

form of mitigation, is defined in the policy statement as "when used in the

* context of Service mitigation recommendations, means full replacement
(underlining added) of project-induced losses to fish and wildlife resources,

provided such full replacement has been judged by the Service to be con-

sistent with the appropriate mitigation planning goal."

2.02 With the exception of Resource Category 4, as defined in the policy

statement, it is generally the policy of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
to recommend ways to minimize losses. If losses are still likely to occur,

it is the policy of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to recommend compen-
sation for such losses. For Resource Category 4, where habitats are of
medium to low value to evaluation species, it is the policy of the U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service to recommend ways to minimize loss of habitat value. If
losses are still likely to occur then the policy states that ... the ser-
vice may not (underlining added) make a recommendation for compensation
depending upon the significance of potential loss." It can generally be

stated that the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Services Policy is that all habitat
and fish and wildlife resources losses should be mitigated for in one manner
or another.

2.03 Corps of Engineers - The Corps of Engineers policy on mitigation is
defined in Engineer Regulation 1105-2-50 2/. The Corps authority for mitiga-
tion of fish and wildlife resource losses in water resources projects arises

from the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. The Act states that "fish and
wildlife conservation shall receive equal consideration with other project

purposes." The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act authorizes the inclusion
in water resources development plans measures to offset losses or damages to

fish and wildlife resources.

2.04 In general, Corps policy is that damages to or losses of signifi-
cant fish and wildlife resources be avoided or minimized to the extent

* I/ Federal Register. Notice of Final Policy. U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service Mitigation Policy. 23 January 1981. Vol. 46, No. 15, pages

7644-7663.
2/ ER 1105-2-50, dated 29 January 1982, Environmental Resources.

4 H2-2
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practicable, and that unavoidable damages and losses be compensated to the

extent justified. Significant resources include, but are not limited to,

those resources identified in the laws, regulations, guidelines, or other

institutional standards of national, regional and public agencies, and cer-

tain private groups. The extent of, and justification for, mitigation of

*' .- adverse effects of an alternative plan shall be based upon the significance

- "of the resulting losses, compared to the combined monetary and non-monetary

costs required to carry out the mitigation measures.

2.05 Comparison of Policies - In general, Corps of Engineers and U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service policies are quite similar. However, justifying

criteria for determining mitigation to be recommended can be quite different

depending upon how the various policy statements of the two agencies are

interpreted. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Policy for determination of mitigation

needs is based primarily, and in most cases almost exclusively, on the value

of the resource lost. Corps policy is similar in this respect, but must also

consider the costs (monitary, social, and environmental) in making a deter-

mination if mitigation is warranted for a water resource development project.

'- Mitigation is, therefore, only a part of the entire project evaluation in

Corps projects and when making trade-off decisions for the project cannot be

made a separable feature of the project, justifiable in itself, without the

consideration of other project aspects.

p ..-
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3. U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE RECOMMENDED MITIGATION

3.01 The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service provided a final Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act Report for the study on 23 October 1980. The
recommendations contained in this report were somewhat modified by a
supplement to it dated 23 February 1983.1/ The U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, has recommended mitigation of the predicted adverse fish and
wildlife impacts of the project based upon a Habitat Evaluation Procedure
(HEP) study of the project area. Field work for the study was conducted by
personnel of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation and the Buffalo District. The mitigation
recommended originally by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service was based
upon the estimated habitat unit changes that will occur if the Batavia
Reservoir Compound (Modified) Plan is constructed.

3.02 Assumptions Used in the HEP Analysis - A number of assumptions
were used in the HEP analysis (23 October 1980) which affect the mitigation

*acreages determined. The most important assumptions were:

a. That 35 percent of the upper floodpool lands and 5 percent of the
lower floodpool lands would develop into unstable mudflats under the with-
the-project conditions and that all mudflats would form within the first 25
years of project life.

b. That all habitat types would be equally affected by mudflat
formation, except that emergent marshland in the lower floodpool would remain
unaffected (0 percent loss) and that cropland in the upper floodpool would be
severely affected (60 percent loss).

c. That the mudflats would have little or no wildlife value (HSI
0.000).

3.03 These assumptions were modified in the 23 February 1983 supple-

ment to the following:

a. The assumption that 35 percent of the upper floodpool lands and 5
percent of the lower floodpool lands would convert to unstable mndflats was
retained. However, it was predicted that the assumption only applies to
three of five habitats present within the floodpool areas.

b. The revised assumption on mudflat formation was applied to emergent
marsh, pasture, and cropland. It was assumed that emergent marsh and
forested wetland would not be affected by mudflat formation.

c. The assumption of a HSI value of 0.000 for mudflats was charged to
0.300 in the supplement.

3.04 Originally the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommended that
several wetland complexes in both the upper and lower floodpools be protected
from complete inundation by the construction of lateral dikes and flapgates.
Due to the high cost of such a dike in the upper floodpool, the Buffalo
District asked U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to consider the possibility of

I/ Both reports are contained in Appendix H3 of he main report.
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in-kind compensation for the purported loss of a large wetland area in the
upper floodpool. Subsequently, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service recom-
mended that another equally valuable wetland complex, outside the maximum
floodpool boundaries, be obtained for compensation and managed for fish and
wildlife purposes. This area would be about 112 acres in size and would com-
pensate for the loss of 37 acres of emergent marsh and 75 acres of shrub
swamp in the upper floodpool. This recommendation was retained in the
supplement to the Coordination Act Report.

3.05 Originally, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service also recommended
that projected habitat unit losses be compensated for by the purchase and
management of habitat outside the maximum floodpool boundaries. As -mch of
the projected habitat loss was in high value cropland, U. S. Fish and

.* Wildlife Service and the Buffalo District agreed that projected cropland
losses should be converted to out-of-kind (substituting different habitat
types for those lost) compensation in the form of shrub swamp and forested

.. wetland. As shrub swamp and forested wetland have a higher habitat suita-
• .bility index (HSI) than cropland, this conversion reduced both the total
-" amount of compensation acreage required and the cost of obtaining such

acreage. The total amount of out-of-kind compensation recommended was 78
acres of shrub swamp and 475 acres of forested wetland.

3.06 Therefore, the total amount of compensation lands recommended by
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the 25 October 1980 Coordination Act
Report was 665 acres (475 acres of forested wetland, 153 acres of shrub
swamp, and 37 acres of emergent marsh).

3.07 Changes to the Mitigation Recommendation - As a result of the
changed assumptions contained in the 23 February 1983 supplement and some
changes to HEP procedures since 1980, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
recalculated the HEP analysis and provided revised tables and recommen-
dations as a result of the HEP analysis. In summary, the revised analysis
concluded that, as a result of project construction and the predicted
mudflat formation, the net impact of the project on all habitat types would
bp close to zero; therefore, no mitigation was recommended in the basis of

*. the HEP analysis.

3.08 The Fish and Wildlife Service also considered the wildlife
impacts that would occur on 1,933 acres of idle agricultural land, which is
predicted to shift to active agricultural use if the project is imple-
mented. These lands are located within the lower floodpool reservoir and
in downstream areas in close proximity to Tonawanda Creek and its tribu-
taries. The Fish and Wildlife Service recommended that a HEP analysis be
performed on these lands to determine the amount of mitigation warranted.
They further recommended that the total amount of mitigation lands deter-
mined in the original Coordination Act Report (about 665 acres) be used as
estimates of the land acquisition required for mitigation until such time

*. that a HEP analysis can be performed on the shifted idle agricultural
lands.

*3.09 In conclusion, the Fish and Wildlife Service recommended that no
acquisition of specific habitat types be done at this time. They also
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recommended that consideration be given to obtaining a buffer strip along
Tonawanda Creek. The buffer strip would preserve riparian wildlife habitat
along the creek from agricultural encroachment, revert some cropland to
riparian wildlife habitat, protect Tonawanda Creek from bank and sheet ero-
sion, and allow access to the creek for operations and maintenance and
public recreation.

3. 10 The Corps of Engineers had problems accepting the mitigation
recommendations contained in the original (23 October 1980) Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act Report. The problems were related to the
assumptions used concerning mudflat formation and the amount of impact on
habitats present within the reservoir floodpools. The Corps analysis
concludes that sedimentation will be a minor insignificant impact within
the reservoir floodpools (see paragraphs 4.25 to 4.27 of this report.)
This analysis contradicts the conclusions reached in the original Fish and
Wildlife Service Report.

3.11 In the 23 February 1983 supplement, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service changed some of the recommendations and basically concluded that no
mitigation was needed for the impacts of mdflat formation. However, miti-
gation was recommended for the 112-acre wetland in the upper floodpool and
for presumed, but unquantified downstream conversions of agricultural
lands subject to a future HEP analysis of these areas. Based upon telephone
conservations with USF+WS personnel on 18 April 1983, it appears that F+WS
is recommending separate compensation for the 112 acre wetland over and above
what is recommended in the HEP analysis. The USF4WS believes that this shrub
swamp and emergent marsh wetland is the most valuable in the compound area
and that the impacts of dam construction, changing of water regimes and
flooding are severe enough to lower the value of the wetland thereby
requiring Fish and Wildlife resource mitigation.

3.12 At this time, the Corps of Engineers cannot accept the Fish and
Wildlife Service's recommendations for obtaining mitigation acreage. The
results of the Corps of Engineers analysis of the operational impacts of
the project (paragraphs 4.28 to 4.32) conclude that wetlands within the
floodpool areas will not be adversely affected. Therefore, no impact on
the 112-acre wetland in question is expected and no mitigation can be
justified.

3.13 The Corps has also concluded that the wildlife impacts associated
with the conversion of idle agricultural lands to active farming with the
project are not significant, nor are scarce wildlife habitats involved
(paragraphs 4.34 to 4.57) and, therefore, mitigation for their changed
wildlife value is not warranted.

3.14 The Buffalo District has prepared a separate non-HEP mitigation
analysis (Section 4 of this report) and has reached independent conclusions
of the fish and wildlife mitigation warranted for the Batavia Reservoir
Compound (Modified) Plan.

H2-6



3.15 Coordination of This Mitigation Analysis - A draft version of this
mitigation analysis was coordinated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USF+WS) and New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
on 9 June 1983. In a letter dated 1 July 1983, (see Appendix H3 of the main
report) the USF+WS provided comments on the analysis. In general, the USF+WS
disagreed with the analysis and "urged" the Corps of Engineers to accept
their recommendations contained in their 23 October 1980 and 23 February 1983
reports or to perform a "joint" (USF+WS, NYSDEC, and COE) HEP analysis of the
idle lands in question. To date, no response has been received from NYSDEC
on the Corps mitigation analysis.

3.16 The Corps of Engineers believes that the fish and wildlife mitiga-
tion analysis presented here is correct and that no significant impact on
wildlife will occur from the conversion of idle farmlands to active agri-
culture. Therefore, the Corps will not conduct any additional wildlife miti-
gation analysis of the lands in question.

H
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4. ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS OF CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

4.01 Introduction - This section provides the Buffalo district's analy-
sis of the predicted habitat impacts of the construction and operation of the
Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) Plan. It is based upon the habitat
types described in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coordination Act

" -. Report-I/ and the construction features and operational plan developed for the
reservoirs as described in the Final Feasibility Report for Tonawanda Creek.
This evaluation is also concerned with predicted changes in agricultural land
use patterns that will occur after the project is constructed. Such changes

*are predicted to occur both within the boundaries of the lower reservoir
floodpool and in downstream agricultural areas near Tonawanda Creek.

4.02 User Day Analysis - The Buffalo District considered doing a
1Tser-Day Analysis of the impacted project area. As discussed in Earls
(1981)2/, a user-day analysis is a type of analysis that quantifies the eco-
nomic damage and/or benefits that will occur to fish and wildlife resources
if a project is implemented. The ideal user-day analysis should evaluate the
economic benefit or damage to consumptive (hunting, trapping) and nonconsump-
tive (bird watching, hiking, etc.) uses of fish and wildlife resources. This
economic data generated can then be converted into costs and benefits and
included in the National Economic Development (NED) account for the project.
In practice, user-day analyses usually involve the evaluation of consumptive
uses of important key recreational species with little attention or best
guess estimates of nonconsumptive resource uses.

4.03 The Buffalo District made numerous contacts with the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USF&WS) in attempts to gather all possible consumptive and
nonconsumptive fish and wildlife resource data for the project area and in
downstream reaches of Tonawanda Creek. Information is available from the

" NYSDEC on numbers of hunting and fishing licenses issued in the counties of
* Genesee, Orleans, Niagara, and Erie Counties and yearly data is available on

total deer take in these counties. However, data on actual consumptive and
" nonconsumptive fish and wildlife uses in the project impact areas is essen-
" tially nonexistant. NYSDEC has cooperative agreements which allow hunting

and fishing on private land within the project floodpool boundaries and in
downstream areas, however, no significant hunter and fisherman surveys have
been conducted of the actual use of such cooperator areas. In addition,
variable, intermittent posting for no-hunting or fishing on private lands
within the project impact areas make it impossible to determine how much land
is open and available for hunting or fishing.

I/ See Appendix H3 of the Main Report.
2/ Earls, Gary A. (1981). Traditional Analysis Fish and Wildlife Approaches

Used in the Corps. Planning Associates Program: 1980-1981 Board of
Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, Fort Belvoir, VA, 71 pp.
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4.04 The USFWS are the NYSDEC own and operate a large complex of wetland
and upland wildlife habitat in an area about 10 miles to the northwest of
Batavia, NY. This wetland complex is historically known as the "Oak Orchard
Swamp." These areas are administratively known as the Iroquois National
Wildlife Refuge (USF&WS), the Tonawanda Wildlife Management Area (NYSDEC),
and the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area (NYSDEC). In total, the three

' - - areas comprise about 20,000 acres of some of the best waterfowl resting,
feeding and breeding areas in the eastern United States. The most westerly
area, the Tonawanda Creek Wildlife Management Area, is about 6,300 acres in
size and has been developed by the construction of a number of water impound-
ments, production of annual grains for wildlife use and other public use
facilities for hunters and naturalist uses. The Iroquois National Wildlife
Refuge, about 10,800 acres in size, is the central of the three areas and has
been developed for similar uses as Tonawanda. The most easterly and simi-
larly developed area, the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area, is the
smallest at about 2,500 acres.

4.05 Large numbers of Canada Geese (50,000+) as well as many other spe-
cies of waterfowl use the areas as feeding and resting spots during spring
northward migration. Lesser numbers of Canada geese stop at the areas during
fall southern migration. The varied habitats present also provide excellent
areas for production of wood duck, Canada geese, mallard and blue-winged
teal. Over 200 species of birds have been sighted at Iroquois NWR since its
establishment in 1958.

4.06 Waterfowl hunting is allowed during the fall at all three areas on
a controlled permit basis and other consumptive nonconsumptive fish and
wildlife uses of the areas are allowed. Therefore, considerable data on man-
days of use at these areas are available. For instance, 121,502 total visits
were recorded at the Iroquois NWR in 1981. In 1982, 70,596 public use visits
were recorded at Iroquois. Of these numbers 5,494 visits in 1981 and 5,519
in 1982 were for all types of hunting allowed (upland game birds, waterfowl,
big and small game).

4.07 The Buffalo District gave consideration to the possibility of using
the data available (almost all from the refuge and wildlife management areas
described) for the preparation of a user-day analysis to determine the amount
of economic impact on fish and wildlife resources that might occur if the
Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Project is constructed. The problems that
would be encountered in using this data are that they are not reflective of
the actual areas that will be impacted by the project. That is, the data
comes from areas of intensive development and public use for wildlife pur-
poses while the project area is primarily private lands that have been
developed for agricultural purposes, rural development purposes, or just have
not been developed. In addition, the location of these wildlife areas in
relative clost proximity to the Tonawanda Creek Project area may actually
lessen the hunting and fishing pressures that might normally occur or private
lands within the floodpool boundaries and in downstream impacted areas.

4.08 For the various reasons discussed, the Buffalo District has
concluded that a user-day type of analysis that attempts to determine the
consumptive and nonconsumptive uses of wildlife resources subject to impact

H2-9



from the Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Proejct is not applicable or
* warranted. Therefore, the analysis presented in the following pages will

focus primarily on acreages of fish and wildlife habitats that would be
affected by the construction and operation of the project as well as by

.- future land use changes that are predicted to occur if the project is
implemented.

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

4.09 Construction of Embankments, Outlet Works, and Training Dikes -
Construction of both the upper dam (embankment and outlet works) and the
lower dam (embankment and outlet works) as well as the training dikes for the

- lower reservoir will result in the outright loss of a number of acres of
various habitat types. A compilation of the estimated habitat losses that
will result with construction of the project are presented in Table 4.1. As
indicated in the table, the total predicted loss is about 138 acres of which

,. about 78 acres (57 percent) is cropland. Lesser amounts of pasture, shrub
- swamp, forested wetland, and emergent marsh will also be lost with construc-
, tion of the project.

4.10 Impacts of Clearing and Snagging - The existing Tonawanda Creek
channel will be cleared of snags and debris jams along a total length of 13
miles within the reservoir compounds (8 miles in the lower reservoir and 5

.. miles in the upper reservoirs). The purpose of this action is to provide a
debris free channel of 2,000 cfs capacity along the entire channel length
within the reservoir floodpools. Dead trees along the streambanks and
overhanging partially uprooted trees will be removed. In addition, accumula-
tions of dead trees and other debris will be removed from the creek itself.
This clearing and snagging will be a selective operation to remove only what
is necessary to clear the channel, however, there will be some unavoidable
destruction of live vegetation and trees that will be necessary to allow
access of construction equipment to the areas of the creek where snags will
be removed.

4.11 Removal of dead trees from the creek banks will affect various
wildlife species including birds which use the trees for nesting sites and

• den sites for small mammals, reptiles, and amphibians. This action will also
have some aquatic impacts as debris jams provide habitat for aquatic insects
and food sources and cover areas for numerous fish species including northern
pike and smallmouth bass. The clearing of streambank trees will be
selective, therefore, little impact on the shading and temperature control
provided to the creek's waters by the streambank vegetation is expected.

4.12 At the present time it is not known how much clearing and snagging
will be needed along the 13-mile stretch of Tonawanda Creek within the limits
of the Batavia Reservoir Compound. For the purpose of this analysis it has
been estimated that one major clearing and snagging action, about 1.5 acres
in size, will be done along each mile of creek. As debris jams typically
occur in the same locations along the creek these areas would be cleared out

" on a continuous operations and maintenance basis. Therefore, the total
impacted area of riparian vegetation (forested wetland) would be 13 miles by
1.5 acres or 20 acres.

H2-10
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OPERATIONAL IMPACTS

4.13 Introduction - Operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified) will create temporary impoundments of floodwaters in both the
upper and lower reservoir pool areas. Such containment of flood waters could
create conditions under which the naturally occurring vegetation in both

. reservoir storage areas could be impacted. The next few pages of this appen-
•. dix will present the Buffalo District's analysis of the possible operational
- effects of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) on the various habitat

types present within the reservoir floodpools. Again, the habitat types are
those discussed in the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coordination Act

* .- Report. The regulation of the reservoirs is as presented in the Hydrology

and Hydraulics Appendix of the Final Feasibility Report for Tonawanda Creek.

4.14 Potential Effects of Flooding on Plants - Several recent publica-
tions have reviewed considerable literature and research on the responses of
vegetation, particularly woody vegetation, to intermittent flooding. Teskey
and Hinckley (1977)1./ give a good review of both short-term and long-term
impacts of flooding on vegetation. Physiological responses of plants to
stresses induced by flooding are reviewed in Teskey and Hinckley (1977) and
in more detail in Whitlow and Harris (1979).!/. It is not the purpose of this
discussion to review this literature on plant physiology. The interested
reviewer should refer to the cited publications. However, as described in
Teskey and Hinckley (1977), there appears to be five major physical factors
which are critical in determining plant responses to changes in water level.
These physical factors are described in the following paragraphs.

4.15 Time of Year - The particular time of year a flood occurs appears
to be a critical factor in determining the growth and survival of a plant
species exposed to flooding. For most bottomland tree species, flooding
during the dormant season has few if any adverse effects on mortality.

* However, flooding or high water tables extending into the growing season can
*have serious effects. Along with time of the year, water temperature appears

to effect the survival of plants exposed to flooding. Warm water is more
damaging to tree survival than cool water.

4.16 Flood Frequency - There is no consensus on the effects of flood
frequency. However, it appears that as flood frequency decreases, herbaceous

-understory vegetation increases in diversity. Flood frequency is very impor-
tant in the establishment of trees, but appears to be less important than the
timing and duration of flooding for mature woody vegetation.

1/ Teskey, Robert 0., and Thomas M. Hinckley, 1977. Impact of Water Level
* Changes on Woody Riparian and Wetland Communities, Volume 1: Plant and

Soil Responses to Flooding, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of
Biological Services. FWS/OBS-77/58, 30 pp.

2/ Whitlow, Thomas H., and Richard W. Harris, 1979. Flood Tolerance in
Plants: a State-of-the-Art review, U. S. Department of the Army,

" . Waterways Experiment Station, TR E-79-2. 161 pp. plus Appendix.
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4.17 Flood Duration - The duration of flooding is very important in
determining the survival of a species exposed to intermittent flooding.
Trees flooded for durations of less than I month at the beginning of the
growing season are often damaged, the amount of damage being related to the
flood tolerance of the species. Recovery is often rapid if the tree does not
die before the flood waters recede. Long-term flooding, especially during
the growing season, causes considerably higher mortality. However, many spe-
cies are highly flood tolerant and can survive flooding for a period of I or
more years.

4.18 Water Depth - The depth of flooding is another important factor in
determining the responses of woody vegetation to flooding. It is
particularly important for seedlings and herbaceous vegetation as they will
often be completely covered by water. However, dormant seedlings will often
survive flooding, remaining dormant while covered with water, and leaf out

jafter the flood waters recede.

4.19 Siltation - Flood waters depositing heavy loads of silt affect
plant growth and survival, however, many species are somewhat resistant to
damage from siltation.

4.20 Basis of Analysis - For this purpose of this impact analysis, the
operating plans of both the upper and lower reservoirs were considered. As
illustrated in Table 4.2 for the lower reservoir, operating the reservoir to
control the 2-year frequency flood actually creates the greatest flooding
changes (thus impacts) from the flooding that naturally occurs in the reser-
voir pool area. This discussion concerns only flooding within the reservoir
floodpools and not downstream flooding. As indicated in the third column of
Table 4.2, for the 2-year flood, the elevation of flooding in the pool would
be increased by 6.2 feet, the area flooded by 610 acres, and the duration of
flooding by 7.4 days. For the less frequent floods, the elevation and dura-
tion of flooding are increased but to a lesser magnitude than for the 2-year
flood. The area flooded at maximum pool actually decreases for the more fre-
quent floods as waters that would normally spread into low lying areas near
the pool margins are contained within the pool by the dam and lateral dikes.

4.21 Table 4.3 presents similar data for operation of the upper reser-
voir. Although the differences are not as pronounced as for the lower
reservoir, it is still apparent that the 2-year controlled flood actually
creates the greatest changes from naturally occurring flooding within the
reservoir floodpool. Table 4.4 summarizes the information on changed flood
conditions for operation of both the upper and lower reservoirs.

4.22 As the frequency, depth, and duration of flooding are some of the
most important factors in determining the effects of intermittent flooding on
vegetation and the fact that operating the reservoirs to control the 2-year
flood creates the greatest changes from naturally occurring flooding within
the floodpools, operating to control the 2-year flood has been selected as the
basis of this analysis. This does not imply that operating the reservoirs to
control less frequent floods has lesser overall impact. In most cases,
flooding is more severe and has a longer duration than for the 2-year flood.
However, the changes from naturally occurring flooding is less and the fre-
quency of such floods is much less; therefore, recovery can be assumed.
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Table 4.4 -Tonawanda Creek, New York -Changes in Flooding
Conditions with the Project

Flood Depth of Flood Area Flooded Duration
Frequency (feet) (acres) (days)

Lower Reservoir

2-Year +6.2 + 610 +7.4

10-Year +1.2 -630 +2.1

20-Year +1.3 -620 +3.5

50-Year +1.9 -500 .+3.8

100-Year +1.5 -330 .+3.4

200-Year +3.0 - 170 .+2.5

500-Year +3.3 - 60 +2.2

SPF * -0.5 -2,100 .+0.0

Upper Reservoir

2-Year +9.2 + 500 .+2.8

10-Year +8.4 + 530 .N/A

20-Year +7.6 + 460 .N/A

50-Year +6.7 + 420 .+3.2

100-Year +6.1 + 380 .N/A

200-Year +5.4 + 350 +4.0

500-Year +4.9 + 330 N/A

SPF +0.7 + 50 *N/A

N/A =Data Not Available.
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r 4.23 Areas Flooded by Operation - Table 4.5 indicates the additional
area that will be flooded, by habitat types, with operation of the Batavia
Reservoir Compound (Modified) to control the 2-year frequency of flood. For
the lower reservoir, this area is 610 acres in size and comprises all areas
between 891.8 and 898.0 feet in elevation. For the upper reservoir, this
area is 500 acres in extent and comprises all areas between 911.7 and 920.0
feet in elevation. This data on elevation was superimposed upon the map of
habitat types supplied by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the
Coordination Act Report. From this, the areas of additional flooding with
operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) to control the 2-year
flood were computed.

4.24 As indicated in Table 4.5, the majority of additionally flooded
area is composed of pasture and cropland. For the upper reservoir, this
pasture and cropland is 299 of 500 acres (59.8 percent) and for the lower
reservoir, it is 324 of 611 acres (53.0 percent).

4.25 Effects of Sedimentation and Siltation - One of the major potential
effects of the impoundment of water in reservoirs is the possible settling
out of suspended sediments. Such sediments, if deposited in heavy
quantities, can have major adverse effects on vegetation present in the area.
Table 4.6 presents data on potential settling times for various diameter
sediments in the lower reservoir. The reservoir was assumed to be full and
the mean depth was assumed to be the volume divided by the surface area.

Mean Depth Lower Reservoir (when full) - volume/area
- 15,500 ac-ft/2,560 acres
- 6.05 feet

Under natural conditions during the 2-year flood, the lower reservoir area
will have water overbank for 2.4 days during which time (assuming quiescent
conditions) suspended fine sand and larger diameter particles will settle.
With the reservoir in operation, water will be impounded for 9.8 days during
which time it is expected that suspended particulate matter with a diameter
approximately greater than 0.005 cm (coarse silt) will settle.

4.26 No data currently exists on suspended sediment for Tonawanda Creek.
However, visual observations of bank material along Tonawanda Creek indicate
that most of the bank material, therefore material that would be suspended
in the waters of Tonawanda Creek, are fine silts (roughly with diameters of
0.001 cm to 0.005 cm). As indicated in Table 4.6, these types of silt would
take between 10.7 and 267 days to settle 6 feet in the lower reservoir
floodpool.

4.27 As indicated in Table 4.3, the duration of pool flooding for the
2-year flood for the upper reservoir is 5.3 days, and for the lower reservoir
(Table 4.2) is 9.8 days. These are relatively short time periods when con-
sidering settling of fine silts. Therefore, for the purpose of this
analysis, it is predicted that there will be minor insignificant settling of
suspended sediments from operation of the reservoirs and that any impacts on
fish and wildlife habitat within the reservoir floodpools from sedimentation

to will be insignificant.
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Table 4.5 - Tonawanda Creek, NY - Additional Areas Flooded,
By Habitat Types, from Operation of the Batavia
Reservoir Compound (Modified) to Control the
Two-Year Frequency Flood I/

Upper Reservoir Lower Reservoir Total
Habitat Type (acres) (acres) (acres)

Cropland 202 275 . 477

Pasture 77 49 126

Shrub Swamp 63 72 . 135

Forested Wetland 83 198 281

Emergent Marsh 75 17 . 92

Totals : 500 611 1,111

I/ The acreage in this table only represents additional areas within the

reservoir floodpools that will be inundated to control the 2-year flood.
Areas less than 891.8 feet (lower reservoir) and 911.7 feet (upper
reservoir) in elevation will be flooded whether or not the reservoirs
are in place and operating to control the 2-year flood. However, the
depth and duration of flooding will be increased in such areas.

Table 4.6 - Tonawanda Creek, NY - Sediment Settling times

: Fall Velocity V s  Time to Settle 6 Feet
Diameter (CM) Classification : cm/sec ./ : Days

.001 Silt 8 X 10-6  . 267

.002 Silt 3.2 X 10- 5  66.7

.005 Silt 2 X 10-4  10.7

.01 Fine Sand 8 X 10- 4  2.7

.02 Fine Sand 2.4 1.28 minutes

2/ The fall velocity was determined using Stokes' Law, the drag coefficient

for spheres at Vs and a value of 2.65 for particle specific gravity.

4.28 Areas Effected by Operation of the Reservoirs - As discussed pre-
viously, numerous factors have a part in determining the effects of intermit-
tent flooding on vegetation. One of the most important of these factors is
the time of year when flooding occurs. Therefore, for this analysis
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instances of flows over 2,000 cfs at the Batavia gauging station for the
period 1945 to 1979 were compiled on a monthly basis to determine when
flooding most frequently occurs on Tonawanda Creek. From 1945 to 1979 flows
of 2,000 cfs or greater were recorded at the Batavia gauging station on 99
different occasions. As illustrated on Plate 4.1, the vast majority of these
floods (80 or 80.8 percent) occur during the months of January to April.
Late spring and summer floods occur infrequently. For the months of June
through September, only six flows (6.1 percent) of 2,000 cfs or greater have

*been recorded at the Batavia gauging station during the period of record,
1945 to 1979. Probably, the most important factor in determining the impact
on plants, particularly woody plants, is whether or not they are inundated
during the growing season. Woody vegetation is affected much less severely
by flooding during the dormant season than during the growing season. The
growing season for most woody vegetation in the area of Batavia Reservoir
Compound commences in late April or early May. Therefore, the flow data for
the Batavia gauging station for the period of record 1945 to 1979 was com-
piled on a weekly basis for the months of April and May. This data is pre-

*sented on Plate 4.2. A total of 27 flows greater than 2,000 cfs have
occurred during April and May from 1945 to 1979. Of tnis total, 20 floods
(74.1 percent) occurred during the first 3 weeks of April and the remaining
seven occurred during the latter part of April and May.

4.29 During the growing season for woody vegetation within the compound

area (roughly the end of April through October), 10 of 99 floods (10 percent)

of 2,000 cfs or greater have occurred. This information illustrates that
there is a reasonable chance (10 floods in 34 years) that flooding can and
does occur during the growing season for mature woody vegetation in the
Batavia Reservoir Compound. Therefore, it is apparent that the type of
summer flooding that would occur with the project in a summer operational

* state has occurred in the past and will occur after the project is
constructed. Therefore, it is likely that the type of impact that will occur
with the project operating to control the 2-year flood has already occurred
in the past except that additional areas will be flooded (Table 4.4), and the
duration of flooding will be prolonged if the project is constructed.

4.30 Impact of Operation - Due to the fact that flooding could occur

during the growing season for mature woody vegetation, in both reservoir pool
areas, numerous times during the life of the project, it can be predicted
that all the acreage presented in Table 4.5 will be affected by summer opera-
tion of the project; cropland (477 acres) and pasture (126 acres) will be
flooded, however, they will still be available for farming. It is highly
unlikely that these areas will be abandoned as the new channel capacity in
Tonawanda Creek, obtained by clearing and snagging, will in most years
enhance farming opportunities within the reservoir floodpools. Therefore,
for this analysis, the predicted effect on farmlands and pasture is zero
acres affected. Operation of the project to control the 2-year flood will
result in the innundation of additional areas of shrub swamp (135 acres),
emergent marsh (92 acres), and forested wetland (281 acres). This is in

* addition to areas within the reservoir floodpool boundaries that are already
flooded without the project in place. The depth and duration of flooding of
these wetland habitats will also be increased (Table 4.5).
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4.31 The following discussion will predict what impacts might occur to

the wetland habitats in question if the depth ad duration of flooding are

increased by operation of the project to control the two-year flood during

the summer growing season. Emergent marshes and shrub swamp should not be
adversely affected by additional summer flooding as they usually have

standing water year round and the vegetative species found in these habitats

are highly adapted to or tolerant of standing water. Forested Wetlands occur

in greatest abundance along the creek banks and although they require wet

soil conditions for best growth year-round, standing water of significant
depth and long duration during the growing season might have an adverse
effect. To evaluate the potential effect of summer flooding on Forested

Wetlands Table 4.7 was developed based upon data and information contained

in Teskey and Hinckley (1978) and Whitlow and Harris (1979). Both references

contain extensive summaries of research on the effects of prolonged flooding

on trees and other woody vegetation. The first column of Table 4.7 lists

the most common species of woody shrubs and trees found in Forested Wetlands

within the Batavia Reservoir Compound. American beech, shagbark hickory, red
oak, and white oak are not common components of the forested wetland areas

subject to frequent flooding. They would only be found on dryer, better
drained sites. The second, third and fourth columns present flood tolerance
information from Whitlow and Harris (1979) for some of the species. Most of

this data comes from long-term studies of the effects of flooding on

floodplain forests along the Sangamon River in Illinois. The fifth column of

the table presents information on the relative tolerance of the species to
summer flooding as taken from Teskey and Hinckley (1978). For the most part,

the information presented relates to mature trees. Seedlings as previously

discussed are much more suspectible to flooding and in most cases have much
lower flood tolerance levels than mature individuals, however, many do sur-

vive prolonged flooding and as long as mature individuals remain to reseed
areas, there should be no significant long term adverse effect on Forested

Wetland from any particular flood.

4.32 Careful review of Table 4.7 indicates, with the possible exception

of American beech, red oak, and white oak that the tree species found in
Forested Wetlands of the reservoir compound are highly tolerant to flooding

conditions. Most of the species can survive several months of flooding
during the growing season with little or no impact. The data contained in
Table 4.2 indicates that flooding duration for the two-year flood in the

lower reservoir will increase from 2.4 days under existing conditions to 9.8

days under project conditions. Table 4.3 shows that flooding in the upper
reservoir for the two-year flood would increase form 2.5 to 5.3 days with the

project. The depth and duration of flooding will also increase as
illustrated in Table 4.4.

4.33 Flooding Forested Wetlands for 5.3 days (upper reservoir) and 9.8

days (lower reservoir) under the two-year flood conditions are very short

periods of time when compared to the relative flood tolerance of most of the

species found in these habitats. It should also be noted that summer floods

(flows over 2,000 cfs) represent only about 10% (10 of 99) of the floods
recorded for Tonawanda Creek over the 34-year period of record. Therefore,

the likelihood of having a summer growing season flood of the 2-year magni-

tude, with the project in place, is considerably less than once every two
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years. From late spring through early summer, the lower reservior would ,lot
impound the higher frequency floods thereby decreasing the chance for a
growing season flood. In addition, these areas frequently flood naturally
under existing conditions. Based upon data and information contained in the
USF+WS reports and numerous observations by Corps of Engineers biologists
throughout the course of the study, it does not appear that frequent
flooding, under natural conditions, in the Compound area has any significant

* . effect on mature trees and understory vegetation, particularly in forested
wetland areas. The conclusion is thereby reached that operation of the pro-
ject to control the two-year or greater flood will not have any significant
impact on wetland habitats within the Batavia Reservior Compound (Modified).

IMPACTS OF LAND USE CHANGES WITH THE PROJECT

4.34 Introduction - It has been predicted that if the Tonawanda Creek
Project is constructed and operated consistent with the operational plan
described in the Final Feasibility Report, there will be changes in farming
practices both within the lower reservoir area and in downstream reaches of

*' Tonawanda, Ransom, Black and Mud, Creeks. The predicted locations of changed
agricultural practices with the project are located in close proximity to the

* creeks at elevations physically below the flood stage associated with the
3-year flood. Most of the agricultural lands in these areas are idle, used

*for pasture or for the production of buckwheat. With the project, it is pre-
- dicted that 3,754 acres of pasture, buckwheat, and idle agricultural lands

.will be shifted into more profitable, higher intensity agricultural produc-
tion. These 3,754 acres of lands are located within the Standard Project
Flood (SPF) boundaries of Tonawanda Creek and its tributaries. Of the 3,754

- shifted acres within the SPF boundary, 2,890 acres are idle agricultural
lands and it is predicted that 1,933 of these idle acres will be shifted into
active agriculture with the project. Table 4.8 presents various charac-
teristics of the agricultural and non-agricultural acreages for the Tonawanda
Creek Watershed.

Table 4.8 - Tonawanda Creek Watershed
Total Acreage and Agricultural Acreages within SPF (Exising Conditions)

Area Acreage % of Watershed % of SPF Boundary

Total Watershed • 414,720 100% N.A.

Agricultural Acreages 286,000 69% N.A.
in Watershed

Within SPF Limits

- Total Acres 39,667 9.6% 100%

- Agricultural Acres : 14,280 3.4% 36%

- Idle Agricultural Acres : 2,890 0.7% 7.3%

- Idle Acres Shifted With 1,933 0.5% 4.9%
Project
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4.35 Idle agricultural lands, within the SPF boundaries and in par-
ticular within the limits of the 3-year flood are primarily lands that have
been damaged by recent flooding, and to lesser extent lands under crop rota-
tion procedures or out of production due to owner disinterest (removal,
retirement or disability). Idle lands also include lands under residential
ownership or held by absentee ownership for speculative purposes. Most of
the former idle agricultural lands held for speculative or residential pur-
poses are located in the western (downstream) portion of the watershed and
are not likely to be shifted into agricultural production with the project.
The 2,890 idle agricultural acres are located along various reaches of
Tonawanda Creek as described in Table 4.9. Table 4.9 also indicates, by
reach, the idle acreages that are predicted to be shifted into active agri-
culture. Although a breakdown of the 1,933 idle agricultural acres into
various component idle categories has not been made, it is assumed for this
analysis that the majority of the 1,933 idle acres are lands that are subject
to frequent flooding (lands damaged by recent flooding).

4.36 Field surveys by Corps of Engineers personnel to various idle areas
have indicated that for the most part these areas have been farmed within the
last 5 to 10 years primarily for corn crops. The majority of the areas have
been recently plowed and with a minimum of effort on the part of farmers
could be returned to active crop production. Most of the idle areas within
the SPF boundaries are small (from 5 to 100+ acres) and are interspersed with
other farm fields, woodlands, wetlands, wet meadows (pasture) and in many
cases border a riparian tree zone on Tonawanda Creek. As Table 4.9 indicates,
1,933 of 2,890 total idle agricultural acres within the SPF boundaries will
be shifted into active agricultural use. This represents about 67% of the
total idle lands available within the SPF boundaries. The SPF boundaries
spread to the north of Tonawanda Creek in reaches T5 to T9 where they
interact with overflow from the Mud Creek drainage. To the south in these
reaches the SPF boundaries range from 2,000 to 14,000 feet away from
Tonawanda Creek. In T13L (Lower Reservoir) the SPF spreads out in the
natural basin of the area covering about 5,150 acres of land. In the upper
reservoir (TI3U) the SPF covers about 930 acres.

4.37 As illustrated in Table 4.9, the overall conversion of idle agri-
cultural lands within the SPF boundaries is rather large (66.9%: 1,933 of
2,890 acres). However, there are large, but unquantified, amounts of idle
agricultural acres in the rest of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed. Table 4.8
indicates that 69% of the acreage (286,000 acres) within the Watershed is
classified as agricultural. Observations made during the course of the
Tonawanda Creek Study indicate that large amounts of these agricultural

. areas, outside the SPF boundaries, have not been farmed for upwards of 30 to
- 40 years. Some of these areas are similar to areas within the SPF in that

they have been idled during the last 5 to 10 years and have similar habitat
value to the 1,933 acres of idle agricultural lands located within the SPF
limits. Their primary difference is that they are better drained and are not

. -. subject to frequent flood damage. For the purpose of this analysis, it is
. assumed that the 1,933 acres of idle lands that will convert to agriculture,

with the project, represent a minor percentage of recently idled agricultural
lands within the entire Tonawanda Creek Watershed.
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Table 4.9 - Idle Agricultural Lands Located in Various Reaches
of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed (within the limits
of the Standard Project Flood)

Idle
Idle Total Agricultural Percent Idle

:Agricultural: Agricultural:Lands Shifted to: Agricultural
Creek Reach 1/: Lands Lands : Higher Use : Lands Shifted

(Acres) : (Acres) : (Acres) : (Percent)

T-3 30 : 360: 0 0

T-4 0 : 505 : 0 : 0

T-5 150 : 1,390 : 120 80

T-6 : 100 : 2,080 55 55

T-7 : 370 : 1,425 : 296 80

T-8 320 : 1,870 : 202 63

T-9 300 : 1,095 220 73.5

T-10 NEG. NEG. : 0 0

T-11 : 195 645 : 156 80

T-12 : 45 : 220 : 36 80

T-13L : 950 : 3,110 : 760 80

T-13U : 320 700 : 0 0

RB-i 60 140 48 80

RB-2 50 : 310 : 40 : 80

RB-3 0 : 875 : 0 0

RB-4 0 : 250 0 : 0

M-1 0 : 150 : 0 0

M-2 0 : 420 : 0 . 0

M-3 0 : 1,070 : 0 0

M-4 0 : 290 : 0 0

M-5 : 0 1,050 : 0 0

M-6 0 : 1,000 0 : 0

Totals : 2,890 : 18,955 : 1,933 : 66.9

1/ T-Tonawanda Creek Reaches
RB - Ransom and Black Creek Reaches
M - Mud Creek Reaches

NOTE: The reaches are illustrated on maps contained in Appendix B, Plates
B3, B4, and B5 of the Tonawanda Creek Final Feasibility Report.
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4.38 Habitat and Wildlife Value of Idle Agricultural Lands - The idle
agricultural lands generally provide feeding and cover habitat for various
species of birds such as mourning doves, ring-neck pheasants, and numerous
small passerine birds. Mammals that frequently use these areas for food and
cover include such large game species as white-tail deer and smaller game

*. species such as cottontail rabbit. In addition, other nongame mammals such
as woodchucks, raccoons, and numerous small rodents are frequently found in
these habitats. The value of the habitat lies not so much in their own
intrinsic value, but rather in their interspersion with other habitat types
such as wetlands, woodlands, and riverine habitats. Most of the idle agri-
cultural areas are small in size, ranging from a few acres up to about 100
acres in size and are adjacent to undeveloped woodlands, wetlands, or brushy
areas along the banks of Tonawanda Creek. In general, most of the idle agri-
cultural areas have not been farmed for 5 to 10 years and were formerly used
to produce corn crops. In many cases, the corn was only partially harvested
or never harvested due to the wetness of the areas and provides excellent
food and cover area for small mammals and birds. In other instances, the
crops were harvested, some residue left behind, and the areas were replowed
and planted to hay or allowed revegetate naturally. Today, most of the areas
consist of degraded (weedy) hay fields or in some cases naturally revegetated
fields of grasses, goldenrod, and occasionally some small woody shrubs.

4.39 The remainder of this discussion will present a qualitative biolo-
gical assessment of the existing habitat quality and wildlife values and uses

* "of the idle agricultural areas in question. It will also describe the
changes in the habitat, quality and wildlife values and uses of these areas
after conversion to active agricultural use for the production of corn crops.
A number of key species (species that are of human use for hunting, fur, meat
or are significant for other reasons) will be examined in terms of their use
of the habitats and potential damage that might be inflicted on them if the
land conversions occur. Brief descriptions of the key species and value of
the two habitats follow.

a. White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) - White-tailed deer are
the most numerous and widespread species of deer in the United States. They
are the major big game species of sportsmen in the eastern U.S. and are most
abundant in woodlands. Deer generally prefer areas of dense woods and edge
habitat in proximity to open areas where they forages along forest margins
and sometimes on farmland. Shrubs and grasses, such as found in the idle
agricultural areas, are often eaten in summer. Corn does not usually make up
a large proportion of white-tailed deer diet, but they will eat it when
available, particularly in winter.

b. Cottontail rabbit (Sylvilagus floridanus) - Cottontail rabbits are
common species of the fields and brushlands of the eastern U.S. and are
hunted extensively for their fur, meat and for sport. In summer, cottontails
feed on tender herbaceous plants such as found in idle agricultural lands and
elsewhere. Corn does not make up a large proportion of cottontail diet, most
of what they eat consists of corn crop residue. Cottontails commonly utilize
woodchuck burrows for winter cover and prepare nests, to raise young, in
heavily vegetated fields quite often preparing a nest in natural cavities in
the ground.
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c. Ring-necked pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) - Ring-necked pheasants
are an important game bird native to Asia that have been successfully intro-

duced into the eastern United States. Their preferred habitat are farmlands,
grasslands, and grassy areas adjacent to woodland edges. At times, pheasant
can be destructive to grain crops and they often pull up seedling corn. Corn

and ragweed are an important part of adult pheasant diets although insects

are also eaten. Pheasants area a relatively common game bird of farmfields
in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed, although recent years have seen declines in

their numbers for unknown reasons. Pheasants commonly nest on the ground in

open, heavily vegetated fields and in hedgerows. They do not often nest in

cornfields.

d. Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) - The red fox is common throughout most of
the eastern United States. It occupies diverse habitats, but generally pre-
fers rolling farmlands, mixed with sparsely wooded areas, marshes and streams.
They commonly venture into idle farm fields in search of rabbits and mice.
The red fox sometimes constructs dens and raises young in open fields

although it prefers wooded slopes for den sites. In winter the red fox feeds

primarily on mice and rabbits. In summer, it feeds on whatever mammals and
birds it can catch. In fall, it eats wild berries, grapes and mice. The Red
fox is trapped throughout its range for its fur and is occassionally hunted

for sport. About 400 Red fox were trapped in Genesee County, NY during 1981

and 1982. Apart from searching for prey in cornfields, it would not utilize
such habitats to any great degree.

e. Raccoon (Procyon lotor) -The raccoon is a common animal of the

eastern United States and is usually found in areas of woods, swamps, and

streams where suitable food and den sites are available. Raccoons forage
along streams for crayfish, frogs and fish. They also feed heavily on corn
in summer, stripping the ears of growing corn. Excellent raccoon habitat is

;.- present along Tonawanda Creek where woodlots are interspersed with corn-
fields, crop fields, and swampy areas. Raccoons are not frequently hunted
for sport but occasionally trapped for their pelts. About 2,000 raccoon
were trapped in Genesee County, NY during 1981 and 1982.

f. Red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) - Red-tailed hawks are common and

widespread in the eastern United States. They frequent deciduous forest with

adjacent open country. These hawks frequently soar over open country in search
of prey or perch in large trees near meadows. These hawks feed primarily on

small rodents. They are protected throughout the United States by various
State and Federal laws. Red-tailed hawks are quite common in the Tonawanda
Creek watershed and excellent habitat is provided with areas of deciduous
forest interspersed with idle or abandoned farm fields.

g. Mice: White-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus); Meadow Vole

(Microtus pennsylvanius) and House Mouse (Mus musculus) - The three species

of mice listed above are the most common and likely to be seen in open field
.- areas of the Tonawanda Creek Watershed. The white-footed mice is a forest

dweller that is commonly found in hedgerows and brushy areas and sometimes in
open lands near brushy areas. They are ominverous feeding cheifly on nuts,

berries and seeds. Meadow voles, otherwise known as field mice, are common
inhabitants of low meadows, swampy areas and fields with protective covers of

dead grass and herbs. Their primary food consists of dead grasses and
maturing seeds of all kinds. The House mouse has been introduced from Europe

and is now wides read in areas inhabited by man. It is found in abundant
numbers in cornfields, wheatfields, and grassy areas. These mice provide an
abundant food source for raptorial birds and predaceous mammals.
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4.40 Habitat Quality Considerations - For this assessment, a number of
habitat quality parameters, of variable importance to the key species, have
been considered in determining the impact of conversion of idle agricultural
areas to active farming for corn crops. The habitat quality parameters
include: dependability of winter cover, quality of food, proximity to water;
proximity to dense woods; density of vegetaton; percent of area in trees;
percent of area in shrubs; and percent of area in grasses and forbs. Table
4.10 compares the general characteristics of the habitat quality parameters
for idle agricultural areas and actively farmed corn fields in the project
impact area. Table 4.11 presents a qualitative assessment of the relative
significance of the various habitat quality parameters, irrespective of habi-
tat type, to the key species life requirements.

a. Dependability of Winter Cover - The dependability of winter cover is
very important to wildlife for a number of reasons. Winter cover vegetation
(heavy bladed grasses, woody shrubs, trees, etc.) provide places of escape
and protecton from predators; provide relatively safe access to food sources;
and provide protection from cold. Idle agricultural areas in general provide
fair winter cover. Although most of the grasses will be covered with snow
during the height of winter, some woody shrub areas will provide cover. Corn
fields provide poor to fairly good winter cover depending upon the complete-
ness of fall corn harvests. In the Tonawanda Creek Watershed and par-

.- ticularly in areas within the poorly drained SPF boundaries, farmers
frequently plow their fields after fall harvest. This practice gives farmers
a head start on spring planting of crops when plowing is often hard or
impossible due to wet soil conditions. Fall plowing is not a universal prac-
tice, and often times wet soil conditions prevent fall plowing, but it could
be assumed that 25 to 50Z of the active fields are fall plowed when possible.
In other cases, particularly during wet falls, the corn may not even be har-
vested in the more saturated areas. Therefore, the dependability of winter
cover on actively farmed areas can range from none to a good heavy cover of
corn stalks or complete corn plants that provide a good winter cover and food
source. Winter cover is of significant importance for mice, ring-necked
pheasant and cottontail rabbit among the key species considered.

.o
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Table 4.10 - General Characteristics of Idle
Agricultural Areas and Corn Fields

Habitat Quality General Characteristics
Parameter : Idle Agricultural Areas : Corn Fields

Dependability of : Fair - Some heavy grasses Negligible to Good - At
Winter Cover : and a few shrubs not covered: times, fields fall plowed

: by heavy snow. : leaving no cover - at other

: times, crops left or residue
: left standing throughout
: winter providing heavy cover.

Quality of Food : Good - Grasses provide : Excellent - To some degree
: seeds, forbs provide fleshy : corn fed on throughout

: plants and shrubs provide : growing season - unharvested
: some fruits. : or residue provides good

: although limited food sources.

Proximity to Water : Excellent Excellent

Proximity to : Good - Areas interspersed : Same as for idle agricul-
Dense Woods : with tree stands and gener- : tural areas.

ally in close proximity to :

wooded riparian areas.

Density of : Heavy grass density, some : Good during late summer and
Vegetation : limited areas of woody : early fall - poor during rest

shrubs. : of year unless crop is not
: harvested.

% of area in trees: 0% 0%

% of area in : 5-10% 0%
shrubs

% of area in : 90-95% 0% (1)

grasses/forbs

(1) Either 100% Corn or some active intrusion of grasses and weedy plants in

areas not plowed.
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Table 4.11 - Relative Significance of Habitat Quality Parameters
to Key Species

Species

"- : W : : : : : :

h R
:i :C :i :R
:t :o :n : :e
:e :t :gP: : d

t h: R : R
:T :oR :Ne: e : a :T
:a :n a :e a: d c :a
:i D :tb: cs: c :i H: M
:1 e a b: ka: F : o :1 a: i
ee : i : en: o : o :ew: c

:d r :1 t :dt : x : n :dk: e

Habitat Quality : : : :

Parameter : : : : :

Dependabilityof Winter Cover + :+ ++ 0 + 0 

Quality of Food (Vegetation) : + :++ :4+ : + : + : 0 :++

Proximity to Water :0: 0 0: + : + :0 :0

Proximity to Dense Woods :++ + : + : + : + :4+ : 0

Density of Vegetation : + : + : + : + : + : 0 :++

Percent of Area in Trees : + :0:0 : + :0 :++: 0

Percent of Area in Shrubs : + : + + :4+: 0:0 0: +

Percent of Area in : : : : : :
Grasses/Forbs : + :4+ :4+ : + : 0 : 0 :4+

0 - Little or No Significance
+ - Of Some Significance
4+ - Of Major Significance
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b. Quality of Food. The quality and quantity of food produced by any
*particular habitat type is of major significance for the survival of any

wildlife species. Idle agricultural areas provide good vegetative food sources
for all the key species considered except the Red-tailed hawk, and to some

*degree the Red fox. The variability of seed producing grasses, forbs, and
fruit-bearing shrubs provide relatively diverse food sources. Table 4.12

* "lists some of the common shrubs, forbs, and grasses found in these idle agri-
cultural areas. Conversion of these areas to cornfields will reduce the
diversity of vegetation present; however, corn is a widely consumed food of
most of the key species. In fact, White-tailed deer, Ring-necked pheasant,
raccoon, and mice can cause serious damage to corn crops through their heavy
consumption. Any corn left after harvest is used throughout the fall and
winter by the same species. The Red-tailed hawk and Red fox are heavy preda-
tors on mice and rabbits which are produced in large numbers in both habitat

types.

c. Proximity to Water. The proximity to water of the two habitat types
and the significance to the key species does not appear to be of major impor-
tance. Except, for the raccoon, which typically prefers habitats near creeks
and rivers, none of the species appear to have habitat requirements that
require close proximity to water. In any event, all the areas considered in
this assessment are in close proximity to water.

d. Proximity to Dense Woods. The proximity of habitat types, to wooded
. areas whether they be idle agricultural areas or actively farmed cornfields

is important to several of the key species. White-tailed deer generally
spend most of their time in densly wooded areas, coming out to feed in open
areas in early morning or late in the afternoon. Red-tailed hawks often
perch on large trees, with good vantage points near the edges of fields,
searching for prey. Woods provide cover and escape areas for all of the key
species. As previously discussed, the idle agricultural areas are small and
widely interspersed with other habitat types including dense woods and wooded
riparian areas. Conversion of idle areas to active farming will have little
or no impact on the proximity of dense woods. It is unlikely that farmers

*[ would engage in any clear-cutting of densely wooded areas to increase the
size of their fields. To some degree, increasing farming practices in fields
adjacent to dense woods will cause disruption to some of the key species that

. prefer wooded areas for some of their habitat requirements. The narrow
*shrubby edge habitats located between densely wooded areas and idle agri-

cultural areas that are converted to corn production will occur the greatest

disturbance from increased farming activities.

e. Density of Vegetation. The relative density of vegetation is impor-
tant to wildlife for several reasons. Dense vegetation provides a higher

' quality cover for some of the smaller species, that are heavily preyed upon,
such as mice and Cottontail rabbit. In addition, the greater the density of
vegetation, the more food that is usually produced in a given habitat. For
the idle agricultural areas, there is a high grass and forb density. For the
cornfields there is usually a high late summer and early fall density of
vegetation. After harvesting, if fall plowing is not done, there is a high
density of cornstalks.
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Table 4.12 - Common Shrubs, Forbs, and Grasses Found in Idle
Agricultural Areas Along Tonawanda Creek

Goldenrod
Orchard grass
Raspberry

Blackberry
Elderberry
Ragweed

, Virginia creeper
Wild grape
Buckthorn

'-, -Nightshade

Chokecherry
Plantain
Vervain (blue)
Wild carrot
Vetch
White and Yellow sweet clover
Cinquefoil
Mustards (Brassica)
Chickweed
Pigweed
Thistle
Sorrel (sheep)
Sedges (in wetter field spots)
Broom sedge
Foxtail
Honeysuckle
Arrow wood vibrunum
Hawthorne
Ground cherries
Beggar ticks
Dandelion
Curly dock

'.
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f. Percent of Area in Trees, Shrubs, Grasses, and Forbs. The relative
diversity of vegetation in any particular habitat type is of variable impor-
tance for the key species, as previously discussed. Neither habitat type has
any mature trees, as these agricultural areas have been plowed and farmed

* within the last 10 years. The idle agricultural areas have a high percentage
of grasses and forbs (90-95 percent) and are good habitats for mice, Cotton-

* tail rabbits, and Ring-necked pheasants.

4.41 Impacts of Conversion of Idle Agricultural Lands on the Key
Species. As previously discussed, implementation of the Batavia Reservoir

* Compound Plan will result in the conversion of 1,933 acres of existing idle
agricultural areas in the lower reservoir area and lower watershed to active
croplands. The purpose of this section of the analysis is to qualitatively
predict the impacts of such conversions on the key species for these habi-
tats. Table 4.13 presents a summary of the predicted adverse and beneficial
impacts of the conversions as related to the habitat quality parameters and
the ultimate effect on the key species. This table has been developed to
take into account the significance of each habitat quality parameter to each
key species as indicated in Table 4.11.

4.42 As indicated in Table 4.13, three habitat quality parameters
(proximity to water, proximity to dense woods, and percent of area in trees)
will not change as a result of the conversion of idle agricultural areas to
active farming. Therefore, these factors are not discussed further here.

4.43 Impacts on White-Tailed Deer. Conversion of idle agricultural

areas will have both positive and negative impacts on White-tail deer.
Winter cover will be slightly reduced for deer, as some of the fields will be
fall plowed and left bare of waste corn. However, in fields that are not
plowed after harvest or are not harvested at all, large quantities of corn
will provide a good late fall and early winter food source for deer. ,During
the summer, deer will occasionally feed on some areas of growing corn,

*: although, at this time, other food sources are readily available for deer.
As succession proceeds in idle agricultural areas, if they are abandoned,
such areas would become more valuable to deer providing more cover and addi-
tional winter food sources. In general terms, the reduction in habitat

*diversity provided to deer should be somewhat offset by the additional summer
and winter food sources provided. There should be limited negative impact on

* deer populations from the predicted land conversions.

4.44 Impacts on Cottontail Rabbit. Conversion of idle agricultural
," areas will have some negative impacts on Cottontail rabbit. The depen-

dability of winter cover will be reduced and they will be subject to addi-
tional predation in open, plowed fields or they will just avoid these areas.
The quality of food provided will be somewhat reduced for cottontails as corn
is not widely eaten by rabbits. They prefer soft herbaceous plants in summer
and often eat bark and twigs of young trees in winter. Both these food
sources are provided in idle agricultural areas. Overall, it appears that
there will be some negative impact on cottontail resources from the predicted
land conversions.

4.45 Impacts on Ring-Necked Pheasant. It appears that the conversion of
idle agricultural areas will have both negative and positive impacts on
pheasants. Winter cover, particularly on fall plowed fields will be reduced.
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Table 4.13 -Impacts of Conversion of Idle Agricultural Lands
to Active Farming (Corn Crops) (1)

Species

h :R
i :C i :R

.t 0o n : e

.e :t :g P : d
* t :h: R :R

.T :oR N: e e a :T

.a :na e a d c :a

.iD t b c 9 c :iH: M
Ile a b k a F o 1 la: i
e e i i e n o o e wev c

*d r 1 t d t x n d dk e

Habitat Quality: : :
Parameter:

Dependability of Winter Cover :- - 0 0 0 -

Quality of Food (Vegetation) :+ :+ -+ :4i: -:4 0: +

*Proximity to Water :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC

Proximity to Dense Woods :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC

Density of Vegetation :0:0: +: 0:0:0: +

Percent of Area in Trees :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC :NC

Percent of Area in Shrubs 0 0 : 0 0 0:

Percent of Area in : :

Grasses/Forbs :0: 0: 0: 0:0:

- Minor Adverse Impact
-- Major Adverse Impact

0 - Relatively Neutral Impact
+ - Minor Beneficial Impact
-1+ - Major Beneficial Impact
NC - No change to habitat quality parameter; thus, no impact.

(1) Taken into account in determining the significance of impact is the
significance of the habitat quality parameter to the key species as

* indicated in Table 4.11.
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However, pheasants feed heavily on corn and the abundance and quality of food
provided to pheasants will be increased. On the negative side, some of the
open fields that pheasants nest in will be lost. Hedgerow nesting areas near
cornfields will suffer disturbance through tile increased agricultural prac-
tices in the converted idle areas. Pheasants are creatures of open grassy
fields and farmlands. Increasing the amount of utilized farmland if well

" interspersed with open fields and other habitat types could lead to increase
in their numbers. Without the project, it is likely that, some percentage of

*the 1,933 acres of idle areas would revert through seccession, back to wooded
areas. This is a general trend for poorer soil agricultural areas throughout
the watershed, including the 1,933 acres which suffer damages from flooding

- or poor drainage. This effect would lead to decreases in preferred pheasant
. habitat and presumably decreases in their numbers.

4.46 Impacts on Red Fox. The direct impacts of land conversions to the
Red fox should be rather minor. Red fox do feed somewhat on wild berries,

*, wild grapes, etc., particularly during the fall. These food sources will be
lost with the predicted conversions of idle lands. Indirectly, the impacts
have a possibility of being much greater. As previously discussed, Red fox
feed heavily on mice (particularly meadow voles) and Cottontail rabbits. Any
significant reductions in quantities and availability of such prey species
could lead to reductions in Red fox populations. Red fox do on occasion den
in open fields, therefore, some denning sites might be lost with the idle
land conversions. Discussions in forthcoming paragraphs of this analysis do
not predict any major impacts to either prey species; therefore, the conver-
sion of idle agricultural averages should not have a significant impact on

* Red fox.

4.47 Impacts on Raccoon. Raccoon are not particularly dependent upon
either type of habitat (idle agricultural areas or cornfields) considered in
this analysis. Good areas of winter cover are provided in nearby woodlands

*" and in the wooded riparian areas along Tonawanda.Creek. Raccoon are
generally dormant during most of the winter season and do not frequent field
areas. In terms of the quality of food provided, there might be a minor
positive benefit to raccoons in converted areas where sweet corn is grown.
Raccoons frequently "raid" sweet-corn fields and can cause considerable
damage. Generally, they do not feed on field (silage) corn, especially in
areas where sweet corn is available.

4.48 Impacts on Red-Tailed Hawks. There could be some significant
adverse effect on Red-tail Hawks if populations of their prey species (e.g.,
Meadow voles and Cottontail rabbits) are significantly affected by the land
use changes. Discussions made in upcoming paragraphs of this analysis do not

*predict any major impacts to either prey species; therefore, the conversion
of idle agricultural acerage to active farming should not have any signifi-
cant impact on Red-tailed hawks.

4.49 Impacts on Mice (White-Footed Mouse, Meadow Vole, and House Mouse).
The mice considered here are valuable as sources of prey for other species
(e.g., Red-tailed hawk, Red fox, and other predators), but otherwise have
little or no significance. Most of the impacts associated with land conver-
sions will be detrimental to Meadow vole populations, particularly the loss
of winter cover associated with fall plowing of fields. On the other hand,
the House mouse is a frequent and common inhabitant of cornfields, and their
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populations should increase with the land conversions. White-footed mice are
not common inhabitants of idle fields or cornfields, and there should be
little impact on their populations. Meadow voles are most commonly found in
open grassy fields such as the idle agricultural areas, and conversions of
these areas to active cornfields will have some negative impacts on their
populations. Spring and fall plowing and harvesting practices will also kill

.. some mice and have an overall detrimental effect on their numbers.

4.50 Significance of Impact of Land Conversion. The purpose of this
section of the analysis is to determine if there are any major damages or
losses to significant wildlife resources, as represented by the key species.

' If such losses or damages will occur, and they are of considerable magnitude
* or affect a particularly significant wildlife resource, then mitigation to

offset the predicted damages or losses is appropriate.

4.51 The previous discussion indicated that the conversion of idle agri-
cultural lands have positive impacts on White-tailed deer, Ring-necked
pheasant, and Raccoon. Therefore, the projected impacts on these species are
not considered further in determination of significance of impacts to
wildlife.

4.52 It appears that the predicted land conversions will have direct
negative impacts on Cottontail rabbit and mice (Meadow vole) through habitat
loss and indirectly have negative impacts on Red-tailed hawk and Red fox
through possible reductions in quantity of prey species. Both cottontails
and mice (Meadow vole) prefer fields such as found in the idle agricultural
areas to cornfields. Both species reproduce and have den sites in the idle
areas and tend to feed on corn to only a minor degree. Cottontail rabbits
are prolific breeders and produce several litters per year. Meadow voles are
extremely fecund and may go through several generations in a single year.
Meadow voles are also extremely cyclic with large populations occurring every
4 years or so, that often lead to severe population crashes that may be
related to overpopulation stress factors.

4.53 Cottontail rabbits are probably the most intensively hunted small
mammal in the Eastern United States and are widely sought for their meat and,
to a lesser extent, for their fur. Meadow voles are of little economic
significance except for damages that they may inflict on agricultural crops.
Mice, in general, are extremely important as prey species to many predators
including, in the study area, the Red-tailed hawk and the Red fox.

4.54 Changes in farming practices in the idle agricultural areas within
the SPF boundaries of Tonawanda Creek will probably have little or no signi-
ficant impact on Meadow vole and other mice populations in this area for the
following reasons. Although spring and fall plowing of fields could reduce
the resident populations of mice, these populations would be quickly replaced
by individuals from other nearby habitats. Considering their reproductive
potential, it is likely that the disturbed fields would be quickly repopu-
lated. Where cornfields replace idled areas, Meadow vole populations might
be reduced somewhat, but it is expected that this would be offset by
increases in House mouse numbers. In any event, natural flucturations in the
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populations of these cratures probably has little to do with farming prac-
tices. For these reasons, it is concluded here that the predicted conversion
of 1,933 acres of idle agricultural lands will have no significant impact on
the key species of mice.

4.55 As previously discussed, Cottontail rabbits are an important spe--
cies in the study area. The projected land conversions will have some impact
on their preferred habitat and numbers. Determining the extent and signifi-
cance of this impact is difficult as populations of cottontails fluctuate
greatly throughout their range. They can quickly populate any newly cleared
areas due to their reproductive potential. Cottontails will also den in
cornfields, raise young, and consume the products of the fields despite the
disturbances created by agricultural uses of the areas. The conclusion
reached is that there will be some minor adverse impact to Cottontail rabbits
as a result of the predicted land use changes. However, this impact should
not be significant. Cottontails will still reproduce and find sources of
food in the cornfields, although probably to a lesser extent than in the idle

...- agricultural area. A large amount of heavy brush edge habitat, important to
cottontails, will be left along the edges of the fields where farmers cannot
plow right up to the tree line.

4.56 As discussed previously, the only apparent impact to Red fox and
Red-tailed hawk that might result from the predicted land conversions would
be reductions in numbers of prey species. Paragraphs 4.52 through 4.55 of
this assessment conclude that the impact on cottontails and mice will not be
significant. Both Red fox and Red-tailed hawk range widely and utilize
whatever prey they can capture. It does not appear that any significant
impact to these two predators will occur as a result of the projected land
conversions.

4.57 Conclusions as Related to Providing Mitigation. The overall impact
of the conversion of 1,933 acres of idle agricultural acres to active farming
for corn should not create significant adverse impact to important wildlife
species presently utilizing such idle agricultural habitat. With the excep-
tion of Cottontail rabbit, which will experience some slight degredation of
habitat, no major impacts are expected. These impacts will be confined to
the agricultural areas in question within the SPF boundaries of Tonawanda
Creek. These 1,933 acres represent about 0.67 percent of the 286,000 agri-
cultural acres present in the watershed. Much of this agricultural acreage

is abandoned farmland (some of it idled during the last 5 to 10 years) which

provides excellent Cottontail habitat. The conclusion is, therefore, reached
that no siginficant adverse impacts will occur to Cottontail rabbit or any of
the other key species as a result of the conversion of 1,933 acres of idle
agricultural land to active corn farming as a result of construction and
operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified). No wildlife resource

*mitigation is warranted or recommended for the predicted impacts.
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5. CONCLUSIONS ON MITIGATION

5.01 Introduction - The previous section of this report presented an
analysis of the predicted impacts of the construction, operation, and pre-
dicted land use changes that would occur to fish and wildlife habitats and
species if the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) Plan is implemented.

" "The purpose of this section of the report is to determine what mitigation is
warranted to offset the predicted fish and wildlife impacts. In this regard,
the determination of mitigation warranted is based upon the significance of
impact to fish and wildlife habitats and species that is expected and Corps
of Engineers policy on mitigation.

5.02 Construction Impacts - As previously discussed, the construction of
dams and training dikes will directly destroy a number of acres of various
habitat types. Table 4.1 illustrates that about 78 acres of cropland and
about 5 acres of pasture will be lost by construction of the project.
Cropland and pasture are not significant wildlife habitat and are not scarce
in the project area. Therefore, it is concluded that mitigation is not
warranted for the 78 acres of cropland and 5 acres of pasture that will be
lost.

5.03 Table 4.1 indicates that about 12 acres of forested wetland, 33
acres of shrub swamp, and 10 acres of emergent marsh could be impacted by
construction of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified). These wetland
areas are significant for several reasons. First of all, being wetlands,
they are defined as significant by Federal and State laws and Executive
Orders relative to wetland protection. Forested wetland, particularly that
which occurs along the banks of Tonawanda Creek, is valuable for the creek's
fishery as it provides a heavy shade cover along most of the creek. The
creek itself, although highly turbid, is rated as a Class A stream. Class A
is the highest classification given to streams in New York State. Forested
wetlands within the project area also provide very good nesting habitats for
numerous species of birds.

5.04 Emergent marshes within the project area have standing water
throughout the year with extensive cattail stands. These areas are valuable
to wildlife and are used extensively by migrating waterfowl during the spring
and summer. Shrub swamps are dominated by woody species, including dogwoods,
cottonwoods, and ashes. Wildlife use of these areas is extensive and many
shrub species provide an important food source for migrant and resident
wildlife. Additional information on these wetland habitats is contained in
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report, Appendix H, Part 3 of the
Main Report.

5.05 Clearing and Snagging - As discussed in paragraph 4.10 to 4.12 of
this analysis, clearing and snagging will result in significant impacts to

" about 20 acres of forested wetland along Tonawanda Creek within the reservoir
* .compound. As previously discussed, forested wetlands are significant

wildlife habitats and the areas of debris jams within the creeks waters pro-
vide excellent fishery habitat.
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5.06 Project Operation - As discussed in Section 4 of this repor.,
operation of the Batavia Reservoir Compound to control the 2-year flood and
floods of greater duration will create conditions under which fish and
wildlife habitats present in the compound area will be flooded for a greater
duration of time and to greater depths. The conclusion of the impact analy-
sis is that this intermittent, flooding will have little or no impact on
these habitats. Therefore, no mitigation is warranted for the project opera-
tion impacts.

5.07 Conversion of Idle Agricultural Lands - As discussed in paragraphs
4.34 to 4.57 of this analysis, 1,933 acres of idle agricultural lands are
predicted to convert back into active agricultural use soon after the project
goes into an operational status. However, the impacts to wildlife habitats
and wildlife should not be significant if these conversions occur.
Therefore, the conclusion is that no mitigation is warranted for fish and
wildlife purposes, due to the conversion of 1,933 acres of idle agricultural
lands to active farming.

5.08 Conclusion - The Buffalo District has concluded that mitigation is
warranted for the fish and wildlife resources associated with 12 acres of
forested wetland, 33 acres of shrub swamp, and 10 acres of emergent marsh that
will be destroyed by construction of the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified). In addition, mitigation is warranted for 20 acres of forested
wetland and creek debris jams that will be destroyed during clearing and
snagging of Tonawanda Creek within the compound.

5.09 The following section of this analysis recommends mitigation for
the fish and wildlife resources associated with these areas and presents a
mitigation plan designed to offset the predicted fish and wildlife impacts.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS ON MITIGATION

6.01 Introduction - This section will discuss the various fish and
wildlife mitigation recommendations of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USF&WS); the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC); and the Corps of Engineers for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified). It will also present a recommended mitigation plan for the pro-
ject that would be implemented at the NYSDEC's Oak Orchard Wildlife
Management Area. In conclusion, this section will describe the proposed
mitigation plan and describe relevant costs and institutional arrangements
for implementation of the mitigation plan.

6.02 U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Recommended Mitigation - As
discussed in paragraphs 3.07 to 3.14 of this report the USF&WS has recom-
mended that mitigation is not required for the construction and operational
impacts (e.g., mudflat formation) of the project. However, the USF&WS has
recommended that a Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) analysis be performed
on the 1,933 acres of idle agricultural lands that are predicted to convert
to active agriculture if the project is implemented. The USF&WS further
recommended that the total amount of mitigation acreage (665 acres) as deter-
mined in the Original Coordination Act Report be used as an estimate of the
total amount of land acerage required for mitigation, until the HEP analysis
is performed.
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6.03 The Corps of Engineers does not accept this recommendation because
the impacts on these idle agricultural areas and the wildlife they support
are not expected to be significant. The Corps of Engineers analysis of these
land conversions (paragraphs 4.34 to 4.57) has concluded that mitigation is
not warranted for the 1,933 acres of idle agricultural lands in question.

-' 6.04 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation Recommended
Mitigation - The NYSDEC in a letter dated 10 March 1983 indicated that they
generally preferred on-site mitigation and proposed several alternative miti-
gation possibilities for the Corps of Engineers predicted wetland losses as a
result of the Tonawanda Creek Project (see paragraphs 9.05.1 to 9.05.2 of the
FEIS). In another letter, dated 17 March 1983, the NYSDEC made a recommen-
dation that mitigation be jointly developed for the 1,900+ acres of upland
habitat lost. This refers to the 1,933 acres of idle agricultural land that
will be converted to agricultural uses. As previously discussed, the Corps
of Engineers has concluded that mitigation is not warranted for these agri-
cultural conversions.

6.05 The Corps of Engineers has developed a mitigation plan for the pre-
dicted construction impacts of the Tonawanda Creek project based upon a
suggestion of the NYSDEC presented in their 10 March 1983 letter. As one
alternative the NYSDEC recommended a possible offsite mitigation plan that
would be implemented at the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area. This area
is currently owned and operated by the NYSDEC. The plan as presented by
NYSDEC in the 10 March 1983 letter would require the acquisition of about 30
acres of agricultural land adjacent to Goose Pond (to the east) on the Oak
Orchard WMA and reconstruction of existing dikes to increase storage capacity
of the impoundment. The Corps of Engineers has further developed and
slightly modified the plan suggested by NYSDEC. The modification was made to
reduce the amount of private land that would have to be purchased to imple-

*ment the mitigation plan. Elevation of the levels of Goose Pond would
backflood water out of the existing eastern limits of the Oak Orchard WHA
into adjacent privately owned farmlands requiring the aquisition of flowage
easements on about 6 acres of private lands (average determined by the Corps
of Engineers). To minimize land acquisition, the Corps proposes to elevate
the existing access roadway along the eastern limits of the WMA in close
proximity to Goose Pond (Plate 6.2). Elevation of this roadway would keep
the additional water of Goose Pond on the WHA. One acre of private land
would have to be obtained to provide an internal drainage pond for farmlands
to the east of Goose Pond.

6.06 The Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area - The Oak Orchard Wildlife
Management Area (WHA) is part of a large wetland complex known as the "Oak
Orchard Swamp- and is located about 10 miles to the northwest of Batavia, NY
as illustrated on Plate 6.1. The Oak Orchard WMA, about 2,500 acres in size,
is part of a larger State and Federal wildlife area about 20,000 acres in
total size. The Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge owned by the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is about 10,800 acres in size and is located adjacent
and to the west of Oak Orchard WMA. Further to the west is the NYSDEC's
Tonawanda Wildlife Management Area which is about 6,300 acres in size. The
areas, together comprise of some of the best waterfowl resting, feeding, and
breeding areas in the eastern United States. Upwards of 50,000 Canada geese
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and many other waterfowl species use the areas as feeding and resting areas
during spring northward migrations. Large numbers of Wood duck, Canada geese,
Mallard and Blue-winged Teal are produced on the areas.

6.07 The Oak Orchard WMA is illustrated in detail on Plate 6.2. The
- area receives most of its water for the marshes from spring flooding of the

Oak Orchard Creek and runoff that fills Goose Pond and Oxbow Marsh at the
eastern end of the area. Throughout the summer months water from Goose Pond

* Is released into Windmill Marsh and marshes to the west, eventually draining
into Iroquois NWR. Goose Pond is about 82 acres in size and relatively

" shallow in depth with maximum depths of 2 to 3 feet. At maximum levels it can
.: store about 164 acre feet of water.

6.08 Two problems currently occur at Goose Pond and on the Oak Orchard
NMA as a result of the limited storage capacity of Goose Pond. The first is
that due to the shallow depth of the pond, it frequently freezes completely

*i during the winter months. This situation creates a winter fish kill that
completely kills all Northern pike, bass, sunfish, and forage fish that
inhabit the pond. To some extent, the pond is "restocked" with fish during
the spring floods from Oak Orchard Creek and from survivors of the winter

." kill. Winter kill results from the freezing over of a water body that effec-
tively blocks any further absorbtion of oxygen into the water from the
atmosphere. If the ice is sufficiently thick, or snow covered, plants
die in the pond and rapidly use up available oxygen during decomposition.
Fish residing in the pond frequently die as the result of lack of oxygen.
Winter-kill is a fairly common phenomenon of shallow northern ponds with
high overwintering fish populations.

6.09 The second problem is related to the frequent summer drawdown of
Goose Pond to feed water to Windmill Marsh and other marshes at the Oak
Orchard Wildlife Management Area. During the summer of 1982 the WHA suffered
a severe shortage of water and it was not possible to keep the marshes fully
flooded. Under such conditions the edges of the marshes tend to turn into
mudflats which creates conditions that can cause outbreaks of botulism. This
occurred in 1982 and over 1,500 ducks (mostly Mallards) died as a result.
If it is possible to keep the areas flooded during the summer, the conditions
surrounding the botulism outbreaks can be minimized or eliminated.

6.10 In order to minimize the two problems at the Oak Orchard WMA
and to provide an offsite mitigation plan for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
(Modified) flood control plan, it is proposed that certain improvements be
made to Goose Pond on the Oak Orchard WMA to increase its water storage
capacity. The Oak Orchard WMA is located about 15 miles to the northwest of
the site of the Batavia Reservoir Compound. As the area is New York State
owned and operated, the habitat improvements and wildlife productivity
improvements made at the area will be completely open to the general public
for many types of recreational activities including hiking, birdwatching, and
fishing and hunting on a regulated basis. Much of the wetland area that will

- "* be impacted by the Batavia Reservoir Compound is privately owned and not
open for general public use. The mitigation plan has been developed, as much
as possible, to provide positive fish and wildlife benefits to offset the
significant adverse fish and wildlife impacts of the flood control project.
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Although it is an offsite mitigation plan, it provides mitigation of an in-
kind nature (e.g., warm fishery habitat improved). The plan has been designed
to alleviate the problems at the Oak Orchard WMA consistent with good fish
and wildlife management practices and consistent with the desires of NYSDEC
personnel who manage the area. The mitigation plan has not been developed to
offset the predicted wetland losses on an acre by acre basis, rather, it pro-
vides improvements to the WMA that should more than offset the fish and
wildlife productivity lost as a result of the Batavia Reservoir Compound.

6.11 Paragraphs 4.10 to 4.12 of this analysis have predicted that
removal of debris jams and clearing snags along Tonawanda Creek will have an
adverse effect on about 20 acres of riparian habitat and associated fish and
wildlife species. The snags and debris jams provide excellent cover and food
sources for fish such as Northern pike, Smallmouth bass, sunfish, and
numerous forage species. In addition, dead trees along the streambanks pro-
vide nesting and den sites for numerous birds, small mammals, and amphibians.
Implementation of the proposed mitigation plan on Goose Pond at the Oak
Orchard WMA would roughly double the maximum depth of the pond from 2 to 4
feet and would increase its surface area from about 82 acres to about 217
acres. This increase of the overall size of the pond will help alleviate
some of the frequent winter fish kill problems that occur on the pond. The

additional land areas that will be flooded consists of about 122 acres of
open fields and wet meadows surrounding the pond and a mature stand of cot-
tonwood, box elder, red maple, ash, and other flood tolerant tree species.
The tree stand is located at the far eastern end of the pond and is about 10
acres in size. The shallow flooding of this area will kill some of the
trees. These dead trees will make excellent nesting habitat for cavity
dwelling birds such as woodpeckers, kingfishers and owls. Mammals likely to
utilize the dead trees for den sites include weasels and mink, raccons,
squirrels, and chipmunks. Flooding of this 10-acre tree stand should offset
much of the impact of dead tree removal along Tonawanda Creek during clearing
and snagging actions. The area is flooded somewhat under existing con-
ditions, particularly during the Spring of the year. The additional depth
and duration of flooding is not expected to have any significant impact on
wildlife currently utilizing this habitat.

6.12 The annual amount of duck and other wildlife production lost as a
result of the construction of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (Modified) and
the associated loss of 55 acres of wetland habitat was not determined as a
part of this study. However, it is believed that provision of the needed
water at Oak Orchard WMA, that is used to flood upwards of 1,000 acres of
waterfowl marsh, will stabilize the waterfowl production at the refuge and
reduce the outbreaks of boutulism that can occur during summer dry periods
will offset the impact of project construction.

6.13 Plan of Improvement - The general plan of improvement for the
82-acre Goose Pond involves reconstruction and raising the height of the
dikes (roadways) surrounding the pond, modifying the control structures to
the pond, and construction of a 1-acre internal drainage pond on private
lands to the east of Goose Pond. These improvements are illustrated on
Plate 6.2. These improvements would more than double the water capacity of
Goose Pond to about 400 acre-feet and allow for better control of the outflow
of Goose Pond in Windmill Marsh and other marshes at Oak Orchard WMA.
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6.14 The following modifications would be made to the western dike
control structure at Goose Pond. A new 1,200-foot long dike would be
constructed about two feet high adjacent to Albion Road. An existing 36-inch
corrugated metal pipe culvert would be left in place. The existing concrete
box stop log control structure would also be elevated about 2 feet to install
additional stop logs. This stop log structure is used to control drainage
from Goose Pond to the Windmill Marsh area to the west.

6.15 Along the south side of Goose Pond, a dike (roadway) runs for about
5,500 feet. About 2,100 feet of this dike would be elevated an average of
2 feet to retain the additional water in Goose Pond. An existing 36-inch
corrugated metal pipe culvert located about midway along the dike would be
left in place. A concrete stoplog control structure at the same location
would be elevated about 2 feet to install additional stop logs. This stoplog
structure is used to control drainage from Goose Pond into Oxbow marsh to the
south.

6.16 To the east of Goose Pond, a portion of the existing access roadway
that runs along the border of the Wildlife Management Area would be elevated
about 2 feet for a total length of about 650 feet. Also a new dike would be
constructed that would extend 250 feet along the border line of the Oak
Orchard WMA. The dike would be constructed totally on State owned lands.
About 1 acre of land located adjacent to the WMA would have to be obtained

(flowage easement) to provide an internal drainage pond for farmlands to the
east of the dike (access load). Two 12-inch corrugated metal pipe culverts
would be installed along the dike (roadway) to provide internal drainage from
the farmlands into Goose Pond. A flapgate would be installed on an existing
12 inches CMP culvert at the low point of the access roadway. This pipe
would drain the internal drainage pond during the summer months. An alter-
native to the dike and internal drainage scheme in this area would be to
allow Goose Pond to naturally backflood into the farmlands to the east. Yv-s
would require the acquisition of flowage easements on about 6 acres of
farmlands to the east. To minimize land acquisition, this alternative is not
being proposed at the present time. However, before implementation of the
mitigation plan, the landowner would be contacted during the advanced design
stage to discuss the real estate acquisition options.

6.17 Agency Coordination of the Mitigation Plan - The basic mitigation
plan as descirbed in the previous paragraphs was coordinated with the NYSDEC,
Avon, New York, regional headquarters in late April 1983. The NYSDEC, in a
letter dated 6 May 1983 (Appendix H, Part 3) provided their concerns about
the mitigation plan. In summary, NYSDEC reaffirmed their position that they
were not opposed to off-site mitigation and stated that they did "....not
feet that simple habitat improvement on existing state-owned lands can ade-

quately mitigate for wetland and wildlife habitat destruction." NYSDEC
apparently believes that additional land acquisition and improvement for
wildlife purposes is necessary to mitigate for the impacts asociated with the
Batavia Reservoir Compound.
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6.18 Costs and Institutional Arrangements -The total first cost of the
plan based upon October, 1982 price levels is estimated to be $76,000. The
annual operations and maintenance (O&M) costs are estimated to be $1,500. A
breakdown of the first costs is presented in Table 6.1. The total first
costs of the plan would be entirely a Federal responsibility. Design and
ultimate construction of the mitigation plan would also be a total Federal
responsibility. As the plan is located at the New York State WMA, design of
the plan will be closely coordinated with the NYSDEC. The annual O&M cost
($1,500) would be the responsibility of the Federal Government.* However,
the NYSDEC would remain responsible for operating Goose Pond after construc-
tion of the mitigation plan for the best overall management of the wildlife
management area.

* The Buffalo District is currently coordinating this operation and main-

tenance responsibility with the NYSDEC who has been asked to absorb the
*-. $ 1,500 annual O+M cost.
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Table 6.1 - Costs of Fish and Wildlife Mitigation Plan at
the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management Area

: Unit
Item Quantity : Unit : Price Cost

Site Preparation : L.S. : 3,750

Levee Embankment 6,500 : C.Y. : 6.00 : 39,000

Drainage Facilities -- : L.S. : - 1,125

* Fertilizing, Seeding, and Mulching 11,800 : C.Y. .40 4,720

Mobilization and Demobilization : - : L.S. : : 1,000

Subtotal : : 49,595

Contingencies at 25 percent : 12,405

Engineering and Design : 6,000

Supervision and Administration :7,000

Subtotal : : : : 75,000

Lands and Damages : : : 1,000

Total Cost : : : : 76,000
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UNITED STATES

I."DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
K- FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE - . ,

100 Grange Place
Room 202

Cortland, New York 13045

October 23, 1980

Colonel George P. Johnson
District Engineer, Buffalo District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Johnson:

This constitutes our report on effects the flood control project for the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed, Towns of Batavia and Alexander, Genesee
County, New York, would have on fish and wildlife resources. It was
prepared under the authority of and in accordance with Section 2(b) of
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16
U.S.C. 661 et seq.). This report supersedes our report of April 16,
1980.

Authorization to study the feasibility of flood management in the
Tonawanda Creek Watershed, New York, derives from a resolution of the
Senate Committee on Public Works, United States Congress, adopted June
15, 1950. This authorization was expanded by resolutions of the House
of Representatives Committee on Public Works, United States Congress,
adopted August 16, 1950 and July 23, 1956. Present authorization
provides only for a determination of project feasibility, whereas
additional feasibility studies (General Design Memorandum), as well as
the actual construction, have yet to be authorized and funded by Congress.

Engineering and geophysical data presented in this report are from the
Interim Report on Feasibility of Flood Management in Tonawanda Creek
Watershed and Technical Appendices (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1979)
and from communications with your office prior to February 15, 1980.
Biological data are primarily from field reconnaissance conducted by
personnel from your office and from our office in Cortland, New York.

.
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Data were also taken from unpublished Hunter Use and Game Survey Reports
for the Batavia Cooperative Hunting Area, New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, Avon, New York and from unpublished fisheries
surveys conducted in the Tonawanda Creek basin by the State University
of New York at Buffalo and Bio Systems Research, Inc., Buffalo, New
York. Baseline habitat conditions were evaluated by an interagency team
comprised of personnel from your office, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
using the Service's Habitat Evaluation Procedures. Our analysis is
based on a 100-year project life for the years 1980 through 2079.

This report has been reviewed and endorsed by the Division of Fish and
Wildlife of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
as signified by the attached letters from Director Kenneth F. Wich,
dated February 20 and September 29, 1980.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The selected plan for flood management in the Tonawanda Creek Watershed
is the Batavia Reservoir Compound (modified) (Fig. 1). The proposed
plan is to construct two floodwater detention reservoirs (dry dams) on
Tonawanda Creek for the primary purpose of reducing average annual flood
damages in the lower basin by approximately 74 percent. At maximum
floodpool, the reservoirs would inundate a tract of roughly 4,763 acres
(1,929 ha) (about 894 acres (362 ha) in the upper reservoir and 3,869
acres (1,567 ha) in the lower reservoir) of bottomland between the
Village of Alexander and the City of Batavia, Genesee County, New York.

The upper dam would be located approximately 200 feet (61 m) downstream
of the Delaware Lackawanna Railroad (Conrail) embankment and would
stretch 5,450 feet (1,661 m) across the Tonawanda Creek Valley (Fig. 1).
The width by height dimensions of the dam would be 98 x 19 feet (30 x
5.8 m). This embankment would be designed to function as an emergency
spillway with a top elevation of 922.5-feet (281.2 m). Approximately 2
feet (60 cm) of water would flow over the dam during a Standard Project
Flood assuming a maximum pool elevation of 924.5 feet (281.8 m).

The principal outlet works for the upper reservoir would consist of a
control structure, stilling basin, and outlet channel located at or near
the intersection of the upper dam and Tonawanda Creek. The control
structure would be a five-conduit reinforced concrete box culvert with
the capacity to pass flows of 2,000 cfs (56 cms) under natural flow
conditions and up to 10,700 cfs (300 cms) under the 100-year flood
condition. Each conduit would be 11 feet wide by 11 feet high (3.4 x
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3.4 m) and equipped with an electrically operable fixed wheel control
gate. An upstream inlet flume would funnel water into the gated conduits.
The inlet flume would consist of a reinforced concrete section located
adjacent to the control gates and steel sheetpile wingwalls. The channel
bottom between the wingwalls would be protected with 24-inch (60 cm)
riprap placed on a 12-inch (30 cm) bedding layer. The riprap would
extend from the concrete floor slab to a line 10 feet (3 m) upstream of
the wingwalls. The stilling basin would be a reinforced concrete structure
61 feet (18.6 m) wide and 62 feet (18.9 m) long with a raised end sill 4
feet (1.2 m) high. A new outlet channel, starting at the stilling basin
end sill, would be excavated normal to the dam and would extend downstream
for approximately 1200 feet (366 m) to a junction with the existing
creek channel. The outlet channel bottom, flaring from a width of 71
feet (21.6 m) at the stilling basin to 91 feet (27.7 m), would be protected
with 24-inch (60 cm) riprap placed on a 12-inch (30 cm) bedding layer

* .for a distance of approximately 100 feet (30.5 m). The meandering Tonawanda
Creek channel immediately downstream from the upper dam would be abandoned.

The lower dam would be located approximately one-half mile (0.8 km)
south of the City of Batavia and would stretch 5,600 feet (1,707 m)
across the Tonawanda Creek valley (Fig. 1). The width by height dimensions
of the dam would be 69 x 12 feet (21 x 3.7 m). This embankment is
designed to function as an emergency spillway with a top elevation of
900 feet (274.3 m) from Creek Road westward for approximately 4,000 feet
(1,219 m). Approximately 2.6 feet (80 cm) of water would flow over the
dam during a Standard Project Flood assuming a maximum pool elevation of
902.6 feet (275.1 m). From Creek Road to the east abutment, and for a
short distance at the west abutment, the embankment is designed as a
non-overflow section with a top elevation of 905.5 feet (275 m) and
grassed slopes.

The principal outlet works for the lower reservoir would consist of a
control structure, stilling basin, and outlet channel located 900 feet
(275 m) east of the intersection of the lower dam and Tonawanda Creek.
The control structure would be a four-conduit reinforced concrete box
culvert with the capacity to pass flows of up to 6,000 cfs (168 cms)
under the 500-year flood condition. Each conduit would be 11 feet wide
by 11 feet high (3.4 x 3.4 m) and equipped with an electrically operable
fixed wheel control gate. An upstream inlet flume would funnel water
into the gated conduits. The inlet flume would consist of a reinforced
concrete section located adjacent to the control gates and steel sheet-
pile wingwalls. The channel bottom between the wingwalls would be
protected with 24-inch (60 cm) riprap placed on 12-inch (30 cm) bedding
layer. The riprap would extend from the concrete floor slab to a line

. 10 feet (3 m) upstream of the wingwalls. The stilling basin would be a
reinforced concrete structure 48.5 feet (14.8 m) wide and 62 feet (18.9
m) long with a raised end sill 4 feet (1.2 m) high. A new inlet channel,
starting at the inlet flume, would be excavated normal to the dam and
would extend upstream for approximately 500 feet (152 m) to a junction
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with the existing creek channel. A new outlet channel, starting at the
stilling basin, would be excavated normal to the, lower dam and would
extend downstream for approximately 100 feet (30.5 m) to a junction with
the existing creek channel. The outlet channel bottom, flaring from a
width of 48.5 feet (14.8 m) at the stilling basin to 70 feet (21.3 m),
would be protected with 24-inch (60 cm) riprap placed on a 12-inch (30
cm) bedding layer for its entire length. The meandering Tonawanda Creek
channel immediately upstream from the lower dam and west of the principal
outlet works would be abandoned.

Several non-overflow training dikes would be located along the east and
*T west sides of the Tonawanda Creek valley (Fig. 1). Along the east side,

a dike would stretch 950 feet (290 m) across a natural saddle located
approximately 1,000 feet (305 m) south of East Road. Along the west
side, three dikes would be located approximately 500 feet (152 m) east
of Route 98 in the reach between Cookson Road and the Lehigh Valley
Railroad (Conrail) embankment. These dikes would stretch 3,330 feet
(1,015 m), 600 feet (183 m), and 150 feet (46 m) across low areas in
order to prevent possible overtopping of Route 98. The maximum height
of these dikes varies from 5.5 to 9 feet (1.7-2.7 m). To provide the
required interior drainage, each dike would have a gated culvert consisting
of a 24- to 36-inch (60-90 cm) diameter reinforced concrete pipe, reinforced
concrete headwalls and wingwalls, and automatic flap gates mounted on
the reservoir side of each dike.

The two dams and four training dikes would be earthen fill structures
having I vertical on 3 horizontal side slopes; the dikes would be seeded

and the dams riprapped on both upstream and downstream faces. The
riprap would be chinked with 6 inches (15 cm) of topsoil and seeded with
crown vetch.

Construction of the dams and dikes would require stripping an area of
35.6 acres (14.4 ha). Of this total, 14.3 acres (5.8 ha) would be
cleared and grubbed. Also, construction of the dams and dikes would
require the filling-in of 8.9 acres (3.6 ha) of wetland associated with
the lower reservoir.

Downstream from the upper reservoir a section of Peaviner Road and the
S. existing bridge over Tonawanda Creek would require relocation due to the

realignment of the creek channel in the vicinity of the principal outlet
works. A 60-foot (18 m) span highway bridge would be provided over the
new outlet channel from the principal outlet works. The abandoned Lehigh
Valley Railroad (Conrail) bridge over Tonawanda Creek would be permanently
removed to improve hydraulic conditions downstream of the lower reservoir.
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The existing Tonawanda Creek channel within the lower reservoir would be
cleared of snags and debris jams to ensure a channel capacity of roughly
2,000 cfs (56 cms). Dead trees along the channel banks and overhanging,
partially uprooted trees would also be removed. The sections of abandoned
creek channel would be utilized as spoil areas for waste materials from
clearing and stripping operations associated with the construction of
the upper and lower dams and from clearing and snagging operations along
the existing creek channel within the lower reservoir.

Under the present plan, all lands lying within the reservoir floodpool
boundaries would be placed under flowage easement with the private
landowners. These lands could still be farmed, but 37 residences and 3
farmsteads in the lower reservoir and 8 residences in the upper reservoir
would have to be purchased and removed.

DESCRIPTION OF AQUATIC AND TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS

General

The Tonawanda Creek Watershed, an area of about 648 square miles (1,678
square kilometers), is located in western New York and includes portions
of Erie, Genesee, Niagara, Orleans, and Wyoming counties. It occupies
parts of two physiographic provinces -- the Appalachian upland and the
Erie-Ontario lowland. Tonawanda Creek, the major stream of the watershed,
rises in the Cattaraugus Hills in the Town of Wethersfield in Wyoming
County. From its source, approximately 1,929 feet (588 m) above sea
level, the creek flows northward approximately 22 miles (35 km) through
deep valleys with steep sides and slopes to enter the Erie Plain near
the Village of Attica. From Attica, the creek continues to flow northward
for nearly 20 miles (32 km) through essentially flat bottomland to the
City of Batavia, where erosion resistant rock formations of the Onondaga
Escarpment turn the creek's channel to a westward flow through the Erie
Plain. Lands surrounding the creek and its tributaries consist primarily
of farm fields and various types of natural open space, including grass
fields, wetlands, brush, and forests. The creek also passes through
residential, commercial, and industrial areas in the villages of Attica
and Alexander, and in the City of Batavia.

Aquatic Resources

The portions of Tonawanda Creek and its tributaries lying within the
project area are designated Class "A" waters by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSOEC). Class "A" is the
highest water quality category in New York's classification system, but
the NYSDEC does not consider this area to be trout inhabited water

S"(Class "A(t)"). While trout are not normally stocked in these waters,
some brown trout have been found in the Little Tonawanda Creek tributary
(Table 1).
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A wide diversity of aquatic macro-invertebrates have been collected from
Tonawanda Creek and the Little Tonawanda Creek tributary (Great Lakes
Laboratory, 1976). In both creeks the aquatic macro-invertebrates
collected were primarily indicative of relatively unpolluted stream
conditions. The dominant macro-invertebrate groups sampled were amphipods,
anisopterans (dragonflies), dipterans (midges, true flies, horse flies,
and black flies), coleopterans (water beetles), hemipterans (water
boatman, water striders, and water scorpions), decapods (crayfish),
ephemeropterans (mayflies), gastropods (snails), isopods, lepidopterans
(water moths), megalopterans (alderflies), oligochaetes (aquatic earthworms),
sphaeriids (clams), trichopterans (caddisflies), and zygopterans (damselflies).

Tonawanda Creek meanders through numerous farm fields, but is relatively
undisturbed by most farm-related activities. However, intensive agricul-
tural practices in the watershed tend to increase water runoff and
thereby result in an increased sediment load in the creek during wet
periods. The creek also passes through brushlands and forested areas,
and is well-shaded for most of its length by a thick growth of riparian
vegetation. This shading tends to create a cool, glen-like situation
along the creek, even during the warmest days of summer. The banks are
steeply sloping and usually consist of sand or clayey mud. Fallen trees
and branches stretch across the creek in many places, and these snags
tend to collect woody debris behind them. Turbid conditions seem to
prevail throughout the year, with the creek being clearest during low-
flow conditions (usually in summer) and most turbid during periods of
peak runoff. Current in the main creek channel is relatively slow and

*. water depth is variable, ranging from as little as 4 inches (10 cm) in
riffle areas to greater than 4.3 feet (1.3 m) in deep pools (Bio Systems
Research, 1979). The largest tributary of Tonawanda Creek, Little
Tonawanda Creek, varies greatly in character: the upstream stretches are
low, clear, rocky, and have moderate flow, whereas the downstream
stretches are more turbid, silt-laden, and have a slow current (ibid.).
Several other tributaries are present and their physical conditions vary
like those of Little Tonawanda Creek. A number of ponds and oxbows are
located in the project area. These lentic environs are warm, turbid,
have mud bottoms, and are sometimes connected to channels having intermittent
flow conditions.

Fishing in Tonawanda Creek occurs primarily in the vicinity of automobile
and railroad bridges, where access is best. Float-fishing is possible,
but difficult because of snags and debris jams in the creek. Small
tributaries, ponds, and oxbows are fished quite readily from shore.
Sport fishes sought include smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, and
northern pike. Brown trout are present in Little Tonawanda Creek and
they probably sustain some fishing pressure. Available panfish species
include the pumpkinseed, bluegill, green sunfish, rock bass, yellow
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perch, and brown bullhead. Numerous forage fish are also present. A
total of 29 species of fish have been found to occur in this portion of
the watershed (Table 1).

Terrestrial Resources

Terrestrial vegetation consists primarily of cropland, hayfield, pasture,
emergent marsh, shrub swamp, and forested wetland. These cover types
also encompass wet meadows, riparian hardwood stands, and vegetation
associated with railroad rights-of-way. Farmlands consisting of hay,
pasture, and crops of corn, sunflowers, and beans tend to dominate the
landscape.

Wet meadows are the most homogeneous of existing cover types and are
dominated by introduced species of yellow and white iris. Other plants
found in association with the iris were skunk cabbage, purple loosestrife,
and various sedges and grasses. Few vertebrates were found in association
with this cover type and those that do occur are usually associated with
open water pools, or are only seasonally present. Gray treefrogs,
leopard frogs, bullfrogs, kingbirds, bobolinks, red-winged blackbirds,
barn swallows, spotted sandpipers, mallard ducks, and muskrats have been
found in association with this cover type in late spring and summer, and
migrating shorebirds and waterfowl have been observed to make extensive
use of these areas in spring and fall.

Emergent marshlands typically have a heterogenous mixture of open water
and several species of cattail. Other plants found in association with
cattail marshes were willow, purple loosestrife, yellow iris, white
iris, water parsnip, water hemlock, nightshade, sensitive fern, and
various horsetails, sedges, and grasses. These areas usually have some
standing water throughout the year and have much intrinsic value to
wildlife. Some species, including many frogs, toads, salamanders, and
birds, require these areas for their seasonal breeding activities and
for the development and the raising of young. Other species, such as
barn swallows, tree swallows, and kingfishers, use these areas solely
for feeding, whereas fish, green frogs, bullfrogs, water snakes, aquatic
turtles, and some birds are year-round residents. Migrating waterfowl,
herons, and shorebirds use these areas extensively in spring and fall.

Shrub swamps are comprised of woody species such as red-osier dogwood,
silky dogwood, arrow-wood, buckthorn, slippery elm, hawthorne, willow,
eastern cottonwood, and white and green ash. Herbaceous species present
include purple loosestrife, yellow iris, bindweed, Joe-Pye-weed, and
various grasses, sedges, and legumes. Wildlife use is extensive and

- .many resident and non-resident species have been observed in these areas
(Table 2). Most shrub species provide an important winter food resource
for resident birds and mammals, and for migrant birds in spring and
fall.

" .'- - " ' . - : - " "" '- " m n m 
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Forested wetlands vary from permanently flooded to seasonally dry and
the plant species composition tends to vary.with-the moisture regime.
The wettest areas are dominated by green ash, silver maple, red maple,
and willow. Other species associated with wet areas include silky
dogwood, buttonbush, slippery elm, honeysuckle, water parsnip, water
plantain, cardinal flower, and fringed loosestrife. Drier sites are
dominated by American beech, shagbark hickory, bitternut hickory, red
oak, white oak, and sugar maple. Other species in dry sites include
silver maple, green ash, choke cherry, ironwood, witch-hazel, buckthorn,
hawthorne, wild grape, wild rose, woodbine, Christmas fern, blue cohosh,
enchanter's nightshade, beggarticks, and May-apple. Forested wetlands
have a diverse vertebrate fauna associated with them (Table 2) and are
an important component of the terrestrial ecosystem, providing, for
example, many nesting sites for birds, denning sites for snakes and
mammals, and cover for terrestrial amphibians.
Railroad rights-of-way possess a diverse floral association that includes
forests, shrublands, and old-field herbaceous situations. Species most

intimately associated with these rights-of-way include hawthorne, slippery
elm, staghorn sumac, willow, box-elder, common elderberry, arrow-wood,
buckthorn, red-osier dogwood, woodbine, and wild grape. Herbaceous
species found were numerous and include teasel, milkweed, Queen Anne's
lace, poison-ivy, cow parsnip, touch-me-not, sorrel, curled dock, and
various grass species. The faunal component was equally diverse (Table
2), while the diversity of both the flora and fauna seemed richest on
the unmanaged and abandoned rights-of-way.

In general, and as a group, amphibians are well represented in the
project area (Table 2) and they are quite abundant. The consistently
damp soil conditions seem to favor frogs and toads, but may be limiting
for salamanders. Seasonal ponds, emergent marshes, shrub swamps, and
forested wetlands are used by these species for their spring breeding
activities. Green frogs and bullfrogs spend both their larval and adult
life stages in these aquatic habitats, whereas wood frogs, gray tree
frogs, spring peepers, American toads, and the Jefferson's and blue-
spotted salamanders spend their adult life in shrubby and wooded areas.
Adult western chorus frogs and northern leopard frogs spend the summer
in grassy fields and wet meadows. The more aquatic amphibians, including
the green frog, bullfrog, and northern leopard frog, overwinter in the
mud at the bottom of aquatic habitats, whereas the more terrestrial
species tunnel into the soil of upland habitats.

Reptiles are represented by at least six snakes and three turtle species
(Table 2), but this group is generally quite secretive and could be more
diverse than is indicated by the available information. Snakes are wide
ranging and utilize most of the various habitats available to them in
the project area, with the exception of water snakes which are restricted
to aquatic areas. The three turtle species are primarily aquatic; the
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painted turtles and snapping turtles being most common in ponds, marshes
. and swamps, whereas the wood turtles are restricted to streams and

* associated riparian habitats and forested wetlands.

The avian component constitutes a visible and integral part of the
Tonawanda Creek basin fauna. In numbers of species, birds were the most
abundant vertebrate group. A diversity of habitat types interspersed
with intensive agriculture provided what seemed to be excellent conditions
for successful avian reproduction. Avian species observed during spring
and summer breeding bird surveys in 1979 are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
Birds observed in the basin during spring and summer, but not known to
breed there, were the great blue heron, great egret, American bittern,
and red-bellied woodpecker.

Aside from the use of the basin by breeding birds, there is considerable
use of the area during spring and fall by migrants, and in summer by
non-breeders. In the spring of 1979, two separate flocks of approximately
800-1,000 Canada geese each were 'observed on partially flooded farmlands
at two locations near the main creek channel and within the bounds of
the lower reservoir floodpool. The basin seems to serve as an alternative
feeding and resting area for the enormous numbers of migrating ducks and
geese that stop at nearby Iroquois National Wildlife Refuge each spring.
Great blue herons, usually single but sometimes in flocks of 10-12, were
observed throughout the basin during the spring and summer of 1979. One
such flock was observed regularly in the large wetland complex near the
junction of the Erie and Delaware Lackawanna (Conrail) railroads.

A diverse mammalian fauna is present in the Tonawanda Creek watershed
(Table 2) and a wide variety of habitats are utilized, including marshes,
swamps, forests, and agricultural lands. Mink, muskrats, raccoon and
white-tailed deer seemed most abundant and were found in very close
association with Tonawanda Creek and adjacent forested wetlands. Two
important fur-bearers, beaver and river otter, were not observed during
field reconnaissance, but both species have been previously reported
from the Batavia-Alexander area by'State biologists.

Public hunting is permitted on many private lands through cooperative
agreements between landowners and the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation. The trapping of furbearers is also pursued,
but there is no provision for this activity on Coop lands. Game species
taken by hunters include raccoon, red fox, eastern gray squirrels,
eastern cottontail rabbits, white-tailed deer, woodcock, ring-necked
pheasant, and various ducks, geese, and rails. Furbearers taken by
trappers include mink, muskrat, and raccoon.

. . . .
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The five major terrestrial habitat or land-use types in the project area
were evaluated by an interagency team on September 20-21, 1979 using the
Service's Habitat Evaluation Procedures (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1979a). Baseline habitat data were established by measuring and/or
estimating the physical and vegetative habitat characteristics important
to the wildlife species used in the evaluation. The evaluation elements
(wildlife species) utilized (Table 4) were selected as being representative
of the wildlife forms present in the project area and include species
that are: (1) economically important; (2) of high public interest; (3)
good indicators of habitat quality; and (4) of particular interest due
to restricted range, high vulnerability, and/or special habitat requirements.
The habitat inventory characteristics measured and/or estimated (Table
5) were derived from life history accounts developed for this particular
evaluation (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1979b). Cover maps were
prepared (Figures 2 and 3) and surface area was estimated based on
maximum floodpool elevations provided by your staff in August, 1979,
(922.5 feet (281.2 m), upper floodpool; 900 feet (274.3 m), lower
floodpool). Table 6 depicts the baseline Habitat Suitability Indices
(HSI), the surface area (hectares), and the Habitat Units (HSI x hectares)
determined for each habitat type. HSI is an estimate of the relative
value of a particular habitat type to the wildlife species used in the
evaluation. For comparison, forested wetland received the highest
rating for wildlife (HSI=0.803) and cropland the lowest (HSI=O.605).

PROJECT IMPACTS ON AQUATIC AND TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS

General

No comprehensive studies have been made to assess the effects of dry
dams and their operation on either aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems;
therefore the beneficial and adverse impacts of the Batavia Reservoir
Compound on fish and wildlife are treated primarily in terms of the
impacts that we are best able to evaluate. These are generally short-
term effects, but the long-term effects of dry dams are also considered
where there is sufficient information available to undertake a cogent
analysis of potential project impacts.

Aquatic Resources

The construction of dry dams, lateral dikes, and outlet works cuuld
result in the potential for erosion of soil into the creek and the re-
suspension of bottom sediments, resulting in an increased level of
turbidity in the creek in the immediate vicinity of and downstream from
project construction and maintenance activities. The increased level of
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turbidity could then stress fish and macro-invertebrate populations,
especially fish eggs and larvae, which are particularly sensitive to
changes in the concentration of suspended solids. Filter-feeding
invertebrates would be the most adversely affected invertebrate group.
However, fish are usually more sensitive to suspended solids than are
most invertebrates. Stern and Stickle (1978) reviewed the effects of
turbidity in aquatic environments and listed: (a) thickening of gill
lamellae, (b) excessive mucous secretion, (c) abrasion of branchial
epithelium, and (d) respiratory distress as the potential stressing
effects on fish from high concentrations of suspended solids. They also
cited the clogging of opercular cavities and gill filaments with clay
particles as factors leading to death. Suspended solids were reported
to cause a delay in the hatching of fish eggs, often for several hours.
Turbidity and suspended solids concentrations lower than those necessary
to cause death or physiological injury may also produce other responses,
including a disturbance in the normal population social structure and a
general reduction in activity that may reduce the fishes ability to
locate food and increase their susceptibility to predation (Heimstra et
al., 1969). Many of these effects would be expected to occur during and
immediately following construction activities. They would be particularly
adverse if construction were to take place during late spring and early
summer when most fish breed (spawn) and when eggs, larvae, and young
fish are developing. High suspended solids concentrations would be
least harmful to fish if they were present during the winter months
rather than in summer.

The retention of flood waters and their regulated release would have
both beneficial and adverse effects on the aquatic ecosystem. Reservoir
regulated discharges, which are held at or below the bank-full stage
most of the time, would reduce bank erosion and bed scour and decrease

* the amount of sediment picked up from the stream bed or brought in from
the flooding of bottomlands (Neel, 1963). These same conditions would
extend under some conditions the period of increased turbidity in Tonawanda
Creek beyond that found under flooding conditions without the project.
Whereas most flooding would pass suspended particulate matter through in
less than three days, the project would hold and release turbid floodwaters
for as'long as 9.8 days. Despite the settling out of suspended particulates

- in the reservoirs, some of the material would be resuspended by waters
leaving the resert-nir compounds. The prolonged turbid conditions could
then severely stress fish and macro-invertebrate populations both downstream
from and within each of the reservoir compounds. The potentially adverse

*effects of these conditions on aquatic resources would be essentially
the same as those discussed in the above paragraph and they warrant no
further discussion here. It should be noted, however, that while most

'" .fish will survive the normal increase in turbidity experienced under
annual flooding, the effects of prolonged turbidity could be adverse.
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The severity of any adverse effects would be increased if flooding were
to occur during late spring or summer when many fish species are breeding
(spawning) and when eggs, larvae, and young fish are developing.

The removal of snags and debris from the main creek channel would
result in both beneficial and adverse impacts. Snag removal would
permit the free passage of boats along the creek and therefore result in
greater opportunities for public use of fish and wildlife resources. On
the other hand, the snags, debris, and associated sediment deposits
create significant habitat for macro-invertebrates, fish, frogs, and
turtles. Their removal would reduce both the availability and the

, diversity of aquatic habitats. Many aquatic insects, including collectors
(caddisflies), scrapers (mayflies), and predators (stoneflies and hellgrammites),
are all common inhabitants of log and debris jams (Hynes, 1970). Many
fish species congregate near obstructions (ibid.), and frogs and wood
turtles use them for shelter and basking sites. Sediment deposits

* (which would be eroded if the snags were to be removed) serve as substrates
for burrowing invertebrates such as chironomids, ephemeropterans,
anisopterans, annelids, crustacea, and molluscs (Hynes, 1970; Anderson
et al., 1977). Detritivorous invertebrates utilize the organic matter
and/or the micro-flora of sediments as a food resource (Anderson et al.,
1977). Any shift or reduction in the macro-invertebrate population
would cause a reduction in the productivity of fish species dependent
upon that resource.

Riparian vegetation damaged or destroyed during snag removal could
result in increased stream temperatures through increased incipient
solar radiation received at the surface of the creek (Ringler and Hall,
1975). Increased water temperatures would significantly affect the
quatity of the aquatic environment, potentially resulting in a change in
the structure of the aquatic community.

The construction of dry dam outlet works would inhibit to some extent
the normal movements of fish species present in Tonawanda Creek. Northern
pike, white suckers, and various other fish species are known to migrate
to spawning areas; therefore if the outlet structures impede their
passage, either physically or through changes in fish behavior, then
reduced reproduction would likely occur for the affected species, along
with a change in the structure of the fish community.

The flooding of one or both of the reservoir floodpools would result in
some fish moving out of their normal habitat and into the temporary
reservoirs. With subsequent drawdown, some stream species could become
stranded in permanent pond habitats, whereas others could become stranded
in ponds or pools of water that eventually go dry. In either case, some
fish mortality could be expected. Should flooding occur during the
spawning season of a particular species then these activities would
likely be suspended and in some cases an entire season of reproduction
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could be delayed or possibly lost. If developing eggs should become
covered with sediments deposited by flood waters then significant mortality
could be expected at that life stage.

Terrestrial Resources

Construction of the Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Project would necessitate
the stripping of about 35.6 acres (14.4 ha) of wildlife habitat for dry
dam and lateral dike placement. These habitats provide shelter, food
resources and breeding sites for many amphibians, reptiles, birds, and
mammals found in and around the location of the proposed flood management
structures. We estimate that approximately 9.2 Habitat Units would be
lost due to the construction of these structures (Table 7).

Streamside activities necessary for snag removal would disturb riparian
vegetation that both stabilizes the creek banks and provides wildlife
cover. Riparian areas would be further affected by the placement of
dams across the creek and the abandonment and filling-in of portions of
the creek channel. These areas provide optimal habitat for some species
such as the mink and wood turtle, thus damage to riparian areas could

*. have significantly adverse effects on wildlife found in that habitat,
including a significant reduction in species diversity and carrying
capacity in remaining habitat.

Many amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals could be significantly
affected by complete inundation of terrestrial habitats. Whereas most
vertebrate communities can adapt to a permanent change in water level,
they cannot respond effectively to rapid and irregular short-term
inundation; therefore significant mortality could occur, especially
during the breeding/nesting season should inundation occur at that time.
For reptiles and birds, inundated eggs and/or young would result in a
significant loss of embryos and/or nestlings for a particular year.
Similar mortality could occur for mammalian young should their dens or
nests become flooded while the young are still in early stages of development.
Flood-water inundation would force many wildlife forms to higher, unflooded
areas resulting in unnaturally high concentrations of wildlife on floating
debris'and on projecting trees and land areas. These concentrations
would then result in increased predation and competition, and also in
increased stress that would likely result in death for some individuals.
Thus, the short-term effects of flood-water inundation could be significantly
adverse.

The physical presence of the dry dams would act as a barrier to the
normal movement and dispersal of many vertebrate species. Smaller
vertebrates, such as salamanders that migrate to breeding ponds, would

" "be most affected, whereas large species, such as deer, would have
sufficient mobility to pass around the ends of the flood control structures
and therefore would be less affected.
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The inundation of terrestrial habitats by flood waters retained by the
proposed dry dams.would result in some significant adverse impacts on
wildlife resources and their habitats. The most severe changes in plant
species composition and abundance would likely occur in areas immediately
upstream of the dry dams. These areas often become "mudflats", as they
are flooded most frequently and for the longest duration, and because
suspended sediments and debris tend to be deposited there. Erosion and
sedimentation are continuous processes on reservoir mudflats and successive

*i-i floodings tend to keep vegetation in an immature state (Wilson and
Landers, 1973). The current trend of keeping much of the upper reservoir
lands in hay and rowcrops (about 37 percent of the total area), as well
as the greater duration of flooding expected with project implementation,
will act to hasten the early development of mudflats in the upper floodpool.
Mudflat formation in the lower reservoir is expected to be less severe
due to the lesser frequency of flooding there, although the percentage
of land in hay and pasture is essentially the same (about 39 percent of
the total area).

Flooding imposes complex stresses on many vascular plants, most of which
arise from the depletion of oxygen in the flooded soil (Whitlow and
Harris, 1979). In addition to anaerobic soil conditions, plant age,
plant size, flood depth, flood duration, flood timing, substrate composition,
siltation, and wave and ice action are all factors that determine survivorship
when plants are flooded (McKim et al., 1975; Whitlow and Harris, 1979).
The time at which a flood occurs during the growing season, along with
the duration or period that an area is flooded, can have a significant
impact on the survival of vegetation. Whereas dormant season flooding
usually has no effect on woody plants, seedlings flooded after leaf
flush are very susceptible to damage (Broadfoot and Williston, 1973).
In a study of six New England flood control reservoirs, McKim et al. (1975)
observed that smaller (less than 14-inch diameter) and younger trees
were more affected by inundation than larger, mature trees, but that all
trees inundated for more than 90 hours were affected to some degree.
These authors further observed that ice conditions associated with
winter flooding caused extensive damage to trees on floodplains. Low-
growing, shrubby vegetation is very susceptible to flood damage, but may
recover quickly through resprouting.

To determine the effects of operating the proposed Batavia Reservoir
Compound (modified) on the terrestrial ecosystem, we estimated without-
and with-the-project Habitat Unit changes and net average annual gain
and loss of Habitat Units according to habitat type (Tables 8, 9, and
10, respectively). The data show a net gain of 103.4 Habitat Units for
emergent marsh (EM) and pasture (P) habitat, and a net loss of 421.2
Habitat Units for shrub swamp (SS), forested wetland (FO), and cropland
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(C) habitat. The indicated Habitat Unit changes reflect predicted
annual changes in plant species composition and community structure that

- -: would likely result from flood-water inundation, mudflat formation
S4"(sedimentation), and natural and project-influenced plant succession,

and presume that the following assumptions would hold true should the
project, as described herein, be implemented:

1. That currrent land-use patterns would remain unchanged over the
life of the project (100 years).

2. That 35% of the upper floodpool lands and 5% of the lower floodpool
lands would develop into unstable mudflats under with-the-project
conditions and that all mudflats would form within the first 25
years of project life.

3. That all habitat types would be equally affected by mudflat formation,
except that emergent marshlands in the lower floodpool would remain
unaffected (0% loss) and that cropland in the upper floodpool would
be severely affected (60% loss).

4. That the mudflats would have little or no wildlife value (HSI=0.000).

5. That the following changes in habitat composition would occur over
the period of analysis due to natural and project-induced plant

* succession:

Without-the-Project Conditions With-the-Project Conditions

Present % of Habitat Resulting Present % of Habitat Resulting
Habitat Converted Habitat Habitat Converted Habitat

Upper Pool EM 0% EM EM 0% EM
SS 75% FO SS 50% FO
FO 0% FO SS 25% EM
P 25% SS FO 20% EM
C 0% C P 25% SS

I- ..... P 25% EM
.- C 20% SS
--.-.... --- C 20% EM

* Lower Pool EM 0% *EM EM 0% EM
SS 80% FO SS 80% FO
FO 0% FO FO 10% EM
P 10% SS P 10% SS
C 0% C P 10% EM
r- ...... C 20% SS
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Construction of the project would result in the loss of some public
access to lands and waterways in the basin and in the freedom of movement
across lands and along watercourses. The loss of public access to
terrestrial and aquatic areas would occur primarily through construction
of the dry dams. These structures would deter, to some extent, the
public's ability to enjoy the benefits of the area's wildlife resources.
Of particular significance would be the severing of the Batavia-Alexander
Recreational Trail by the lower dam. The trail is currently owned by
Genesee County and is essentially that portion of the abandoned Erie
Railroad right-of-way that runs from Law Street to Peaviner Road. This
elevated pathway passes through a diverse assemblage of habitat types
(Fig. 3) and possesses a unique floral association that is attractive to
various forms of wildlife. The trail is currently used for hiking and
cross-country skiing, as well as for fish and wildlife related recreational
activities such as fishing and bird-watching. Genesee County plans to
resurface and in other ways improve this pathway for multiple recreational
uses. Estimates of public use show moderate (present) to heavy (projected)
use of the trail:

Present Use/Unimproved Projected Use/with Improvements
(persons-per-day) (persons-per-day)

Weekdays 15-25 60-80

Weekends 30-40 100-250

With the construction of the lower dam the right-of-way would become a
dead-ended structure and decrease in its realized and potential recreational
value.

PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT FOR AQUATIC AND TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS

In order to protect aquatic resources, a plan should be developed by the
Corps of Engineers in cooperation with and approved by the New York
State Department of EnvironmentaltConservation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, and the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, to minimize the amount of project-caused erosion,
siltation, and water pollution in Tonawanda Creek and its tributaries
during and immediately after construction.

J
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To mitigate the potentially adverse effects of the dry dams on normal
fish movements in Tonawanda Creek, outlet works associated with the
upper and lower dams should be constructed in such a manner as to permit
upstream-downstream fish passage during normal flow (non-flood) conditions.
A plan detailing the provisions and/or facilities for fish passage
through the outlet works should be prepared by the Corps of Engineers in
cooperation with and approved by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. All necessary
structures should be incorporated into the overall design, construction,
operation, and maintenance plan for this project, and they should be
provided at project cost.

All construction activities associated with instream or streambank
areas, including snag removal, should be restricted to a period when
impacts on fish and wildlife resources would be minimal. We anticipate
that the least damage to those resources would be incurred if construction
were to take place during the period from July 15 through November 15,
when surface runoff and. stream flow are generally lowest, and thus
avoiding both the critical overwintering period and the breeding season
of many fish and wildlife species.

Prior to the removal of snags from the creek and dead trees from along
its banks, a plan should be developed by the Corps of Engineers in
cooperation with and approved by the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
minimize the adverse effects of these activities on fish and wildlife
resources. The following provisions should be included in the plan: (a)
that stumps and logs embedded in the creek banks be cut rather than
pulled and that logs deeply embedded in the creek bottom be left undisturbed
in order to maintain complexity and hence diversity in the aquatic
ecosystem; (b) that large dead trees along the channel banks which are
in no imminent danger of toppling into the creek be left standing to
provide essential denning, nesting, resting, and feeding sites for
wildlife; and (c) that streamside activities be avoided where mature
riparian growth, particularly box-41der. and willow, could be damaged.

Sections of Tonawanda Creek that are cut off or abandoned should be
. plugged at their upstream and downstream ends with clean fill to provide

conservation pools for fish and wildlife and all riparian vegetation
associated with these areas should be left undisturbed.

The banks of Tonawanda Creek and upland areas surrounding the proposed
dry dams and lateral dikes that are disturbed during construction
activities, as well as riparian areas disturbed during snag and dead
tree removal, should be revegetated as soon as possible after construction
to mitigate the loss of wildlife habitat. A revegetation plan should be

• T-T .... tre reoaso.db eeeatda ona psil fercntuto
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developed for the project in cooperation with and approved by the New
York State Department of Environmental Conservation and the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. The plan should include the monitoring of growth
conditions to ensure that revegetation is successful and the replacement
of dead or dying plant species. All replanting, maintenance, and monitoring
activities should be funded as project costs.

To mitigate the potentially adverse effects of prolonged flooding on
fish and wildlife and their habitats, flood waters should be retained in
the reservoir for the shortest period of time necessary to reduce downstream
flood damages. Fish and wildlife and their habitats would then have a
greater potential for recovery if the duration of flooding was minimized;
however, the immediate and irreversible effects of complete inundation
would still be realized and could not be mitigated.

Valuable wetland complexes should be protected from complete inundation.
The more important of these areas are those wetlands located east of Old
Creek Road and within the upper reservoir floodpool (stippling in Fig.
2) and east of Creek Road and within the lower reservoir floodpool
(stippling in Fig. 3). Wetlands in the lower floodpool could be protected
by shallow dikes and flap gates; those in the upper floodpool would
require either a lengthy dike running parallel to the Erie-Delaware
Lackawanna Railroad (Conrail) embankment or the raising of the railroad
bed to an elevation above that of the maximum floodpool, the latter
method being most desirable. However, the estimated cost for the protection
of upper reservoir wetlands is $2,400,000. Because of this high cost
and the potential adverse environmental effects that could result during
the replacement of the railroad embankment, a more practicable solution
would be to compensate for predicted resource damage and losses through
in-kind compensation; that is, by purchasing another equally valuable
wetland complex outside of the maximum floodpool boundaries, and subsequently
managing it for fish and wildlife. The area of wetland that would need
replacement is approximately 111.6 acres (45.2 ha), including 37.3 acres
(15.1 ha) of emergent marsh and 74,6 acres (30.2 ha) of shrub swamp. We
estimate that the protection of wetlands in the lower reservoir floodpool
would cost $19,000 ($15,500 for initial construction and $3,500 for
annual operation and maintenance) and that the purchase and management
of wetland habitat to compensate in-kind for resource damage and losses
in upper reservoir floodpool wetlands would cost $69,600 ($67,8n for
initial land purchase and $1,800 for annual operation and maintenance).
All funds for wetlands protection, and replacement and management,
should be funded as project costs, and all needed protective structures
should be incorporated into the overall design, construction, and main-
tenance of the flood control project.
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Project-caused Habitat Unit losses should be compensated for through the
purchase and management of habitat that is equivalent in wildlife value
and located outside of the maximum floodpool boundary. Estimates of
areas needed for compensation were determined through the coordinated
efforts of biologists from the Corps of Engineers, the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Relative Importance Values (RIV's) were developed for each of
the habitat types in the project area (Tables 11-13). Using the RIV's,
adjustments were made from predominately cropland acreage to predominately
forested wetland acreage (Table 14). Forested wetland was selected as
the habitat type most desireable for acquisition (a) because it is the
wetland type that would be most affected by this project, and (b) because
of its high value (HSI=0.803, RIV=0.91). To ensure equitable compensation
of habitat losses, all lands considered for purchase should first be
rated for wildlife value by an interagency habitat evaluation team
comprised of biologists from the Corps of Engineers, the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. We estimate that approximately $335,700 would be needed to
purchase lands for compensation of Habitat Unit losses and that $8,950
would be needed for management (annual operation and maintenance) of
lands during the life of the project. All costs indicated should be
funded as project costs and all lands acquired to compensate for Habitat
Unit losses should be administered by the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation under a mutually agreeable plan developed by
the Corps of Engineers, the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation, and the.U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation has responded favorably
to the possibility of managing mitigation lands resulting from this
project and would most favor the purchase of lands adjacent to or near
the site of the flood control project. State biologists have identified
areas most desireable for acquisition (see attached Letter of Concurrence
dated September 29, 1980). These areas should be given first priority
for purchase when mitigation plans are finalized.

Loss of public access to lands and waterways and of free movement across
lands and along watercourses should be compensated for by providing some
means to walk and/or portage boats across the dams in the vicinity of
the main creek channel and to permit passage along the Batavia-Alexander
Recreational Trail. These problems could be remedied by (a) the construction
of paths or stairways across the dams in the vicinity of the main creek
channel, and (b) the construction of a sloping, earthern-fill ramp from
the surface of the recreational trail to the top of the lower dam where*it crosses the trail. With snag removal in the main creek channel, it
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could be expected that float-fishing and other boating recreation in the
creek would increase; therefore it would be essential to provide a means

-". to facilitate portaging, as well as to provide safe passage across the
*-:- dams for hunters, fishermen, etc. The construction of paths or stairways

would facilitate public use of fish and wildlife resources and compensate,
in part, for loss of public access to and across lands in the basin.
Use of the Batavia-Alexander Recreational Trail is also expected to
increase as Genesee County plans to resurface and in other ways improve
this pathway for multiple recreational uses. Bird-watching, fishing,
and other fish and wildlife related recreational activities are permitted
on and along the trail. The raising of the recreational trail (where it
would be crossed by the lower dam) would serve to maintain the trail's
integrity and would ensure full public use of the trail and access to
and across lands in the basin. We estimate that approximately $14,500
would be needed to provide for stone stairways on each of the dry dams

* ($11,500 for initial construction and $3,000 for annual operation and
maintenance) and that $10,000 would be needed to elevate the recreational
trail ($8,000 for initial construction and $2,000 for annual operation
and maintenance). These costs should be funded as project costs and the
recommended structures should be incorporated into the overall design,
construction, operation, and maintenance plan for this project. Further,
all Federal lands and waters in the project area should be open.to the
public for fish and wildlife related recreational uses.

The Batavia Reservoir Compound (modified) should be used as a model for
future assessments of beneficial and adverse effects of irregularly
flooded dry dam structures and of measures necessary to mitigate any
adverse effects. Since no studies have ever been made of the effects of
dry dams and their operation on aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, such
studies should be undertaken in association with this flood management
project. Studies should be planned to collect biological data on both
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems prior to and during the construction
phase of the project and on ecosystem conditions during a period of at
least four years following project.completion. In addition to its
potential use in relation to other dry dam projects, this study could
also provide information useful in mitigating the adverse effects of the
Batavia Reservoir Compound (when completed) through procedures such as
correcting the rate of outflow or lowering maximum floodpool elevations.
We estimate that approximately $96,000 would be needed to fund studies
necessary to determine:

1. The short-and long-term effects of irregular inundation on plant
and animal community structure.

2. The degree of silting and sedimentation that can be expected from
dry-dam operation and the effects of sedimentation on plant and
animal communities.
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3. The effects of dry-dams, dikes and outlet works on fish and wildlife
movements in the area of project influence..

4. The effects of snag removal on the structure and functioning of the
aquatic community and on public uses of the creek.

5. How reservoir outflow might be manipulated to achieve needed flood
protection and to concurrently minimize the adverse effects of the
project on fish and wildlife.

Prior to project construction, a plan of study should be developed by
the Corps of Engineers in cooperation with and approved by the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation. The estimated $96,000 needed to fund the studies should
be applied for through the Corps of Engineers Research and Development
Program.

AN ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Of the alternatives presented by your agency for flood management in the
Tonawanda Creek watershed, the Batavia Reservoir Compound (unmodified
plan) was selected by the Service as having the least potential adverse
impact on fish and wildlife resources. We feel, however, that an additional
alternative exists that has not previously been considered by your
agency. This alternative would likely have fewer impacts on fish and
wildlife and could actually enhance existing aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems. This alternative is a combination of both natural and
managed flood control.

Existing bottomland habitats in the watershed have the potential for use
as a system of natural flood control utilizing some management features.
Under present conditions, many wet meadow, emergent marsh, shrub swamp,
and forested wetland habitats are only seasonally flooded and during the
course of spring and summer months they lose much standing water. These
habitats would have greater intrinsic value to fish and wildlife if
water levels were more stable. A diverse group of vertebrates, including
many fish, amphibians, reptiles, waterfowl, herons, and furbearing
mammals, would benefit from the stabilization of water levels, and fish
and wildlife related recreational opportunities, including fishing,
trapping, hunting, and bird-watching would be greatly improved.

i
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Existing wetland habitats in the watershed could be modified with
structures such as shallow levees with overflow outlet works that would
retain floodwaters and maintain more seasonally stable water levels as
well as increase flood storage capacity. Additional floodwater storage
could be created in suitable areas through the construction of overflow
diversion channels that would divert high flow water to some existing
retention areas as well as to newly-created off-channel impoundments.

*. These impoundments should be slow-draining with minimum-level conservation
pools that would permit the development of aquatic and semi-aquatic
plant associations. Off-channel impoundments, as opposed to the proposed

*dry-dams, would preserve the integrity of the Tonawanda Creek channel,
as well as its ecology, and would provide needed floodwater storage, as
well as create good fish and wildlife habitat.

* Our proposal to use wetlands for floodwater storage is not a new concept,
but even in the most ideal situation there is a need for man's assistance
to promote natural watershed storage. For example, along the Charles
River in Massachusetts, upper and middle watershed wetlands retain
floodwaters and release them slowly, thereby lessening potential flooding
problems in the lower reaches; but even so, many of the watershed's
roadways have undersized culverts and bridge openings which turn the
roadways into effective floodwater retention structures that increase
the capacity and effectiveness of existing wetlands (U. S. Corps of
Engineers, 1972). The Tonawanda Creek watershed has many wetlands whose
flood retention capability could be enhanced and many non-wetland areas

* that could be developed into wetland/flood retention features of the
'. ecosystem; however, such a plan would require the combined efforts and

cooperation of engineers and biologists to formulate a managed/natural
flood control plan for the Tonawanda Creek Watershed that is both engineeringly

*i feasible and ecologically sound.

Since a managed/natural flood control plan would be an alternative to
the Batavia Reservoir Compound (modified), all land and flowage easement
purchases, and construction, and annual operation and maintenance costs
should be funded as project costs. The-lands and management structures
could be administered by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation under a mutually agreeable plan developed by the Corps of
Engineers, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation,
and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

- --- * *
-

*...
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that:

1. A system of managed/natural flood control, as described herein,
be given full consideration by your agency as a project alter-
native -- one that can potentially protect fish and wildlife resources
and preserve ecosystem integrity, as well as provide the needed
flood control in Tonawanda Creek Watershed. We further recommend
that the managed/natural flood control alternative be developed
through the combined efforts of the Corps of Engineers, the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, and the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation, and that if found feasible be implemented
in lieu of the Batavia Reservoir Compound (modified).

2. The Batavia Reservoir Compound (modified), if constructed, be used
as a model for future assessments of beneficial and adverse effects

*of irregularly flooded dry dam structures on aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems, and that the studies described herein be undertaken to
provide the data base necessary for such assessments. We further
recommend that, prior to project construction, a plan of study be
developed by the Corps of Engineers in cooperation with and approved
by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, and that the estimated
$96,000 needed to fund the studies be applied for through the Corps
of Engineers Research and Development Program.

3. Prior to project construction, a plan be developed by the Corps of
Engineers in cooperation with and approved by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, and the U. S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, to minimize the amount of project-caused
erosion, siltation, and water pollution in Tonawanda Creek and its

.-. tributaries during and immediately after construction.

4. To mitigate the potentially adverse effects of the dry dams on
normal fish movements in Tonawanda Creek, outlet works associated
with the upper and lower dams be constructed in such a manner as to
permit upstream-downstream fish passage during normal flow (non-
flood) conditions. We further recommend that a plan detailing the
provisions and/or facilities for fish passage through the outlet

. works be prepared by the Corps of Engineers in cooperation with and
approved by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, that all necessary structures
be incorporated into the overall design, construction, operation,
and maintenance plan for thit project, and that they be provided at
project cost.
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5. All construction activities associated with instream or streambank
areas, including snag removal, be restricted to the period from
July 15 through November 15, when surface runoff and stream flow
are generally lowest, and thus avoiding both the critical over-
wintering period and the breeding season of many fish and wildlife
species.

6. Prior to removal of snags from the creek and dead trees from along
its banks, a plan be developed by the Corps of Engineers in cooperation
with and approved by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to minimize
the adverse effects of these activities on fish and wildlife resources.
We further recommend that the following provisions be included in
the plan: (a) that stumps and logs embedded in the creek banks be
cut rather than pulled, and that logs deeply embedded in the creek
bottom be left undisturbed in order to maintain complexity and
hence diversity in the aquatic ecosystem; (b) that large dead trees
along the channel banks which are in no imminent danger of toppling
into the creek be left standing to provide essential denning,
nesting, resting, and feeding sites for wildlife; and (c) that
streamside activities be avoided where mature riparian growth,
particularly box-elder and willow, could be damaged.

7. Sections of Tonawanda Creek that are cut off or abandoned be
plugged at their upstream and downstream ends with clean fill to
provide conservation pools for fish and wildlife and that all
riparian vegetation associated with these areas be left undisturbed.

8. Streambanks and upland areas surrounding the proposed dry dams and
lateral dikes disturbed during construction activities as well as
riparian areas disturbed during snag and dead tree removal, be
revegetated as soon as possible after construction to mitigate the
loss of wildlife habitat. We further recommend that prior to
project construction, a revege-tation plan be developed for the

- project in cooperation with and approved by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation and the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, that the plan include the monitoring of growth
conditions to ensure that revegetation is successful and the re-
placement of dead or dying pl'ant species, and that all replanting,
maintenance, and monitoring activities be funded as project costs.

9. To mitigate the potentially adverse effects of prolonged flooding
on fish and wildlife and their habitats, that flood waters be
retained in the r ;ervoirs for the shortest period of time necessary
to reduce downstream flood damages. We further recommend that
prior to project constuction, operating criteria for flood water

4
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retention and regulated release be established in cooperation with
and approved by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service for the conservation
and development of fish and wildlife resources, and that these
criteria be adhered to by the Corps of Engineers as long as it
exercises direct operational control of project features, and that
any agreements entered into for the delegation or release of operational
control to another agency include stipulations to prevent deviation
from these criteria.

10. Valuable wetland complexes, located east of Creek Road and within
the lower reservoir floodplool, be protected from complete inundation
through the construction of lateral dikes with flap gates. We
further recommend that the estimated $19,000 needed to provide
protective structures ($15,500 for initial construction and $3,500
for annual operation and maintenance) be provided as a project cost
and that all such structures be incorporated into the overall
design, construction, operation, and maintenance plan for this
project.

11. Project-caused Habitat Unit losses, including losses associated
with upper reservoir wetlands, be compensated for through the
purchase and management of habitat that is equivalent in wildlife
value and located outside of the maximum floodpool boundary. We
further recommend that the estimated $403,500 needed to purchase
lands for compensation and $10,760 needed for annual management
(operation and maintenance) of the lands be funded as project
costs, that the management area be administered by the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation under a mutually
agreeable plan developed by the Corps of Engineers, the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation, and the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and that the report of the District Engineer,
Corps of Engineers, include language calling specifically for
Congressional authorization for the necessary land acquisition and
management described herein.

12. Loss of public access to lands and waterways and of free movement
across lands and along watercourses should be compensated for by
providing (a) paths or stairways across the dams in the vicinity of
the main creek channel, and (b) a sloping, earthen-fill ramp from
the surface of the Batavia-Alexander Recreational Trail to the top
of the lower dam where it crosses the trail. We further recommend
that the estimated $40,000 needed to provide for stone stairways on
each of the dry dams ($11,500 for initial construction and $3,000
for annual operation and maintenance) and for elevation of the
recreational trail ($8,000 for initial construction and $2,000 for

' ..
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annual operation and maintenance) be funded as a project cost and
that these structures be incorporated into the overall design,
construction, operation, and maintenance of the flood control
project. Further, all Federal lands and waters in the project area
should be open to the public for fish and wildlife related recreational
uses.

13. All mitigation activities, including land purchases and fish and
wildlife studies, be conducted under the auspices of an interagency
monitoring team comprised of biologists from. the Corps of Engineers,
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation, and that all of the activities of
the monitoring team be funded as a project cost.

Please continue to coordinate this project with us as it develops, and
advise us of any changes or additions to the project so that consideration
may be given to revise or supplement this report.

Sincerely yours,
.//!-A

Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor

mod
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Table 1. -- Fish species determined to be present in Tonawanda Creek and
associated waters in the vicinity of the Towns of Alexander, Batavia,
and Bethany, New York. A plus sign (+) denotes the observed presence
of a species in a particular area or habitat type. Data are taken
from unpublished fisheries survey reports provided by the State
University of New York at Buffalo (left column) and Bio Systems
Research, Inc., Buffalo, New York (right column; enclosed by
parentheses).

W- M &- ow
-00o. "0W&

0 0 4J

White Sucker +(+) +(+) +(+) +

Northern Hog Sucker N+ +(+) +(+5 +(-) -j-)
Carp (- () () -())
Stoneroller (+N-+ +(+) +(+) -()
Blacknose Dace N+ -- +(+) +(+) -+
Creek Chub (+N-- +(+) +(+) -+)Hornyhead Chub + +(+ +(-)

Fallfish (+N-+ +(+) +(+) -+
Golden Shiner N+ +---) -+) +
Bluntnose Minnow (+N-+ +(+) + +)

k.'Fathead Minnow -)-) -(5 +(+5 (+
,.Common Shiner (+ +++ Il +(+)

'. ~River Shiner ( )- - ( 5- -
~~Sand Shiner(+--) + )--)-)

Central Mudminnow(- } : )

Northern Pike(+-( )- ++ -5( )
Yellow Perch (+ II :: () +(1ILogperch N+ ) (- (-(
Johnny Darter N+ -+ +(+) +(+) t
Iowa Darter (-) -() +(-) -()()Fantail Darter - +(+) +(+)

Smallmouth Bass N+ +(+) +(+)-()--Largemouth Bass- -
Green Sunfish ) -(-) -(+) -(+)
Pumpkinseed () +(-) +(+) +( +)
Bluegill (-) -(-) +(+) +(-) +(+)
Rock Bass (+) (+) +(+) (+) +(+)

lncludes sampling conducted in the main channel between N.Y. Route 20 and

Dorman Road. This area not sampled by SUNY-Buffalo.

Bncludes sampling conducted in the main channel from the vicinity of Dorman

Road to Main Street in the City of Batavia.

Rie hnr(- ()--
SadSie +.-- ()--



.Table 2. -- Amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals and their associated
habitats in the proposed Batavia Reservoir Compound and
vicinity, Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York. Data
are summarized from field reconnaissance conducted betweenMarch 28 and July 13, 1979.

Habitat

0

E u . 0 0 4-'
.he M 4-' 0 V)

W1 S" Am.. phibi
U.. 4-) C...4) $-

C.-.
Spee so 4 0 4. 0 0

3C M~ .0 (A &_ &_r- "

).0 reen X X -X X

C 0 ". Gray Tree 0rog.- X C

C *- CQ11- . o~ 0 CAo . 0 S . 0 -0 0 5- 0
g- - . .Ui Cn u_

Amphibians

Wood Frog X X X X
Northern Leopard Frog X X X X
Bullfrog X X X X
Green Frog X X X X X X X X
Gray Tree Frog X X X
Spring Peeper X X X
Western Chorus Frog X
American Toad X X X X X X X X
Blue-spotted Salamander X X X
Jefferson's Salamander X

Reptiles

Eastern Milk Snake x
Northern Water Snake X X X
Eastern Garter Snake X X X X X X
Northern Ribbon Snake X X
Northern Brown Snake X X
Northern Red-bellied Snake X X
CommonSnapping Turtle X X X X X X X
Midland Painted Turtle X X X X X
Wood Turtle X

Birds

Great Blue Heron* X X X X X
Great Egret* X
Green Heron X X X X X
American Bittern X
Canada Goose X X X X X X
Wood Duck X X X
Mallard X X X X X X X X X



Table 2 (Continued).

Habitat

E0 r_ 0 1

Lpeie V) 4J ou CL o) to
.- .-.W Xi d 0o 0

Tu>e VutueX

SpnercanKetelXs

._ .l LTurkey

ComonGali 0 %ue
41Ki Ie-r.X L V) 6

3American Wod.o X 0

Turkey Vultue X X

Mrar Heawk* eg*

Spoteicand estr X X X

Commong Gll**ul X
BA4er n** Woodco

Comon Snpe X X X X

Mouring Gull* X X XXX X X

Black-bil led Cuckoo X X X
Great Horned Owl XCCommon Nighthawk X
Chimney Swift .. X X X

Belted Kingfisher X X X X X
Commonr Flicker X X X X x X X
Red-bellied Woodpecker X
Red-headed Woodpecker X X XHairy Woodpecker X X
Downy Woodpecker X
Eastern Kingbird XX X X
Great Crested Flycatcher X X
Eastern Phoebe X XX
Least Flycatcher X X

-'-Eastern Wood Pewee X X XHorned Lark X X
Tree Swallow X
Barn Swallow X X X X X X



Table 2 (Continued).

Habitat

0

E 0E 0 0 4.0"~ "~ 0 ~ -~X 40

-.. Species- -a.
C..) V 4~ 0 0 0 0 - 1" -

H) WX 0

S"- WoTr

.U Veery_

Cedappe Chxickadee

Ried-ydreoe Nuhac x X

V. .arbl4g Vreo3 X .

C-..0Cmmo-Ye owhrot X) 0 X -3ouste rn Meadowk X

Gra Red-w i d Blcbr X X X XX X X X

o. Nrthe0 Orole0 X X. C

Blueomo Jake X X X X XX

American CowbiX X X X x
.... B Tha-a hid ee x x

Whin ret N X
YHouse Warer x x

Bcrow Taarer " x

Bmoin kroinal X X X X
od Treashoak X X X

Vedig BX X X
Cmern olin X X X X

Reo-heded owhee X XYellowa Warrow X X .

Conson Satroat -X X
Huespwr Sparrow X X

Bobonk Cadia x X

NorernaOrolefnc x x x x
ron-eaded Cowbirde** xx x
Conmio' Sarng x

Chipping Sparrow X X
-" , '''''' Scarlet-'.'. Tanager-'., "x, , -, , ."',','- ", " ' x.. . . .



Table 2 (Continued).

Habitat

4j

Speces o , '4 -

E U 0 04.1 '
4J 4- C 0

4G W 4J CE 3 4) E

Speie 4-- CL 4-A5

L) ~ 0 C/) U-_u 0 i u *

Field Sparrow X X
S1late-colored Junco**
White-throated Sparrow** X X X
Swamp Sparrow x X
Song Sparrow X X X xX

.. jHouse Finch X

Mammal
Opossum X X x X

Masked Shrew X
Short-tailed Shrew X X

Eastern Cottontail Rabbit X X X
Eastern Chipmunk X X X X X X
Woodchuck X X X X X
Eastern Gray Squirrel X X X
Red Squirrel X X
Deer Mouse X
Whi te-footed Mouse X
Muskrat X X x X
Meadow Jumping Mouse oX
Raccoon x X X x X

.. Mink X
_. Striped Skunk X X X X X
" White-tailed Deer X t X X X X X X X

3- 0 .- 5 5 w u

• Non-breeding spring resident.Speie Spring migrant.

.C 0 *- E".E S." 
-
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[able 3. -- Results of 1979 breeding bird censuses taken along stands of
riparian growth on Tonawanda Creek, Towns of Alexander and
Batavia, New York. Numbers indicate counts of singing birds.

Dates/Transect #la  Dates/Transect #2b

Species

* Yellow Warbler 17 10 9 11 12 4
Red-winged Blackbird 10 7 7 0 2 1
Song Sparrow 8 10 12 3 10 9
House Wren 6 5 7 6 7 6

" American Robin 5 6 8 5 4 3
Brown-headed Cowbird 0 0 3 4 4 4
Gray Catbird 2 4 3 1 2 4
Common Cardinal 2 0 1 0 1 0
Rose-breasted Grosbeak 2 0 1 0 0 0
Eastern Wood Pewee 0 2 2 1 0 1
Least Flycatcher 1 0 2 2 0 1
Red-headed Woodpecker 0 0 0 2 0 0
White-breasted Nuthatch 1 0 1 0 0 2
American Goldfinch 1 1 3 0 1 3
Common Grackle 1 1 0 0 0 0
Spotted Sandpiper 0 1 0 1 1 0
Mourning Dove 1 1 0 0 0 0
Great Crested Flycatcher 1 0 0 0 0 0
Wood Thrush 1 0 0 0 0 0
Mallard 1 0 0 0 0 0
Warbling Vireo 0 1 1 0 0 0
Northern Oriole 0 1 0 0 1 0
Downy Woodpecker 0 1 0 0 0 0
Belted Kingfisher 0 0 1 0 0 0
Red-eyed Vireo 0 0 1 0 0 0
Common Yellowthroat 0 0 1 0 0 0
Indigo Bunting 0 0 0 0 0 1

a Transect #1 ran 1,295 meters north along Tonawanda Creek from Peaviner Road.

b Transect #2 ran 1,029 meters northeast along Tonawanda Creek from where the
creek intersects the Erie Railroad embankment.
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Table 4. -- Evaluation elements (species) used to evaluate wildlife habitat
in the area of the proposed Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Project,
Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York.

Habitat Types

4-' V

Evaluation Element -

(Species) X S MW

Amphibians

Wood Frog X
(Rana sylvatica)

Blue-spotted Salamander X
(Ambystoma laterale)

. Reptiles

- Eastern Garter Snake X
(Thamnophis sirtalis)

Birds

." *Indigo Bunting X(Passerina cyne)

Eastern Mead ohwar X
t(Sturnella magna)

Red-winged Blikbird X
(Agelaius phoeniceus)

Horned Lark X
(Eremophila alpestris)

Spotted Sandpiper X
AActitis macularia)

Be ted Kingfisher X
(Megaceryl e al cyon)

Kestrel X X
(Falco sparverius)

Mmmals

Meadow Vole X X
(Microtus pennsIvanicus)

Eastern Cottontail Rabbit X
(Sylvilagus floridanus)

Red Fox X
(Vulpes vulpes)

White-tailed Deer X X X X
(Odocoileus Virginianus)

Total Species 14 3 4 4 4 4



Table 5. -- Inventory characteristics used to evaluate wildlife habitat in
the area of the proposed Tonawanda Creek Flood Control Project,
Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York.

Habitat Types

I.. 4-)

r_ V) (D 0
Inventory Characteristics 0 1 ,_

-4 0.

LU V) 0a

% Herbaceous Ground Cover X X X X
% Shrub Crown Cover X X
% Tree Canopy Closure X
Composition of Vegetation X X X
Type of Rowcrop X
No. of Browse Species Present/Acre X
Av. Height of Herbaceous Vegetation X X X X
Av. Height of Shrubs X
Av. Height of Trees X
% Treeland within IKm Radius X
Distance to Woodland or Brushy Cover X X X
Distance to Cutbanks for Nesting X
Distance to Feeding Area X
Distance to Water X X X X
Abundance of Water Bodies X
Water Depth X X
Abundance of Dead Logs, Stumps, Etc. X
Depth of Leaf Litter X
% Forest Floor Covered by Leaf Litter X
% Pool'Bottom Covered by Plant Debris X
Soil Type X

- Relative Soil Moisture X X X X
Consecutive Days of Snow Cover X X
Abundance of Perch Sites X X X X

* Abundance of Nest Cavities or Boxes X X
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Table 8. -- Annualized Habitat Unit changes for without-the-project conditions
and within the flood pool boundaries of the proposed Tonawanda Creek
Flood Control Project, Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York.

Upper Reservoir Pool Lower Reservoir Pool

Annualized Annualized Total
Habitat Habitat Annualized

Habitat Type Habitat Unit Habitat Unit Habitat Unit
(HSI)l Target Year Hectares Units Change Hectares Units Change Change

*Emergent Marsh
(0.664) 0 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9 0.0 0.0

25 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
50 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
75 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
100 43.7 29.0 0.0 36.0 23.9 0.0 0.0

Shrub Swamp
(0.750) 0 50.6 38.0 129.2 96.9

25 43.4 32.5 106.6 79.9
50 36.3 27.2 84.1 63.1
75 29.1 21.8 61.5 46.1

100 22.0 16.5 -27.2 38.9 29.2 -63.0 -90.2

Forested Wetland
(0.803) * 0 79.4 63.7 367.3 295.0

25 88.9 71.4 393.1 315.7
50 98.4 79.0 419.0 336.5
75 107.9 86.6 444.8 357.2
100 117.3 94.2 +79.0 470.7 378.0 +337.2 +416.2

Pasture
(0.754) 0 37.3 28.1 130.8 98.6

25 35.0 26.4 127.5 96.1
50 32.6 24.6 124.3 93.7
75 30.3 22.8 121.0 91.2

100 28.0 21.1 -24.6 117.7 88.7 -93.7 -118.3

Cropland
" (0.605) 0 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8

25 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8
50 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8

, 75 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8
100 124.7 75.5 0.0 424.4 256.8 0.0 0.0

. Total Annualized

Habitat Unit Change +27.2 +180.5 +207.7

"Habitat Suitability Index.



Table 9. -- Annualized Habitat Unit changes for with-the-project conditions
and within the flood pool boundaries of the proposed Tonawanda
Creek Flood Control Project, Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York.

Upper Reservoir Pool Lower Reservoir Pool

Annualized Annualizea Total
Habitat Habitat Annualized

Habitat Type Habitat Unit Habitat Unit Habitat Unit
(HSI)l Target Year Hectares Units Change Hectares Units Change Change

Emergent Marsh
(0.664) 0 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9

25 44.1 29.3 48.5 32.2
50 59.8 39.7 60.9 40.4
75 75.5 50.1 73.4 48.7

100 91.2 60.6 +41.0 85.8 57.0 +40.5 +81.5

Shrub Swamp
(0.750) 0 50.6 38.0 129.2 96.9

25 32.0 24.0 121.3 91.0
50 31.0 23.2 120.0 90.0
75 30.1 22.6 118.6 88.9

100 29.2 21.8 -24.9 117.3 88.0 -90.6 -115.5

Forested Wetland
(0.803) 0 79.4 63.7 367.3 295.0

25 54.0 43.4 365.6 293.6
50 56.3 45.2 382.2 306.9
75 58.7 47.1 398.9 320.3

100 61.0 49.0 -48.0 415.5 333.7 +308.8 +260.8

Pasture
(0.754) 0 37.3 28.1 130.8 98.6

25 19.6 14.8 117.0 88.2
50 14.9 11.2 110.4 83.2
75 10.3 7.8 - 103.9 78.3

100 5.6 4.2 -12.5 97.3 73.4 -83.9 -96.4

Cropland
(0.605) 0 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8

25 37.4 22.6 382.0 231.1
50 24.9 18.8 360.7 218.2
75 12.5 9.4 339.5 205.4

100 0.0 0.0 -20.7 318.3 192.6 -219.8 -240.5

Total Annualized

Habitat Unit Change -65.1 -45.0 -110.1

lHabitat Suitability Index.
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Figure 3.-Cover map for upper floodpool
of the proposed Batavia Reservoir Compound
(modified), Towns of Batavia and'Alexander,
Genesee County, New York. Habitat Key:
C-Cropland; EM-Emergent Harsh; PForested
Wetland; P-Pasture; SS-Shrub Swamp.



, W ::.-' - S~a , Dop.rtment of Environmental Conservation5o aoi( Road, Albany, New York 12233

Robert F. Flacke
Commissioner

February 20, 1980

Mr. Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor
United States Department of .

the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
100 Grange Place, Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

. The Division of Fish and Wildlife is in general accord with the findings
. and reco--endations of the report on the proposed flood control project along

Tonawanda Creek in the towns of Batavia and Alexander, Genesee County, New York.
But we do feel that instead of using the term "selective snagging", you should
indicate that stumps embedded in the bank should be cut rather than pulled,
and where they would not materially affect the roughness of the bottom, deeply
enbedded logs are to remain in the bottom. We also believe that instead of
building a stairway or path traversing the dams, the Batavia-Alexanderi* Recreational Trail should be re-routed around the structures.

Sincerely,

Kennth F. Wich
-.. Director

Division of Fish and Wildlife

cc: James Kelley
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

6274 E. Avon-Lima Rd.. Avon, New York 14414 t v.

Robert F. Flacke
Commissioner

Eric A. Seiffer
Regional Director

September 29, 1980

Mr. Paul B. Hamilton
Field Supervisor
United States Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
100 Grange Place, Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

Dear Mr. Hamilton:

The Division of Fish and Wildlife concurs with the findings and
recommendations of the report on the Corps of Engineers Tonawanda
Creek Flood Control Project, Towns of Batavia and Alexander,
Genesee County, New York prepared under the authority of the Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 USC 661).

Wie would also like to make some specific recommendations for sites
to be considered as mitigation (see attached).

Site #1 - Shallow fresh marsh, deep fresh marsh, wood wetland, gets
heavy use by waterfowl and heavy hunting pressure; great
potential for enhancement with Water control structures.

Sites #2 and #3 - High vulnerability to filling for industrial
development, shallow fresh marsh, wooded swamp, has good
potential for enhancement.

- Sites #4 ahd 5.- Wooded swamp, low potential for enhancement.

Sites 7, 7 and 8 - Shallow fresh to deep fresh marsh, good
*potential for enhancement.
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Mr. Paul B. Hamilton -2- September 29, 1930

If you have any questions concerning these areas, please contact Jack
Cooper or Dan Carroll at our Regional Office. Our continued coordina-
tion on this project should help to ensure an environmentally acceptable
project.

Ve~truly/ ours, /1.9

Edward D. lolmes
Regional Supervisor
Fish & Wildlife
Region #8

Kenneth Wich
Di rector
Di-vision of Fish & Wildlife
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£ ,~UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

100 Grange Place111 " 'JRoom 202Cortland, New York 13045 2 1

mFebruary 23, 1983

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman
District Engineer
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

This constitutes a supplement to our report dated October 23, 1980 on
effects the proposed flood -control project for the Tonawanda Creek
watershed, located in the Towns of Batavia and Alexander, Genesee
County, New York, would have on fish and wildlife resources. It was
prepared under the authority of and in accordance with Section 2(b) of
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16
U.S.C. 661 et seq.).

-This supplement is intended to provide additional technical assistance

on effects of the proposed project, and recommendations for mitigation
of these effects.

It has been coordinated with the Division of Fish and Wildlife of the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.

Agricultural Intensification

The proposed project will provide flood protection for farmland in the
Tonawanda Creek floodplain, and more intensified agriculture is expected
to occur there over the project life. Average annual agricultural
benefits of $1,444,200 are claimed as a result of this flood protection
(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1981). Most of the agricultural intensifica-
tion would occur in the lower reservoir area (upstream of Batavia) and
on the Huron Plain Floodland (between the Tonawanda Indian Reservation
and the New York State Barge Canal).

Among the land use changes associated with agricultural intensification
is the shift of "idle" land to agricultural use. Idle land is characterized
as 1) absentee or residential ownership land used for speculative
purposes; 2) disinterested or debilitated ownership land resulting from
the owner's retirement; or 3) temporarily inactive land due to flooding
or crop rotation. A total of 1,933 acres of idle land would be shifted
to active agricultural use as a result of the proposed project. Of this
total, 760 acres (39%) would be located in the lower reservoir area.

*. i... ~ ;. - I .* - .. * > - § j . .:. ;-



* During our field reconnaissance of these idle lands, it was apparent
that the majority are located close to Tonawanda Creek or a major
tributary and are probably flooded too frequently to be permanently
active. Most idle land is in an early successional stage, having been
idle for less than five years. Vegetation is dominated by annual plants

* . and grasses, with remnants of unharvested corn crops in some sites. A
few of the sites have been abandoned for longer periods of time and
support shrubs.

The idle lands have value as wildlife habitat, and add to ecological
diversity in the watershed. The early successional stage is a less
common habitat type in the watershed, and is transitory in nature - it
requires alternating periods of active and idle management as now
practiced in the watershed. A number of animals would be expected to
utilize this habitat for food, cover, and/or nesting. Game animals
would include the white-tailed deer, eastern cottontail rabbit, raccoon,
common snipe, ringnecked pheasant, mallard, and Canada goose. A variety

* . of nongame animals would also be present. The conversion of these lands
to active agricultural use would reduce their value as wildlife habitat
considerably, but not totally. We would consider conversion of lands
among the active agricultural categories (cropland, pasture, hay) to be
a minor impact to wildlife.

Habitat Evaluation Procedures

As a result of comments received, we have undertaken a thorough review
of our application of Habitat Evaluation Procedures (HEP) to this
project. Some changes have been made in the assumptions used, and some
procedural changes were made in order to conform with current HEP
methodology. Page 15 of our 1980 report lists five assumptions used in
the HEP. Number 2 assumes that "35% of the upper floodpool lands and 5%
of the lower floodpool lands would develop into unstable mudflats under
with-the-project conditions and that all mudflats would form within the
first 25 years of project life." After reviewing what limited data and
literature are available on this subject, we believe that this assumption
is valid for three of the five habitat types found within the floodpools-
emergent marsh, pasture, and cropland. We do not believe that the
effects of flooding and sedimentation would be severe enough, however,
to convert shrub swamp and forested wetland habitats to mudflat.
Although it is difficult to predict the nature of the mudflats that

* . would form, we believe that at least some portions of the mudflat area
would be vegetated with annual plants, grasses, and perhaps other
vegetation at some time.

Assumption Number 4 states that "the mudflats would have little or
no wildlife value (HSI =0.000)." In our professional judgement, these
mudflats would have low value for wildlife, but not a zero value. We
have therefore assigned a value of HSI =0.300 to the mtidflat habitat
type.
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These changes in assumptions were entered into the HEP calculations, and
the revised figures are shown in revised tables which follow. The
original fieldwork in which the three agencies (USACOE, NYSDEC, USFWS)
participated, and data which were generated from it remain valid and
unchanged. Rather, it is the treatment of these data which has changed.
We begin with Table 7, in which minor mathematical errors are corrected.
In Table 8, results are expressed in average annual habitat units,
(AAHU), instead of annualized habitat unit changes, to reflect current
methodology and provide greater clarity. This change is also made in
Table 9, which incorporates the changed assumptions for shrub swamp,
forested wetland, and mudflat. Table 10 reveals the net impact of the
project in AAHU. In Tables 11 and 13, the Relative Importance Value
concept is expanded to the mudflat habitat type. Finally, in Table 14,
AAHU are all converted into AAHU for forested wetland. This habitat
type was judged the most desirable because 1) it was found to be the
best wildlife habitat (HSI = 0.803); 2) there was a net loss of AAHU
for this habitat, while other desirable habitats (emergent marsh, shrub
swamp) showed net gains, and 3) it is less expensive to acquire than
pasture or cropland, other habitats which showed a net loss. Our
revised analysis, which includes direct impacts due to dam construction,
shows that gains and losses in AAHU among the six habitat types balance
each other out, and that the net impact of the project over all habitat
types is close to zero (-2.9 AAHU).

Recommendations for Mitigation

As a result of our revised analysis, we no longer request mitigation for
habitat unit losses within the reservoir compounds on the basis of the
Habitat Evaluation Procedures detailed in our original report. However,
we continue to recommend compensation for the 45.2 hectare (111.6 acre)
wetland complex in the upper reservoir floodpool. Wildlife habitat
value would be lost on a total of 1,933 acres of idle land which would
be shifted to agricultural use with the project. There was insufficient
time for habitat unit losses to be calculated for this impact. We
recommend that, to mitigate for these losses, land be acquired in fee
title and subsequently managed for wildlife. This land should be located
outside and downstream of the floodpools. The size, location, cost,
management, and other details of this land acquisition cannot be
determined precisely without the application of Habitat Evaluation
Procedures. Therefore, we further recommend that HEP be applied to the
lands involved in order to accurately determine the nature of the
recommended land acquisition. We estimate that the HEP application
would cost approximately $10,000 in 1983.

Until.the HEP can be completed, we recommend that our original figures
shown in Table 15 of our October 23, 1980 report be used as estimates of
the land acquisition required. This Table estimates that a total of
223.8 hectares (552.8 acres) would be necessary to compensate for
habitat unit losses, in addition to the 45.2 hectares (111.6 acres)

K.- idescribed above. We anticipate that our compensation request would be
in this range after completion of HEP. However, we do not recommend

specific habitat types to be acquired at this time. One option for this
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mitigation land which deserves serious consideration is the acquisition
of a buffer strip along Tonawanda Creek. Such a strip would 1) preserve
riparian wildlife habitat from agricultural encroachment; 2) revert
cropland to riparian wildlife habitat; 3) protect Tonawanda Creek from
bank and sheet erosion; and 4) allow access to the creek for operations
and maintenance and public recreation.

These recommendations are intended to revise Recommendation 11 on page
25 of our report. All other recommendations are current except number 1
which has been eliminated. Especially timely is number 13 which calls
for coordination of mitigation activities among the agencies involved.
We continue to offer our technical assistance in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Paul P. Hamilton

Field Supervisor

Literature Cited

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 1981. Buffalo Metropolitan Area, New
York, Water Resources Management. Interim Report on Feasibility of
Flood Management in Tonawanda Creek Watershed. Final Feasibility Report.
Buffalo District, Buffalo, New York. Page S-26.

cc: NYSDEC, Avon
NYSDEC, Albany
EPA, N.Y.
SCS, Syracuse
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Table 8. -- Average Annual Habitat Units for without-the-project conditions
and within the flood pool boundaries of the proposed Tonawanda Creek
Flood Control Project, Towns of Alexander and Batavia, New York.

Upper Reservoir Pool Lower Reservoir Pool

Average' Average Total Average
Annual Annual Annual

Habit t Type Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat
(HSI)l Target Year Hectares Units Units Hectares Units Units. Units

Emergent Marsh

(0.664) 0 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
25 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
50 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
75 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9
100 43.7 29.0 29.0 36.0 23.9 23.9 52.9

Shrub Swamp
(0.750) 0 50.6 38.0 129.2 96.9

25 43.4 32.5 106.6 79.9
50 36.3 27.2 84.1 63.1
75 29.1 21.8 61.5 46.1
100 22.0 16.5 27.2 38.9 29.2 63.0 90.2

,rested Wetland
(0.803) 0 79.4 63.7 367.3 295.0

25 88.9 71.4 393.1 315.7
50 98.4 79.0 419.0 336.5
75 107.9 86.6 444.8 357.2

100 117.3 94.2 79.0 470.7 378.0 337.2 416.2

Pasture

(0.754) 0 37.3 28.1 130.8 98.6

25 35.0 26.4 127.5 96.1
50 32.6 24.6 124.3 93.7
75 30.3 22.8 121.0 91.2
100 28.0 21.2 24.6 117.7 88.7 93.7 118.3

Cropland
(0.605) 0 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8

25 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8
50' 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8
75 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8
100 124.7 75.5 75.5 424.4 256.8 256.8 332.3

Total Average Annual
Habitat Units 1009.9

.iabitat Suitability Index.

I' ."



Table 9. Average Annual Habitat Units for with-the-project conditions
and within the flood pool boundaries of the proposed Tonawanda
Creek Flood Control Project, Towns of Alexander and Batavia,
New York.

Upper Reservoir Pool Lower Reservoir Pool

Average Average Total Average
Annual Annual Annual

Habitat Type Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat Habitat
(HSI)l Target Year Hectares Units Units Hectares Units Units Units

* Emergent Marsh
(0.664) 0 43.7 29.0 36.0 23.9

25 44.1 29.3 48.5 32.2
50 59.8 39.7 60.9 40.4
75 75.5 50.1 73.4 48.7
100 91.2 60.6 41.0 85.8 57.0 40.5 81.5

Shrub Swamp
(0.750) 0 50.6 38.0 129.2 96.9

25 49.7 37.3 127.9 95.9
50 48.8 36.6 126.5 94.9
75 47.8 35.9 125.2 93.9

100 46.9 35.2 36.6 123.8 92.9 94.9 131.5
V'..

,..-orested Wetland
(0.803) 0 79.4 63.8 367.3 294.9

25 81.7 65.6 384.0 308.4
50 84.1 67.5 400.6 321.7
75 86.4 69.4 417.3 335.1
100 88.8 71.3 67.5 434.0 348.5 321.7 389.2

Pasture
(0.754) 0 37.3 28.1 130.8 98.6

25 19.6 14.8 117.0 88.2
50 14.9 11.2 110.4 83.2
75 10.3 7.8 103.9 78.3

100 5.6 4.2 12.5 97.3 73.4 83.9 96.4

Cropland
(0.605) 0 124.7 75.5 424.4 256.8

• 25 37.4 22.6 382.0 231.1
50 24.9 18.8 360.7 218.2
75 12.5 9.4 339.5 205.4

100 0.0 0.0 20.7 318.3 192.6 219.8 240.5

,. Mudflat 2

(0.300) 0 0.0 0.0
25 130.9 39.3
50 130.9 39.3
75 130.9 39.3

100 130.9 39.3 32.8
'..i10.



Total Average Annual 
-.Habitat Units 971.

.,"abitat Suitability Index.
2Totals for upper and lower pools combined.
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservatlon
* 6274 East Avon-Lima Road, Avon, New York 14414

TELEPHQIE: 716/226-2466 W

Henry G. Williams
Coemiss loner

Eric A. Seiffer
Regional Director

March 10, 1983

Mr. Philip Berkeley
Department of the Army
Buffalo District

Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

Dear Phil:

We have reviewed the material sent on February 3, 1983, and offer the
following comments.

The Division of Fish and Wildlife has a general policy to recommend
on-site mitigation as the primary objective in compensating for loss to fish
and wildlife habitat through project losses. However, we are not totally
inflexible and will consider other alternatives as the need arises. The
following alternatives were recommended by our Wildlife unit for mitigation
of wetland losses through construction of dikes and dams.

1. Acquisition and development of 100 acres of wetland located just
south of Pike Road and west of Route 98. We anticipate costs of
this on-site mitigation to be $25,000-$50,000.

2. Restoration of existing wet meadow area within the flood control
project by level ditching and island construction. This on-site
mitigation would cost approximately $15,000 (200+ hours with a
Drot (40 at $75/hour).

3. Acquisition of approximately 30 acres of agricultural land adja-
cent. to Goose Pond on the Oak Orchard WMA and reconstruction of
existing dikes to increase storage capacity of impoundment. The
approximate cost of this off-site mitigation would be $45,000 -
$60,000.

Regional Fish and Wildlife staff do not feel that simple habitat improve-
ment on existing state owned lands would provide adequate mitigation for loss
on the project site.

The above recommendations are made only for losses to wetlands through
actual construction impacts. Losses to other habitats as a result of changes

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .n-. -. -. --



Mr. Philip Berkeley
March 10, 1983
Page Two

in land use should be addressed in the final report after coordinating with --.
the USFWS and NYSDECo I have had some brief discussions with Doug Ryan of
the USFWS concerning modifications of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act Report. I believe they will include some potential mitigation measures
which we will want to discuss at some future date at a joint meeting between
our respective agencies.

If I can be of further assistance, please contact me at the Avon Offices

ir,-6ncerely yours,-

Jack 'G. ,Coo1er -
Wetlands Violation Coordinator

JGC:mp

cc: Paul Hamilton, USFWS
DRA

- - -° -.- *- - t t-..A f 2. & . X t
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New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
60 Wolf Road. Albany, New York 12233

Henry G. William
Commlsioner

March 17, 1983

Mr. Robert R. Hardiman
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer, Buffalo District
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, NY 14207

RE: Final Environmental Impact Statement
Regional Flood Control, Tonawanda Creek
Genesee County, New York
DEC #089-007

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

This Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) has reviewed the
above referenced document. The comments provided express recommendations of
DEC Regional Fish and Wildlife staff and reflect concerns with the FEIS only.

The following mitigation measures are recommended.

1. For wetlands lost to construction activities, approximately 60 acres either
on-site or as additional land purchased at the Orchard Game Management Area.

2. Mitigation for the loss of 1900+ acres (Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Report) of upland habitat lost. It is recommended that this mitigation.
be developed in cooperation between the Corps, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and this Department.

The Department notes that the Corps has contacted DEC Fish and Wildlife
per;onnel to discuss and recommend alternatives to on-site mitigation.

Thank you for the opportunity for review and comment.

Sincerely,

Louis M. Concra,J
Director, Division of Regulatory Affairs

LMC/ERM:dh

cc: E. Wagner a
D. Konsella
E. Miller -ev 'j H I34O0
File

-----------------------... . . .. . . ... . .



New York State Department of Environmental Conservati'n :.":T.OAS
6274 E. Avon - Lima Rd., Avon, NY 14414
1TIE : 716/226-2466 y!1~~ P, 28

Henry G. WilliamsCommissioner

Eric A. Seiffer
Regional Director

May 6, 1983

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman
District Engineer
Buffalo District Corp of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Re: Tlonawanda Creek Flood Control Project, Proposed Fish and Wildlife

Mitigation Plan

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

Ihis is in response to your letter of April 29, 1983 relative
to fish and wildlife habitat mitigation in the above referenced project.
We have indicated in our past communications that we prefer on-sight

• mitigation to off-site mitigation. However, we did agree to consider
mitigation at the Oak Orchard Wildlife Management area if additional
land was acquired.

The DEC Division of Fish and Wildlife does not feel that simple
habitat inprovement on existing state-owned lands can adequately
mitigate for wetland and wildlife habitat destruction. The proposal
presented in your recent letter essentially offers only habitat improve-
ment and not additional acquisition, therefore, we cannot support this
concept as adequate compensation for the loss of 65 plus or minus acres
of wetland/riparian habitat (as discussed in your letter of February 3,
1983).

I think that it is very important for all of the involved agencies
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Corps of Engineers and DBC) to reach
some kind of agreement on the type and scope of mitigation adequate to
calpensate for wetland and habitat losses. Therefore, I would recommend
that a joint meeting be held in the near future in order to resolve these
problems. The Regional Fish and Wildlife staff is very concerned with
impacts to wetland and wildlife habitats associated with this project,
and cannot support this project unless adequate measures are taken to
compensate for losses. If I can be of any further assistance, please contact
me at (716) 226-2466.

-Sincerely yours,

Jadk G. Coop~r
Conservation Biologist II (Eco.)

JOG:bf Region. 8
cc: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service -

* *....-..... .... ...-... :...",..,......... - ........ . .... . .... :



* UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
100 Grange Place

Room 202
Cortland, New York 13045

July 1, 1983

Colonel Robert R. Hardiman X
District Engineer, Buffalo District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ..
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Colonel Hardiman:

We reviewed the wildlife loss mitigation analysis provided with Major
Creeden's letter of June 9, 1983 concerning the Tonawanda Creek Project.
Inherent in this analysis are several faulty assumptions which inevitably
lead to the seriously flawed conclusion of little or no adverse impact
on fish and wildlife thus obviating the need to purchase land for loss
mitigation purposes.

The above mentioned assumptions are as follow:

1). no increased habitat value from interspersion of "idle" lands;

2). only so called "significant" wildlife species evaluated;

3). no impacts from farming activities to top of streambank;

4). little change in farming practices regarding harvest; and

5). only corn will be planted in the "idle" lands.

Although the "idle" lands in themselves are important habitats, their
greatest value is the additional diversification they provide to the
total complex of habitats. This attribute was largely ignored in your
analysis. Although the analysis mentions the interspersion of these
lands as being valuable, it only considers key wildlife species actually
supported on these lands. Our report lists 120 wildlife species. An
important reason for such a variety is the interspersion provided by the
"idle" lands. Your concentration on "key species" automatically results
in seriously under-valuing the interspersion provided by "idle" lands
under without-the-project conditions.



-2-

The last 3 assumptions result in over-valuing the with-the-project
habitat conditions. Experience shows that most farmers will clear these
lands to the very edge of the streambanks once they are protected from
floods. This would reduce the "edge" and travel corridors used by
wildlife, resulting in reduced populations. In addition it would
adversely impact the aquatic habitat in the stream because of reduced
shading and increased erosion and siltation.

The assumption that harvesting practices would be unchanged and corn
would be left standing in the field is a contradiction. With flood
control, this corn would inevitably be harvested and many of the fields
would be plowed in the fall resulting in little value to wildlife. Also
to assume all of the "idle" lands would be planted to corn is faulty.
It is just as logical to assume that a large percentage would be used
for pasture that would be even lower in habitat value than the corn.

We submit that our assumptions are as logical or more logical than yours
and that a significant decrease in wildlife habitat value on the 1900+

acres of "idle" lands would result from the project. We, therefore,
strongly urge you to accept the recommendations of our 10/23/80 report
and 2/23/83 supplement or join with us and NYSDEC in conducting a modified
HEP on these lands this summer. Only in this way could we be assured
that losses to wildlife would be mitigated or that you could be assured
that the mitigation measures are necessary. We certainly hope to avoid
the unpleasantness of submitting a new recommendation on this project,
one of opposition to its construction.

Sincerely yours,

Paul P. Hamilton
Field Supervisor

cc:
NYSDEC, Albany, NY - Ken Wich
NYSDEC, Avon, NY

'4
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APPENDIX H, PART 4

CULTURRL RESOURCES COORDINATION



The Buffalo District contracted with the Department of Anthropology of the
State University of New York at Binghampton, during the summer of 1979, to
conduct a Phase I archaeological reconnaissance of the Batavia Reservoir
Compound area. The Phase I report has been coordinated with the State

~.... Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), the New York State Archaeologist and
the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. Letters of Coordination
are printed on the next few pages.

Copies of the report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound Phase I
Archaeological Summary" by J. Terrence McCabe and A. Peter Hair III, et. al.

- are available through the National Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161.

.. . . . .



NCNZD-Pg 17 October 1980

Dr. Robert Funk
State Archaeologist
University of the State

of New York
State Education Department
Cultural Education Center
Albany, NY 12230

Dear Dr. Funk:

* Enclosed for your information Is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Y. Batavia Reservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological Suzinsry and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, plese contact Mr. Richard H.
2 Levis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

3 mdc DON1ALD M. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, Engineering Division

CF: Lws___
NCBED-PE Lerwile

Bennett
Pieczynski_
Hallock
Liddell



NCRED-PE 17 October 1980

Ms. Ann Webster Smith
Deputy Commissioner for
Historic Preservation

New York State Office of
Parks and Recreation

Agency Building f1
Empire State Plaza

Albany, MY 12338

Dear Ms. Smith:

Enclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Batavia Reservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological Summary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact k. Richard H.
Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

3 Incl DOVALD M. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, Engineering Division

CF:
4,-NCBED-PE Lewis

Berkeley
Bennett
Pieczynski__

Hallock
Liddell

,4



NCBED-PB 17 October 1980

Dr. Bennie Keel* f Departmental Consulting Archaeologist
Heritage Conservation and

1 Recreation Service
U. S. Department of the interior
Washington, DC 20243

* Dear Dr. Keel:

* Enclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Batavia Reservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological Snumary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact Nr. Richard H.
Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2173.

Sincerely,

2 Incl DONALD M. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, Engineering Division

CBEDPELei
Berkele-y
Bennett
Pieczynski_
Hallock
Liddell



NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Mrs. Myra Harrison
Division of Archaeology
Heritage Conservation and

Recreation Service
William J. Green Federal Building
600 Arch Street
Room 9310
Philadelphia, PA 19106

t Dear Hs. Harrison:

Enclosed for your information is a Final Cultural Resources Report entitled,
Batavia fteservoir Compound: Phase I Archaeological Sumary and Appendicies.

If you have any questions regarding thia report, please contact Mr~. Richarl 11.
Lewis, Staff Archaeologist, at (716) 876-5454, extension 2175.

Sincerely,

'V.2 2ncl DOt4AL M. LIDDELL
as stated Chief, 2ngineering Division

C:C BED-PE Lewis____
Berkeley
Bennett___
Pleczynski
liallock___
Liddell___
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NCBED-PE 17 October 1980

Defense Technical Information Center
ATTN: DTIS/DDA-2/Paul F. Cooper
Alexandria, VA 22314

Dear Mr. Cooper:

Enclosed are 12 copies of the report entitled, "Batavia Reservoir Compound
Archaeological Summary," and appendicies. Please make the necessary arrange-
ments to have this report and appendicies available from the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA.

If you require any further input, please feel free to contact me at the above
... address.

Sincerely,

1 Incl (12 cys) THOMAS VAN WART
* as stated District Librarian

BED-E Levis
Berkeley
Bennett

VanWart

A,

• •

o .° A - - . . . . . . . . . . . .
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United States Department of the Interior
"HERITAGE CONSERVATION AND RECREATION SERVICE

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE
75 Spring Street S.W., Suite 1176

IN REPLY REFR TO: Atlanta, Georgia 30303
W540 . U 1jws~oJUL 1 1980

Mr. Richard H. Lewis
Buffalo District, Corps
of Engineers

1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Dear Mr. Lewis:

Due to staff reductions within the Office of Interagency Archeological

Services-Atlanta, we are unable to review the report "Batavia Reservoir

- Compound, Phase I Archeological Survey." We will be happy to continue to

receive reports for review from your office and will notify you on an as

received basis which ones we will review. If you have any questions,

please contact Mr. James Thomson at (404) 221-2633.

Sincerely,

Acting Chief



NEW YORK STATE PARKS & RECREATION Agency Building 1. Empir Stale Plaza. Albdny. New Ywk 12238 Inlormalion 518 414 XC,

Orin Lehman. Comssioner

June 27, 1980
June27,198

Mr. Donald Liddell
Chief, Engineering Division
Dept. of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street

- Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

Dear Mr. Liddell:

Batavia Reservoir Compound
Genesee County, New York

We have reviewed the cultural resource reconnaissance
report on this project and wish to make a few comments. The
survey seems to be complete and the recommendations are in
order. However, the structure survey forms do not provide
sufficient information for us to evaluate them. The contact
prints are not adequate particularly in cases where the
structure may well be eligible for the National Register.
Photos should be attached to the form as indicated on the
form and in the enclosed manual. Also, an overall map should
be included with forms keyed to it. This can be a USGS map
if scale is a problem. We suggest you have your consultants
follow the instructions in the manual for architectural and
historical information as well.

Due to the large number of structures included in this
study, it may be beneficial to wait until you know which
structures are to be affected before a detail study is made.

Please call Bruce Fullem at 518-474-3176'should you wish
to discuss this matter in detail.

Sincere y,

"eckedd Stephen J. Raiche
Director

P- bHistoric Preservation Field
Services

BF:mr

Enc.

An.. -, Ow, . v . -;4.,.



HCBED-'E . 9 June 19$0

Dr. Robert Funk, State Archaeologist
New York State Museum and Science Service
Anthropological Survey
Albany, NY 12234

Dear Dr. Funk:

Enclosed for your review and coament Is a cultural resources reconnaissance

report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound, Phase I Archaeological Summary"
prepared for the buffalo District by the State University of New York at
Binghanton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural resourses report provided for your review In November 1979.

If we do not receive your comments within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, we will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.
Comhents received after the expiration of the comment period cannot be con-
sidered in the preparation of the final report.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact my staff
Archaeoloaist, 'fr. Richard H. Lewis at (716) 876-5454, extension 2171.

Sincerely,

DONALD H. LIDDELL
Chief, Engineering Diviuion

CF: Lewis

/NCBED-PL' Berkeley
Bennett
Pieczynski

Hallock_____
Liddell-

1--



NCBED-PE 9 June 1980

Dr. Stephanie H. Rodeffer, Acting Chief
Interagency Archaeological Services - Atlanta
Hieritage Conservation and Recreation Service
Richard B. Russel Federal Building
75 Spring Street
Atlanta, GA 30303

Dear Dr. Rodeffer:

*--Enclosed for your review and cowient Is a cultural resources reconnaissance
report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound. Phase I Archaeological Sumnary'
prepared for the Buffalo District by the State University of New York at
Binghamton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural resourses report provided for your review in November 1979.

If we do not receive your coments within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, we will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.
Comuents received after the expiration of the coment period cannot be con-
sidered in the preparation of tho final report.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact my staff

Archaeologist, fir. Richard It. Lewis at (716) 876-5454, extension 2171.

4. Sincerely,

DONALD M:. LIDDELL
Chief, Engineering Division

CF: Lewis
t NCBED-PE Berkeley.

Bennett
Pleczynaki
iHallock
Liddell

[2.
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HCBEi-PE 9 June 1980

* Dr. Ann Webster-Smith, Deputy Cosmissioner
for Historic Preservation

Division for Historic Preservation
Now York State Office of Parks and

Recreation
.:, Agency Building No. I

Enpire State Plaza
Ablany, HY 12238

Dear Or. Webster-Saith.

Enclosed for your review and coment is a cultural resources reconnaissance
report entitled "Batavia Reservoir Compound, Phase I Archaeological Smamary"
prepared for the Buffalo District by the State University of hew York at
Binghamton. This report is an update (which was required by project changes)
of the cultural revourses report provided for your review in lovember 1979.

If we do not receive your comments within 30 days of your receipt of this
letter, ure will assume you are in agreement with the contents of the report.

- Comments receivcd after the expiration of the comment period cannot be con-
-" sidered in the preparation of the final report.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact ray staff
Archaeologist, Hr. Richard H. Lewis at (716) 876-5454, extension 2171.

Sincerely,

DO4ALD H. LIDDfLL
Chief, EnGineering Division

CF; Lewis
* NCBEiD-PE Berkeley

Bennett
Pieczynski
lallock
Liddell

h..

', -' - . . . .- " . . . .- .' . . . - -- .. -. "
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TELEPHONE OR VERBAL CONVERSATION RECORD 4aruary 1980
For use of this form, see AR 340-1. the proponent olency Is The Adlutent Geneol's Office.

• SUIJECT OF CONVERSATION

Letter from The New York State Historic Preservation Office Regarding the Batavia

Reservoir Compound Phase I Archaeological Summary.

____________________ INCOMING CALL

1P0RSON CALLING [DON15I MG PHON NUM69P A#0Q 9XT ENCION

PRSON CALLED OFFICE PHONE NUMBS1R4 AND EXT6NCiON

OUTGOING CALL

P"RSON CALLING OPFCa PNONZ NUM66ER1 AND EXTENION

Richard H.Lewis NCBED-PE FTS 4732171

"PINSON CALLEO ADORESS PHONE NUMBER AND EXTENI@ON

Bruce Fullem NYSHPO j TS 456-3176

SUMMARY OP CONVErSATIOb

Mr. Fullem was called in order to explain how the Buffalo District was planning

to handle the data deficiencies in the above referenced report. It was explained

that a contract modification was being considered that would require the contractor

to survey those portions of the project area which were not included in the

initial scope of work. In addition it would be required that the contractor

fill out the Building-Structure Inventory Formwhich is required by the state

for each structure which would be affected by the project. Mr Fullem indicated

that this approach would satisfy the concerns of the SHPO.

Richard H.Lewis

Archaeologist
Environmental Resources Section

CF:
NCBED-P
NCBED-PN
NCBED-PE

D)A,, 0~. F~,,7 51 MrIPLACES COITION OF I PCs S0 WHICH WILL Of USCD.
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NEW YORK STATE PARKS & RECREATION I y Emc:re Sile Plaza A.tny Nu... r, 1, 38 Idormdwn 5* 474.0456

Orn Lehman, Cormsioner

December 21, 1979

Kenneth R. Hallock
Acting Chief, Engineering Division
Department of the Army
Buffalo District, Corps of Engineers
1776 Niagara Street
Buffalo, New York 14207

Attention: Richard Lewis

Gentlemen:

"Batavia Reservoir Compound Phase I
Archaeological Summary"

Batavia Reservoir Compound
Tonawanda Creek, between Alexander and
Batavia

Genesee County

Thank you for consulting with the State Historic Preservation
Officer (SHPO) concerning the above-referenced report.

It is the opinion of the SHPO that the report represents a
professional effort, and that the further archeological investiga-

*. tion that is recommended should be undertaken. Further, we under-
stand that the nature and scope of the project have changed a bit
recently, and that we do not have a current assessment of what
specific structures may be affected by the proposed undertaking.
When you have determined what structures may be affected, please
provide us with additional information on each so that our office
can provide you with additional comments. For each structure, we
request:

1. mapped location (one master map could also be used)
2. original photograph
3. blue building/structure inventory form (see enclosed

sample)
4. description of potential effect upon building.

If you should have any questions, please contact the project
review staff at 518-474-3176.

Sincerely,

STATEI HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER

LRK:mr By Stephen J. Raiche, Director
Enc. Historic Preservation Field

Services
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TELEPHONE OR VERBAL CONVERSATION RECORDj '- For was of this form, see AR 340-15; Ihe proponent agency Is The Adlutant General'@ Office. 12 December 1979

Re view*c"t g ural Resources Report for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
by the Interagengy Archaeological Services (IAS)

;_______.... ..__ ________ ________INCOMING CALL _ _...._,,

PansON CAI.LING A.DONESS PHONE NUMIdSR AO CATENCION

PER9ON CALLED OFFICE PHONE NUMMER AND EATENSION

OUTGOING CALL

PERSON CALLING OMFI PON NUNRN AND EXTENSION

Richard H.Lewis 11CBED-PE

PERSON CALLED ADOREIS PHONE NUMBER AN EXTENSION

. Jim Thompson IAS

SUMMARY OF CONVERSATION

Mr.Theapson was called in order to find out if IAS was planning to comment on the
subject report. He indicated that they were not.

Richard H.Lewis
Archaeologist
Environmental Resources Section

r.[) At * APR66 5 RE11PLACES EDITION OF I F99 5 W141CI WILL at USED.
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TELEPHONE OR VERBAL CONVERSATION RECORD 11 eebr17
POO s of this en ser e AN 340-13; dhe prep.a.., aency Is The Adgvtent Genoesl Office. 10Dcmbr17

SUSJ9CT OF CONvERSAY60N

Review of the Cultural Resources Report for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
by the Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA)

INCOMING CALL
PER1SON CALLING [boKR AOENSND FOXTENSIONH

PERSON CALLED OFFPICE PHONE N4UMOOE AND OEXTENSIONH

OUTGOING CALL
PERSON CALLINO *price PHONE NUMBER AND EXTENSION

Richard li.Lewis I4CBED-PE {__________
PERSON CALLED ADDRESS PHrIONE NUMSIER AND0 EXTENSION

Phil Lord OSAI
SUMMARV OF CONVERSATIC%

Mr. Lord was called in order to find out if the OSA was planning to cement on the
*subject report. He indicated that his office did review the report but was not

going to submitt written coments.

Richard H.Lewis
Archaeologist
Environmental Resources Section

DA F37ft"A 751 111PLACtS COITIO4 or I F910 50 WHICH WILL 69 USED.
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DATE£

TELEPHONE OR VERBAL CONVERSATION RECORD A

Fae use of this ferm, see AR 340-1; ohe preoponent agency is The Adlutent General's Office. 10 December 1979
SUSJECT OF CONVERSATION

* ' Review of the Cultural Resources Report for the Batavia Reservoir Compound
by the New York State Historic Preservation Office (NYSHPO)

_ _ _ _ _INCOMING CALL
PERSON CALLING }O REaII PHONE NUM89rR A1AO EXTENSION

PERSON CALLED OFFICE PHONE NUNSER ANO EXTENSION

~OUTGOING CALL.

PERSON CALLING OPPICE OHO NUMMER AND EXTENSION

Richard H.Lewis NCBED-PE FTS 4732171
o PR9ON CALLED ADDRESS P4ONE NUMUER AND EXTENSION

Lenore Kuwik NYSHPO FTS 5643176

SUMMARY OF CONVERSATIOI

Ms. Kuwik was called to find out the status of the subject report in the NYSHPO'S
review process and to find out if the comments which we requested would be recieved
within the 30 day review peroid.

- She indicated that the report had been circulated and the review about 50% completed,
-. however it did not appear that the comments would be submitted to Buffalo District

within the review peroid. She fdrter indicated that the comments should be recieved
by 30 December 1979.

ti r H.Lewis
Archaeologist
Environmental Resources Section

,*°

D'I APR66 51 REPLACES EDITION Op I E8 8 WHICH WILL 6E USED.
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NCDED-PE 13 November 1979

Hr. Bruce Fullen
Office of Orin Lehman, Commissioner
State Historic Preservation Officer

* Division for Historic Preservation
New York State Office of Parks

and Recreation
Agency Building, 1 Empire State Plaza
Albany, N1Y 12238

Dear Mr. Fullen:

Enclosed for your review and comment is a report entitled "Batavia
Reservoir Compound Phase I Archaeological Summa!ry. This report was
undertaken in partial fulfillment of E* 0. 11593 and the National
Historic Preservation Act.

If we do not receive your comments within 30 days of your receipt of
this letter, we will assume you are In agreement with the contents of
the report*

If you have any questions regarding this action, please contact staff
archaeologist, Richard H. Lewis at (716) 876-3454, ext. 2171.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

1 Inci KINETH R.. HALLOCK
,sstated Acting Chief, Engineering Division

NCEED-PE Lewis____
Berkeley
Bennett___
CIlbert____

11allock____



NCBED-PE 13 Noveimber 1979

Robert Munk, State Archaeologist

Anthropological Survey

Albany,, 14Y 12234

Dear Hr. Funk:

Enclosed for your review and comment is a report entitled *Batavia
Reservoir Conpound Phase t Archaeological Sumnary." This report was
undertaken In partial fulfilmnent of E. 0. 11593 and the N~ational
Historic Preservation Act*

If we do not receive your covnents within 30 days of your receipt of
this letter, we will assume you are In agreemient with the contents of
the report.

If you have any questions regarding~ this action, please contact staff
archaeologist, Richard 11. Lewis at (716) 876-5454. ext. 2171.

Thank you for your consideration in this n~atter.

44 Sincerely,

1 Inc KEIRIMTH R. HALLOCK
as stated Acting Chief, Engineering Division

%'mcmE-pF. Lewis____
*Berkeley

Bennett____
Glbert____
Hallock____



NCBED-PE 13 November 1979

Bennie 'Keel, Chief
Interagency Archaeological
Services - Atlanta

Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Service

Richard Brussel Federal Ruildin-
75 Spring Street
Atlanta, GA 30303

Dear Mr. Keel:

Enclosed for your review and corment is a report entitled 'Batavia
Reservoir Conpound Phase I Archaeological Surnary." This report was
undertaken in partial fulfillnent of E. 0. 11593 and the lational
Historic Preservation Act.

If we do not receive your com-ents within 30 days of your receipt of
this letter, ve will assune you are in agreement with the contents of
the report.

If you have any questions regarding this action, please contact staff
archaeologist, Richard H. Lewis at (716) 876-5454, ext. 2171.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
.1

Sincerely,

I Incl KEN'ETH R. !UALOC'
as stated Actinr Chief, ,Engineering Division
CF:

~/'!!CBTD-PE Lewis_____
Berkeley
Bennett
Gilbert

-* I ~~~11allock_____~.--




